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The Godfather™
A computer adventure which
captures the very essence of the

Godfather trilogy,

where Domination, Power,
Wealth and Justice are all part

of the game plan*

• Digitised sound effects.

• Full colour bitmaps allowing

stunning detail and realism.

• Unique graphic interaction

sequences.

Available on; Atari ST, Amiga
and PC (VGA only)

TM and © 1991 Paramount Pictures. All rights reserved

The GODFATHER is a trademark of Paramount Pictures.

U.S. Gold authorised user.

t

G-LOC™
At the controls of an
experimental super

lane you plunge
eadfirst into the

unknown fighting

territory. Fast and
frantic G-Loc takes

you to the

edge!

• 36 missions and three 'player ^*
selectable

1 modes.
• Armed with impressive lazers and a missile

guidance system.

Available on: C64 & Amstrad
cassette & disc, Spectrum

cassette, Atari ST and Amiga

© 1990, 1991 SEGA™. All rights

reserved. G-LOC™ is a trademark

of SEGA ENTERPRISES

LIMITED.

Indiana Jones™ and the
Fate of Atlantis Action Game

Nazi Germany has rediscovered the Lost Kingdom

of Atlantis, and with it the formula to

produce the ultimate bomb.

Only one obstacle stands in their way - Indy!

• 9 lavishly detailed action packed locations.

• Dazzling 3D isometric world - click from

one camera angle to the next

• Awesome animation, music and

sound effects,

Indiana Jones™ and

the Fate of Atlantis

1992 LucasArts

Entertainment

Company.

All rights reserved.

Indiana Jones and

tndy are registered

trademarks of

Lucasfilm Ltd.



Software 2000's The Manager
The definitive football management
simulation featuring all clubs in

the 1991-1992 top 3
league divisions.

• Select your team
and choose from

a I year, 3 year

or unlimitedgame}
• 3D animation

sequences let you
watch highlights of

your team in action.

• Manage your money
as well as a team. 85*S
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Available on:

Amstrad & C64
cassette & disc,

Spectrum cassette,

Atari ST, Amiga &
PC and
compatibles. \\

£

Available on:

Atari ST, Amiga
and PC (VGA only)

©1992 Software

2000. All rights

reserved.
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A SERIOUS
EXPERIENCE!

U.S. Gold Ltd., Units 2/3, Holford Way,

Holford, Birmingham B6 7AX.

Tel: 021-625 3366.

NEED HELP? CALL THE

m GOLD PHONE
HINTS & TIPS LINE

LEGEND OF DARKM00N (EYE OF THE BEHOLDER tl) * SHADOW SORCERER TEL: 0839 654 1 39

HILLSFAR * DRAGONS OF FLAME * HEROES OF THE LANCE TEL: 0891 442 025

CURSE OF THE AZURE BONDS * POOL Of RADIANCE

* CHAMPIONS OF KRYNN TEL: 0891 442 026

BUCK ROGERS * SECRET OF THE SILVER BLADES * EYE OF THE BEHOLDER TEL: 0891 442 030

OPERATION STEALTH * ANOTHER WORLD • CRUISE FOR A CORPSE TEL: 0839 654 284

LUCASFILM HELPLINE * LE CHUCKS REVENGE (MONKEY ISLAND 2) * INDIANA JONES

• ZAK MCKRACKEN • MANIAC MANSION * LOOM * SECRET OF MONKEY ISLAND

* BATTLE OF BRITAIN TEL: 0839 6541 23

NEW RELEASES * COMPETITION TEL: 0839 6541 24

COMPETITION - £200.00 WORTH* OF U.S. GOLD GAMES
TO BE WON EACH MONTH. • At Retail Mw

-e under 18 please get per~ r
"



Contents
FREE GAME
GUIDES
This edition of PC
Review comes
with a special free

supplement,

which we've rather

grandly entitled

the PC Review

Games Atlas. Our
illustrator Rob
Carter has created

maps for a selec-

tion of PC games,

which you should help you find your way
around, and each one is annotated with

screenshots and a guide to playing the

game effectively. We've also added some
specific tips and 'hot key' combinations,

some well-known, others which may just

give you the short cut you need to make
progress.

In keeping with this spirit of helpfulness

we have another expanded QED section this

month, with the next part of our guide to

Gods, and a playing guide to the excellent

Civilization which everyone in the office has

been putting to good use.

Elsewhere, it's something of a relief to see

Ultima Underworld finally make it on to the

shelves. Origin was promising all manner of

great things for this EOTB-style dungeon
adventures, and for once, it looks as though

the hype was justified; reviewer Paul Presley

was fast running out of superlatives to

describe the game. We've also got a review

of French developer Cryo's Dune, which

looked astonishingly beautiful in beta ver-

sions and when we previewed it in Issue 2.

We've all seen games which look wonderful

but prove virtually impossible to play - see

the verdict for yourself on page 44.

Christina Erskine

PC REVIEW ISSUE 8
Free cover disk and Games

Atlas

If your disk or supplement is missing,

piease check with your newsagent

FEATURES
28 THANKS
FOR THE
MEMORY
Peter Gloster has plenty of advice

Sfor anyone who finds their PC

has trouble remembering all that

it should. In this instalment of the first steps series he talks you

through all the advantages and pitfalls of adding extra memory to

your machine.

20 ON THE SPOT
Read all about three readers' recent visit to Sierra On-Line's UK
headquarters.

32 WARMONGERS
SSI may have built its reputation on its AD&D series of games,

but, as Paul Rigby has been finding out, the company began life

designing wargames and is now planning a revival of that side of

the business.

COVER DISK
88
DISK 8
We've a bumper crop this

month, kicking off with a

complete match from

European Championship

1992. There's also a set of WjffiuSi
r ,

V. 11(1111

useful utilities, two more /', «",',;

games from the author of

Blox, and more ...

SHAREWARE 123
Software doesn't have to be expensive to be good, as we prove in our

comprehensive shareware guide. You'll find a list of recommended
titles, each one described in detail, and an exclusive order form.
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review

Orion's super games PC is just one of the bundles reviewed in

this month's cover feature, and one could soon be yours.

94 COMPETITION
You could win an Orion games PC bundle worth

over £1,000!

REGULARS

Ultima Underworld:
The Stygian Abyss

COVER STORY
22 PCs MADE FOR
PLAYING
Since Amstrad launched

Its PC games pack last

year, half a dozen

manufacturers have

jumped on the

bandwagon. Christina

Erskine looks at the pros

and cons of games
bundles and puts three

recent offerings through

their paces.
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Slice is right?
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BUYERS' GUIDE 1 1

1

About to upgrade your PC or expand your software collection? Then

check out our fully updated guide to PC hardware, software and

peripherals before you part with your hard earned cash.
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7 News
At last, there's news of Jimmy White's Whirlwind Snooker, and

Cineplay are to launch a Claymation graphics package.

1 4 Coming soon
Can Digital Integration revive its reputation for simulations

with Tornado? Will MicroProse Golf prove worthy competition

for PGA Tour Golf? Who's responsible for the crises in the

Kremlin. Find out the answers in our previews section.

37 Reviews
Ultima Underworld has finally

arrived. Also, has Cryo made

a better job of Dune than

David Lynch? And there's

more film conversion in Plan

9 From Outer Space.

76 Tips
Civilization and Star Trek get

the QED treatment and

there's the final part of our

Gods solution.

1 40 Letters
From the bizarre to the regular, it's all here in the pages that

are written by you.

144Q&A
Mike lames answers your PC queries.

1 46 Quit
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The game's

graphics and

presentation arc

nothing short of

stunning, and

there's a great

wad of playabilii

in there too.

Ocean have nevei

had it so good!"

ST ACTION

OCEAN SOFTWARE LIMITED

6 CENTRAL STREET . MANCHESTER . M2 5NS . TEL: 061 832 6633 . FAX: 061 834 0650



News review

MAKING THE
HEADLINES

CD VISION OF
THE FUTURE
California-based Media Vision chose last

month's CeBIT show in Hanover to launch its

range of sound enhancers and multimedia CD-

ROM players into Europe.

Top of the range is the fully-integrated multimedia

subsystem, the CDPC. Combining a high-fidelity lOOw

audio amplifier with specially designed high-

performance speakers and a CD-ROM drive, this is a

fully external system which is compatible with the

Multimedia PC (MPC) standard.

The standalone unit also incorporates a MIDI port

and is fully compatible with Sound Blaster and Ad Lib

standards. This range of functions and features does

come with a price however, as the unit comes in at

£895.95.

Commenting on the unit, Media Vision's chief

executive officer Paul Jain said, "Computer users are

confused about multimedia. We've provided a

product that functions like a high-end home stereo

system, yet easily interfaces to a computer. By

PLAY IN A
DAY
Hardware giant Wang

once raised a few

eyebrows when it tried

to introduce the American

advertising slogan "Wang
Cares'' into the European

marketplace. Now, however,

it's not a large hardware

manufacturer which is claiming

to care, but an llford-based

training company, Comp-Tutor.

Comp-Tutor Services on (081

)

551 7275 cares enough to offer

the new PC owner a one-day

course which "assumes no

prior knowledge of computers

or keyboard skills". The course

should see the newly-confident

user proficient in the ways of

word processing, databases

and spreadsheets.

Getting Started With

Personal Computers cost £ 1 29

(including VAT) for the day and

guarantee a maximum of five

delegates per class.

connecting the CDPC to their computer, home users

will be able to enjoy audio enriched reference

materials such as encyclopaedias, dictionaries, travel

guides and a large selection of colour and sound-rich

video games."

For those of you who don't mind delving into the

innards of your CPU, the Pro 1 6 Multimedia System

(£849.95) offers a similar set-up to the CDPC,

although this time it's all built in to your computer.

Another major difference is that this package

incorporates a double-speed Hitachi CD-ROM drive

with twice the normal access speed. The Multimedia

PC Upgrade Kit (£695.95) offers similar features with a

standard-speed drive.

The four remaining Media Vision peripherals

launched at CeBIT include the Pro AudioSpectrum 16,

Pro AudioSpectrum Plus, the Audio Port and the

Thunderboard for Windows package.

Priced at £2 19.95, the PAS 16 offers true 16-bit CD-

quality stereo PC sound, while the PAS Plus (£179.95)

presents 8-bit sound with a 16-bit bus.

Specially designed for portable computers (and for

those who hate to take the lids off their PCs), the

Audio Port is an external plug-in sound adaptor with

built-in speaker and sockets for microphone and

speakers. Powered by battery, or the supplied AC
adapter, the Audio Port is priced at £ 1 24.95.

Finally, Thunderboard is a fully Ad Lib and Sound
Blaster compatible sound card specifically designed

for use with Windows 3. Complete with built-in

amplifier and joystick port, it costs £99.95.

All of the prices quoted above are exclusive of VAT.

Further details are available from P&P New
Technologies on (0706) 217744.

RELEASE AT LAST FOR
DUNGEON DWELLERS
The long, long Dungeon Master release saga seems to be

nearing an end, with the announcement that Liverpool-based

publisher Psygnosis (051 709 5755) has picked up the rights

to release the classic role-player.

Although it's been around on other computer formats for many
years now, and has even spawned numerous clones - most notably

the Eye Of The Beholder series - the original (and some say best)

three-dimensional dungeon-based adventure has never actually

been released in any PC incarnation.

Following numerous rumours and false starts, this momentous
event was finally scheduled to happen last Christmas, but like so

many other product releases it was prevented at the last minute by

the well-documented demise of Mirrorsoft, which previously owned
the game's European publishing rights. The fate of this long-awaited

tale of swords and sorcery hung in the balance for the ensuing

months, but now the RPG's US-
based developer, FTL, has

signed a European publishing

agreement with Psygnosis

which will result in the game
finally seeing the light of day

later this month.

Or will it? Watch out for a full

review in the near future.
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FEAT OF
CLAY
Way back in PC Review

Issue 5 r we reviewed

an animated

adventure game from a new
American developer, Cineplay.

Despite the Involvement of

such luminaries as Kellyn Beck
(whose previous credits

included Defender of the

Crown, Rocket Ranger and
Centurion - Defender of Rome)
and Will Vinton (an Oscar-

winning animator who has the

famous California Raisins

advert and some of the

animation In Michael Jackson's

Moonwalker to his credit) the

game turned out to be
somewhat disappointing, with

a rating of just four.

However, the game did make
draw on Vinton's Claymation

modelling and animation

techniques, using digitisations

of original, distinctively

animated clay figures for close-

ups in the game.
Readers who were intrigued

by the effects created, will be
interested to hear that

Cineplay Is to follow up Free

DC with the release of an

animation package,

Playmation, which takes

advantage of these techniques

and allows the user to create

similar effects of their own.

Coming complete with a

specially commissioned video,

Joyride, which shows off the

software's capabilities,

Playmation takes advantage of

a complex polygon rendering

technique which uses 'splines'

to create intricate curved

shapes and shaded surfaces.

The main drawback is that

users will need to have a good
deal of computing power at

their disposal - a machine with

at least a 386 processor is

essential, while a maths
coprocessor and at least 4Mb
of RAM is also recommended.
Playmation will be available

in early July and Is to be
distributed in Europe by US
Gold (021 625 3366).

News
COMMANDER
TAKES OFF

unique link-up between a manufacturer of professional hardware-based flight simulators and one of

the top entertainment software companies in the world has resulted in The Commander, a high-tech

Lvideo game console which promises to deliver a new experience in entertainment simulation.

Sussex-based Rediffusion Simulation

(which is renowned for its multi-million

dollar simulators of aircraft such as the

Boeing 747 and the Tornado) and

California's LucasArts Entertainment

(George Lucas' software publishing arm
responsible for such classic games as

Monkey Island and the Indiana lones

series) have combined to create this

futuristically styled two-seater capsule.

Combining multiple joystick control

with high-resolution graphics and stereo

sound (from two chair-mounted

speakers), The Commander can be set up

as any type of vehicle, either land, sea or

air based, although the first cabinets in

the arcades in June will feature Air-2-Air,

a combat game based on modern fighter

plane technology.

Specific game prices can be altered at

the operator's discretion, but Rediffusion

estimates that Air-2-Air will cost in the

region of £3 per turn when it first

appears. Contact them for further details

on (0923) 561 156.

LEARN BY THE BOOK
Letts Of London has announced the arrival of

four US books, each designed to help you get

more out of your PC.

PS Secrets (Tips & Tricks to Maximise the Power
of your Personal Computer), Rookie Programming
(A Newcomer's Guide to Programming in BASIC, C
and Pascal), Hundreds of Fascinating & Unique

Ways to Use your Computer and Future Computer
Opportunities (Visions of Computers into the Year

2000) are all on the shelves now, priced at 9.95.

PC Secrets is described as a "collection of the

most useful and personal computer tips and secrets

passed around by experienced users". Written by

Andrew Rathbone, editor of the San Diego-based

ComputerEdge magazine, it covers everything from

DOS commands to printers and Windows.

Rookie Programming by Ron Dippold is, as the

title suggests, a beginner's guide to writing your

own software. Covering the three main

programming languages, this book takes you all the

way through the routine, from selecting a

programming language to 'debugging' a finished

program.

Tina Rathbone's Hundreds of Fascinating &
Unique Ways to Use your Computer is a guide to

some of the more unusual uses for the IBM-

compatible, including monitoring diets and

workouts, gaining insight into your love and

relationship skills and learning a foreign language,

beautifying your home and even balancing your

cheque book!

In Future Computer Opportunities, author lack

Dunning imagines a number of future scenarios

involving computer applications and examines how
computers may become involved in everyday life.

Dunning also presents advice to budding

entrepreneurs as to how to incorporate computers

into specific moneymaking ventures.

More information on these afid other Letts

computer-related publications from (071) 407 8891.

Liverpo<

OX TK.M5
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pool-based publisher Psygnosis pulled off

something of a transatlantic coup this month, as its

original and highly-acclaimed Lemmings picked up two

awards at the US Software Publishers Association's

Excellence In Software Awards

ceremony.

The titles of Best Home Entertainment

Package and Best Action/Arcade Program

were bestowed on the game, which a

Psygnosis spokesperson described as a

"once in a decade product".

Replacement keyboards may not be



review

SCREEN
BEAT
Have you just splashed

out on some new stereo

circuitry\o beef up your

gaming pleasure?\Then why not

match it up with a set of speakers

created specifically to match your

computer system in style and

colour?

Spectravideo's Screen Beat

stereo speaker system claims to

do just this, as its cream

coloured units are designed to

attach directly to the sides of

your monitor. Not only this, but

each speaker has its own volume

control and can be adjusted to

the correct angle for the best

stereo effect.

The Screen Beat is compatible

with all PC sound cards and is

available now priced at £29.99.

Call Spectravideo on (081 ) 902

2211 for further details.

THE GONG
SHOW
The European

Computer Trade
Show awards

ceremony took place at

London's Limelight night

club last month, hosted by

Domlnik Diamond,

presenter of the Channel 4

computer games show
Gamesmaster.

Winners this time around

included Sim City (best CD
game), 3D Construction Kit

(best packaging), Wing
Commander II (best sound
and best graphics), Eye Of

The Beholder (best

adventure/role-playing

game), Railroad Tycoon

(best simulation),

Civilization (most original

game), Lemmings (game
of the year) and
MicroProse (software

publisher of the year.

ALL WHITE ON
THE NIGHT FOR
PC SNOOKER
If

a game's pedigree can be measured by the

amount of awards it picks up, then )immy

White's Whirlwind Snooker must be a strong

contender for best of breed, with Golden Joystick

and technical merit awards under its belt.

Developed initially for the Commodore Amiga by

veteran big-name programmer Archer MacLean

(who has been developing hit games on various

home computers since the early 1980s), the game is

now all but finished for PCs and about to make its

competitive debut.

In technical terms, this latest version is almost

identical to its predecessor, with all the main

features included. The table can be rotated through

360 degrees and viewed from just about any angle,

while all manner of spin and other tricks can be

employed by more serious players - you even have

to chalk the tip of your cue to avoid the dreaded

'miscue' which can disrupt even the best of breaks.

One and two player modes are supported, with the

computerised opposition ranging in skill from the

fairly difficult right up to Jimmy White himself. All of

the main functions can be carried out via the

keyboard, but the game is best appreciated when
played using a two-button mouse.

MacLean is quite proud of the latest incarnation of

his game, which has taken almost two years to

complete. He also believes that it should be

accessible with the minimum hardware

requirements. "We've not bothered to include CGA
or Hercules modes," he says, "but the game runs

perfectly well in EGA on even a standard 286

machine at 12Mhz. In fact, the game's actual speed

won't change whatever the machine speed, as the

balls always travel in real-time."

And what of the Jimmy White connection? The

normal practice with endorsed games is for the

celebrity in question to show up for a brief photo

session and leave it at that. However, MacLean

claims that Jimmy White has shown a good deal

more interest than that in the development of this

one - making numerous appearances to endorse the

game, and even potting a few digital balls himself

when he gets a spare moment.

"Jimmy's actually quite good at the game you

know," claims MacLean, "although he has difficulty

getting to grips with the mouse. But if he gets

Jimmy White and Archer MacLean discuss the finer points

of Whirlwind Snooker

myself or someone else who's more used to using a

computer to manipulate the controls for him then

he rarely misses a shot - which makes me think that

1 must be doing something right."

Jimmy White's Whirlwind Snooker will be out next

month on the Virgin Games label (call (081) 960

2255), while the same publisher will probably

release a pool version later this year.

"The pool game should follow quite quickly,"

explains MacLean. "The reason for this is that,

technically at least, it uses the same engine' as

snooker, but incorporates all of the rules of the

various different types of pool. There are some
major differences though - the table will be smaller,

the pockets will be bigger, the opposition will have

different tactics and the balls will react slightly

differently - in fact, it will be about as close to

snooker as the real thing is basically."

There's also a possibility that MacLean may
produce a snooker-based sequel, incorporating

some new elements which only occurred to him

after the first game was finished, but as he also has

a number of other projects under way - including

updated versions of his classic shoot 'em up

Dropzone, and beat 'em up 1K+ - there's no

guarantee that this will actually happen.

"There are only 24 hours in a day," he exclaims.

"But I would like to get Snooker 2 out at some stage.

It's amazing what you can get into a game if you

actually have the time to devote to it."

the most glamorous of PC peripherals, but in the

importance stakes they rank up there somewhere

along with the monitor.

Read Cosine (on (0202) 632274/5) has extended its

range of replacement keyboards with the introduction

oftheTI02UTE.

This extended keyboard incorporates advanced

controller circuitry and autosensing for AT and PS/2

or PC/XT modes (although the manual switching

facility has also been retained). The TI02 LITE retails

from £35 and comes complete with a three-year

warranty.

The complete Read Cosine line-up ranges from the

standard-weight T 1 02 to the Memory Pro, a 122-key

programmable extended keyboard.

If you'd like to dig deeper into Sid Meier's complex

Civilization game, and even our guidelines in this

month's QED can't help, you may be interested in a

new book by Prima Publishing, called, simply, Sid

Meier's Civilization. Available from Computer

Bookshops and other outlets, it costs £ 1 7.45.



HG®H News
ACCOLADE TAMES
THE GOLDEN BEAR
Following the release of its

latest tie-in with the Golden

Bear himself, lack Nicklaus'

Unlimited Golf And Course Design:

Signature Edition, Accolade has

extended its agreement with the

former 'greatest golfer in the world'

to retain the exclusive rights to

produce games using his name
until the mid 1990s.

The new agreement will continue

a relationship which has seen the

release of two previous simulations

bearing Nicklaus' name - lack

Nicklaus' Greatest 18 Holes Of

Championship Golf and Jack

Nicklaus Unlimited Golf And
Course Design - and covers all

formats including video game
consoles and, more importantly,

the emerging CD-ROM players.

Commenting on the agreement, Accolade's chairman and chief executive officer Alan Miller said: "With the

assistance of the creative golf professionals at Jack Nicklaus Productions, Golden Bear International and
lack Nicklaus himself, Accolade will continue to set new standards in golf simulations."

Nicklaus himself offered that Accolade: "... have performed effectively at producing and distributing our

computer software and video game products and I have always appreciated their insistence upon
excellence."

lack Nicklaus' Unlimited Golf And Course Design: Signature Edition is available now. Further information

can be obtained from Accolade Europe on (08 1
) 877 0880.

RETURN OF
THE CAPED
CRUSADER
The scourge of

Batmania' which

swept the country in

1 989 is due to strike all

over again, as the

inevitable follow-up to the

high-grossing movie nears

completion.

Batman Returns is due to

hit the silver screens in the

middle of July, although PC
gamers will have to wait

until November to play the

equally inevitable game of

the movie, which is to be
published by the Japanese

games giant Konami.

Konaml has also popped
up with the rights to

release Elite II, David

Braben's follow-up to his

original Elite, which is the

biggest selling computer
game of all time, later this

year.

Further details on both

of these up and coming
titles can be had from

(081)429 2446.

IBM TAKES IT EASY
IBM is making yet another attempt to conquer the elusive home

computer market, by launching the 'Easy PC - a software-led

facelift for its existing PS/1 range of 'starter' PCs.

However, rather than offering any significant technological

advantages over the previous range, IBM claims that its new models
are instead designed to make the hardware easier to use for novice

owners.

Comprising the system unit (an 386SX-based model), monitor,

mouse, cables and manual, the Easy PC also comes with an

instructional video and comprehensive user support.

As before, all PS/1 models are pre-installed with an operating system

and a range of productivity software, while the new Easy PC set-up

also includes one of four separate add-on software configurations - a

family' bundle, two educational packages and an integrated business

suite.

Details on price and availability from IBM on (071 ) 928 1 777.

JUST
THE JOB

re you out there in

the job market,

l chasing every entry

in the Situations Vacant
columns with hundreds of

other applicants? One way
of making your mark and
standing out from the

crowd is to produce an

informative and distinctive

CV - but tailoring your CV
to every new job

application can be a tiring

and time-consuming task,

even using the benefits

offered by your PC,

To speed up this process,

US software developer

Permax Systems has

developed The Perfect CV
Computer Kit, an integrated

database and word
processing package,

specifically designed to

produce bespoke CVs,

structured for every new
job application.

Based on a bestselling

book - The Perfect CV, by

management consultant

Tom Jackson, which has

sold over 300,000 copies in

America and has just gone
into its second printing in

Britain - the software

package consists of two
modules: Career

Counsellor, which uses 300
suggested inputs to help

the user to create his or her

own career information

database, and CV Builder,

which uses this information

to create and print a variety

of CVs.

The program has been
translated from the original

American and is now
available at £35. Further

information Is available

from Kontext International

Marketing Services on

(04865) 3406.

ALL CHANGE TO CD
|

he MicroProse catalogue of CD-ROM games, as announced in PC Review Issue 6, has been bolstered

by the addition of Sid Meier's unique business simulator, Railroad Tycoon. Not so much a train set as

a mixture of Monopoly and Thomas the Tank Engine, Railroad Tycoon was highly acclaimed on its

floppy disk debut, walking away with the prestigious

PC Game Of The Year title at the 1991 Golden Joystick

awards.

The PC CD-ROM version costs £39.99 and should be

arriving in your shops at any time now, barring

accidents such as the wrong type of snow or leaves on

the track.

Further timetable details are available from

MicroProse on (0666) 504326.
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ETERNAM, the latest planetopark

creation, stretches over what was
once the entire Earth. Life-sized

reconstructions of past eras, inhabi-

ted by bio-technological creatures,

ensure that it is highly appreciated by

the elite of the intergalactic popula-

tions.

I

When you received your invitation to

I visit Eternam you never even dreamt

| that this wonderful trip would

i
conceal a diabolical trap

!
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I would like to have some free information about INFOGRAMES' game software.

NAME:
ADDRESS:
TEL.: _

j
Coupon to be returned to INFOGRAMES Ltd.,

18 A Old Town, CLAPHAM
LONDON SW4 OLB, ENGLAND



BES-I News
AD LIB GOES STEREO
AdLib has added a new

card to the top end of its

line-up of PC sound

enhancers, with the introduction of

the Ad Lib Gold 1000 Stereo Sound

Adapter.

Although it's priced at a hefty

£249.99 (inclusive of Vat), this

latest Ad Lib card does offer a good

deal for the price. Apart from the

obvious stereo advantages (the

new card offers 20 independent

stereo channels - with further two

channels reserved for digital

recording and playback), it also

incorporates a 16-bit stereo FM
digital/analogue converter - which

allows the user to digitise and play back real sounds at will.

Other features include a joystick socket which doubles as a games
port, amplified stereo output, built-in compression and

decompression for storing sound files and stereo sampling rates of up

to 44KHz - higher than that offered by many audio CD players.

Software bundled with the card includes Voice Pad, a utility which

allows the recording, selecting and playing back of 'voice memos' and

the programming of voice alarms (fancy your PC actually telling you

when it's time for tea?), and a selection of juke box' tunes which have

been recorded to demonstrate the

new stereo capabilities.

Ad Lib is also working on a new

widget which will work with the

stereo card to allow your PC to

become a digital telephone

answering service.

Unsurprisingly, the first games
to support the new card's features

will come from the hardware's UK
distributor Mindscape. The latest

versions of the RPG Legend will be

tweaked to support the sound

module, while all future games

from Mindscape and its related

U companies will include Ad Lib

stereo sound as a matter of course.

Furthermore, all of the major MS-DOS leisure software developers

have been supplied with the hardware to add the necessary

enhancements to their own forthcoming releases.

In addition, the new hardware is downwardly compatible with all

previous Ad Lib-supporting games - that is, any games which you
currently own which work with a standard Ad Lib card will work equally

well with the new set-up.

For more sound advice, call (0444) 246333 and ask for the Ad Lib

Gold information desk.

STICKY
MOMENTS
Shrewsbury-based

Westpoint Creative

has gained the

exclusive UK rights to

distribute a range of

joysticks from US specialist

CH Products. The firm's line-

up of 20 products includes

games cards and track balls

and ranges in price from

£20-£100. Further details

can be had from (0743)

248590.

ELONEX OPENS
WITH WINDOWS
Never the types to let the grass grow

under their feet, the chaps at Elonex are

now offering a copy of the latest version

of Microsoft's Windows operating system,

Windows 3. 1 , with every new PC they sell.

This offer came into effect on April 6th, the

very day of the new system's worldwide launch -

users who purchased Elonex machines prior to

that date can upgrade to the latest version for a

fee of £25 plus VAT.

Commenting on the new deal, Elonex managing
director Israel Wetrin says: "Our aim with

hardware has always been to offer state of the

art performance at a competitive price. Making
Windows 3.1 available to our customers
immediately Is an extension of the same
philosophy to software."

For further details of this, and Elonex's full

range of Pc compatible machines, call (081) 452
4444.

AND MANY, MANY MORE ...

Northampton-based Misco Computer
Supplies is staking its claim as the

Ronco (who can forget such "as

advertised on TV" classics as the water-

powered potato peeler, or the classic

Thighmaster?) of the computer world with its

latest catalogue of peripherals, loosely

related to personal computing.

Featuring such essentials as the FlexiStand,

the MousePen, the Design Plus diskette case

range and the Ergonomic Turntable, the

completely free Misco catalogue can be

ordered by calling (0933) 400000.

However, for those of you who can't wait for

the return of post, here's a quick guide to

what's available ...

• The Laptop Master: a "solution to the

problems of unnecessary desk clutter", this

£199 moving platform allows the user to

swing into action with his or her laptop and
then stow it away with "fingertip control" at a

moment's notice.

• The Mini-Vacuum: a Swedish-designed

rechargeable office equipment cleaner which

operates for half an hour when fully charged.

• The Ergonomic Turntable: a monitor and

keyboard platform which rotates through 360

degrees, designed to alleviate the symptoms
of the dreaded Carpel Tunnel Syndrome (CTS)

and Repetitive Strain Injury (RSI).

• The FlexiStand: a fully-adjustable, three

platform set-up with room for monitor, work

surface and printer - comes complete with a

clip-on basket!

• The Mouse Pen: designed specifically for

use with laptops, this is the 'Papermate' of

controllers as its friction-based operation

allows it to work at any angle - even upside

down!



MILLENNIUM PUTOTHE WORLD
IN YOUR HANDS
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Buildpower sources to supply

and expand your cities.

Build military basesfor offensive

and defensive action.

Plantforests and parklands to

counter world pollution.

Checkfor pollution, C02 and

ozone coverage.

A distant world - a new civilisation. You control the delicate

balance of the natural world. Confront the many challenges

of a true world leader - your actions can save the world from

global wanning and city pollution... your forces can destroy

the enemy trying to blast your cities or poison your planet.

The world is in your hands - take control!

Surveyfor natural resources and
seismic stability.

DISTRIBUTED BY

MILLENNIUM

Published by Millennium, St. John's Innovation Centre, Cowley Road, Cambridge CB4 4WS



(5§&a Coming soon

Supaplex

Title: Tornado
Publisher: Digital Integration
Genre: Flight simulator
Programming Team: n/a
Release Date: September
Price: £TBA

Softography: F-I6 Combat Pilot,

British-made flight sim of a British-

made plane

When Falcon 3 came
along just recently,

everyone turned

their heads and drew a collective

sharp intake of breath. Despite the

bugs, thoughts were that this

surely must be the best flight

simulator and how could anything

surpass this? Seven confident men,

nestled deep within an industrial

centre in Camberley, Surrey, think

they know the answer.

Digital Integration is no stranger

to flight sims. Its first product, an

F- 1 5 Eagle simulator on the Sinclair

Spectrum, took the then-young

world of computer games by storm

and when it followed with the

Apache helicopter simulator

Tomahawk, things just got better.

The product that really took flight

sims to new heights was F- 1

6

Combat Pilot in 1989, a critically

acclaimed title which has since

been produced on almost every

computer format going.

Since then Dl has been pretty

quiet on the flight sim front,

releasing several low-key action

games and the Boulderdash variant

Supaplex (see PC Review Issue 5

for review and cover disk). The

Tornado
reason for this has been down to

the seriously hard work that's

been put into developing Tornado,

the latest (and possibly greatest if

the technical specifications are

anything to go by) flight sim so far.

Based, as you would expect, on

the RAF's multi-role

Strike/Interceptor, Tornado is

hailed as the most accurate

simulator yet, covering all three

variants of the aircraft, containing

the most realistic 3D modelling yet

seen and giving the player a 25 mile

visibility range, allowing the terrain

to be generated smoothly outside

the aircraft, preventing the 'pop-

up' hills effect you get in most

other games.

Because the Tornado's prime

role is as a low-level flyer, Dl has

had to take great care to make the

ground terrain as realistic as

possible. This has been achieved

A number of towns are situated between the hilts and the valleys of

Tornado's game worlds. Trains follow their routes (usually carrying

military supplies such as covered tanks and the like), trucks carry fuel

from petrol station to petrol station and life generally goes on as normally

as it con in wartime.
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Inside the Tornado

you get to see things

not only as the pilot,

but as the navigator

sitting in the bock.

From this position you

can select and

position waypoints,

arm and control your

weapons and

generally do

everything except fly

the plane. One other

thing is the use of the

pilot's kneeboards.

The real things usually

contain mission

information, for

Tornado however, it's

limited to game

options. These are the

Castle Wall and the

Severed Arms Pub in

both 256-colour VGA

and 16-colour EGA. As

you can see, for EGA

it's very detailed.

through the use of contoured hills

and plenty of tree coverage on the

ground. Having clumps of trees

constantly flying underneath you

gives a very impressive sense of

speed and although the process is

nothing new (previous games

usually cover the ground with

single black pixels to give the same

impression), using trees to

produce the effect adds a great

sense of realism.

The 3D modelling is one of the

most astounding aspects of the

game, with objects actually looking

almost exactly like their real-life

counterparts and helping the player

when it comes to identification of
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There's plenty of hardware scattered around the combat zone, with most of the objects actually looking like their real-life counterparts, right down to the

aerials on the tanks.

good guys from bad guys. Of

course, when you're in the seat of

a supersonic aircraft you don't get

much time to stop and admire the

scenery, so to make sure you get a

chance to really appreciate the

graphical splendour, Dl is including

a 'free tour' of the combat areas

within the finished game. At the

moment, this is achieved by

simulating an Apache helicopter as

well as a Tornado and flying

around the area at a much more

leisurely pace. Dl intends to use

this device when it comes to

demonstrating the game at

computer shows and it is a good

example of how easy it is to apply

The plane itself,

doing what it does

best ... showing off.

Tornado's technology to other

flight sims or data disks in the

future.

Apart from the 'flyabout', you

can practice in a simulated training

simulator, go on single flights with

unarmed opposition, take part on

single unconnected missions or

take part in an actual ongoing war

situation, with you acting as

commander of an entire Tornado

squadron, planning missions from

scratch, providing aid to other

military commanders and actually

flying the missions with anything up

to four wingmen, A nice touch is

that Tornado can be linked to

another PC allowing for two

players to either fight together or

against each other.

Tornado is currently scheduled

for a September release and will

support most machine set-ups,

using digitised video clips for

special sequences and digitised

sound (supplied by British

Aerospace) on Sound Blaster

boards. Is this the start of a new

era for British-made flight sims?

With Vektor Grafix's BI7 Flying

Fortress and Argonaut's ATAC
expected soon and Tornado

leading the way, the Americans are

going to have a real dogfight.

Apart from office blocks and petrol pumps, Tornado contains plenty of military structures, such as radio towers, power stations and fully operating airfields.



Coming soon
Title: MicroProse Golf
Development Team: The
Thought Train
Publisher: MicroProse
Genre: Sport simulation
Release Date: May

Price: TEA

Conversion of the hit 16-bit golf

simulation

MicroProse Golf
There was a time when

there was only one golfing

simulation worth

considering on the PC (and most
other computers come to that),

PGA Tour Golf from Electronic

Arts. In recent months a couple of

other quality golfing games have hit

the market, each boasting new
features and better gameplay. Links

and its many course disks and Jack

Nicklaus's variety of titles have

both given the original classic a run

for its money, but somehow it's

managed to stay just one step

ahead. Another game was released

recently on the Amiga and ST
though, and has given PGA its

strongest test yet, in some ways

proving to be superior. Now
MicroProse Golf is winging its way
towards the PC but it's not going

to be ported indiscriminately from

the earlier 1 6-bit versions.

The original game has been

changed in many ways, including

the addition of enhanced 256-

colour graphics, more realistic

landscapes, fully digitised trees,

digitised sprites with different

graphics for different types of shot,

Something that drew criticisms of the

original game were the graphics used

for the trees. Deemed too unrealistic,

MicroProse has changed them

completely, transforming them into

the marvellous conifers seen here.

male and female golfers, left and

right handed players, mulligans

(which allow you to retake a shot),

the ability to practise any hole,

digitised sound effects with speech

on the Sound Blaster, different

clubhouses for the different

courses (replacing the 'cold' menus
from the original) and two new
courses based on genuine

American ones.

One of the most impressive

changes concerns the actual

As well as the original game courses

(all updated and improved),

MicroProse has added two genuine

US courses. Data disks are planned,

with eight courses on each, and a

course designer is being considered.

character of each golfer. In the

original game a record was kept of

the player's scores on each hole of

each course and this gradually built

into a complete database. This was
used to award the player a

handicap and this gave a nice

feeling of growth each time the

game was played. In the PC version

not only is a record of scores kept,

every shot ever played is recorded

and can be called up on the video

replay screen at any time. As the

The swing meter system has remained in the PC version

but with MicroProse making distinct improvements.

Firstly, it was decided that a separate chipping bar is to

be included on the easier levels, the absence of which

Secondly, putting is to be completely different, with

another swing meter replacing the original power bar

(shown in this early version). This will allow the player to

adjust hook and slice and have more control over the

drew a fair few complaints on the earlier /6-bit versions. ball.

MicroProse has added clubhouses to

each of the courses, giving a stronger

feeling of 'being there*. Developed

using CAD 3D to give depth to each

screen, the genuine courses are,

matched by their genuine clubhouses.

player develops, so the database

grows. You can review any shot

you ever played or cross reference

shots, calling up, let's say, every

shot that you ever played from a

bunker that ended up in the hole!

There will also be the option to

link two or more PCs together

through cables or modems
allowing for massive tournaments

to take place with up to four

players on each machine. The
linking system is still being worked
on and a limit to the number of

players that can play at once has

yet to be determined, but it should

be interesting to see 'Ryder Cups'

taking place between England,

Scotland, Ireland and Wales.

MicroProse is also keen to

enhance the differences between

amateur and professional players.

For instance, a caddie is to be

introduced, advising the player on

the type of club, weather

conditions, offering more advice at

the lower levels and gradually

allowing the player to make more
of the decisions for himself. There

are also plans to make certain

shots easier at novice levels, such

as indicating recommended
strength levels for chipping.



A fair way ahead of the field...

i

"...No minor detail is overlooked.. ..there's a wealth of

statistics... enough course data to keep any ardentfan more

than happy".

ST ACTION Jan '92

"Technically the game is superb...The handicapping system is a

great idea.. .its real strength is its long term appeal...extremely

rewarding, offering more variety than PGA".

The ONE Jan '92
fflJ&&W

"Graphics are excellent, the five option camera mode allowing

you to view the path of the ballfrom a variety of angles...the

speed and fluidity of movement would put Steven Spielberg to

shamc.a classiq...the game is as complete as it could be without

you actually getting out there".

CU AMIGA

fSfr&fixcellent graphics mean it's good to look at as well

as to play.

• Guaranteed to keep you playingfor a long, long time.

• The details really make it shine - how many other golf

5tifi5 allow you to alter tee height"?

ST FORMAT Oct '91
||

"All other golfing sims must bow in the wake of this brilliant

piece of programming from MicroProse. Go aJiead and treat

yourself...you will not be disappointed".

COMPUNET jM

...lies a hole new ball game

MicroProse Golf is available for Commodore Amiga, Atari ST and coming

for IBM PC compatibles from all good software st<

MicroProse I. id. I nit I, Hampton Road Industrial Eatare, Tetbury. Clos.

GL8 8LD, VK. Tel 0666 504 326
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T̂itle: Crisis in the Kremlin
Developer: Spectrum Holybyte
Softography: Tetris, Falcon,
Tank, Flight Of The
Intruder, Falcon 3.0, Super
Tetris

Genre: Strategy
Publisher: MicroProse
Release Date: May/June

Detailed look at life as a Russian

premier
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Crisis in the Kremlin
For a company that has

always excelled in American

flight sims, Spectrum

Holobyte has entered completely

new territory with its latest work.

No less than the crumbling Soviet

Union with an appropriately (and

topically) titled Crisis in the

Kremlin. It's not completely virgin

ground for the firm that has

reached global success with titles

such as Falcon 3.0 and Flight of the

Intruder, as it was the birthplace of

Tetris (and its creator Alexey

Pajitnov), a game that has proven

to be as much a moral success for

Russian game design as it has been

a commercial success for the flight

sim masters (for more see the

Super Tetris review on page 64).

Crisis takes you into the murky
world of Russian politics, casting

you as the premier of the USSR
and throwing everything from food

shortages to housing problems to

military coups at you. In fact, the

mathematics of the game have

proven to be so realistic that it

actually managed to predict the

real-life Soviet coup before the

event happened.

"We were kind of surprised at

that," says chief developer Larry

Barbu. "We set up the conditions,

the policies and the budgets and so

on that were roughly the same as

those that existed at the time just

before the coup, and out it came
that there was a coup with the

KGB saying that your health was

impaired and so forth, right down
the line, which as you might expect

got a lot of publicity."

The mechanics behind Crisis are

a series of complex economic and

political mathematical models, all

created by Barbu to closely match

today's own figures.

"I've been working with

computers on the commercial side

since the 60s and have done all

kinds of economic models and so

on. Recently I got interested in the

Soviet situation and thought that

this would be an ideal way to come
up with a game that combined the

modelling with what was going on.

"It's quite thorough, although

frankly, it wasn't easy to get the

numbers on the Soviet economy.

We got the best we could and it

seems to be matching reasonably

well, but Russia was not easy to

grab hold of."

To give the player some idea of

what effect his policies, budgets

and decisions are having on the

world around him, a constant

stream of messages, taxes,

newspaper stories and even

Most of the game is played from the central map screen. Tables and

charts can be called up to show everything from popularity to

environmental status.

Every action you take, every decision you make, ati affect the way the

program calculates life in the USSR. When something important is

deemed to happen, you are taken to the crisis screen where you get to

choose a course of action from a list of options.

television news broadcasts are

included in the game.

"If it was a pure economic

model, it would just come out with

a bunch of tables, results and

numbers and we thought that the

user - the player - should have

different ways of having the

information presented. So we have

the newspapers, TV and video

simulations and so on. As the

model progresses and things

happen you get messages of the

events in these forms rather than

just dry tables. Diplomatic pouches

is another way, the BBC, CNN -

we don't use the names directly

but that's what it's meant to be like

- letters from the directors of

various departments, all kinds of

different ways of getting the

messages across," says Larry.

Most of the video images have

^been taken from (CNN) Cable

News Network, the American tv

news service, and are presented in

the form of newsflashes.

Both Larry and Sphere Inc. have

been working on Crisis for more
than 1 8 months, Larry responsible

for the main design and the maths

and Sphere for graphics and

technical side. Alexey Pajitnov has

also been commenting and offering

his opinions.

"He seems to like it," adds Larry.

"I suspect that parts of it will be

played by the Russian government,

no doubt about it, although we
haven't had any calls yet. I think it's

going to be quite a game. I don't

know if there are many games that

have all the things it has. It's got

the simulations, it's got the

economics, it's got the excitement

of the CNN loops and so on,

excellent artwork, music ... It's

chock-full of pretty good stuff.

Power politics, business and

economics, international give-and-

take." In late May/early June you

can judge for yourselves.



It's a flying experience

you Ml never forget

We were just kids really and it was pur first

time away from home. We had 25 tough

combat missions to complete before we

finished our tour.

We called her a Fortress but she sure didn't

seem like one when we were stuck in tight

bomb run formation over the enemy target

with devilish black flak clouds bursting

all around us.

Then, after the bombardier yelled 'Bombs

gone!' the mad scramble for home. All ten of

us watching for bandits and calling them out:

'Tail gunner, belly gunner, right-waist

gunner' as they swept past

-'Mb
spitting out shells.

When we had a good run, knocked out a

few fighters and were approaching the

English coast, still in tight formation; that's

when she felt like a Flying Fortress.

B-17 Flying Fortress.

Command the supreme daylight bomber of

World War Two, navigate accurately across

Europe, locate and bomb strategic targets

and defend the plane from furious

enemy attacks.

It's a flying experience you'll never forget.

SIMULATION SOFTWARE

B-17 Flying Fortress.

Released first on IBM PC Compatibles, followed by

Commodore Amiga and Atari ST.

icroProse Ltd. Unit I Hampton Road Industrial Estate,

Tetbury, Glos. GL8 8LD. UK. Tel: 0666 504 326.
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For PC Review
Steve Lai
Plays most of his games at home:
"The office systems just aren't good
enough to play games on."

Sean Nugent
A big Dynamix fan, who particularly

enjoys flight simulations.

Wendy March
A long-standing Sierra aficionado,

Wendy has played every single one of

the Williams's Quest titles, and her
children are now hooked on Mixed Up
Mother Goose.

For Sierra

Lydia Phillips

marketing manager
"Sierra On-Line began on a kitchen

table in Los Angeles in 1980, where
Roberta Williams wrote the storyline

for Mystery House and her husband
Ken programmed it into an Apple II

computer.

It incorporated graphics with the
text input, the first adventure game to

do so. In that year the Williamses
produced two more computer games,
The Wizard and the Princess, and
Mission Asteroid, and they set up the

company as Sierra On-Line. They
continued with the Apple 1) at first, and
then in 1984, wrote the first King's

Quest game specifically for IBM to

show off the capabilities of the then
new PCjr computer (the first 'home'
version of the PC). That game was the
first 3D animated adventure.

Sierra has done rather better since

then than the IBM PCjr machine. The
company has grown and expanded
consistently, and while Roberta

continues to write many of the games,
such as the other King's Quest titles,

and games for younger children, such
as Mixed Up Mother Goose, the

company now has a number of

associate game designers, such as Al

Lowe, with the Leisure Suit Larry

series, and the team from our sister

company Dynamix.

Sierra's UK office was set up in 1990;

previously we had used Activision to

sell our products in Europe. This office

handles all the distribution for Sierra

and Dynamix throughout Europe and
also arranges the native language
versions for French, German and
Spanish markets.

Although Sierra's animated
interactive adventures are published
on a number of computers, the PC
forms by far the bulk of our business
now, and we're also heavily involved in

producing PC CD-ROM versions of our
games."

SIERRA
The European headquarters of Sierra On-Line played host to
its first batch of PC Review visitors. Sean Nugent, Steve Lai

and Wendy March were able to play an early version of
Dynamix's follow-up to Red Baron, Aces of the Pacific, plus

Conquests of the Longbow and King's Quest V on CD-ROM
with previews of other forthcoming Sierra releases.

Aces of the Pacific

51
LP: With Aces, we're really building on Red
Baron, only this program is set in World

War II. The texture-mapping that we're

using for the graphics results in these very

atmospheric pictures.

Laura Bow 2: Dagger of

Amon Ra

LP: This is the sequel to Colonel's

Bequest. It's an atmospheric whodunnit,
where you must investigate the theft of the
dagger of Amon Ra, a priceless Egyptian
artefact.

The action takes place in both the
Egyptian section of a natural history

museum, and also in 1920s New York.

We've used actors, who were video-taped,
the pictures hand-painted and then
transferred to screen for the graphic

effects.

King's Quest V
LP: On the disk versions of our games, you
can see text on-screen where one character

is talking to another. For the CD-ROM
versions, we can simply take the text off

and use the voice-over.

With games like King's Quest V, we've
actually had to send some programs back
to Sierra in the US, because the American
accents on the CD-ROM voice-overs have
been so outrageous. They've been very

good about getting the voices changed, so
that they are appropriate for an English

audience.

SN: I'm impressed with this because

there's hardly any waiting at all to

access the CD-ROM drive during the

game. OK, so we're playing it on a

25MHz 386, but the in-game sequences

still load in very quickly.

Magician
LP: Dynamix has just signed up its first

licence, for a game which will be its first

role-playing style adventure. The licence is

the novel Magician by Raymond E Feist,

which is a huge blockbusting fantasy

adventure and has sold extremely well in

the US.

All we know about the game so far is that

it will be very visual in nature and should
be out at the end of the year. In fact, it may
not end up being called Magician when it's

released!

Customer service
LP: In the UK, Sierra is currently setting up
a button-activated system for its

telephone helplines. This means that when
you phone up, you'll be asked to key in

numbers on your telephone according to

what sort of help you want: catalogues,

general information or hints and tips.

We've also revamped the Sierra

newsletter, so that it's now a proper 80
page glossy magazine and that will be
coming out every quarter. That will be
available to registered users who fill in the
warranty card.

Videotaped footage of actors was used for the

characters in Laura Bow 2

PC Review would like to thank Lydia
Phillips and everyone at Sierra who
went to so much trouble to make
our On the Spot visit enjoyable and
informative for all of us who took
part.

If you would like to take part In a
PC Review On the Spot visit, see
page 143 for an entry form and
further details.
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Darhlands

In Medieval Germany, reality is more horrifying than fantasy

eep in the twilight of the

'Black Forest, you and your

companions crouch before the

robber-knight's tower. Hans the

alchemist, via

Cerium! the Red Wolf, the

infamous robber knight waits for

you surrounded by his evil

henchmen. They are ready with

weapons drawn. Suddenly, Hans

the heavv oak door.

Ebhard the monk implores Sa

and armour. Gretchcn and von

unsheathe vour broadswords ready

to jump into the fray.

With a thundering crash, the door

explodes into fragments. You and

your companions charge inside

swinging swords and maces from

side to side.

faces, they reel from the effect and

in that precious moment vou race

into them, lite lonely tower,

set deep within the vast Black

Forest, echoes with the sound of

clashing steel.

k

arklands. The first realistic

_ / fantasy role-playing game. By

leading a band of adventurers

across the sinister lands of 15th

century Germany you'll encounter

the real Middle Ages steeped in

tear, myth and legend. Travel

hundreds of miles, visit over

ninety cities and watch savage

battles untold before your eyes'

Your quest, or series oi quests,

may take yoti through raucous city

streets, down deep dank mine

shafts or into witches' covens in

prepare yourself lor tne vvoi

Darklands is available for IBM PC compatibles.

Look for the box in all good software stores or telephone now for your free MicroProse Catalogue. 0666 504 326.
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Imes packs:
Pice is right?

First there was the Amstrad 5286

Games Pack, now PC
manufacturers are falling over them-

selves to configure their machines for the

games-player. Component prices are plum-

meting, competition in the business market

is fierce (in recessionary times, data

processing managers are inclined to repair

rather than replace) and the hardware

companies need to find a way of making

their wares attractive to a new audience.

Enter the 'games packs'. From the

buyer's point of view, these do away with

all the notorious complications of PCs.

Where with video game consoles, you buy

the unit, plug in and go, the PC is attended

by all sorts of ramifications, such as which

processor to choose, what hard disk

capacity, how much system memory, what

kind of graphics? Your notional budget van-

ishes as dealers, magazines and colleagues

all talk up the necessity of buying extra this

and that, until it sounds as though you'll

need a degree in engineering just to put the

thing together. In theory, the games pack

should give you everything you need at

once, ready configured, so that you return

to the plug in and go philosophy.

Amstrad the pioneer
In practice, of course, it's already more

complex than that. Of the packages emerg-

ing from PC manufacturers, there are

already two distinct categories: bundles

that have been 'built down' to a price point

that the company believes the buyer will

find irresistible, and bundles which have

been 'built up' to a specification. The

pioneer Amstrad Games Pack, for

example, is built down to a price, with its

286 processor, 40Mb hard disk, and sound

speakers virtually invisible to the naked

eye. We reviewed the Amstrad pack in

Issue I, with the conclusion that it

represented excellent value for money,

with the soundboard, speakers and joystick

included, and high quality games bundled

(Prince of Persia, Links, F 1 5 Strike Eagle),

but that a question mark had to remain

over the decision to base it on a PC with a

286 processor. But since it was the first in

this market, you'll find many PC bundlers

comparing their offerings with Amstrad's,

either on the grounds that theirs is

cheaper for similar extras, or better

specified for the games-playing specialist.

The PC games pack is essentially a

marketing ploy. The base PC which hosts

all these extras and add-ons isn't specially

built to play games— the extra system

memory or integral soundboard, for exam-

ple, are both items you can easily buy and

fit yourself. If there's a price advantage in

the games pack, it's because the

manufacturer has bought the peripherals in

bulk. If you buy just the PC, you have the

advantage of being able to upgrade as and

when your wish list demands it, so that you

spread the cost over months— or even

years— and also of being able to buy

precisely the extras that you want, rather

than the items in the pack.

However, it's also important to stress

that just because you buy a PC games pack-

age, it doesn't mean that games-playing is

its sole function. All the packages currently

on offer are based on genuinely functional

PCs, which will run PC software such as

word processors, databases, etc, just as

well as games titles. Those with long mem-

ories who can remember the very first

home-orientated PC, Amstrad's ill-fated

Sinclair 200 (which has nothing to do with

Amstrad's current PC range) can rest

assured that the days when a PC used for

games was considered to be a crippled and

bastardised beast are long gone.

Amstrad's 5286 Games Pack: the box that

pioneered the all-in-one leisure PC boom.

What can you expect from these all-in-

one boxes? There is a remarkable

consensus over what the best-dressed

entertainment PC is wearing these days. A
VGA graphics card and VGA colour

monitor is a must— and a number of man-

ufacturers are keeping an eye on the future

by offering Super VGA. System memory

over the 640K minimum is also considered

essential, and a hard disk is mandatory,

although in my view, every single one of

the packages we've looked at in this article

is seriously skimpy on hard disk capacity.

Do manufacturers realise that on the stan-

dard 40Mb offered here, you can just about

squeeze two and a half Origin games

before your hard disk is full? And if they

think we enjoy clearing out a hard disk

every month, do they also realise that

several games (Origin's again, but also Star

Trek and current Lucasfilm titles) will each

take up an hour to reinstall?

Another item rightly considered

essential is a soundboard. Nothing takes

PC games-playing on to a different

atmospheric plane altogether than the

addition of a soundboard, and the fact that

in the past you have always had to buy one

separately and go through the process of

fitting it yourself (after all, business PCs

may come with VGA colour monitors and

mice, but introductory music and stirring

aural effects aren't considered necessary

for WordPerfect or dBase IV) often proves

daunting. The ready-fitted soundboard is

perhaps the single most attractive item in

the games pack, and, for exactly the same

reasons, the inclusion of a joystick comes a

close second. These two items, more than

anything else, distinguish the PC
entertainment bundles from any other PC
package you might buy.

Counting the cost
As mentioned above, PC games packs tend

to be built down to a price. The

manufacturers hit on a price point which

they think the largest number of potential

buyers will be prepared and able to pay,

and the quality of the add-ons and power

of the base system will be dependent on it.
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Amstrad thought £899 sounded right for

its game pack (and has since reduced the

price to £680 - that's £799 inclusive of

VAT), and this is the key reason why it

comes with a 286 processor PC.

With regard to this, it is unfortunate

that the PC is currently the machine on

which programmers are letting their

creative and technological juices flow at a

frightening rate. Give them the

opportunity to program on fast 32-bit 386

machines, several megabytes of system

memory, with high resolution 256-colour

capabilities and almost infinite storage

space for data, and they'll take It. Already

on a 286 machine, you cannot play Ultima

Underworld, you won't be able to play

Strike Commander, and it can take you

longer to configure your set-up properly

for Wing Commander than it does to play

the game in its entirety. OK, so all these

programs come from the same company,

and the number of games requiring 386-

based PCs only represents a trickle as yet,

but in a year's time, there will be more of

them, and you do want your PC to last

longer than that, don't you?

Realistically, the 286 is going to remain a

sensible minimum level even for 'power'

games for a good while yet, but it is always

wise to buy with future proofing in mind.

Hard disks can be traded up relatively easi-

ly, graphics standards improved with a new
card and monitor ... processors aren't

quite so easy (as Peter Gloster explained in

our First Steps article in Issue 7).

Much is said about tumbling PC prices,

and advertisements in the business press

frequently scream that 386-based PCs can

be bought for under £ 1 ,000, 486s for a

shade over, so the prices on offer here for

PC games packs may look high in

comparison. The games enthusiast would

do well to treat these very low prices with

some caution. Check the hard disk

capacity, the amount of system memory
and how much the 2Mb equivalent machine

costs, check also that this comes with a

VGA colour monitor rather than

monochrome (business users don't need

colour in the way that games players do).

You may well find that the price rises

alarmingly once you've taken these into

account and you haven't considered the

soundboard, joystick or speakers yet. The
games pack idea doesn't necessarily deliver

the cheapest way of buying a PC, but on

the whole they do represent excellent

value for money.

We've picked the following three

packages as representative of the type of

'leisure pack' available on the market

They're not identical either in content or

their 'target buyer', but each has its own
particular emphasis, so we haven't made
too many direct comparisons or attempted

to rate them, but the commentaries below

should help you decide whether the all-in-

one PC entertainment system is suitable

for you.
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Goldstar Sound Blaster

system

Korean-built Goldstar PCs are general-

ly pretty unexciting beasts, a bit

plasticky, but nothing to complain too

loudly about. The Sound Blaster System

comes unsurprisingly, with the soundboard

ready fitted, with I Mb RAM, but Goldstar

reckons a 286 processor will do, and the

hard disk is back to the good old 40Mb
minimum. The picture on the supplied

Goldstar monitor is noticeably not as crisp

as, for instance, the monitors bundled with

the Orion and TechnoLOG systems (see

below). It is also supplied with MS-DOS
4.0

1 , possibly the most unwieldy version

Goldstar could have chosen, and one

which leaves the least memory free for

running games (since one of the games

included in the bundle is the original Wing
Commander, requiring 550000 bytes to

run, this could become important quite

quickly).

It's a compact, slimline model, which will

certainly look neat on your desktop, but

this also means that there's no room inside

for a second hard drive or floppy disk.

With the Sound Blaster in place, you have

only two 1 6-bit expansion slots free, so

you'd better not go mad with the internal

modems, hard cards, CD-ROM drives, etc.

The tall Zy-fi speakers are rapidly

becoming standard fare for bundles of this

type. The software is a curious mixed bag.

The Sound Blaster's complement of Intelli-

gent Organ, Jukebox, etc, is there, and

under the all-encompassing title of

'knowledge software' (appealing to the

Concerned Parents here), we get Life and

Death II: the Brain, Software Toolworks'

interesting attempt to make an

entertainment out of computerised brain

surgery, Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing, and

two shareware titles: Hooray for Henrietta

and Henrietta's Book of Spells, which are

'early learning' spelling and numeracy

programs. Completing the package is the

Bitmaps' Gods, and Wing Commander.
The base machine in this bundle, the

GT2I 2, is available on its own for £399,

and with a VGA colour monitor for £599

(plus VAT), so you are paying £200-plus

for the Sound Blaster, not the new Sound

Blaster Pro), speakers and software. If you

take on board the fact that Commodore's
Player Pack will be coming out at £699 ex

VAT for the 286 version, and Amstrad

now undercuts it considerably, the

Goldstar looks less of a bargain. Which is

curious, because for another £200, you

could buy Goldstar's Multimedia System

(see PC Review, Issue 5), with the same

sound facilities, a CD-ROM drive and CD-
ROM software— this last pack represents

much better value for money in my book.

Conclusion: concentrating on the sound

facilities, the Goldstar Sound System also

offers the most varied range of free' software.

Again, it has the big drawback ofboth

Amstrad and Commodore's packs: it's based

around a 286 processor. Given the contents of

the Goldstar package, the Commodore looks

better value for money (and so do some of

Goldstar's other bundles).

GamePro-DX Leisure PC
system

This is a good old chunky desktop, with

little quarter given to slim 1 990s

styling. This is the most highly specified of

the four PCs here (apart from the CD-
ROM extras in TechnoLOG's offering) and

at just over £ 1 ,000, is good value for

money. Orion will also sell you a similar set

of extras based around a 386SX PC, or,

indeed, a 486SX. Overall, the build quality

of the PC is good: solid casing, quality

keyboard and a nice chunky mouse.

However, I was a little concerned when fit-

ting the soundboard to find the main

circuit board bending and bowing alarming-

ly as the board was eased in.

The GamePro-DX comes with DR-DOS
6.0 rather than MS-DOS. If Digital

Research's rival operating system to

Microsoft's has never claimed as much of

the limelight, rest assured that this is not

because it is an inferior product. In general,

there are three areas where DR-DOS 6.0

offers features distinct from MS-DOS 5.0:

it contains memory management facilities

which should enable you to free up more
memory than with the same system set up

under DOS 5.0 (which is the least

memory-hungry of the MS-DOS versions);

it gives you more thorough, more flexible

and easier system configuration, both

when you initially install the operating

system, and also with the use of the

The Gamepro-DX and some of its optional extras:

joystick, Flightstick and speakers.

The Goldstar Sound Blaster System: the slim,

compact styling leaves little room for expansion .



Commodore Goldstar Orion TechnoLOG DS
Player Sound GamePro
Pack System DX

Hardware included

(base system unless otherwise specified)

Processor 286 286 386 386SX

Speed 16MHz 12MHz 40MHz 25MHz

RAM 1Mb 1Mb 1Mb 2Mb

Hard disk 40Mb 40Mb 45Mb 42Mb

Floppy disk 1 x 3.5"
1 x 3.5" 1 x 3.5" 1 x 3.5"

Exp slots free 1 2 5 4

Graphics VGA VGA SVGA 256K SVGA 1Mb

Monitor 14" VGA 14" VGA 14" SVGA 14" SVGA

Soundboard AdLib Sound Blaster Megasound Sound Blaster Pro

Speakers yes yes yes yes

Joystick no Quickshot

Warrior 5

no

Mouse PS/2/serial serial Logitech serial

CD-ROM drive no no no yes

Software included

Operating sys MS-DOS 5.0 MS-DOS 4.01 DR DOS 6.0 MS-DOS 5.0

Utilities Commodore Key Sound Blaster Windows plus

Office Manager software

Mavis Beacon

Teaches Typing

Multimedia

extensions

TDS-Menu

Games Wing Cmmdr Wing Cmmdr optional

Castle Master Gods extra

Hard Drivin 2 Hooray for (MicroProse

Robot Monsters Henrietta ready installed

MiG 29 Book of Spells at £25 each)

Pit Fighter Life and Death 2:

Super Space The Brain

Invaders

Price (for set-up>

listed here, inclusive

of VAT) £821.33 £984.66 £1,197.33 £1,432.33

command SET in your Config.sys, which

gives you different options on start-up; it

also includes password protection for

both directories and files.

DR-DOS 6.0 won't give you any

compatibility problems with games, but

the syntax and most of the commands are

identical to MS-DOS— it is not an easier-

to-use alternative. Most people who
simply want the operating system to

launch their programs as simply and

smoothly as possible will notice little

difference between having DR-DOS 6.0 or

MS-DOS 5.0. But if you're always having

problems with games which require large

amounts of free memory to run, or would

like to streamline the configuration of your

machine to best effect, then DR-DOS 6.0

may well be of interest

With a 40MHz 386 processor, the

GamePro should zip along and for the

most part, it does, but the floppy disk drive

is one of the slowest to access that I have

ever come across in my life— several

times I thought the computer must have

crashed because it was taking so long just

to produce a list of files.

While it has that fast 386 processor,

Orion offers a basic 45Mbhard disk- that'll

soon fill up.

Where the GamePro does score is in

Orion's willingness to tailor the system for

your individual preferences. Not only will it

format your hard disk and install the

operating system (not too much to ask,

really), but for £25 a time, you can buy any
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MicroProse game from its stock and have

those set up and configured properly for

you. If you have a particular need for a par-

ticular hardware item— say a 5.25" disk

rather than a 3.5" because all your

software is on 5.25", Orion will accommo-

date this. This is your chance to request at

least an extra 20Mb on the hard disk.

Other options include Gravis joysticks and

the Gravis Flightstick, Sound Blaster or

Sound Blaster Pro, RAM upgrades (4Mb

will cost you an extra £90), and a I Mb
SVGA card. This flexibility takes away

some of the disadvantages of buying a

games bundle: that you have to accept the

package
l

as is'. Choosing extras and

alternatives will, however, affect the base

price quoted in the table over the page.

If the machine packs up, you can return

it to the company within the 1 2 month

warranty period free of charge. An on-site

warranty (where an engineer will come out

to fix the machine) costs an extra £50. It is

highly desirable to take out an on-site war-

ranty if you can afford it. Not only do you

free yourself of the hassle of having to pack

the machine up in its original box to return

it , but it means you're not machine-less

for an unnecessary length of time.

Conclusion: this pack, as it stands, is a bit

sparse on the software side, hut all the right

hardware is there . The basic set-up, although

over £1,000, represents good value for money
— but ifyou want a package tailored to your

own specifications, keep an eye on the price.

Also, don't expect too much cossetting from

the documentation; Orion says it is overhauling

and beefing up the manuals— those which

currentfy come with the system are somewhat

minimalistic

TechnoLOG DSM 325sx

TechnoLOG's mini-Tower system is built like a tank

inside - note the built-in CD-ROM drive.

This fast SX package has been designed

to conform to the MPC multimedia

standard (see PC Review Issue 5, but

basically a 386SX, 2Mb memory, CD-ROM
drive, soundboard, VGA graphics, 30Mb or

bigger hard disk, MIDI port, and Windows
3.0 with multimedia extensions). The

soundboard in question here is the brand

new Sound Blaster Pro (with MIDI port),

rather than the long established Sound

Blaster 2. The PC itself has a sturdy mini-

Tower casing, and steel supports like

girders inside (definitely at the Volvo end

of the market). Also, the manufacturer has

shown a bit of forethought and taped or

tied together any loose bits of cabling

inside, so that it is reasonably easy to get

the lid back on once you have taken it off.

That Sound Blaster Pro is ready fitted

and in addition to the game port on that

card, there is a second game port, two par-

allel ports and a serial port. Further scope

for add-ons comes with the four free

expansion slots, although the slot above

the soundboard is pretty cramped and a

horror to fit anything more than a tiny 8-

bit card into, so some swapping around of

cards might be required.

This is a machine which has been built up

to a spec, with Windows, the soundboard,

SVGA monitor, etc. Although badged as a

TechnoLOG system, the components have

been sourced from all over the place. The

integral CD-ROM drive is a Creative Tech-

nology model (from the home of the

Sound Blaster), while the monitor is manu-

factured by Panasonic (and comes with a

two year, on-site warranty, what's more),

the keyboard from Cherry, and the mouse

from Logitech— all well established brand

names. The monitor gives a crisp, clear pic-

ture, with easily accessed brightness,

contrast and horizontal/vertical hold

switches behind a flip-down cover on the

front of the unit. The Logitech mouse is

smoothly designed, with very subtle

bevelling on the buttons for comfort.

Apart from the relatively insignificant

fact that none of the colours quite match

(all varying shades of PC ivory), the only

disappointment is the keyboard.

Keyboards are (notoriously) matters of

personal taste, but I preferred the

keyboards suppliedwith the other packs -

this one is decidedly spongy.

The hard disk is a 'mere' 40Mb, but of

course, this time, you can argue that with

the CD-ROM drive soaking up the big

games, that 40Mb will go a lot further.

Conclusion: this is, not too surprisingly, the

most expensive system ofthe four, but the

build quality and performance is excellent

Documentation on the multimedia side ofthe

PC is good and extensive; documentation on

the PC itselfpretty makeshift A good, long-

lasting PC.

Commodore Player Pack
Commodore's 1 6MHz 286-based PC has been dusted down, and bedecked with

extras to form the Player Pack. Ask your dealer nicely and you should be able

to buy the extras with a Commodore 386SX or 386DX instead, but it is the 286

machine and the £699 (ex VAT) price point that Commodore is concentrating on.

Commodore is of course already enormously successful in the computer games

market with the Amiga, and the Amiga has always overshadowed Commodore PC
business somewhat. Most Commodore PCs I've seen have been dull to look at, a bit

slow and not exactly bursting any technological barriers. The 286- 1 6, while a fast

286-based PC, is still a 286-based PC, and we've said often enough in PC Review

that if you're buying now, you want to stretch your money to at least a 386SX.

While the Player Pack itself wasn't ready in time to be formally included in this

article, the extras are standard fare and should be ready configured for you when
you start up.

Of these, the Ad Lib soundboard is the standard Music Synthesizer Card rather

than the new Gold 1 000, and the Commodore Key front end is a nice idea designed

to help anyone feeling nervous of the DOS prompt.

The bundled games are a touch long in the tooth, led by Wing Commander. The

others are the titles which make up Domark's PC Collection, a motley assortment,

ranging from pretty enjoyable (Hard Drivin' II, Pit Fighter), OK but dated (Castle

Master, Mig 29), very dated (Super Space Invaders - even though it's the newest

title here, Trivial Pursuit) and not much good when it was released on its own,

anyway (Escape from the Planet of the Robot Monsters). A nice extra, though, is

that Commodore has made concessions to the fact you may not be playing games all

the time, and included The Software Toolworks' Office Manager, which comprises

an integrated word processor, spreadsheet.

Slightly oddly, there is no joystick included in the Player Pack. This omission

becomes less odd when you realise that with the Ad Lib soundboard in place, there

is only one free expansion slot in the machine— add a game card and that's your lot

as far as expansion goes. This may not worry you too much to start with, but it does

seriously limit your options if you want to expand the machine in the future.

The inclusion of 1 2 months on-site warranty in the Player Pack makes it excellent

value for money, especially if you have a limited budget— although since Amstrad

has cannily dropped the price of its pack, there still isn't a price advantage here. But

I would recommend trying for the 386SX version at £997.58 (inclusive of VAT) if

you can, if only for the increased processing power.

Conclusion: it's probably highly unfair to draw conclusions without actually seeing the

shiny box, and the finished pack, but I can confidently tell you that the Player Pack is one

ofthose that has been built down to a price. The sub-£l,000 system has a 286-based

machine at its heart, the bundled games are getting a bit long in the tooth, and over half

your hard disk will be taken up by one ofthem. Lack ofexpansion facilities makes this a

surprisingly limited machine, but you certainly can't argue with the price.



... it's like flying the real thing!
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"...for many recent releases a 386 PC is a minimum
requirement." k f*** y-

!t is a simple fact of computing that the more information you try to

process the slower everything becomes. Not much fun when the

subject is Gunship 2000 in glorious 256 colour graphics. Try

playing the latest generation simulations on a 286 Tor example.

The graphics are very "jerk/ and the response is fustratmgly slow.

The effect is unconvincing and not worthy of simulator status.

Realism is what it's all about We use high power 386 and 486

processors, very fast clock rates, high speed video cards and quick

hard drives. Coupled with todays latest software you'll experience

a totallynewdimension in PC. leisure.
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SILENT SERVICE

GameW/MA5T£R SPECIFICATION

1Mb System RAM (Expandable to 16/32/64Mb)
3.5-inch 1.44Mb Floppy Disk Drive

80Mb formatted capacity Hard Disk (45Mb physical medial
14" SVGA Monitor, 1024x768, 0.28mm dp.
256Kb SVGA Display Card
Slimline / Desktop / Mini-Tower Case & 102-Key Keyboard

Megasound 100% Ad-Lib comp. Soundcard

SWatt (2.5+2 5W) Stereo Speakers with Internal Amplifier

Stereo lin-earl headphones
Analogue Joystick

3-button Microsoft compatible Mouse
Digital Research DOS v 6

LIFETIME Warranty

Gravis Analog Joystick

Gravis Optical Mousesttck

Thrust Master Control System
"Zy-Fi" Stereo Speakers with Internal Amp.
Soundblaster v 2

Soundblaster PRO l+MIDI Interfacel

Megasound |100%)Ad-Ub comp. Soundcard
Tseng-Labs ET4000 1Mb SVGA Card

Upgrade to 2Mb Ram*
Upgrade to 4Mb Ram*

DESERT STORM

ANY MICROPROSE
GAMES, INCLUDING
CONFIGURATION,

ONLY £25

Microsystems

GameP&MX
GamePKO-DX
GameHAJTEK

Upgrade to 105Mb Drive*

386SX-25MHZ
386DX-40MHZ
486DX-33MHZ

£869-00
£999-00
£1249-00

£PRICE £ADD

35-00 17-00

75-00 57-00
69-00 69-00
35-00 30-00
110-00 60-00
179-00 130-00
49-00
89-00 64-00

40-00
90-00

90-00

ALL PRICES

EXCLUSIVE OF
DELIVERY

iAT COST) & VAT

0672 64080
Fordbroofc Busmzbs Contra

Mcr borough Ro-vd

Feussu. U.l tsh rz SNQ 5NU
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ADDING EXTRA MEMORY
In this series of articles about the PC, hardware and

software, we'll be taking you, step by step, through

the ins and outs of using, controlling and upgrading

your machine.

Youll find out what the PC's components are, how to

use them, and how to use PC software to get the best

out of your computer.

——

—

Finding your PC is falling

short in the memory stakes

is extremely frustrating but,

as always, help is at hand

from Peter Gloster.

Memories are made
of this...

There's nothing more annoying

than getting a message telling you

there's not enough memory to

run a program. At times like these many

users' thoughts turn to adding more RAM
to their machines. However, this seemingly

simple course of action is fraught with diffi-

culty, and you may find you can run your

games quite satisfactorily by simply tidying

up a few other files.

The memory your PC uses to run

programs and load the operating system is

more correctly called Random Access

Memory (RAM). The amount your PC has

is measured in kilobytes (K) or megabytes

(Mb). The original IBM PC was supplied

with a meagre 64K of RAM, which could be

upgraded to 1 28K, but at the time this was

more than enough to load DOS and a copy

of WordStar. Programmers kept software

simple, because most users just wanted

basic word processing and graphics.

Gradually there came a move to 256K of

RAM as standard (that's what my first PC
had), and then to 640K; this was partly

because programs were becoming bigger

and more complicated and required more

memory. At 640K, however, things came

to a stop, because this was the maximum
amount of memory which was available for

DOS out of the total I Mb the 8086 chip

(see First Steps, Issue 7) could address -

we'll see what happens to the other 384K

later. This 640K memory area is called

conventional memory.

However, with the advent of 286 and 386

chips, breaking this 640K DOS barrier

became feasible, because a 286 chip could

address (or use) up to 1 6Mb of memory,

and the 386 a whopping four gigabytes

(4Gb). Not only could the new
microprocessors address more memory,

but users were demanding software that

added lots of functions and features, and

graphics were becoming more

sophisticated. All this created an impetus

for someone to overcome the 640K limit.

With the advent

of 286 and 386

chips, breaking

the 640K DOS

barrier became

feasible

Expanded memory
The first solution for breaking the 640K

barrier was developed by three companies:

Lotus, Intel and Microsoft Intel had

provided the processor (the 8086),

Microsoft the operating system (DOS), and

Lotus a best-selling spreadsheet program

(Lotus 1-2-3).

This new standard, called the Lotus-

Intel-Microsoft Expanded Memory
Specification (LIM/EMS), provided a way in

which more memory could be added to a

PC and programs could then make use of

the extra RAM.
To understand this, we need to look at

what happens to that missing 384K of

memory between 640K and 1 ,024K. In

fact, a PC with 640K of RAM really has a

total I Mb of memory. This extra 384K of

RAM beyond the end of the 640K memory
area, which is called high memory, is

reserved for basic system functions and

hardware instructions, like the addresses

of your video card and parallel, serial and

games ports.

Within that memory area, some portions

aren't used, but because it's still within the

I Mb limit, even an 8086 processor can

address it. EMS used a clever trick

whereby extra memory above I Mb could

be installed and 'seen' through a window in

Clean up your Autoexec.bat

Aword of advice: don't overburden your PC with

unnecessary memory-consuming clutter. Many PC users

have Autoexec.bat and Config.sys files that are over long and

confusing, sometimes with contradictory items. There's an

easy rule: keep it simple. Every device driver uses some of your

conventional memory, as does every TSR. Are all those

commands useful? If in doubt, cut it out.

Here are my ideal suggestions that I implement whenever

possible (we're assuming that you don't have Windows loaded).

CONFIG.SYS
files=20
buffers=20
country=044 , , C : \DOS\COUNTRY . SYS
keyb uk , , C : \DOS\KEYBOARD . SYS

AUTOEXEC.BAT
@echo off
verify on
prompt $p$g

path=C : \ ;C : \DOS [plus other relevant
directories]
C:\DOS\mouse
els

If your files are any longer than this, you'd better have a good

reason why! Reducing the number of files and buffers in

Config.sys is another way of freeing up memory; the values in

our example should work with most software, unless your

games documentation specifies otherwise.

Your Config.sys will need to include a memory manager if

you want expanded memory on a 386 PC, for example:

device=C : \QEM4386\QEMM. SYS

device=C : \DOS\EMM38 6 . EXE

Many users will find that a careful cleansing of these two files

provides them with more than enough memory for games - far

cheaper and easier than a memory upgrade!
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INSTALLING MEMORY
The most important point: earth yourself before you touch your memory! Static

electricity does terrible things to chips. Earth yourself by touching some bare metal

surface that's earthed , such as a copper central heating pipe.

1 . The first step is to track down what sort of memory
your PC uses, whether it's older, socketed chips or

newer SIMMs. The picture above shows a bank of

SIMMs.

2. If it's socketed chips (as in the above picture), you

need to insert additional ones into the sockets carefully

(these may also be on a plug-in processor upgrade
board).

3. SIMMs are easy to install, but make sure you get

them the right way round. Never force a SIMM (or a

chip) into place: you may bend the pins or break the

plastic tabs that hold them in place.

4. SIMMs usually require that you angle the SIMM,
place the base connector area in the slot first, then

clip the edges into place. If the plastic clips are stiff,

hold them away from the edge of the SIMMs with a

small screwdriver or equivalent tool.

the high memory area, so software would

think more RAM was available for it

It managed this by swapping up to four

I6K blocks (64K in total) of the extra

memory in and out of the high memory
area; as an application demanded more
memory, I6K blocks were swapped in and

out until the application's hunger for mem-
ory was satisfied. The software that

controls how memory is accessed is called

an Expanded Memory Manager.

Later, AST, which was at that time

heavily involved in selling memory boards,

and two other companies came along and

produced a new standard, Enhanced EMS,

which allowed more than 64K of memory
to be accessed at one time by allowing

expanded memory to be mapped into (or

referred to in) the conventional memory
area. This standard eventually formed the

basis for the current EMS standard,

UM/EMS4.0.

While this was a convenient way to solve

the problem, software had to be rewritten

to recognise and use this extra memory.

Although all PCs can use EMS as a way to

increase memory, even today the
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STORAGE PROBLEMS
Don't confuse the amount of RAM your PC has with the question of storage.

Hard disk storage is sometimes referred to as memory, but it's best not to

think of it in this way: hard disk space refers to how much storage space you have;

think of it like the capacity of the filing cabinets you've got in your office.

Having a 40Mb hard disk doesn't mean you've got 40Mb of memory for your

programs, it means you can install up to 40Mb of software on to your hard disk. The
amount of RAM you have is important when you come to load the programs on

your hard disk into memory so you can run them.

However, hard disk capacity and, more importantly, the free space available on

your disk does have a bearing on the way programs run. Many games write

temporary files on your hard disk while they're running (usually because they may
not need certain information at present and need to load another part of a program
instead, or are merely keeping records), so it's important you have enough free

space on your hard disk for the software to do this. Most games software will warn
you in the instructions of how much spare hard disk space you need and remember
that the figures given are usually minimums.

addresses in the 640K conventional

memory area remain the only ones that

are recognised by all programs.

Extended memory
All memory in a PC above the I Mb limit is

known as extended memory. Expanded

memory really isn't any more than extend-

ed memory being used with EMS memory
management software, which turns the

extended memory into expanded memory.

In the past all you could use this extended

memory directly for was RAM disks.

Extended memory is available on PCs

which have 286, 386 or 486 processors,

because only they have the ability to

address memory above 1 ,024K. Like EMS,

the use of extended memory adheres to

certain conventions, and likewise requires

extended memory management software.

Now, however, there are applications

which can use extended memory directly.

Windows 3.0 and 3.1 can, and so can IBM's

recently released new version of OS/2,

OS/2 2.0. The extended memory specifica-

tion these programs adhere to is called

XMS 2.0.

It's worth bearing in mind a PC with I Mb
of RAM will have 640K of conventional

memory and 384K of RAM that can be

configured as expanded or extended mem-
ory; the 384K of high memory isn't usually

counted.

Pushing the limits
This is all getting pretty complicated, so

we'll leave it at that for now. Many

programs aren't EMS or XMS-compatible,

however. Most software adheres to the

principle of the lowest common denomina-

tor— it'll run on the lowest-powered PC,

with the smallest amount of memory, and

the most basic graphics. Games software is

no exception, although this is now
changing.

A game should run within the basic 640K

limit, and then extra features, for example,

enhanced graphics or sound, can be

supported if you've got extra memory.

Read the instructions with your games

software carefully to see if adding memory
beyond the 640K limit will lead to any

improvements.

There are two complicating factors in

determining memory requirements, and

whether or not you need to add memory:

(i) Having 640K of RAM isn't the same as

having that much free memory;

(ii) You may have TSRs or device drivers

loaded that use memory you need to be

available for your games.

You can tell how much RAM your PC has

by running the following command at the

DOS prompt:

C:> chkdsk

This will tell you how much memory
your PC has, and how much is available

after you've loaded the operating system

files, including command.com the

command interpreter, other drivers you

may have loaded (for example, for a sound

board) and any TSRs (terminate and stay

resident programs).

In general, the later your version of

DOS, the more conventional memory is

used by the system files, leaving less and

less of the 640K available for running appli-

cations in. Many games require more than

500K of free RAM, so you will often be

pushing things. The situation where you

get too much software chasing too little

available memory is known as 'RAM cram.'

It's possible when you start a game that it

won't load or run properly because you've

got one or more TSRs loaded which are

using memory your game needs. So try

unloading any TSRs first (you will probably

need to alter your Autoexec.bat file,

where TSRs are usually loaded when you

boot up your PC), and any unnecessary

device drivers (usually set to load in your

Config.sys file).

Adding extra RAM as expanded or

extended memory when there is

insufficient conventional memory won't

help: you still need to be able to load the

base part of your games software into con-

ventional memory. If you're using DOS 5.0,

in addition to removing TSRs and device

drivers to free up conventional memory,

you can transfer device drivers and some

parts of DOS from conventional into high

memory.

It's important to understand this, because

spending money on megabytes of extra

RAM when your conventional memory
space is limited is a waste. You'll find some

recommendations on pruning

Autoexec.bat and Config.sys files to free

up conventional memory in the box on

page 29.

Adding memory
If you've decided your games would benefit

from more memory, there are two ways

to add RAM: a memory board or plugging

in memory chips.

If you've only got 256K or 5 1 2K of RAM,

Memory boards are often the answer for 8086 and 80286-bas

machines, although they have tost out now that motherboan

have more space for adding RAM.

GLOSSARY
Autoexec.bat: A batch file DOS looks for when you boot up your PC. It contains a list of DOS command

often including those to load TSRs.

Config.sys: A file looked at when you boot up that determines the way in which DOS is configured on you

PC. It's this file that contains commands to load device drivers.

Conventional memory: This is the initial 640K area of memory used by DOS to run programs.

Device driver: A piece of software that communicates with a device, for example, a video adaptor or a

memory card.

High memory: The 384K area of memory at the end of the conventional 640K memory area used by DO
for loading programs. This area is reserved for such uses as loading device drivers and system video. It's also

called the upper memory area.
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REMEMBERING WHERE YOUR MEMORY HAS GONE
The 384K area of high memory that DOS reserves for

special uses gets asked to do an awful lot. In particular, it

gets crammed with all sorts of addresses telling it where to

find, for example, your games port, your VGA graphics card, or

your soundboard.

Not surprisingly it can get pretty chaotic: if you end up with

two devices trying to use the same memory address space

you're heading for trouble. For many PC users, this grief comes
in the way of network, scanner or video cards that conflict with

something else loaded into memory.
Therefore, it's sometimes useful to see how your memory is

allocated: you can type the MEM /C command if you're using

DOS 5.0, or run Manifest, which is supplied with QEMM-386

and QRAM. If you've got Windows, type MSD in the Windows
directory at the DOS prompt. All the program will give you an

accurate, albeit rather technical, run-down of exactly what's

using memory where. However, DOS, Manifest and Windows
all come with helpful documentation that contains sensible

advice on making the best use of your PC's memory.
If you've got a 386 PC and want to install extra RAM to

configure as EMS, you'll probably need a 386 memory manager.

One of the most popular, assuming that you're not using

EMM386.EXE, which is supplied with DOS, is QEMM-386 from

Quarterdeck. Another well-known product is 386MAX from

Qualitas. With a 286, your best bet is probably Quarterdeck's

QRAM.

Memory boards
have rather lost

out as 386 chips
took over and
motherboards
started coming

with more space
for adding RAM

there may be empty RAM chip sockets on

your motherboard. Filling these to increase

memory to the 640K limit is often a matter

of plugging in new, matching RAM chips.

You'll need to check your PC's

documentation carefully to see if you need

to change any jumper switches on the

motherboard and/or run a setup program.

If the documentation is missing, contact a

friendly dealer, the chip supplier or the

original manufacturer.

Memory boards have rather lost out as

386 chips took over and motherboards

started coming with more space for adding

RAM, but to implement expanded memory
on 8086 and 286-based machines, they're

often the only answer. The extra memory
on these boards can usually be configured

to 'backfill' conventional memory, that is,

topping up conventional memory on PCs

with only 256K or 5 1 2K of RAM to 640K;

the remainder of RAM on the board is, of

course, used as extended/expanded

memory.

I'd be pretty careful about who you get

one of these from. There have been some

pretty difficult to configure specimens

around (including a ghastly extended mem-
ory board sitting in one of my PCs). Two
of the best products are the Intel

AboveBoard and AST Rampage boards. A
memory board should be supplied with

memory management software. Boards

typically start with 5 1 2K of RAM, which

you can add to by fixing on modular daugh-

ter boards with more RAM chips on.

Memory upgrade boards are a relatively

expensive way of increasing the RAM on

your PC. An Intel AboveBoard Plus with

I Mb of RAM is £80, and £390 with 2Mb;

the AboveBoard Plus 8 with 2Mb is £390,

and £590 with the maximum 8Mb. Intel has

recently launched a new range of Matched

Memory Classic boards, which upgrade

using standard SIMMs. AST's Rampage PC
with I Mb of RAM is £280, and the

RampagePlus 286 with 2Mb is £400. Both

companies also supply versions of their

boards for PCs with MCA bus slots.

Newer 386 and 486 PCs use SIMMs,

Single In-line Memory Modules, to package

RAM chips. These consist of a row of

memory chips soldered to a small board

that clips into a socket on your PC's moth-

erboard. (Some PCs use similar modules

called SIPs, which have pins along the

bottom.) There's usually an even number

of these slots, such as four or eight. If your

Kilobyte: Usually abbreviated to K. It's equal to 1 ,024 bytes.

Megabyte: Usually abbreviated to Mb. It's equal to 1 ,024K or 1 ,048,576 bytes.

Memory address: A number indicating a location for the processor to look for a piece of memory, just like

the number of a house in a street

Shadow RAM: You may find a reference to enabling and disabling shadow RAM in the setup routine. The

system and video BIOS are stored in Read-Only Memory (ROM), the contents of which, unlike RAM, can't be

changed. However, ROM, which is 8-bit, is slow, particularly on 386 machines, and in the setup you can often

choose to map these routines into memory— this process is called shadowing and speeds up performance.

You can usually choose to allocate this special memory to shadow system and video ROM (enable shadowing)

or to allocate it for use as extended/expanded memory (disable shadowing).

TSR: Stands for terminate and stay resident. A TSR is a program that initialises itself, hooks up to any system

resources it needs, reserves some memory for itself and then returns you to the DOS prompt.

PC has I Mb of RAM, there's more than

likely four 256K SIMMs in it; if it's 4Mb,

probably four I Mb SIMMs. You usually

upgrade in obvious stages from I Mb to

4Mb, or from 4Mb to 8Mb. Prices for

SIMMs compare favourably with those of

memory boards, you can reckon on rough-

ly £40 per megabyte, although that will

vary according to your PC.

Motherboard designs vary widely, so a

word of warning: although most SIMM
sockets are a standard size, some may not

be. It's also important that you get

matching memory: the speed of memory
chips is rated in nanoseconds (ns). Older

PCs use chips rated at 1 20ns, more recent

ones 1 00ns or 80ns. Check with your

potential memory supplier that you're get-

ting the right SIMMs for your PC.

After inserting extra RAM in newer PCs,

you'll need to enter a setup program and

change the settings for the amount of RAM
installed. There's usually a message telling

you how to enter setup when you boot up

your PC - Ctrl-Alt-Esc or Ctrl-Alt-S, for

example.

More than likely your PC will issue an

error message when you start it up after

you've added memory, because it's detect-

ed a discrepancy; most machines will ask

you to enter setup and change the settings.

Some PCs can do this automatically, for

some you'll need to tell them.

Assuming everything is correct, it only

remains to adjust your Autoexec.bat and

Config.sys files to include any memory
management software. You should now
find that your PC registers more memory
when it does the RAM check at start up,

and that running the command CHKDSK
at the DOS prompt provides a figure that

tallies with the amount you've installed.

CONTACTS
AST Research on (081) 568 4350

IDS (for Qualitas products) on (071)

63 1 0548

Intel on (0793) 696000

Microsoft on (0344) 270001

Quarterdeck on (0245) 496699



SPECIAL
Role-playing games specialist SSI is going

back to its war game roots for its next series

of releases. Paul Rigby sounds battle stations

as the war clouds gather on the horizon

SSI is famous, or infamous depending

on your point of view, for its role-

playing games based on the AD&D
licence. When the first of these, Pool of

Radiance, hit the streets, SSI's financial for-

tunes took a turn for the better. Such has

been the attention thrust upon SSI for its

role-playing games, that new computer

gamers could be forgiven for thinking SSI

began life with AD&D.
Not so. In fact, as SSI boss and founder,

Joel Billings, says, SSI has the roots of a

different species. "We started in 1979

initially to do computer war games and

other strategy games, but war games were

the primary focus. I've been a war gamer

for a long time."

In fact, 1 979 saw Billings' first wargame

production, Computer Bismarck,

programmed on a now-defunct beast

known as a North Star Horizon and

converted over to the then popular Apple

(I Microcomputer.

"We thought we would be a mail-order

company but within a month we were

inundated with orders from dealers. So,

very quickly, we became a distributor to

retail stores," said Joel.

From that time on, SSI never looked

back. It was even at the forefront of game

presentation as the first company to sell its

games in boxes. Joel's bedroom was

stacked full of the things - "If there had

been an earthquake I would probably have

never come out of it alive ..."

Although RPGs figured in SSI's release

schedules, it was the war games which hit

the headlines with the American press

praising the quality of the early computer

titles - Computer Bismarck, Computer

Ambush, etc - through to greats such as

War in Russia, Kampfgruppe, Carrier

Force and Gettysburg.

Warmongering
Since the AD&D licence, war games and

strategy have played second fiddle, but

recently SSI has announced a number of

significant war game titles to signal a kind

of renaissance for war gaming veterans.

First on the list is Conflict: Korea, a one or

two player, regimental (and upwards) game

that is the next evolutionary development

in the Conflict series that began with
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Conflict: In the Middle East. The game

includes four tactical Korean War
scenarios: three historical and one fiction-

al. The first three include the allied break

out of the 38th Parallel at the beginning of

the war, the counter attack from the

Koreans and the landing from Inchon. The

fourth 'what if ...

,

scenario is based on the

modern day tensions within Korea and

features a possible attack from the North.

Features include the ability to toggle the

hex overlay on or off, and a neat and tidy

style of unit stacking that takes two or

more units and combines them into one -

merging rather than stacking. You are able

to rename that new unit historically or

otherwise. Other options include air

support and a mouse interface with

SSI war game

titles ... "signal a

kind of

renaissance for

war gaming

veterans."

optional keyboard 'quick keys'. Conflict:

Korea should appear around late-April.

Line in the Sand is the computer version

of the TSR board game of the same name,

based in the Gulf/Middle East region. The

game mechanics are a little different from

the normal SSI war game, and it will appeal

to those gamers who are attracted to the

genre but are turned off by statistics and so

on. A more abstract war game, if you like.

The game is full of variables. For

example, countries can switch sides during

a war, depending on what happens in the

game. The situations are realistic, though.

Scenarios include the fight for the Suez

Canal, the invasion of Israel, the Gulf War
and so on. A summer release is expected.

African Front, on the other hand, has a

good chance of just making Christmas. This

is another game based upon Gary Grigsby's

successful 'Front' engine that has already

spawned Second Front and Western
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Front. Based on the North African

campaign in WW2, African Front should

further improve upon the Front system

whilst maintaining the popular gameplay.

War on two fronts
Rather more is known about another

Front production known as Carrier Strike

(one or two player). Set in WW2 during

the Pacific War, you play the commander
of a carrier task force. Yes, the game

comes with a number of scenarios, but it is

the campaign option which sounds the

most appealing, if only because your task

force's fortunes within each scenario are

linked so that your complement within

each successive scenario depends on how
you did in the previous one. Scenarios

include the Battle of the Cora! Sea,

Midway, Eastern Solomon Islands, Santa

Cruz, the Marianas and, finally, Torokina (a

fictitious battle) which acts as a 'what if...'

fillip to the historical dabblers out there.

This scenario does not feature in the

campaign, though.

Additions to the basic Front engine

include detailed flight operations which

allow you to allocate flight patterns to

aircraft, you also have to manage your

aircraft in various ways. Right down to

moving them from the flight deck to below

decks to refuel, re-arm and place them

back on the flight deck for re-launch. How-
ever, the more aircraft you move on your

aircraft's elevators the more elevator

capacity you take up. Therefore, you will

need to arrange a set of priorities— all of

which can become quite hectic during a

battle scenario.

As any good WW2 carrier commander
knows, search planes are your eyes. There-

fore, expect to be using them a lot in

Carrier Strike. However, reconnaissance

such as this is rarely 1 00% accurate. You
will find yourself having to send streams of

search planes into different areas in an

effort to piece together the jigsaw of

enemy movements and intentions.

"We started in

1979 initially to

do computer war
games and other

strategy games,

but war games
were the primary

focus."

— SSI boss and founder,

\oel Billings

Other management features include

assigning CAP (Combat Air Patrol) and, at

the same time, deciding how many aircraft

should be sent on a particular strike. Time

is a big factor, here. Clocks will denote

exactly how much time you have got to

complete certain moves. This means you

will have to juggle your elevator capacity to

get as many aircraft into the air as possible.

Graphical and audio niceties are

plentiful. For example, when you get

attacked you will see an overhead view of

your task force. Explosions will be seen

around your ship and when a bomb hits,

suitable graphic and sound effects will cut

in.. The scenes are by no means cinematic,

but they do add atmosphere.

Maintaining the nautical theme is Great

Naval Battles (previously known under the

working title Bismarck), which could very

well be the largest and most talked about

SSI strategy/war game release of 1 992.

Developed by the chaps who brought

you Silent Service II (SS2), Great Naval Bat-

tles will offer a similar type of gameplay.

The game covers the Battle of the Atlantic

( 1 939-43) during WW2. It imitates the

excellent SS2 feature of photographing

models of theactual ships and digitising

them to offer pinpoint representation, but

with a full 360 degree view of all enemy
ships.

As fleet commander, you have the

option of taking part in several famous bat-

tles or basic missions or to go through the

entire confrontation in a campaign option.

So, depending on what battle/mission you

have chosen, you will be given your

objective such as convoy escort or to

destroy a particular target. Something that

was never placed into SS2 and will be put

into Great Naval Battles is an instant replay

which will track all of your movements to

allow you to monitor your tactics.

In addition this 'docudrama' will, in a cin-

ematic style, trigger and chronicle all of the

major events that occurred during the war.

So, for example, while you're tackling the

Bismarck you will be hearing of other

confrontations around the Atlantic.

Other options include aircraft spotters

and aircraft attacks that can be ordered

from carriers and land based stations,

liaison with other fleet units such as

cruisers and destroyers and weather

(which affects visibility). You can also

bounce between the bridges of different

ships. Imagine commanding the British rces

including Hood, Prince of Wales, Norfolk

and Suffolk against the Bismarck and Prinz

Eugen. You are allowed to transfer your

control from the Hood to the Suffolk, back

to the Hood, over to the Norfolk, etc.

It's pedigree signifies this game will be a

true simulation with as many true-to-life

options and details as possible. Due for

release during July, Great Naval Battles has

the capability to be a 'game of the year.

We will see.

In 1 992, SSI is paying due homage to the

genre which got the company off the

ground in the first place. The quality of

these new releases appear to be high, SSI

and many war gaming fans will hope the

sales are too.



What do you call the most superb role-playing

adventure of them all?

5

Stunning realism.

Complex interaction.

A deeply absorbing

plot. Brilliant 3-D

arcade action.

Superlative magic

system.

Legend has them

all

From the team that

brought you

Bloodwyche, Legend

takes role-playing to

unimagined new
heights in a richly

drawn plot that will

take even the most

determined player 40

hours to unravel.

By combining all the

best features of the best

RPG'sofoldwitha
host ofstartling new

features, Legend surges

out of the pack to take

pole position as the the

finest role-playing

adventure yet.

Available on l'< , Amiga iuul

*t*Four independent characters

controlled simultaneously.

> Character generation

system.

> The most powerful

spell-casting system vet

devised.

& Strategic decisions made on

world map.

<%>Film quality animation.

J* Constant and absorbing

interactivity.

> Isometric dungeon

viewpoint.

> Quests within quests.

> Multi-tasking combat.

MINDSCAPE
For your local dealer, contact:

Mindscape International ltd, Priority House, Charles Avenue, Burgess Hill

West Sussex KII15 9PQ, Tel: 0444 246333. Fax: 0444 248996

lony Taglione <v Petei *ublished

\lltd.
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Reviews
Agood month for strategy and

adventure game players this

month with eight titles to

choose from. With Dune, Ultima
Underworld, and King's Quest V on
CD-ROM all ready for the full PC
Review treatment, our reviewers

have been working overtime to tell

you how best to spend your money.

• Alternatively

We believe games should be placed in context.

If you like the sound of Eco Quest, for example

see page 66), you'll be interested in other games

of a similar style. In all our major reviews, we offer

comparisons with other titles on the market, some of

which may be more suited to your tastes.

Hardware requirements

From this issue we've simplified the technical

specifications panel by including the hardware

requirements in the notes. If you need to know

how much hard disk space a game will take up,

how many floppies you'll find in the box, this is

where to look.

Don't worry - we've retained our no-messing, no-

guessing guide to the hardware supported by the

game. And if there's anything unusual about the

specs, or any additional information, we'll note it

along with the hardware requirements.

Two minutes

The Two Minutes panel is the nearest thing

to seeing the game in action, as we take

you through selected screens and note the
rgameplay required.

You'll find our reviews concentrate on the atmo-

sphere generated by the program and the gameplay

involved, rather than regurgitating reams about the

background story. You can always read the novella

when you buy the game - our job is to help you

decide whether you want to buy it in the first place.

Our rating system

ul We're as fed up as you are of over-

'TV complicated rating systems that mark

f(T\ (7\y\ everything from packaging to intro

w pi L,\jJJ ^ sequences and tell you nothing about the

^L ,T real quality of the game. That's why we've

T^^ made our rating system simple and

consequently useful. We give a single mark out of

10, based on the game's overall quality and how
enjoyable it is to play.

You'll find the marks in PC Review are frequently

not as high as in some computer games magazines.

This is deliberate - not everything is worth the

equivalent of 80 per cent. As a general yardstick,

anything which gets more than five is, in our

opinion, an above average game; seven is good, and

eight or over is excellent.

- i\
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Ultima Underworld -"an

experience not to be missed."

STRATEGY GAMES

Dune 44
Virgin

Perfect General 52
Ubi Soft

Realms 60
Virgin

Way of the Samurai 70
Impressions

ADVENTURES

Ultima Underworld 38
Origin

Eco Quest
Sierra

66

Plan 9 from Outer Space
Gremlin Graphics

72

PUZZLE GAMES

Super Tetris
Spectrum Holobyte

64

CD-ROM TITLES

North Polar Expedition
Virgin

56

King's Quest V
Sierra On-Line

58

THE GAMES
THAT GOT AWAY 74
A quick round up of everything that we promised you last

month but failed to deliver due to circumstances beyond our

control.



SOFTWARE REVIEW

Ultima Underworld: The
Stygian Abyss

Origin

£39.99

(0444) 246333

And on the first day there was Dungeon Master (on the

Amiga and ST) and the people played it and the people

saw that it was good. And on the second day there were

PCs and the people used them and the people saw that they

too were good. And on the third day work began on the PC ver-

sion of Dungeon Master and it was hit by bugs, delays, compa-

ny closures and non-floating publishers, and this was bad.

And on the fourth day PC programmers started to bring out

their own Dungeon Master clones and the people played them

Never one to do things by

half, Origin jumps on

to the Dungeon Master

bandwagon, but does it with

a certain amount of flair

Ultima Ur
The Stygian Abyss
and saw that while they weren't quite as good as the original.

Yet seeing as how they had nothing else they would make do

with them until DM arrived. And on the fifth day Origin saw

Dungeon Master and the clones and saw that they were basi-

cally pretty good but didn't stretch the machine to the limits

and since it had produced the Ultima series and the Wing

Commander games it could do one, and make it a whole lot

better. And on the sixth day Ultima Underworld appeared and

knocked the socks off everything that came before it and made

the completion of PC Dungeon Master a bit of a lost cause real-

ly. On the seventh day? I received a review copy (and saw that it

was good, damned good).

It's kind of odd. lust as the industry feeling towards Origin is

starting to pale (with everyone realising that just because the

games look and sound like nothing on Earth, they don't neces-

sarily play that way), the ground-breakers from Texas come up

trumps with a game that scores in almost every aspect, from

graphics to gameplay, from aesthetics to atmosphere and,

most importantly, from beginning to end. Ultima Underworld

is not the kind of game that's going to gather dust in a hurry.

Here we go again
Hordes of you are no doubt already running for cover at the

mention of Origin, clutching your 286s and 20Mb hard drives

tightly to your chest and kicking yourselves for not buying a

machine with three or four megs of memory. While it's true that

Underworld needs a pretty powerful machine to run on (see the

Hardware Requirements panel for full details), Origin has actu-

ally put in some thought for the low-end owners and the instal-

lation guide that comes with the box is extremely helpful for

working out exactly how to set your machine up.

It describes in detail the minimum set-up, then proceeds to

take you through the installation process step by step, inform-

ing you how much memory and hard disk space each of the

'optional extras' takes up. It's wise to read through this manual

before you start, making notes on what you can and can't do

with your particular machine, thereby speeding up the whole

process. One point definitely worth noting is that it even

describes a procedure for making and booting up your system

with a bootable floppy disk, freeing up as much memory as

possible by backing up your autoexec.bat and config.sys files,

then modifying them. In all, this manual (just one of three that

comes with the game) is clear enough to take even the most

novice of DOS users through the ins and outs of memory usage

and DOS setup procedures. It's more than about time Origin

started caring about the 'less fortunate' owners and this guide

does the job perfectly.

It's also strange that what is possibly Origin's most techni-

cally complex game to date comes on a measly four high-den-

sity 3.5" disks. From the people that brought you the 14 disk

(and two separate package) Wing Commander 2 affair, you

can't help but feel a little disappointed, worried even, that the

game might not be as big and spectacular as you thought. Ah,

ye of little faith! This is Origin we're talking about here. Just

take a look in the box.

I've never known a game to need four manuals before. I've

known DTP packages to need four manuals and spreadsheet

software to need four manuals, but never a game. Apart from

the installation guide, you get a 32-page player's guide which

takes you through the opening stages of the game and details

all the controls, the different screens and the different aspects

of play (swimming, combat, magic, etc,), a 30-page reference

guide that describes much the same thing but reduces it to a

'what button does what' list and a 30-page 'Memoirs of

Cabirus', which is the usual fictional account of life in Britannia

and the Underworld.

It describes the various monsters, spells, character types

and so on, in the style of a scribe to the aforementioned Sir

Cabirus, an adventurer who ventured into the Stygian Abyss

(the Underworld's official name) many moons ago with a grand



Thanks to a

handy auto-

mapping

system, the

days of

pencil and

paper are

gone. You

can jot

down notes

to remind

you of any

special

derworld:

idea of uniting several 'surface' tribes and creating a (for want

of a better term) 'master race' under the ground. Oh, you also

get a hand drawn map of level one to accompany this tome and

a little cloth pouch full of 'magic' runes, just to add to that feel-

ing of 'being there' (yes, I know it looks silly throwing little

pieces of tin at a screen and shouting "Magic Arrow", but it's all

atmosphere, luwy, okay?).

On the whole the manuals do a pretty good job of guiding

the player around the game, but as was the case with the previ-

ous Ultima titles (not to mention a good number of other

RPGs) most of the information is just padding and 1 can't see

anyone really bothering to pause the game before fighting a

giant rat just to look up its description in the manual and find

out whether it has any weak spots. The only really useful func-

tion the in-game manuals serve is to remind you which runes

equal which spells.

Before we begin
Once the game is installed and you've finally managed to elim-

inate the 'Sorry you do not have enough memory' messages,

you are in for a real treat. I played this version with all the trim-

mings and believe me, it's worth it. Underworld starts with an

unintentionally hilarious intro sequence, depicting the kidnap-

ping of Baron Almric's lovely daughter by hideous fiends and

your arrival on the scene just in time to be blamed for it all.

I say hilarious because of the speech. I had to listen to it

two or three times before 1 fully grasped what was going on

because for the first couple of times I was falling about laugh-

ing at the badly-dubbed Dick Van Dyke cockney accents that all

those lovable Americans think we sound like (you know, "Awl-

right Guv'noor, oop the happle un stairs!"). At least Kevin Cost-

ner didn't even bother to insult our intelligence ...

Still, it's nicely done and sounds pretty impressive through

a decent pair of speakers. It's a shame that the speech couldn't
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What's what in the Underworld

Power Gem I

Message I

Scroll

Character Panel

Current Spells

Compass,

Rune Shelf

Mana Flask

Vitality Flask

have been kept up throughout the game though, in conversa-

tion with characters and in the dream sequences, it may have

taken another speech accessory pack to do it, but anyone that's

managed to find a machine big enough to run it with limited

speech would surely have enough power to support one more

optional extra.

Sadly, the introduction doesn't really do the game justice

and gives the appearance of being developed completely sepa-

rately from the rest of the game (and knowing the size of Ori-

gin, it wouldn't surprise me if it was). It built up a very different

image of what I was expecting once the dungeon doors had

slammed shut behind me. Thankfully, what I was expecting fell

way short of what I actually got.

Running before you can walk
Things were initially very dark, but very detailed. Although I'd

promised myself that I'd stick to the walk-through in the play-

er's guide, the urge just to wander off and marvel at the graph-

ics was too strong and I soon found myself walking, running,

jumping, activating pull-chains, opening doors and picking up

objects. The guide has you spending at least 20 minutes in the

first corridor, getting used to each of the icons and learning

how to interact with objects but I doubt anyone could restrain

themselves for this length of time when there's this much sexy

technology just waiting to be moved around the screen.

The controls are clever, very clever. They were easy to get to

grips with and it was quite amazing how quickly I got used to

controlling my every movement in the subterranean world.

Basically, as you move the cursor around the view window it

changes into direction arrows. Click on the left mouse button

and you're off in that direction. The further from the centre you

move the arrow, the faster you move, starting with a very slow,

methodical step to a breakneck sprint down a corridor. While

you're moving, pushing the right button causes you to jump,

the height dependent on the speed. As I said, it was incredibly

simple to get to grips with and after a few minutes practice I

found myself moving from a gentle trot to a quick dash to a

small leap over a gap without ever taking my finger off the but-

ton. Smooth doesn't even begin to describe it ...

Nor does it begin to describe the graphics. It didn't sink in

at first exactly how fast and smooth everything was moving and

how little the machine stopped to update the screen, usually

2TWO MINUTES OF SUBTERRANEAN ADVENTURE
As the huge doors

slam shut behind you,

your first task Is to find a weapon.
All that's lying around is a blunt

daggers. Any port in a storm ...

You venture along the initial

corridor until you come to a

closed door and a chain on the

wall. A quick pull reveals a room
filled with bones and blood.

Doors to the north and south

won't budge without a key or a

quick battering with a cudgel The
north door weakens enough to

push it open.

As you reach a bridge of soi

sort, you are attacked byi

goblin. Dodging his rocks yi

close the gap and start hitti

with your blunt dagger.



only occurring when I'd stopped moving to get my bearings

(although this was probably coincidence more than clever pro-

gramming). It's not all 100% smooth 3D though. In fact most of

the animated objects to be found in the Stygian Abyss is made

of two dimensional bitmap graphics (similar to the graphics

seen in Empire's Pacific Islands - see review in issue 7).

This strange mix wasn't always pleasing and I often found

the two styles contrasting drastically, depending on the situa-

tion. A solitary bat flying around the rafters looked very basic,

almost amateurish, while a room full of goblins going about

their business looked fine. Objects that could be carried

around fared much better, drawn to look as in tune with the

surface they were resting on as possible. Granted, it's still early

days for this new technology and no doubt whatever Origin

decides to do with this system next will be immeasurably bet-

ter, but I can't help thinking that if it doesn't look very good,

maybe it'd be better left out.

Size is important
Underworld scores much bigger points during its exploration

stages than it does with the combat. The map that comes with

the game is designed to guide you around level one, allowing

you to get used to the controls, the characters and the ambi-

ence of the abyss without having to worry about getting lost, I

found it an invaluable aid when exploring the initial sections of

the game, but when I eventually made it on to level two 1 was

immediately at a loss at where to go next. I had become way

too dependent on the map and because I knew Underworld

was such a huge game, I found it almost impossible to decide

whether to go left or right, to take the first turning on the left or

the second or whether to go straight back up the stairs and

remain on level one for the rest of the game (where at least 1

knew where I'd be going).

Origin's biggest problem is that it has made Underworld too

big. No sooner had I managed to fill one of the map screens

and annotated all of the important areas, when I was faced

with a completely blank page and had to start all over again. It

was a very daunting task just to start moving on level two. I

think fear may also have had something to do with it. Once I'd

run out of pre-generated map to look at, and when combined

with the terrific atmosphere generated by the game, i was get-

ting nervous when it came to just rounding the corners in case

something was lurking (I shock easily in case you hadn't

guessed). Still, faint hearts never wrote detailed reviews so ...

The question you have to ask yourself is are you a major fan

What about us low-end users?

If you find that your copy of Underworld seems to run

fairly slowly (and let's face it, any game that describes a

20Mhz 386 machine as slow, needs some processing

power), you have the option of turning down the detail

level of the graphics. You can start with full detail...

... remove the

detail from the

roof
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... and remove the

roof, floor and

walls altogether,

just leaving the

bitmaps for the

objects. This

certainly speeds

the game up, but it

does tend to ruin

the whole point

that Origin is

trying to make

of the Dungeon Master/Eye of the Beholder genre? If so then

you're likely to do flips over Underworld. I hate to keep men-

tioning the graphics but they really are the focus of the whole

game and when they provide the answer to all of the criticisms

levelled at Eye and the gang (static flick screens) you can't help

but be impressed. There will be other games that will make this

look primitive, but not for a long while yet.

Judging it by today's standards Ultima Underworld doesn't

have an equal. It really is the best of the bunch and everything

else that comes along will no doubt be judged by it. It's a

shame that it kind of overshadows the forthcoming release of

Dungeon Master (nostalgics will probably be no less enthusi-

astic though), but it does highlight one area that all of these

first-person perspective games have suffered from. DM, Eye,

Before you travel any further,

It's wise to check your map. It

might be worthwhile checking

out the rest of the southern

passages before you go on.

Bashing your way through the

southern door in the previous

chamber, you emerge in an altar

of rebirth. The silver sapling

allows you to 'save' your position.

Taking the corridor off of the first

passage leads you to a path

strewn with runes. You've heard

of dark magic in here and these

runes might just be the ticket.

Continuing along the corridor you

eventually come across another

human, scavenging for goods on a

recent battle site. He tells you of

a human enclosure to the north.
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Monsters abound in the underground. You start off facing rats and slugs and

fareing rather well. You end up facing skeletons that make your life sheer helll

Eye II, Might and Magic [II: they're all more or less the same

game with slightly different plots. They all look more or less

identical and play the same way, the only real differences being

the control methods. Underworld is at least a little more cre-

ative than that, sketching out an entire underground communi-

ty, goblins that are good guys as well as bad, races that in other

game would attack on sight here give you the benefit of the

doubt, allowing you to talk to them, get to know them and then

(but only if you initiate hostilities) attacking you. The entire

Ultima series has always prospered on one

M^ ^ thing, the strength of its storytelling.

^^ It's easy to mock Richard Garriot for

"w' his Lord British monicker, but he

^a can create believable worlds, char-

^% acters and stories and this high

W level of realism has been carried

i
T* across all of the Ultima games, no

matter what their style of play is.

Underworld benefits mostly in this area,

if a rip in the earth were to be found tomorrow

by news crews, I'd expect it to look like this.

But as a game (and not a philosophical issue) I can't find

any major faults to Ultima Underworld. It may not look like a

Rembrandt when up close (it's more like a Picasso), but you

spend so much time moving you hardly care a whit. The size

may be daunting, but it's more of a challenge than a put-off.

The controls are unbelievably easy when you get the hang of

REQUIREMENTS

Let's start by running through the bare

minimum requirements to play Underworld.

You must have a 386SX or higher to achieve a

decent speed, you must have a VGA card to see anything,

you must have at least 640K of RAM (522K of which must
be available at the DOS prompt) and you must have at least

480K of expanded memory. Oh, and 8Mbof hard disk space

(plus a further TOOK to save your games - it won't run

without it).

This is the basic game, without sound effects, music or

speech and probably not running with maximum detail on

screen. For the full experience you'll need all of the above

plus 557K of RAM free, a maximum of I Mb of expanded
memory, 1 3Mb of hard disk space (plus the extra 700K) and

whatever sound boards you can cram into the back.
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ALTERNATIVELY..

Eye of the Beholder
US Gold/SSI, £30.99

The first of its kind on the PC, Eye

provided an audience hungry for

Dungeon Master with a suitable meal.

Basing itself around the ever-popular

AD&D series, it featured excellent

graphics, easy to use controls and a

superb sense of atmosphere that was

matched only by its offspring.

At the time of its release there was nothing to touch it, but in the

wake of Underworld it pales dreadfully. After playing a game that

features smooth 3D scrolling, I can't see anyone wanting to turn

back and play a flick-screen affair. It's still a good game (as is the

sequel) and SSI will no doubt continue the series ad infinitum,

improving things as it goes and probably attempting a smooth-

scroller of its own one day.

Might and Magic III

US Gold/New World Computing,
£40.99

It had the potential to outdo Eye of the

Beholder, it had the looks to outshine

Eye of the Beholder and it had the size

to outplay Eye of the Beholder, but

New World's magnum opus turned out to be a flawed masterpiece.

Bugged to pieces and shoddy programming meant that the trilogy

ended with a whimper rather than a bang.

Don't be fooled by box artwork or marketing blurb, if you see

MM3 and Underworld side by side on the shelf, go for the Origin

game every time.

The Worlds of

Ultima series
Origin, £35.99 each (approx.)

While Underworld represents a new
theme for the RPG masters, the

Worlds series was an old theme given

a new twist. Forget the Wing Commanders, this is what Origin

does best. RPGs are at the very core of Origin's being, from the

earliest Ultima through Autoduel and Bad Blood to the Worlds of

Ultima series. If you thought Ultima VI was good, take a look at

either The Savage Empire or Martian Dreams. Atmosphere oozes,

payability flows and quality shines throughout.

Thanks to all the character interaction and the storytelling,

Underworld plays very much like an Ultima game viewed from

head-on. If you fancy a change from all the first-person perspectives

on offer, the Worlds of Ultima (and in fact most of the Ultimas)

offer the perfect distraction.

Dungeon Master
FTL, £TBA
It's still not arrived, but the game that

started them all is currently scheduled

for a May release. Dungeon Master is a

classic in every sense of the word. It

introduced a grateful world to the

delights on offer from RPGs and opened the whole genre to a

completely new audience that had always been put off by the

number-crunching feel previous games had offered. It's still

overshadowed by Underworld, but when it comes out (provided

the translation from the other home computers hasn't gone badly)

it should be snapped up by anyone with an ounce of sense.

them and the whole system is very clever indeed. It's probably

not the hardest game you'll ever play and despite the realism,

it's easy to live without it, but I can see anyone that does ven-

ture into the abyss having a whale of a time. 1 have heard

reports of people already claiming to have completed it, but I

suspect these are the kind of people that can play the average

arcade game with their feet and still clock it. For the rest of us

mere mortals it's a wonderful game and an experience not to

be missed. PAUL PRESLEY



It has taken control.
It owns their minds.

It imprisons their bodies.
It even absorbs the building!

It's..

A secret project is out of control at

Genoq Corporation, the world's

leading biotech research lab. The

building is in chaos. All employees

are either dead or zombies. The

security system is blasting away at

anything that moves.

D/Generation, a malevolent

organism that uses virtual reality to

disguise itself, has taken over. And it

is your task to destroy it.

But first, you must find a way to

stay alive. Then, as your

understanding of this evil force

increases, you can take the fight to

the enemy. The tools you have are

sparse. Little more than ingenuity

and determination.

Outstanding graphic environment
' lull VGA graphics support

Stunning musical Intro, and sound effects

. Available tor IBM PC, Amiga, Atari SI

( opyrlghi • 199J Robert

( ook. Ml rights reserved.

MINDSCAPE

VIRTUAL REALITY MEETS ACTION ADVENTURE
lor your local dealer, contact: Mindscape International Ltd, The Coach House,

Hooklands Estate, Scavnes Hill, W. Sussex RH17 7N(i. Tel: 0444 831 761.



SOFTWARE REVIEW

Dune
Virgin

(081)960 2255
£35.99

It may have been a long

time in coming but

Virgin's French

sleeper has

finally

awakened

Watching a David Lynch film is bad enough, but I've

often dreaded the task of actually trying to play one.

Fortunately, because Mr. Lynch had little to do with

the original set of books Dune isn't nearly as baffling as Wild At

Heart or the staggeringly odd Twin Peaks. I must admit, my
experience with this sci-fi cult hit is limited only to the heavily

edited two-hour version of Lynch's film, so how faithful this

game is to Frank Herbert's novels 1 really couldn't tell you.

Therefore (and to avoid offending any die-hard fans of Mr. Her-

bert), expect this review to concentrate on how well Dune the

game interprets Dune the celluloid version. It does, to be fair,

only deal with this area of the genre anyway and contains some
good likenesses of said films breathtaking cinematography.

What it doesn't do is contain stunning likenesses of the

film's stars, A few of them turn up - Kyle McLachlan as Paul

Atreides and Sting as Feyd Rautha Harkonnen (but due to

numerous copyrighting and legal reasons, Sting doesn't look

much like Sting at all) - but in general the artists at Cryo (the

development house) have had a free hand in designing the

look of the characters.

This does give the game a slightly odd feel, lust as you're

getting used to things looking like the film, a couple of central

characters come along looking completely and utterley differ-

ent from their on-screen personae throwing you right off bal-

ance (I do wish Cryo had been able to use Patrick 'Captain

Picard' Stewart for Gurney Halleck as the game's version really

doesn't suit the role of military specialist).

The plot is pretty much adhered to, with a spot of artistic

licensing in the interests of gameplay. You start already on the

planet of Dune with a brief to begin spice mining for the

emperor. Most of Dune is already occupied by your family's

arch-rivals, the House Harkonnen, and your task throughout

the game is to gradually take over the planet and eventually

oust the enemy.

The novel approach
This plot is closely followed by the traditional 'good vs evil'

theme. The Harkonnens are sadistic slave-drivers, treating the

native Fremen like dirt and generally making life as unpleasant

as possible. Naturally you discover this and being the nice guy
that you are, you realise that your main job is to free the

natives and bring about happiness for all again. You can't real-

ly argue with a plot that's sold millions and been turned into a

film and Cryo has managed to include most of the major

events without sacrificing freedom of play. Thanks to Paul

Atreides's limited psychic ability, you are informed of things as

and when they happen and it's up to you whether or not you

respond to them.

Dune's core is its strategy element. Once you've been guid-

ed through the opening stages by the cast, you have a free

hand to control the Fremen as you see fit. The one drawback of

this is that you often find yourself waiting for something to

happen, spending the odd night in the desert, clicking on Wait

Until Morning. As a strategy game though, it'll probably man-
age to keep you challenged until you finish the thing. Every

time you solve one problem, another is bound to crop up
sooner or later, usually in the shape of attacking worms or mes-

sages from the Emperor.

TWO MINUTES OF SPICY INTRIGUE

Duke Leto. Having
just arrived on the

planet, you control very little at

the start. First find a couple of

Fremen to start producing spice.

Gurney Halleck is currently

visiting the Fremen of three

nearby sietchs. Thanks to her

telepathic powers, your mother
lessica senses danger.

Hopping into a parked
ornithopter, you find Carthag-

Tuek (the sletch) on the map and
set the coordinates. Within

minutes you've arrived.

Inside sietch you find Gurney
in with the Fremen chief. A
chat about prophecies and
chosen ones convinces the

chief to work for you.

i



Initially worms are a

source of danger,

attacking spice

production plants and

destroying

equipment As Paul

grows in power, the

worms can be tamed

and used either as

transport or to attack

fortresses.

Dune is without a doubt the most beautiful game I've seen

and heard on the PC for a long time. All the artistic quality

you've come to expect from French developers is contained

within, and then some. The graphics are nothing short of stun-

ning and the music is to die for. I've always been partial to

French keyboard music (lean-Michel Jarre and all that) and

Dune lives up to these standards with ease. As is rapidly

becoming the trend in France these days, the game's music is

to appear on a CD at some stage and within the game you get

the choice of having the music match the events or running as

a CD with each tune playing in its entirety, looping back to the

first once they've all been played (you can even select a 'shuf-

fle' facility to play them in a random order).

Thankfully this lavish care and attention to presentation

remains right through to the end. Sunsets fade in and out

wherever you are, no single character looks the same as anoth-

er (which is quite a feat considering there are over 90 charac-

ters in the game) and spot effects are right on. The only place

this falters is, oddly enough, in the intro where a digitised Paul

Atreides bellows, "Father? The sleeper has awakened!" com-

pletely out of sync.

Still, playing Dune - and indeed watching Dune being

played - is quite an experience and you'd have to be tough

indeed to want to criticise such an aesthetically pleasing game.

Unfortunately I'm the kind of guy who pulls wings off flies and

listens to Des O'Connor records at four in the morning just to

annoy the neighbours.

Missed chances
Dune is far from unplayable. It's well planned, with the start of

the game being just linear enough to let you know what to do,

gradually becoming more and more open towards the end. It's

easy to get to grips with, the controls being simplicity itself

and options to perform any action you wish appearing at prac-

tically any stage of the game. Most of the elements of the film

are included (if not all of the characters) and everything

appears to my untrained eye to be very faithful to the Dune

genre.

It is also a game of missed opportunities. A lot of the action

aspects of the film have been either glossed over or missed out

altogether and there's more than one occasion that was

screaming for an animated interlude or some other such

3
Initially you manufacture spice

to keep the Emperor happy,

but Fremen can later be

recruited for military,

espionage or ecological work.

After visiting the other two

sietchs, you convince one more
Fremen tribe to work for you.

With production going well, you

tell the Duke how you're doing.

He says stillsuits will be needed

for any extensive desert travel as

they recycle and purify the body's

waste matter, allowing you to

drink it again (yum!).

The sietch you visited first tells of

a Fremen tribe that know the

secrets of stillsuits. Flying into the

desert you spot a new sietch.

Could this be the place?



Hune

WHO'S

WHO ON

ARRAKIS

Being

based on a

film, Dune

has some

strong

characters.

Knowing

who can do

what is

Paul Atreides - You,

Son of Duke Leto and
Jessica Atreides and
next in line to the

throne of House
Atreides. In charge of

recruiting Fremen.

Duke Leto Atreides -

Pauls father. Governing

body of House Atreides

and currently in charge
of operation on Dune.

Can offer helpful

advice.

Jessica Atreides -

Paul's mother. Has
certain psychic abilities

and can sense hidden
rooms in the palace.

Guides Paul as his

power improves.

Duncan Idaho - In

charge of controlling

spice production and
negotiations with the

Emperor. Keeps a

constant record of spice

In stock.

Gurney HaHeck
Pauls mentor and

trainer in military

matters. Can help w
diplomatic situatioi

between Paul

and Fremen.

Chani - The love

interest. Eases Paul's

negotiations with

Fremen and leads him
to Llet Kynes. Seeing
Chani also increases

Fremen moral.

Liet Kynes - Ecology

expert and founder of

bulb experiments. Will

help Paul produce
water and fertilise

areas of Dune. This

ruins Harkonnen spice.

Baron Vladimir
Harkonnen - Ruler of

House Harkonnen.

Paul's main enemy and
leader of opposing

forces on Dune.

Thouroughly evil.

Feyd Rautha
Harkonnen - Baron
Vlad s hotheaded son.

Despises Paul and his

heritage.Attempts to

kidnap Chani and make
life hard for Paul.

Emperor Shadda
IV- Emperor of I

known universe.

Demands regulai

spice payments but

not as stralghtforwi

as it seems.

reward. Riding the worms is a good example, To have enough
power to control the giant sandworms and ride them across.

the sandy plains requires the player to have progressed

through a fair old amount of the game. The taming of the huge
beast was a huge affair and had the scope for something bril-

liant to watch and enjoy in the game. Instead you just walk out

into the desert, select Call A Worm, choose a destination from

the map and get a small 'worm arriving' scene which dulls after

the first few showings.

Another aspect that, if handled correctly, could have added
plenty of excitement would have been combat with the power
Every so often the Emperor will demand a shipment of spice. You don't have to

send him everything (you don't have to send him anything) but the more you

do, the longer he'tl feave you alone.

Paulshields seen in the film. Having Paul

lead attacks on Harkonnen fortresses

using some kind of wargame sec-

tion would have added so much
to the non-involving battles that

eventually take place. ^M^

Seen one worm, seen 5%f
them all

Dune's problems lie more in what could

have been as opposed to what is. Accept what you've got and

you'll more than likely become completely absorbed in what's

going on. However, I'd question the lasting appeal. As with all

things, once you've seen them five or six times the novelty

begins to wear off and this goes double for the stunning visuals

>
u
J*

f&^ ^wC^H

on offer here. I can't see anyone sitting through the 3D travel

scenes once they've seen one of them and even the worm ani-

mation doesn't last. Fortunately most of the graphics make up
the actual gameplay, so your control of things isn't interrupted,

and you don't have to wait in irritation while repeated (and

unnecessary) sequences are reloaded for the umpteenth

time. Couple that with the apparent impossibility to die and
you're likely to only play it through to the bitter end once and
not really want to go through the same procedures all over

again, or even take a different route, this time using a more
military approach toacheive victory.

While it lasts though Dune is very absorbing and there's

plenty to be had from it. Fans of Miller's works will probably be

1



Thurfir Hawat -

Strategic expert.

Advises Paul on

Harkonnen activity

and how to react to

it. Monitors all

communications.

Harah - Fremen girl.

Acts as Pauls guide on

Dune. Was recently

widowed by Harkonnen

soldiers and has a foul

temper. Prone to bouts

of homesickness.

Stilgar - A legendary

Fremen leader that

helps Paul form an army

to attack Harkonnens.

Seeing Paul with Stilgar

increases Fremen
moral.

Fremen Chiefs -

Each chief rules a

separate tribe of

Fremen. Most will

work for Paul as spice

producers, soldiers,

spies or ecologists.

Smugglers - Neutral

participants in the Dune
wars. They reside In

villages and will sell

equipment and

weapons to anyone with

enough spice.

Prospectors - Fremen
specialists used to

determine spice levels

in different areas of the

planet. Provide a Spice

Map' showing best

areas to mine.

appalled at how little it has to do with the novels's broad plots,

but for those who only know the film, it lives up to it well (to be

honest, it's miles better than the film). It was an ambitious pro-

ject for Cryo to undertake and it has managed to pull it off well.

It's certainly not offensive and likely go down as one of the bet-

ter film licences of the 90s. It's also a pretty good entry-level

strategy game, being simple enough at the start to guide you

along and opening out more towards the end. And let's face it,

there aren't that many of them on the market these days, are

there? PAUL PRESLEY

REQUIREMENTS

Two disks that will take up 2.6Mb on your

hard drive. Installation is painless and the

whole thing will run with a minimum of 550K of

RAM. Due to the graphical quality of the game, only VGA
cards are supported (either colour or monochrome) and

thanks to an option in the installation menu it's possible to

set up the game to run on any speed of machine, from an

8088 upwards.

CGA XEGAX VGA4/ Tandy ftg)

Hercules (jfc Roland

^

/ [AdLib %/

sdd <s® s# un&

ALTERNATIVELY...

Railroad Tycoon
MicroProse, £35.75

For strategic empire building with a difference

you could do far worse than Sid Meier's

footplate classic. Take control of a railroad

company in the Midwest (or Britain or

Europe) and ride it through years of sweat,

turmoil and near-financial ruin, to come out

on top as the modern-day equivalent of BR

(sounds appealing, doesn't it?).

Don't worry, it's not as dull as it sounds

and is in fact one of the most absorbing and

playable games ever (and no, I don't wear an anorak). Railroad

Tycoon contains something for everyone, from the sheer thrill of

building a railway next to your home town to the challenge of

keeping twelve trains from colliding into each other. Absolutely

superb entertainment.

Indiana Jones and the Last

Crusade
Lucasfilm, £30.99

What Alternatively panel would be complete

without a Lucasfilm game? This one's no

different as it shows a prime example of how

to do a good film licence. Indy 3 proved to be

one of the most enjoyable games of 1 990 and

paved the way for Lucasfilm's successful

future. Because the player gets to take part in

almost every moment of the film (apart from

the beginning) but still discovers something

new around every corner, the game struck a chord in every

adventurer's heart and has found its way into almost every software

collection in the country.

Indiana's next outing (Indiana Jones and the Fate of Atlantis) looks

like being every bit as successful, despite not being based on a film.

Such is the strength on the character himself.

The Terminator/Terminator II

Bethesda Softworks/Ocean Software, £34.99/£29.99

Two very good examples of how not to do

film licences. Both films have bags of

potential for exciting, challenging games and

both conversions fail to live up to the

challenge. Ocean's approach with the much-

hyped sequel was to turn several of the film's

most action-packed moments into a couple

of uninteresting arcade games. Fight with the

T-1000 using all three (three!) of your deadly

killer moves! Drive an unrealistic looking

motorbike along a sewer outlet with objects that can hit you but

mysteriously vanish before the killer truck hits them! Stroll along the

sidewalk shooting cops (no, I don't remember that bit either)!

At least Bethesda tried to make something different out of its

version of the original thriller. Unfortunately the mix of two-

dimensional 3D objects and boring gameplay doesn't make for an

interesting gaming experience.

Midwinter
MicroProse, £35.75

Midwinter's not a film licence, but it might as

well be. Mike Singleton's strategic tale of icy

wastes and freedom fighters could be Dune

with snow instead of sand. There's no

trading as such, but the core of the game is

pretty similar, with Midwinter allowing you

much more room to explore and travel. The

main strategic element comes with recruiting

soldiers willing to fight the bad guys, much

the same as Dune does with the tribesmen.

Midwinter scores in the freedom it allows you and the strong

sense of atmosphere it generates. It would be easy to see this on

film, thanks to the action, great landscapes and strong characters._F-



PC Compatible Software Special Reserve
Sales 0279 600204

F19 STEALTH TV SPORT FOOTBALL WONDERLAND F1S STRIKE EAGLE 2

16.99 8.99 14.99 13.99

THREE STOOGES MEGATRAVELLER 1 MARIO ANDRETTI MAN UTD EUROPE
8.99 11.99 14.99 17.99

URDER

SIM & POP M1 TANK PLATOON
19.99 12.99

MURDER! FLIGHT OF INTRUDER

4.99 13.99
INTERCEPTOR

6.99
JINXTER

4.99

MIGHT & MAGIC 2 KICK OFF 2

6.99 9.99

DISK SIZE

GOLDEN AXE PRINCE OF PERSIA LEMMINGS
9.49 7.99 16.99

UFO

4.99
JACK NICKLAUS

6.99
MS DOS 5,0 MICROSOFT WORKS
59.99 109.99

PROTEXT 4.3

44.99

5.25 3.5 5.25 3.5 5.25 3.5
3D CONSTRUCTION KIT JF1791
ACES OF THE PACIFIC V JF2350
ACTION MASTERS (F16 COMBAT PILOT.
ITALY 1990. DOUBLE DRAGON 2,

TURBO OUTRUN, WELLTRIS) JF2291
ADAD DUNGEON MASTER ASSISTANT V0L2 (SSI) JF1586 ,

ADVANTAGE TENNIS E/ V JF229B
MR SEA SUPREMACY
(GUNSHIP, SILENT SERVICE, P47,
F15 STRIKE EAGLE, CARRIER COMMAND) JF2281
AIR, LAND & SEA
(688 ATTACK SUB, INDY 500, F18 INTERCEPTOR) JF2272
BARDS TRILOGY JF2254
BATTLE ISLE E/V JF2280
BATTLECHESS 2 C/E JF1316
BLOODWYCHC/E JF485
BLUES BROTHERS JF2252
BREACH 2 (ENHANCED) JF2243
CASTLES E/V JF1816
CASTLES DATA DISK E/V JF2168
CHAMPIONSHIP MANAGER JF2323
CHESSMASTER 3000 JF2276
CHUCK YEAGER AIR COMBAT E/V JF1817
CIVILIZATION ...JF2286
CONAN THE CIMMERIAN E/V JF2297
CONQUEST OF THE LONGBOW V 256 COL JF2085
CORPORATION JF1301
CORRUPTION (M/SCROLLS) JF043
CRUISE FOR A CORPSE C/E/V JF1709
D-GENERATION JF2346
DAILY SPORTS COVER GIRL POKER JF2335
DELUXE PAINT 2 ENHANCED JF2104
DICK TRACY ADVENTURE E/V JF2342
DISNEY ANIMATION STUDIO C/E/V JF3065
DRAKKHEN C/E JF680 .

DUNE E/V JF2336
DYNA BLASTERS JF2349
DYNAMIX VALUE PACK E (HEART OF CHINA,
STELLAR 7, RISE OF THE DRAGON) JF2353
ELITE JF032 .

ELITE PLUS E/V JF1736
ELVIRA 2 - JAWS OF CERBERUS H/D E/V ...JF2134
EPIC (COMING SOON) JF1367
EYE OF THE BEHOLDER (SSI) C/E/V JF1473
EYE OF THE BEHOLDER 2 E.V 256 COL JF2296
F117A NIGHTHAWK V JF2003
F14 TOMCAT JF2041
F15 STRIKE EAGLE 2 JF2080
F16 FALCON V 3.0 E/V (REQUIRES MS-DOS V.5) JF1361
F19 STEALTH FIGHTER M/C/E/V JF1S6 ...

FERRARI FORMULA 1 C/E
FIGHTER COMMAND JF2255
FLAMES OF FREEDOM (MIDWINTER 2) JF1647
FLIGHT OFTHE INTRUDER E
FLIGHT SIMULATOR 4 M/C/E/V JF999 ...

FLOOR 13... JF2167
FUN SCHOOL 2 (2-6) C/E JF361 ...

FUN SCHOOL 2 (8-8) C/E JF362 ...,

FUN SCHOOL 2 (8+) C/E JF363 ....

FUN SCHOOL 3 (2-5) JF1183 .

FUN SCHOOL 3 (5-7) JF1184 .

FUN SCHOOL 3 (7+) JF1165 ,

FUN SCHOOL 4 (2-5) C/E/V JF3009 ,

FUN SCHOOL 4 (5-7) C/E/V JF3010 .

FUN SCHOOL 4 (7+) C/E/V JF3011 .

GATEWAY TO THE SAVAGE FRONTIER JF2237 .

GODS JF1737 .

GOLDEN AXE JF1248 ..

GRAHAM GOOCH WORLD CLASS CRICKET JF2056 .

GUNSHIP 2000 E/V JF1792 .

HARPOON V1.21 JF2270 .

HEART OF CHINA H/D V 258 COL JF1865
HELLCAT ACE JF942 ..

HEROOUEST + DATA DISK (GREMLIN) JF1742 .

HITCH HIKERS GUIDE JF495
HOME ALONE JF2285 .

H00KE7V JF2325
HYPERSPEEDV256COL JF2319 .

IAN BOTHAMS CRICKET JF2253 .

INDIANA JONES 2 ACTION (FATE OF ATLANTIS) JF2317 .

INOIANA JONES 2 ADVENTURE V 256 COL ..JF2239 .

INDIANAPOLIS 500 C/E/V JF838 ....

INTERCEPTER - RENEDE LEGION (SSI) JF2302
INTERNATIONAL SPORTS CHALLENGE E/V JF2306 .

JACK NICKLAUS GOLF C/E JF522
JETV2.1 C/E (SUBLOGIC) JF1637 ...

.33.99 JD1791 .

26 99 J D 2350 .

...22.99 JD2291 ...22.99

7.99

...21.49 JD2298 ...21.49

..23.99 JD2281 ...23.99

..26.99 JD2272 .

..26.49 JD2254 .

.23.99 JD2280 .

..20.99 JD1316 .

.18.49 JD465
..17.99 JD2252 .

.18.99 JD2243 .

..23.99 JD1816 ..

.11.99 JD2158 .,

..19.99 JD2323 ..

.24.99 JD2276 ..

.23.99 JD1817 ..

.26.99 JD2286 .,

.23.99 JD2297 ..

.26.99 JD2085 .,

.14.99 JD1301 ..

...4.99 JD043 ...

.21.49 JO1709 ..

.23.99 JD2346 ..

.19.99 JD2335 ..

65.99 JD2104 ..

.19.99 JD2342 ..

.65.99 JD3065 ..

.26.99

.26.49

.23.99

,20.99

.18.49

17.99

18.99

23.99

11.99

.24.99

.23.99

.26.99

,23.99

26.99

.14.99

.4.99

.21.49

23.99

19.99

65.99

19.99

65.99

.26.99 JD2336 ...

.23.99 JD2349 ...

.27.99

...6.99

.26.99

.26.99

.19.99

.21.49

.24.99

.26.99

.15.99

.13.99

.32.99

.16.99

.35.99

.17.99

.14.99

.14.99

,14.99

.17.99

.17.99

.17.99

.17.99

17.99

.17.99

.21.49

.19.99

...9.49

.19.99

.26.90

,26.49

.27.99

JD2353 ...27.99

JD032 9.99
JD1736 ...26.99

JD1473 ...21.49

JD2296 ...24.99

JD2003 ...26.99

JD2080 ...13.99

JD1361 ...32.99

JD1S6 16.99

JD269 9.99

JD2255 ...23.99

JD1647 ...26,99

JD915 13.99

JD999 35 99
JD2167 ...23.99

JD361 14.99

JD362 14.99

JD363 14.99

JD1163
,17.99

.17.99

JD1164 .

JD1165 .

JD3009 .

JD3010 .

JD3011 ...17.99

J02237 ...21.49

JD1737 ...19.99

J01248 9.49

JD2056 ...19.99

JD1792 ...26.99

JD2270 ...28.49

JD1865 ...27.99

.23.99 JD1742 ...23.99

...9.99 JD495 9.99
.19.99 JD2285 ...19.99

23.99 JD2325 ...23.99

26.99 JD2319 .26.99
.19.99 JD2253
.21.49 JD2317
.21.49 JD2239
.19.99 JD838...
-6.99 JD2302 6.99

.19.99 JD2306 .19.99

...6.99 JD522 6.99
..3.99

..1999
,.21.49

..21.49

JINXTER (M/SCROLLS) JF008
JOE MONTANA FOOTBALL JF2355
KICK OFF 2 E/V JF1Q84
KICK 0FF3 E/V JF2332
KINGS QUEST 5 E/V 16 COL (SIERRA) JF1644
KINGS QUEST 5 H/D V 256 COL.. JF1778
KNIGHTS OF THE SKY E/V JF1564
LEATHER GODDESSES JF422
LEGEND E/V JF2347
LEISURE SUIT LARRY 5 E JF2086
LEISURE SUIT LARRY 5 V 256 COL JF2087
LEISURE SUIT LARRY 1,2 4 3 TRIPLE PACK E . . .JF2352
LEMMINGS E/V JF1519
LEMMINGS DISK - OH NO MORE LEMMINGS! ...JF2133
LIFE AND DEATH 2 E/V JF1631
LINKS (GOLF) (NORM) V
LINKS (GOLF) H/D V JF1712
LORD OF THE RINGS 2 JF2160
M1 TANK PLATOON C/V JF2322
MAGIC CANDLE 2 C/E JFT814
MAGNETIC SCROLLS VOL.1
(GUILD OF THIEVES, FISH, CORRUPTION) C/E/V JF1946
MANCHESTER UNITED EUROPE JF1960
MARIO ANDRETTI'S RACING CHALLENGE JF1744
MAUPITI ISLAND E/V JF2053
MAVIS BEACON 2 TYPING TUTOR C/E/V JF3014
METRAVELLER 1 JF1743
METRAVELLER 2 E/V JF1973
MENACE E ...JF151 .

MICKEY'S 123S (2-5 YRS) C/E (DISNEY) JF3070
MICKEY'S ABC (2-5 YRS) E/V (DISNEY) JF3067
MICKEY'S COLOURS AND SHAPES
(2-5 YRS) E (DISNEY) JF3068
MICKEY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE MAKER
(5-8 YRS) C/E (DISNEY) JF3072
MICKEY'S JIGSAW PUZZLES
(5-8 YRS) C/E/V (DISNEY) JF3068
MICKEY'S MEMORY CHALLENGE
(5-8 YRS) E/V (DISNEY). JF3071
MICROSOFT WORKS INTEGRATED SOFTWARE
(WORD PROCESSOR, DICTIONARY,
SPREADSHEET WITH GRAPHICS,
DATABASE WITH MAIL MERGE, COMMS) JF3062 .,

MIG 29 FULCRUM C/E/V JF1644
MIGHT & MAGIC 2 JF2391 .

MIGHT AND MAGIC 3 E/V JF2046
MIKE DITKAS FOOTBALL H/D E/V JF2Q94
MS-DOS 5 UPGRADE (MICROSOFT) JF1956
MURDER E JF1319 .

PAWN (M/SCROLLS) JF067 .

PGA TOUR GOLF + COURSES E/V JF1252
PGA TOUR GOLF COURSE DISK JF2161
PITFIGHTER JF2092
PLAN 9 FROM OUTER SPACE E/V JF2339
POLICE QUEST 3 E JF2166
POLICE QUEST 3 V 256 COL JF2164
POOLS OF DARKNESS E/V JF2140
POPULOUS & SIM CITY C/E/V JF368 ...

POWERMONGER JF1295
PRINCE OF PERSIA , JF1642 .

PROTEXT VERSION 4.3 JF3100
QUEST & GLORY
(BLOODWYCH. MIDWINTER, CADAVER, BAT) ...JF2356
RACEDRIVIN JF2147
RAILROAD TYCOON JF1104
REALMS E/V JF2169
RED BARON E/V 16 COL JF1548
RED BARON H/D V 256 COL JF1780
RISE OF THE DRAGON E/V 16 COL JF154S
RISE OF THE DRAGON H/D V 258 COL JF1779
ROBOCOP 3 C/V JF2268
ROCKETEER E/V (DISNEY) JF2344
ROGER RABBIT IN HARE RAISING
HAVOC V 256 COL (DISNEY) JF2343
ROGER RABBIT (WITH SOUND
SOURCE DEVICE) V 256 COL (DISNEY) JF2361
ROLLING RONNY 256 COL V JF2005 .

SAMURAI -THE WAY OF THE WARRIOR JF2359
SAVAGE EMPIRE (NORM) E/V JF1465 ,

SCRABBLE DE LUXE JF098 ,.

SECRET OF MONKEY ISLAND JF1468 .

SECRET OF MONKEY ISLAND 2 V 16 COL JF2238 .

SECRET OF MONKEY ISLAND 2 V 256 COL JF2337 .

SECRET OF THE SILVER BLADE JF1218 .

SECRET WEAPONS OF THE LUFTWAFFE JF1470 .

SHADOW SORCERER E/V JF1982 .

4.99 JDOOB ...

..13.99 JD2355 .

....9.99 JD1084...

..16.49 JD2332 .

..27.99 JD1544 .

..29.99 JD1778 .,

..26.99 JD1564 .,

....9.99 JD422 ...

..21.49 JD2347 ..

..27.99 JD2086 ..

..29.99 JD2087 ..

..27.99 JD2352 ..

-.16.99 JD1519 ..

..17.99 JD2133 ..

..21.49 J01631 ..

JD1712 ..

.27.99

..23.99 JD2160 ..

..12.99 JD2322 ..

..13.99 JD1814 ..

..4.99

.13.99

..9.99

.18.49

.27.99

.29.99

.26.99

.9.99
.21.49

.27.99

.29.99

.27.99

.16.99

.17.99

,21.49

.27.99

.26.99

..23.99

..11.99

.27.99

....3.99

..JF317 24.99

..JF1784 ...27.99

-27.99

.27.99
23.99

..19.99

JD1726 .

J02242 .

JD2354 .

JD1148 .

JD2324 .

JD679....

JD1704 .

JD1705 .

JO1022 .

JD1551 .

23 99
.32.99

.27.99

.26.99

.23.99

.19.99

.11.99

.11.99

13.99

,.24.99 JD1946 ...24.99

.17.99 JD1960 ...17.99

.14.99 JD1744 ...14.99

.21.49 JD2053 ...21.49

.26.99 J D 301 4 ...26.99

.11.99

.23.99 JD1973 23.99

...t.99

.19.99 JD3070 ...19.99

19.99 JD3067 .19 99

.19.99 JD3068 ..19.99

19.99 JD3072 ...19.99

.19.99 JD3069 ...19.99

.19.99 JD3071 ...19.99

JD317...
JD1784 ,

JD1545 .

JD2351 .

JD21S9 .

JD2321 .

JD2142 .

JD2143 .

JD2241 .

J01298..
JD1601 .

JD2175 ,

.24.99

27.99

.27.99

,27.99

.23.99

.19.99

.26.99

.26.99

.17.99

...9.99

.19.99

.23.99

.20.49

JD2135 .

JO030....

JD2327 .

JD1081..
JD048 ..

JD2002 .

JD2341 .

JD2245 .

.23.99

.16.99

,21.49

..3.99

J02139 .

JD1974 .

10999 JD3062
.13.99 JD1644
....6.99 JD2301.
..27.99 JD2046
.23.99 JD2094
.59.99 JD1956
....4.99

...9.99 JO067 ..

.23.99 J01252

..11.99 JD2161
.19.99 JD2092
..23.99 JD2339
..26.99 JD2165
.2999 JD2164
..21.99 JD2140
.19.99 J0368 ...

..19.99 JD1295
...7.99 JD1642..
.44.99 JD3100

.23 99 JD2356
.19.99 JD2147
.24.99 JD1104
..23.99 JD2169
.27.99 JD1548
.27.99 JD1780
..27.99 JD1546 ,

.29.99 JD1779 ,

..19.99 JD2288 .

.19.99 JD2344 .

109.99

.13.99

....6.99

-27.89
..23.99

.59.99

JD1071 .

JD2141 .

JD2358 .

JD2345 ,

.24.99

.24.99

.26.99

.26.99

...9.99

.23.99

.11.99

.19.99

.23.99

..44.99

.23.99

.19.99

.24.99

23,99

.27.99

.27.98

.27.99

.29.99

.19.99

19.99

.19.99 JD2343 ...19.99

.35.99 JD2361 ..

.23.99 JD2005

.23.99 J02359 ..

.14.99 JD1455 ..

...8.99 JD098 ...

.21.49 JD1468 .,

.21.49 JD2236 ..

.21.49 JD2337 ..

.21.49 JD1218 ..

.24.99 JD1470 ..

.21.49 JD1982 ..

.35.99

.23.99

23.99
.24.49

..8.99

.21.49

21.49

21 .49

21.49

24.99

21.49

SHANGHAI 2 JF1726 ...23.99
SHUTTLE E7V JF2242 ...32.99
SIERRA STARTER PACK E
(KINGS QUEST 1. L S.L 1, SPACE QUEST 1) JF2354
SILENT SERVICE 2 C/E/V JF1148
SIM ANT JF2324
SIM CITY & POPULOUS C/E/V JF679 19.99
SIM CITY ANCIENT CITIES JF1704 ...11.99
SIM CITY FUTURE WORLDS JF1705
SIM CITY TERRAIN EDITOR C/E JF1022
SIM EARTH MC/E/V JF1551
SONS OF LIBERTY (SSI) JF1583
SPACE QUEST 2 M/C/E/V
SPACE QUEST 4 E/V 18 COL
SPACE QUEST 4 V 256 COL (SIERRA) JF1545
SPACE QUEST TRIPLE PACK E JF2351
STAR TREK (INTERPLAY) E/V JF2159
STORM MASTER E/C/V JF2321
STRIKE COMMANDER E/V JF2142
STRIKE COMMANDER H/D E/V
SUPER SPACE INVADERS ....JF2241 17 99
SUPREMACY JF1298 9.99
TEAM SUZUKI JF1S01 ...19.99
TEAM YANKEE 2 E/V JF2175 ...23.99
TEENAGE QUEEN (STRIP POKER) M/C/E JF275 8.99
TERMINATOR E/V JF2135 ...23,89
TETRIS JF030 16,99
THE MANAGER JF2327 21.48
THIRD COURIER JF1081 2.99
THREE STOOGES C/E JF048 8.99
TIMEQUEST E/V JF2002 ...23.99

TITUS THE FOX E/V JF2341 ...17.99

TURTLES 2 JF2245
TV SPORTS (U.S) FOOTBALL E/V JF233
TV SPORTS BOXING E/V , JF2139 ...23.99
TWILIGHT 2000 E/V JF1974 . 23,99
U.F.O (SUBLOGIC) C/E JF1634 4.99
ULTIMA 5 JF141 21.99
ULTIMA 6 M/C/E/V JF1071 ...24.99
ULTIMA 7 E/V JF2141 ...24.99
ULTIMA TRILOGY 2 V (ULTIMA 4, 5, 6) ..JF2358 ...26.99

ULTIMA UNDERWORLD JF2345 ..28.99
UNIVERSAL MILITARY SIMULATOR C/E JF010 13.99
UNIVERSAL MILITARY SIMULATOR 2 (E/V) JF1254 ...24.99
UP PERISCOPE (SUBLOGIC) JF1638 , 3.99
VENGANCE OF EXCALIBUR JF2318 22 89
WILD WEST WORLD C/E/V JF2328 ...21.49

WILLY BEAMISH E/V 16 COL JF2278 ...23 99
WING COMMANDER 1 + MISSIONS H/D V JF2357 ...29.99
WING COMMANDER 1 + MISSIONS V
WING COMMANDER 1 MISSIONS E/V
WING COMMANDER 1 MISSIONS H/D E/V JF1758 ...12.99

WING COMMANDER 2 E/V
WING COMMANDER 2 H/D EN JF1933 ...26.99

WING CMNDR 2 SPEECH ACCESSORY
WING CMNDR 2 H/D SPEECH ACCESSORY JF2172 ...11.99
WOLFPACK C/E/V JF916 ......23.99

WONDERLAND C/E/V JF1357 ...14.99

ZAK MAKRAKEN JF19S9 ...18.99

CD Rom Software
BRITANNICA FAMILY CHOICE (COMPILATION OF 15 TITLES
FROM EARLY LEARNING TO MILLIONAIRE 2 STOCK MARKET). ..JL30Z2 5999
GROLIERS ILLUSTRATED ENCYCLOPEDIA JL3032 ...249 99
GUINNESS DISC OF RECORDS JL3023 59.99
GUNSHIP AND MIDWINTER .JL3085 29.99
INFOCOM COLLECTION (WISHBRINGER, LEATHER GODDESSES,
PLANETFALL, HITCH HIKERS GUIDE TO THE GALAXY) JL3093 29.99
KINGS QUEST 5 (COMING SOON) JL3027 29 99
Ml TANK PLATOON JL3088 29 99
MAGNETIC SCROLLS COMPILATION WITH WINDOWING
(FISH, CORRUPTION AND GUILD OF THIEVES) JL3095 26.99
MIG SUPER FULCRUM AND MIG 29 JL3089 39 99
PRINCE OF PERSIA AND VIETNAM JL309O .. 41.49
RAILROAD TYCOON JL3086 29.99
RICK DANGEROUS, 3D POOL AND SAVAGE JL3087 29.99
SHERLOCK HOLMES MULTIMEDIA JL3060 3999
SUPREMACY .JL3094 26 99
WING COMMANDER AND ULTIMA 6 JL3024 39.91
WING COMMANDER WITH MISSIONS 1 & 2 JL3033 .. . 39 9<

WONDERLAND JL3091 26.99
WORLD ATLAS VERSION 2 MULTIMEDIA .JL3031 . 89 99
ZORK TRILOGY (ZORK1, ZORK 2, ZORK 3) JL3092 26.99

JD1254 ...24.99

JD231B .

JD2328 .

JD2278 ,

.22.99

.21 .49

.23.99

JD1932 .

JO 1933 .

JD2173 .

JD2172 .

JD1357 ...14.99

€ = CGA (Colour Graphics Adaptor), E = EGA (Enhanced Graphics Adaptor)
V = VGA (Video Graphics Array). M = Mono, HD = High Density Disks.



PC Peripherals XSfoetial \ eteive

CANON BJ-10EX
BUBBLE JET PRINTER
64 NOZZLE, 80 COLUMN, 83LQ CPS 2LQ/1

DRAFT FONT, 12 MONTH WARRANTY. A
SMALL, PORTABLE PRINTER, VERY QUIET
IN OPERATION YET GIVING OUTSTANDING
PRINT QUALITY GG3099
FREE PRINTER LEAD OAO OO
FREE MEMBERSHIP APVT*TT

CITIZEN 120D+
PRINTER 9 PIN, 80 COLUMN, 144

CPS/25NLQ, 2NLQ/1 DRAFT FONT, 24 MTH
WARRANTY. HJGH QUALITY BLACK AND
WHITE PRINTER GG3004
FREE PRINTER LEAD 1AJ| QQ
FREE MEMBERSHIP IJ4i77

CITIZEN SWIFT 9 printer

WITH COLOUR KIT 9 PIN, 80 COLUMN,
192CPS/48NLQ, 3NLQ/1 DRAFT FONT, 24

MTH WARRANTY. A 9 PIN PRINTER WITH
COLOUR FACILITY AND FULL PAPER
HANDLING FUNCTIONS GG1703
FREE PRINTER LEAD
FREE MEMBERSHIP
FREE COLOUR KIT

CITIZEN 224
PRINTER WITH COLOUR KIT 24 PIN, 80

COLUMN, 192CPS/64LQ, 3LQ/1 DRAFT
FONT, 24 MTH WARRANTY. 24 PIN LETTER
QUALITY PRINTER WITH EXCELLENT
GRAPHICS (360X360 DPI) GG3012
FREE PRINTER LEAD
FREE MEMBERSHIP
FREE COLOUR KIT

CITIZEN SWIFT 24E
PRINTER WITH COLOUR KIT 24 PIN, 80

COLUMN, 216CPS/72LQ, 6LQ/1 DRAFT
FONT, 24 MTH WARRANTY. ADVANCED
VERSION OF 224 WITH HIGHER SPEED,
MORE FONTS AND SPECIAL LCD
CONTROL PANEL GG3054
FREE PRINTER LEAD
FREE MEMBERSHIP OTO OO
FREE COLOUR KIT A# W • W T

PRINTER LEAD (PARALLEL) AMIGA, ATARI ST OR PC GG449 9.99

DUST COVER FOR 80 COLUMN PRINTER (CLEAR PVC) GG1187 ......5.99

INK CARTRIDGE FOR BJ1QEX GG3101 ...20.99

RIBBON (COLOUR) FOR SWIFT 9, 24 OR 224. GG1733 ...15.99

RIBBON (COLOUR) FOR SWIFT 9X OR 24X GG2186 ...13.99

RIBBON FOR SWIFT 9 OR 120D+ GG2182 6.99

RIBBON FOR SWIFT 24 OR 224 GG2183 6.99

RIBBON FOR SWIFT 9X ...GG2184 6.99

RIBBON FOR SWIFT 24X GG2185 6.99

SAMSUNG 14" COLOUR
VGA MONITOR
MODEL CJ-46B5 WITH GG3015
(REQUIRES VGA CARD) OOO OO
FREE MEMBERSHIP AA7«77
VGA GRAPHICS CARD ...GG1938 ...39.99

DUST COVER FOR MONITOR GG1188 5.99

SOUND BLASTER
MUSIC/VOICE/MIDI SOUND BOARD
FOR PC WITH INBUILT ANALOGUE
JOYSTICK PORT. UK'S BEST
SELLING SOUNBOARD. ^^
GG1723 ...109.99

SOUND BLASTER
STARTER PACK
(SOUND BLASTER,
SUNCOM PC JOYSTICK, TWO
SPEAKERS). INCLUDES
EVERYTHING NEEDED TO
CONVERT A PC INTO A FIRST

CLASS GAMES MACHINE.
GG1729 ...144.99

SOUND BLASTER PRO
(INCLUDES CD-ROM INTERFACE,
MIDI INTERFACE, DIGITAL &
ANALOGUE MIXER, AMPLIFIER,
SOFTWARE)
GG3019 ...199.99

STEREO SPEAKERS FOR SOUNDBLASTER
(REQUIRE MAINS ADAPTOR OR BATTERIES) GG2108 ...19.99

MAINS ADAPTOR FOR SPEAKERS QG1830 ...12.99

199.99

249.99

*»»*

///

Disks etc.

3.5" DISK HEAD
CLEANER
GG1418

CLEANING KIT FOR COMPUTERS
(INCLUDES VACUUM)

GG3006
19.99

DELUXE DISK BOX 3.5
'

(80), LOCKABLE
DIVIDERS
GG1874
10.99

BANX DISK BOX 3.5"

(80) STACKABLE
GG3059

12.99

PC LEISURE STARTER PACK
(COVOX SOUNDMASTER, SCREENBEAT
SPEAKERS, M6 ANALOGUE JOYSTICK
AND QUICKJOY GAMESCARD) GG3049 119.99

COVOX SOUNDMASTER
SOUND BOARD FOR PC (AD-LIB COMPATIBLE) .. GG3034 ...69.99

SCREENBEAT STEREO SPEAKERS
FOR PC. REQUIRES 4AA BATTERIES OR MAINS ADAPTOR.
DESIGNED FOR COMPUTERS. INCLUDES MOUNTINGS
FOR ATTACHMENT TO MONITORS GG3061 ...24.99

MAINS ADAPTOR FOR SPEAKERS GG1830 ...12.99

SOUND SOURCE BOX FOR MOST
PC DISNEY SOFTWARE
(GENERATES SOUND EFFECTS,
PLUGS INTO PRINTER PORT)
GG3096 27.49

GRAVIS
ANALOGUE
JOYSTICK
FOR PC
GG3046

39.99

QUICKJOY M5
JOYSTICK FOR PC
GG1090
15.99

QUICKSHOT
WARRIOR 5

PG ANALOGUE
JOYSTICK
GG1063

13.99

SUNCOM
ANALOGUE EDGE
JOYSTICK
FOR PC
GG2107
19.99

DISK BOX 3.5" (10 CAPACITY) 00595 199

DISK BOX 3.5" (40) LOCKABLE, DIVIDERS GG883 7.

DISK BOX 3.5 '

(80) LOCKABLE, DIVIDERS GG884 6
DISK BOX 3.5" (100) DIVIDERS, LOCKABLE GG1221 9,

10 PACK GOLDSTAR 5.25"

DSDD DISKS (96 TPI, 720K)

GG1027 5.99

10 PACK GOLDSTAR 5.25"

HIGH DENSITY DISKS (1.2 MEG)

GG1 028 .7.99

GoldStc GoldStar

M2DOJ M-2HD

3.5" DSDD GOLDSTAR I

DISK WITH LABEL
|

GG413
I

69p each

PACK OF 50 GOLDSTAR
3.5" DSDD DISKS

WITH LABELS
GG1600

24.99
I

3.5" GOLDSTAR HIGH
DENSITY DISKS (1.4 MB)

GG1026

99p each

Goldstar
3.5" DS/DD

DISK with LABEL

69p each or

24.99 for 50

0279 600204
Open to 8pm Weekdays
and to 5pm Weekends

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP
UK £6.99 EEC £8.99 WORLD £10.99
We only supply members but you can order as you join.

The Special Reserve full njpfl
colour club magazine NRG j^lfWfcSML

is sent to all members pnj'p "^k^
bi-monthly. Don t miss it! ^ ~
NRG features full reviews of new games
plus mini-reviews, all the gen on new
products, the Special Reserve charts.

Release Schedule of new games and
hundreds of special offers.

PLUS - EVERY ISSUE CONTAINS
£30 worth of money-off coupons
to save even more money off our amazing prices.

We sell games and accessories, all at amazing

prices, for Megadrive. Master System. Game
Gear. Super NES. Gameboy. NES. Lynx. Amiga.

Atari ST. IBM PC. CDTV and IBM CD ROM.

Best Service. Best Prices. Biggest Selection

That's why over 100.000 people

have joined Special Reserve.

TECHNOPLUS
PHILIPS CWI50 CD
ROM DRIVE
WITH WORLD ATLAS,
CHESSMASTER 2000, LIFE &
DEATH, BRUCE LEE, BLACK
HOLE, GIN KING, THESAURUS,
DICTIONARY, SPELL CHECKER,
20TH CENTURY HISTORY GG3007
FREE SPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP

TECNO
CD-ROM

299.99

PHILIPS CDD 461

CD ROM DRIVE
WITH AUDIO CD FUNCTIONS
INDEPENDENT OF THE PC ...GG3021

FREE SPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP 349.99

NINTENDO SUPER NES
Official UK console now in stock

Inter-Mediates Ltd. Registered Office: 2 South Block,

The Maltings, Sawbridgeworth, Herts CM21 SPG.

INEVITABLY, SOME GAMES MAY NOT YET BE RELEASED.

PLEASE PHONE SALES ON 0279 600204 FOR LATEST
RELEASE DATES AND STOCK AVAILABILITY.

r ""
*WE OnTYSUPPlVmEMBERS BUT YOTJ CAN ORDERAS YOu767n.

I THERE IS A SURCHARGE OF 50p PER GAME ON TELEPHONED ORDERS
• (PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS)

c REV(EW 2fJ

QUICKSHOT GAMES CARD PLUS
JOYSTICK FOR PC. QS120 TWIN
PORT GAMES CARD WITH QS1 13

ANALOGUE JOYSTICK
GG3064 ...17.99

QUICKSHOT QS120 GAMES CARD (ANALOGUE, 15 PIN)

FOR PC, TWIN PORTS ALLOW USE OF
TWO ANALOGUE JOYSTICKS GG427 ...13.99

SQUIK SERIAL MOUSE FOR PC
{INCLUDES DRIVER SOFTWARE)
GG2128 .

' Phone. 3.575.25"
"DELETE ONE

PRO MOUSE + SOFTWARE)
GG3036 44.99

I
Enter membership number {if applicable) or

I Membership £6.99 UK. £8.99 EEC. £10.99 World

item

item

item

I ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK POSTAGE & VAT

Cheque/P.O./Access/MastercaraVSwitch/Visa Switch issue No_

NAKSHA MOUSE FOR PC
WITH DELUXE PAINT 2

GG3016
39.99

I Credit card

expiry date_ _Signature_

Special Reserve Sales lines 0279 600204
Please phone for our free 8-page colour catalogue

I Cheques payable to: SPECIAL RESERVE
! P.O. BOX 847, HARLOW, CM21 9PH

Overseas Orders: EEC software orders - no extra charge

World software orders please add £1 .00 per item.

I Non-software items please add 1 0% EEC or 25% World.

I Overseas orders must be paid by credit card.



tou aon i nave 10 oe tinstein to get
the most out of your Amiga with...

a

CU Amiga offers you
easy access to all the

possibilities that your

Amiga holds. Packed

with a breadth of

coverage beyond
games, CU Amiga
delivers -

The ultimate

peripheral coverage .

Extensive, clear

guidelines on

what's available, how
you can use it and

what's best to buy

Unsurpassed

hardware coverage.

CU Amiga was the

first magazine to

regularly feature

CDTV.

The best buyers guide.

At least 33 pages

packed each month
with all the informa-

tion about what's best

60 non entertainment

products put under

the microscope each

month

100+ games reviewed

every month.

Beyond games with...

AMIGA



The Gravis P.C. MouseStick

Light Years Ahead !

ADVERTISERS INDEX

High degree ofaccuracy Performance is far superior

P.C Format February '92

Noticeably more accurate than the best

ordinary joystick. The Gravis mousestick

is designed to last, with proven optical

solid state technology which will not

degrade with hard use.

The Mousestick is a fully featured three

button bus mouse with 1200 line count

resolution. Designed to use minimal desk

space, the Mousestick has full joystick

emulation. There is a pleasure in owning

the BEST and the VERY BEST is the

Gravis Mousestick. We know that the

Gravis Mousestick cannot be beaten for

performance. Therefore we say the

following : Order your Gravis Mousestick

NOW and if you are not genuinely

satisfied that it is the best controller for

games and simulations return it to us within ten days and we will refund your money.

Auto Calibrating.

Foam Padded Handle with Adjustable Tension.

Colour Matched to your PC.

Three Quarter Card including game port.

One years guarantee.

Full Technical Support.

Only £89.95 inc PAP.

Mac, ST & Amiga version also available.

NEW SUBLOGIC British scenery disk set compatible with atp & flight sim 4. featuring

accurate British scenery on 3 disks. PLUS new CaJifornian game.

RING NOW. ...for price and availability.

Unit 1b Beehive Trading Estate

Crews Hole Road, St. Gearge, Bristol BS5 8AY

Tel: (0272) 550900

Fax: (0272)411052

SHAREWARE GAMES SETS
EACH DISK SET COSTS ONLY £12

From the numerous shareware and public domain games and leisure programs available we

have selected and tested the finest and compressed them into six

new collections updated regularly

GAMES COMPENDIUM 1 (100 of the best PC games)
Titles include: Dark ages, Commander Keen, EGA Bomb, Capt Comic, Joust, Americas Cup,

Pharoah's Tomb, Batleship, EGA Poker, Global Warfare, Gravwars, Dominoes, VGA Pinball,

3DTetris, Seahunt, Snarl, Banaoid, Eatit, Breakout, Bloxter, 3D Chess, VGA Roulette, VGA

Miner EGA Solitaire dozens more adventure, arcade, board, card, word and strategy games

GAMES COMPENDIUM 2 (Another 100 quality games)
Titles include: Wizards Lair, Hurkle, Kursk, 3D Startrek, Condo, Bass Tour, Tron, Golden

Wombat, Monuments of Mars, PC Railroad, Sorry, Frigate, Antix, EGA Casino Games, Dungeons

of Doom, Shooting Gallery, Viking, Ninja.and many, many more!

GAMES COMPENDIUM 3 (Yet another 100 great games)
Arctic Adventure, Duke Nukem, Aliens Laughed, Moraff's World/Pinball / Superblast, Popcorn,

Kroz II. Dracula in London, Groundwar, Picture Puzzle, lots of joke programs... and much more!

WINDOWS SHAREWARE 1 (Over a 100 general programs)
Includes Aporia, Almanac, Active Life, Command Post, Icon Draw, Icon Tamer, Icon View, all nine

Metz utilities, Bigdesk, Back Menu, Winzip, Whiskers, Navigator, Organise, PaintShop, Snagit,

Winpost, Winedit, Dozens of utility programs, over 340 icons, Windows fonts, bitmaps, picture file

conversion utilities. Over 10mbof Windows programs when unarchived.

WINDOWS SHAREWARE 2 (Over 100 games programs)
Titles include:Atmoids, Backgammon, Chaos, Checkers, Fractal Paint, Fireworks, Islands, Klotz,

Lunar Lander, Magic, Mines, Pente, Pool, Screenpeace, Spacewalls, Sage, Space War, Tile

Puzzle Pipe Dreams, Taipei, Winfract, Winchess, Winjack, Winpoker, ...and many, many more.

NEW : GAMES FOR CGA DISPLAYS ONLY
Over 1 1 5 of the best CGA games selected from compendiums 1 ,2 & 3.

Each set comes on 12 5.25" or 6 3.5" disks and has its own fully descriptive 6 page leaflet.

PRICES : Buy one set for £12, 2 sets for e22,^ormore setsjor^10each._

'please send me the shareware sets ticked below. Each set costs £12

I add £1 P&P per order. I enclose a cheque/PO for £

| J Games 1 J Games 3 J CGA Games Disk Size Required

J Games 2 Li Windows Games Leisure J 3.5" J 5.25"

I

NAME :

ADDRESS :

.

LI PC Review

CU AMIGA 50

ELECTRONIC ARTS 13

EVESHAM MICROS 92,93

EC SOFTWARE 155

EC SOFTWARE 155

GAMES EXPRESS 86

GREMLIN 55

INFOGRAMES 11

INTERMEDIATES 48,49

MATRIX LEISURE 155

MIDNIGHT OIL 126

MILLENIUM 13

MICROPROSE 17,19,21

MINDSCAPEINT 35,43

MDS,MICROBASE 51

OCEAN SOFTWARE OBC,6

ORION 27

PC ACTION 126

PC ARENA 138

RC SIMULATIONS 51

RED DRAGON SHAREWAR.155
STRATEGIC PLUS S/W 155

SOFTWARE CITY 121

SHAREWARE CONNECTION 51

SPECIAL RESERVE 48,49

SHARESENSE 68,69

SILICA SYSTEMS IBC,81

SUBSCRIPTIONS : . . . .96,97

TECHNOLOG 71

US GOLD 58,59, IFC

ADLIB
&

SOUNDBLASTER

SOUND & MUSIC FILES

SOUND CARDS
MEDIA SOUND CARD * £69.95

SOUNDBLASTER PACK * El 34.95

SOUNDBLASTER PRO £199.95
* INCLUDES STEREO SPEAKERS
2 FREE SOUNDFILE DISKS WITH ALL CARDS
BLANK DISKETTES (BOXED 10)
5.25" 3.5"

DSDD £2.95 DSDD £4.80

DSHD £4.95 DSHD £7.95

Realise the music potential of your ADLIB, SOUNDBLASTER or

compatible sound card with hundreds of sound files to play at

your leisure, includes ROCK, SIXTIES and POP, E.T.C

Over 100 music & sound files on each DISK inc JUKEBOX & Rol player

1 disk £3.00

2 disks £5.00

No extra charge for 3.5"

State size when ordering

CHEQUES & POSTAL ORDERS PAYABLE TO
MICRObase DIRECTORY SERVICES LIMITED

94 BENNETT AVENUE, ELMSWELL, BURY ST
EDMUNDS SUFFOLK, IP30 9EY

TEL (0359) 41654

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY

<Sr notice <3r

WHEN ORDERING GOODS
DON'T FORGET

TO TELL YOUR ADVERTISER
THAT YOU SAW THEIR

AD IN

PC REVIEW!

TO PLACE ADVERTISING
SPACE WITH US

SHAREWARE CONNECTIONS . Tel (041) 7751937

49 BOGHEAD ROAD, KIRKINTILLOCH, GLASGOW. G66 4ED

MELANIE
ON

071-972-6700
EXTENSION 2478



SOFTWARE REVIEW

Perfect General
Ubi Soft

(0252) 860299
I £34.99

Dull, complex, poorly presented pursuit of train-spot-

ting nerds. Undoubtedly that game has left many peo-

ple who were new to strategy clamouring for more and
Ubi Soft, keen not to disappoint, seems to have come up with

the perfect follow on product.

This time it doesn't come from the German stable but from

a small US development team, White Wolf. Superficially Perfect

General is similar to Battle Isle; they both cast the player as the

commander of a task force attempting to either attack or

defend a small geographical area using a variety of combat
equipment and forces. There, however, the similarity ends.

While Battle Isle is set in the future using cybernetic troops

and advanced equipment, Perfect General is set well and truly

in the present time and the commander is given use of the sort

of equipment and forces that a modern general would expect

to command.

War games
Like most war games, Perfect General is played using a set of

icons which represent the units under the commander's con-

trol. These are moved around a hexagonal grid representing

the terrain over which the battle is fought. The first thing which

sets Perfect General apart from many war games is that your

objective is not simply to eliminate the enemy, although doing

so will undoubtedly help, but to capture and hold cities.

Each game lasts for a set number of turns and each turn

points are scored for every city which one side or the other

occupies at the start of that turn. The upshot of this is that you

might end a game with only one damaged unit left, but still

have won because of the number of points you have accumu-
lated during the game. The importance of having control of

specific geographical locations makes Perfect General a lot

more tactically interesting than some war games.

The player has the choice of playing each of the 1 3 scenarios

as either an attacker or defender. The defender usually begins

with an advantage in terms of territory occupied, but the

attacker may have the superior force. Play can be made even

more interesting by playing match games in which you play

either the attacker or defender and then swap and play the sce-

nario again. Points are then totalled for both games to create a

final score.

Each turn is divided into eight phases. The first of these,

Perfect
Has Ubi Soft found a worthy

follow up to Blue Byte's

Battle Isle on the other side

of the Atlantic?

purchase and placement of units, occurs only if the comman-
der has any 'buy points' remaining and space on the landscape

to actually allocate new units. Each commander starts the sce-

nario with a set number of buy points, but more buy points are

occasionally available in the form of reinforcements.

Next is the mobile artillery plot. Here all artillery can be

used in one of two ways, a direct shot, or laying down a bar-

rage. Unlike a direct shot the barrage does less damage over a

wider area, but it is impassable for a complete turn, therefore it

is useful for restricting the progress of your opponent in a par-

ticulardirection.

The artillery plot, which is for stationary artillery, is some-
thing of a shot in the dark because this plot doesn't take effect

until the following turn, so you have to try and guess where
your opponent will move his forces. Perhaps more importantly,

it is essential to second guess your opponent when it comes to

moving your own forces so you don't get caught by his artillery

plot. Where the artillery plot really comes in handy is in remov-

ing static objects like bridges and laying down a barrage of fire.

In between these two phases comes the indirect fire phase
in which the mobile artillery plot and the artillery plot from the

previous turn are made effective. With the artillery orders out

of the way comes the first of two opportunities for direct fire.

Each unit capable of direct fire can fire once only during each

turn, but the moment at which a unit fires is variable. The first

opportunity comes immediately after the artillery plots, and a

second opportunity comes after the movement phase, at the

end of the turn. In each case a unit being fired upon may return

^ TWO MINUTES OF ESTABLISHING A BEACHHEAD
~

An Island at Peace
gives the attacker a

chance to establish a beachhead.
Almost every unit will be required

to succeed.

Once the units are in place the
enemy defences can be softened

up with an artillery bombardment
before the troops make the push

towards the vital cities.

Having fast transport for ground
troops is essential to back up the

mechanised attack. Infantry will

hold any positions gained by the

advance forces.

After a successful barrage it's

time for the main force to

push into enemy territory.

There are many geographical

obstacles to overcome.



General
fire providing it hasn't already fired during that turn.

The ability to return fire depends on the attacked unit hav-

ing a line of sight to at least one enemy unit, not necessarily

the attacking unit. This is the only part of the game which

requires fast reactions as well as intellect; an indicator appears

for a short time whenever a unit may return fire, but a key must

be pressed quickly to take up the opportunity before it passes.

The return fire feature is a clever inclusion because it allows

units to make a last stand when they are in danger of being

destroyed by a shot.

Finally you get to move your units. Movement works in the

traditional way, with each unit type being assigned a number of

movement points, and each terrain type requiring a set num-

ber of points to cross or enter. Thankfully the program avoids

putting the player through the laborious task of moving each

unit hex by hex; just click on a destination and the program will

trace the most intelligent path' towards that location. Select a

destination that is on the opposite side of a mountain from the

unit being moved, for instance, and it will carefully wheel its

way round the base of the mountain rather than spending an

eternity trundling over the top.

It pays to be careful in your use of this system, however.

During one game I was at a critical stage in which the survival

of my remaining units was of paramount importance. One light

tank had been badly damaged so 1 didn't want to expose it to

direct fire. Since it was separated from the enemy by a small

wooded area, 1 decided to move it into the cover of the trees

and then to use it to ambush the tail end of the progressing

enemy force. To that end I clicked on a hex within the far side of

the wood only to watch aghast as my tank, rather than creeping

stealthily through the copse, trundled merrily around the out-

side of the wood to reach its destination, consequently being

blown to smithereens and nearly losing me the game.

This brings me nicely on to another aspect of the direct fire

system. Units that have still not fired may have the opportunity

to take passing fire at enemy units on the move. This is quite

handy because an enemy unit may start and end the move-

ment phase under cover but be forced to move into the open to

Message Bar I

:

p cUi!lf% roarer: c-ce^

>

Battle Window

Attacking Unl

Defending Unit

Reference Map

I Turn Number

Quick Command

Buttons

Current Unit

Information

Current Target

Information

Nearer the city a close combat
ensues. The outcome of this

battle will almost certainly

decide the fate and future

occupation of the city.

Later rain creates mud, slowing

the attackers and giving the

defenders the advantage. Mud is

important - it cost the French

Agincourt, after all.

If the defenders hold the city they

get vital reinforcements and

greatly reduce the chances of the

city defences being breached. On
this occasion, they're unlucky.

As the game comes to a close, the

attack has succeeded and the

defenders must pick up the

pieces while the attackers

celebrate a successful action.



Perfect General
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During the artillery plot the hexes capable of being targeted are highlighted.

Shaded hexes are not in the firing unit's Line of Sight

reach its destination. In such a case it is far better to try and
destroy it on the move than to wait until it has reached a more
defensive position. This can also be a way of stopping units

which are heading for a poorly defended city or unit.

Close combat also takes place during this phase and is initi-

ated by moving on to a hex occupied by an enemy unit. This

may only be done if the attacking unit has not yet fired during

that turn. This can make life difficult if you are trying to attack a

city which is poorly defended internally but has one or more
enemy units in the vicinity. These will often draw your fire and
prevent you from making a final push into the city. The result of

the combat is ultimately dependent on the respective

strengths of the units engaged and on the terrain over which
the battle is fought, but it always ends with the destruction of

one of the units.

Four of the units available, light, medium, and heavy tanks

and armoured cars, can also be used to transport infantry,

bazookas engineers, and non-mobile artillery, all of which have

very limited movement capabilities. Not only is it important to

set up an.efficient transport system for your own side, it is also

essential to disrupt the movement of your enemy's units. Engi-

neers prove extremely useful in this respect because, unlike

ordinary infantry, they can lay and remove minefields, con-

struct new bridges or destroy existing ones.

Territorial gains
At the end of the turn victory points are accumulated depend-
ing on territory held at the start of that turn. Because scoring is

based on a cumulative basis rather than on the relative status

of forces at the end of the game, the emphasis is on gaining

territory quickly.

Reinforcements play a large part in some scenarios and can

radically change the lie of the battle. Reinforcement points are

usually earned for holding a particular location at a certain

REQUIREMENTS

Perfect General must be installed to either
floppy disks or a hard drive and takes up just

over I megabytes of space. Machine speed is not
really a critical factor.

CGA * EGAg/ VGA|/ Tandy i/
Hercules It RolandM Ad Lib %/

m°® ts& » oesb

ALTERNATIVELY...

Battle Isle

Ubi Soft, £34.99
Its first foray into war games
was a great success for Ubi

Soft If you've never played a

wargame before, this is a great

way of starting. The

presentation is a bit more spicy

than that of Perfect General

and it is more generally

accessible, but it doesn't have

the tactical depth of the

former. Nevertheless the 30 plus scenarios should keep even
hardened war gamers happy for a while.

UMSII
MicroProse, £40.87

This is the second version of

the classic war simulator.

Because UMS is 1 00% data

driven, it can be used to set up

battles in any time period using

any technology, even futuristic

wars. Unfortunately the

program is very dry and technical and likely to interest only

genuine student of battle tactics.

the

Patriot
Electronic Arts, £TBA
Patriot is the forthcoming land-

based equivalent of Harpoon,

the best naval simulator

available. If Harpoon is a

reliable guide, the resulting

game will be very detailed and

very technical but ultimately extremely playable and absorbing. It

should be available in the Autumn, and will almost certainly be

worth waiting for.

point in the game. A critically placed

large city, for instance, might be a

source of reinforcements three

turns before the end of the game.

Reinforcement points can be spent

W on new units which are placed in

the same way as they are at the start

of the game.

Like all war games, Perfect General

could be criticised for sanitising the whole
process of war and making players look at it in terms of statis-

tics rather than loss of life and destruction. It's a fair comment,
but most games involve or imply some form of violence.

Perfect General is not the sort of game which will give any-

body instant gratification, it needs some work. Taking time to

read the manual and learning how to play the game properly

will eventually yield rewards however. A quick start guide does
ease the burden somewhat, but it only introduces the player to

the mechanics of the game, tactics is something you will have

to learn for yourself.

Neither will the any of the game's presentation provide any
instant thrills. Graphics and sound are both purely functional

rather than decorative.

If Perfect General can be criticised it is only in respect of the

longevity of the game. The 1 3 scenarios may be enough to keep
the casual gamer happy, but they are unlikely to keep the dedi-

cated wargame aficionado occupied for too long.

There is a, however, a very strong possibility of additional

scenarios being available in

the not too distant future. LAURENCE SCOTFORD
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ADVENTURE/ROLE PLAY
Another World £27.99

B Rodgers 2: Matrix Cubed £29.99

Bards Tale Construction Set £29.99

Bards Tale Triple Pack £30.99

Battletech 2: The Crescent Hawks £29.99

Conan the Cimmerian '.£28.99

Conquest of the Longbow .£32.99

Corporation £26.99

Covert Action £29.99

Cruise for a Corpse TBA
Dungeon Master £29.99

Ecoquest £32.99

Elvira 2: Jaws of Ceberus £29.99

Eye of the Beholder 2 ..£28.99

Flames of Freedom £33.99

Gateway to the Savage Empire £23.99

GODS £23.99

Heart of China £29.99

Heroquest £28.99

Immortal £29.99

Kings Quest 5(VGA) £33.99

Keys to Maramon £22.99

Leisure Suit Larry 5 £32.99

Lord of the Rings 1 £22.99

Magic Candle 2:4 & 40 £29.99

Martian Dreams £28.99

Matrix Cubed £29.99

Megatraveller 2 £27.99

Might and Magic 3 £29.99

Prince of Persia £22.99

Police Quest 3 £32.99

Pools of Darkness

Quest for Adventure (Indy 1 .Op Stealth/

Mean Streets £30.99

Rise of the Dragon £28.99

Rocketeer £26.99

Savage Empire £28.99

Secret of Monkey Island £23.99

Secret of Monkey Island 2 £30.99

Secret of the Silver Blades £23.99

Shadow Sorcerer £24.99

Space Wrecked £23.99

The Ultimate first person dungeon

challenge in Ultima Underworlds.

Advanced 3D graphics and real-time

action combined with Ulltima magic.

Spellcast 101 (Sore/Girls) £23.99

Spellcast 201 (Sorc.Appliance) £29.99

Star Trek 25th Anv £29.99

Terminator (Adventure) £24.99

Time Quest £29.99

Treasure/Savage Frontier £23.99

Twilight 2000 £28.99

Ultima? £30.99

Ultima Underworlds £30.99

Vengeance of Excalibur TBA
Willie Beamish £32.99

SIMULATIONS
A320 Airbus TBA
A10 Tank Killer (Enhanced) £29.99

Aces of the Pacific £32.99

EPIC TBA
F117A Stealth Fighter £30.99

F15 Strike Eagle 2 £28.99

F29 Retaliator £24.99

Falcon 3 £39.99

Gunship 2000 £29.99

Harpoon 1.2.1 £30.99

Harpoon Battle Sets £12.99

Hyperspeed £31.99

Jetfighter2 £27.99

Ml Tank Platoon £29.99

Megafortress £28.99

MIG29 Super Fulcrum £33.99

Red Baron (VGA) £29.99

Secret Weapons of the Luftwaffe £30.99

SWOTL Data Disk (Heinkel HE 162) £14.99

SWOTL Data Disk (P38 Lightning) ..£14.99

SWOTL Data Disk (P80 S/Star) £14.99

Silent Service 2 £29.99

Space Shuttle £39.99

Team Yankee 2 : £29.99

Wing Commander £27.99

Wing Co Missions £12.99

Wing Commander 2 £28.99

Wing Co 2/Speech Pack £12.99

Wing Co 2/Special Ops Pack £13.99

SPORT
4D Sports Boxing £22.99

Battlechess for Windows ...£25.99

Budokan £9.99

Chess Champion 2 175 £29.99

Chessmaster 3000 £29.99

Earl Weaver Baseball 2 £23.99

Games Winter Challenge £28.99

Ian Botham's Cricket £24.99

Ironman Stewart Super Offroad £9.99

J Nicklaus Unlimited Golf £30.99

J.Nicklaus courses £12.99

Links £30.99

Links Courses £12.99

Man Utd Europe ..£26.99

Manager. TBA
Mario Andretti Racing £22.99

Mike Ditka Football £30.99

PGA Tour Golf £23.99

PGA Course Disk £13.99

Fly hellcats and Corsairs against Japanese

Zeros in Dynamix's new WWII flight sim.

Fly solo missions or campaigns, over

thirty aircraft to fly in Aces of the Pacific .

Pro Tennis Tour 2 £27.99

Shanghai 2 £29.99

Team Suzuki £27.99

T Larussa Baseball £25.99

STRATEGY
Bandit Kings of China £29.99

Breach 2 £23.99

Castles £25.99

Castles Data Disk £13.99

Civilisation £30.99

Elite Plus £29.99

Fireteam2200 £28.99

Floor 13 £28.99

Ghenghis Khan £29.99

Patton Strikes Back TBA
Populous £9.99

Powermonger £29.99

Railroad Tycoon £29.99

Realms £29.99

Samurai W/Warrior £27.99

Sim Ant TBA
Sim City / Populous £25.99

Sim Earth £29.99

Storm Master £26.99

Supremacy. £26.99

Uni. Military Simulator 2 £31.99

GENERAL
Award Winners (Space Ace..) £29.99

Fun School Range £21.99

Hoyles Book Of Games £30.99

Lemmings ...£25.99

Magnetic Scrolls Pack £25.99

Mavis Beacon 2 £29.99

Top League £28.99

HARDWARE
Soundblaster V2 £129.99

Analog Plus Joystick £22.99

Analog Extra Joystick £29.99

NOW AVAILABLE
EOB 2 Cluebook £8.99

Quest & Glory £30.99

(Compilation Inc. BAT/Cadaver

Bloodwych/Midwinter 1)

IF YOU DON'T SEE THE
GAME YOU WANT
PLEASE RING US

\MES EXPRESS Hours Mon-Fri 8am-9pm

Sun l()am-6pm

SAME DAY DESPATCH IF ORDERED BEFORE 3pm
SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY

PRICES INCLUDE P&P (UK) AND VAT

GAMES EXPRESS P.O. BOX 515 LONDON SE4 1HE

^081 -314 0303
CREDIT CARDS/CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS ACCEPTED
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SOFTWARE REVIEW

North Polar

Expedition

Virgin

(081)960 2255
£99.99

There is always a slight feeling of intrepidation when
confronted with a piece of software which is promoted

as combining "the best features of role-playing games
and educational programs". The mere mention of education

conjures visions of a worthy but dreary offering packaged with

condescension and marketed at teachers with a tenuous idea

of what children really want to play.

North Polar Expedition promises excitement, action and

adventure in one of the most hostile environments on earth

and that should be enough to stir and capture the hearts and

minds of adults, let alone children.

Sadly, the reality - or a least the computerised reality - is a

little different.

[f you are a lone gamer then I think you will find this CD-

ROM product a disappointment. If you are a teacher looking for

something your class to get their collective teeth into, then

there may just be something here to interest you. But the

excitement won't be on-screen but rather from the interaction

between a group of pupils as they discuss and argue about

problems and incidents raised in the game. That is where

North Polar Expedition's potential lies - and even then I sus-

pect the teacher will have to act as catalyst to the discussions

and maintain close supervision to keep 'off-screen' conversa-

tions bubbling along.

Holiday snaps
Visually, North Polar Expedition relies for its impact on photo-

graphic footage taken during the North Polar section of explor-

er Sir Ranulph Fiennes' famous Transglobe expedition.

Looking at these images is distressingly similar to having a

neighbour's holiday snaps inflicted on you. You can imagine

the commentary: "This is Ranulph in a blizzard and this is

where Ranulph and I stayed, Here's one of me and my frostbit-

ten toes. Look at all that ice hanging from Ranulph's beard.

Here's me falling down a crevasse. How we all laughed. And
this is a picture of snow. And another picture of snow. And
another. And another..."

The quality of these images is frankly poor and that may or

may not be due to the original source material. The effect is

like looking through - well - I suppose the appropriate term

would be a blizzard. Everything appears slightly blurred and

grainy-even the pictures of base control in London!

A question of food. Here you are asked to decided how much food will be

needed on for the expedition. The icons at the bottom of the screen indicated

which team member should answer. Get it right and ...

North Pc
Trek to the top of the world

with Britain's top explorer,

in Virgin's long-awaited

educational CD-ROM game
There is a little attempt at animation. What does exist is

largely confined to a sequence of five or so pictures showing,

say, an explorer falling off a skidoo (a mechanical snow bike), a

polar bear peeking over a tent, or - amazingly boringly - a man
sleeping in his tent. The effect is somewhat reminiscent of an

early pop video where the band is shown in a quick succession

of crazy poses in a desperate attempt to create some sem-

blance of excitement.

Team morale
It is over these images that the game takes place. Ideally a

group of you sit round the computer and each will take on the

role of, say, expedition leader, radio operator, mechanic, navi-

gator, base controller, etc. At the beginning each member of

the team must answer a series of 12 questions designed to

increase individual scores and contribute to team morale for

the actual Polar trip. If you do not do very well with the ques-

tions you can carry on answering more to boost the score.

A question, for example, would be: How do you treat burns?

Potential answers are: 1 ) Apply snow 2) Cover with a dressing

3) Cover in butter? The answer which will gain you the most

points is to use a dressing after treating with snow. Obviously

this question is aimed at the person nominated medic but

everybody playing could join in the discussion as to the best-

type of treatment.

After these questions the team then moves on to the expe-

dition itself. Essentially this is to travel the 450 miles from the

north of Canada to the North Pole and you have between 40

... points are awarded to individual scores which in turn boosts team morale.

Most of the questions require just a modicum good sense to get them right.

Failing that, just guess.

01IBD Illii



ar Expedition

Extra supplies are flown in for the team from base camp. The air support also

allows injured explorers to be taken to safety.

The route you are trying to take to the North Pole. As you progress on the

journey, your position is shown along the red line.

and 90 days to complete the journey. Obviously there are vary-

ing difficulty levels and the expedition can be undertaken

many times without too much repetition. Problems are gener-

ated randomly.

which

*

Frostbite and gangrene
Progress very much depends on how well you answer the vari

ous questions and cope with the numerous problems which

confront you. These can range from equipment failure,

fuel and food shortages, bad weather, illness - there's

a particularly nasty picture of some poor unfortu-

nate's toes which had become frostbitten and gan-

grenous - radio problems, moving ice floes

sponsors withdrawing backing, etc.

None of the questions seemed particularly diffi- i^
cult, especially when you are supplied with the poten-

tial answers. How you answer will have an effect on the

progress of the expedition. It is mainly a matter of being sensi-

ble. For example, if one of the explorers has gangrene of the

feet, you don't have to be brain of Britain to work out he needs

to be airlifted to hospital as soon as possible. Whereas if

someone has a fever, it makes sense to wait 24 hours or so to

see if it subsides. Calling in an aircraft to take him to hospital

straightaway would be very expensive and, ultimately, may be

totally unnecessary. There was even an encounter with a polar

bear which was showing too much interest in a tent. The

options given are to kill it, wound it or scare the bear away. The

best choice is make a loud noise to frighten it. Apparently most

polar bears will not look at humans as a potential snack unless

they - bears, that is - are too old or sick to catch their natural

prey.

Howling wind
Without boasting, I made it to the North Pole on my first

attempt. It took me 67 days and less than one hour at the com-

puter. So you can see the gameplay is not that difficult, at least

in its easy options.

The sound effects - our machine was fitted with Sound

Blaster - are also a little disappointing, being mainly confined

beeps when commands are executed and snatches of a howl-

ing icy wind or the engine noise from the skidoos. There was no

music at all.

Sir Ranulph's expedition took place between 1979-82, a fair

time ago now. And indeed North Polar Expedition has been

knocking about for some time as well. I first saw it back

W" w in 1990 when it was on 12" laser disc and required

^\ the BBC 'Doomsday' System to run it. Now it has

^C made on to CD-ROM.

^ If you are buying North Polar Expedition for

^% yourself then I think you will find it a little lack-

J^7 ing, unless you are a huge fan of polar explo-

a/^ rations. If you are a teacher considering it for your

T/X irL^^ c 'ass - tnen jt may be worth your while looking at it.

4
But, as always, insist on seeing it running before part-

ing with your - or the school's - money. Don't buy blind.

Overall, North Polar Expedition is not the product which

will make you decide it is time to invest in a CD-ROM drive.

But, there's not much around in the entertainment/education

field that would inspire you to part with your money.

Included in the package is To the Ends of the Earth, Sir Ran-

ulph's book of the expedition. Personally I would prefer to buy

just the book. At least the pictures should be a little clearer.

PAUL BOUGHTON

^64

REQUIREMENTS

n addition to a CD-ROM drive, you will need

640K RAM and a Microsoft compatible mouse.

CGA * EGA* VGAJ/ Tandy %
Hercules jt I

Rolandj/ AdLib j/

BEDg) ^g) m# DOB



SOFTWARE REVIEW

Kings Quest V
I Sierra

I (0734) 303322
I £44.99

How's this for a paradox? To play Sierra's CD-ROM ver-

sion of King's Quest V you need at least 570K of avail-

able RAM (as opposed to the usual 640K of base

RAM). However, when you install a CD-ROM and a mouse driv-

er to play the thing with, your (or at least my) available RAM
goes down to 558K. Without a mouse driver you can scrape

together enough RAM to load the game, but one of King's

Quest V's main selling points is that it employs a 'brand-new'

point 'n' click interface, eliminating the need for a keyboard.

It doesn't stop there. You could select a sound board that

doesn't need as much memory as a Sound Blaster does (or

maybe one that your machine doesn't support in order to

Mordack'j castle. Home to the evil wizard responsible for hijacking your home

and family. You'll need all your wits about you in here.

King's Quest V
remove the sounds entirely) but this would then remove all the

speech from the game and blows a nice little hole in the other

'main selling point' for the CD-ROM version. You could free up

enough memory by not installing the CD-ROM driver I sup-

pose, but that's just silly. Basically, to play King's Quest V on a

standard CD-ROM setup requires a 'bare bones' machine, as

somebody here described it.

On the other hand, installing it on a Windows-based CD-

ROM setup proves to be no problem, working first time, giving

full speech AND letting you use a mouse to boot. If 1 didn't

know better, I'd say that Sierra was trying to dictate what tech-

nology to buy once again, forcing everyone to upgrade to Win-

dows PCs before allowing us to play its games. But we know

better than that, don't we?

I,INKS
.liLJ.I .li ' .UlJJ-I J 'l

:resh air, a light warm breeze, pristene golf

course. ..no crowds, no hassles, and unlimited tee
times. Is this a dream? Absolutely not! This is

LINKS The Challenge of Golf. The only golf

simulator with the power to transport you to the
finest championship golf courses in the world!

I [VI !< W • 32 colour digitised graphu
1 iIJ==!=E2l w^ •Diqitised sound

I
•Digitised sound

>Full 3-D contoured terrain.

Exact renditions of famous golf courses.

Supports major sound boards (PC).

1 Meq of RAM and hard drive required (Amiga).

"Links from Access sets

-j new standards for golf

simulation software"- PC
Magazine

*
I "It's graphics are the

(Torrey Pines Golf Course best yet... far superior to
included with LINKS) any other computer golf

game. "— Golf World

If you enjoy golf, we guarantee you'll love LINKS!

To get on the course with LINKS, see your software
retailer. If you experience a problem obtaining LINKS

products, contact U.S. Gold on 021-625-3366.

HSfflBI

l

L v 1
Best Sports
Program

19 9 1

-FINALIST-
PC Megaiine Award

for Technical Excellence

AFTER HOURS
Lktkt

Access Software
Available for MS-DOS

and Amiga H\IK ^

CHAMPIONSHIP COURSES
The LINKS Design Team has taken special care in

producing some of the most outstanding golf courses in

the world. Each course has its own unique challenge and
personality. LINKS delivers graphics so realistic, you'll

think you're there. Experience the challenge!
Firestone Country Club

Akron, OH



A playful dog terrorises the heat ant

population. Can you help King Anthony

out by removing the unwanted visitor?

Perhaps a nearby stick would help?

Hail, hail Serenia, land of the brave

and free. The local town is famous for

its doth merchants, shoe repairers and

toy shops and everyone, I mean

everyone, is friendly. Enough to make

your stomach turn ...

The local forest borders on a vast

desert (?), inhabited by brigands,

nomads and more than its fair share of

ancient temples.

Having got the thing up and running (eventually) the game

turns out to be quite enjoyable. The one thing that is evident

right from the start is that Sierra has aimed this game towards

a family audience, the family in question including several

young children because the whole story has a 'fairy tale' air

about it - the comical owl that offers advice, the harmless griz-

zly bear that annoys the bees, the leader of the ants King

Anthony. Even the digitised speech is like something straight

out of a Disney movie.

It's in the trimmings that this version scores over the origi-

nal. It's good to see Sierra making an effort to utilise the extra

facilities offered by CD-ROM and the inclusion of full speech

and updated music and graphics at least gives the impression

that it wants to offer us more for our hardware. I'm a little dis-

appointed that they didn't use CD-generated speech or music,

but the quality of the digitised noises is more than adequate.

Hopefully Sierra's future CD products will also get serious

overhauls and not just in the cosmetic departments. Space

Quest IV deserves some added gameplay and Larry V could do

with some serious thought to payability. In this respect, King's

Quest V plays well and is enjoyable enough for a modern fami

ly to spend time with. Providing one of the elder sons is a DOS
wizard and can get the thing running in the first place.

PAUL PRESLEY

REQUIREMENTS

Any standard CD-ROM drive will suffice and
to hear anything at all you need a sound board.

For speech you'll need a board with DAC facilities (the

Sound Blaster is the most common). Also, as described

above, you'll need masses of memory if you don't have

Windows. In general, check your machine's specs with

your dealer before purchasing. Graphics and sound are, as

always for Sierra, astounding.

CGATJt pOAJD FVGAJ^ [Tandy X)

Hercules jt Roland^ Ad Lib j/

Bountiful Golf Club
Bountiful, UT

Bay Hill Club & Lodge
Orlando, FL

Pinehurst Country Club
Pinehurst, NC

Dorado Beach Resort Barton Creek Country Club
Puerto Rico Austin, TX



SOFTWARE REVIEW

I Realms
I Graftgold/ Virgin

1(081)950 2255
£35.99

Isometric 3D world simulators aren't exactly ten-a-penny

these days, but there are enough of them around on vari-

ous formats for the novelty to have worn off. Bullfrog

began the trend with the all-conquering Populous (see Alter-

natively ...) and Graftgold's contribution expands the genre

with a greater variety of graphical displays and a heavier

reliance on tactical skills.

The story is a simple one. The king is dead, his longship is

burning and drifting out to sea, and his heir contemplates the

sad events of recent history. The world was once populated by

a happy band of laughing cavaliers but is now divided by

plague, famine, poverty, war, etc, etc. Our hero is so irked by

this situation that he raises his fists to the air and appeals to

the Nordic gods for justice. They respond with a billion-volt

lightning bolt from Wotan himself, which conveys this mes-

sage: There can only be one.'

Translated from the original cryptic divine minimalism, this

means that you have to unite the realms once again, and bring

peace, prosperity and pleasure back to the population.

Worlds apart
There are 10 realms in all (the manual tells you there are only

eight), the one you begin with when the game loads, plus nine

extra accessed from the disk. Even 10 doesn't sound many
when you compare it to Populous' 500, but in practice Realms

is much more of a varied tactical challenge than Bullfrog's

effort, and there is very little in common between each world. A
random terrain generator or random diversity in the locations

of enemy and friendly settlements would have spiced up the

variety; but you can't have everything, even if you think you're

entitled to it because of the price.

As you might expect, the difficulty level increases as you

progress, and an innocuous-looking green and pleasant land

often harbours sinister hordes of marauding barbarians. There

are two factors to watch out for when you're selecting a level:

terrain and enemy strength. A territory with plenty of water

might look pretty at first sight but can be a struggle to march

your troops over in practice; and you can find yourself in a land

where you're just one of six different leaders, all vying for

power.

as,
A magnificent city rises from the plain! Unfortunately it belongs to the enemy.

Total domination is

Graftgold's goal, as it aims

to prove that all world

simulators are not the

355m M Start
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TWO MINUTES OF RULING THE WORLD
Starting on the first

and easiest realm, it's

a good idea to check out the tax

routes. If your cash flow starts to

suffer, your health, defences,

building plans and morale will,

too. Art imitating real life, eh?

After twiddling your thumbs and
looking at the scenery for a

couple of minutes, you check out

the enemy's cities. Aaargh! He's

already built an army and is now
launching a couple of longships

against you.

Within minutes he has landed and
holds one of your own cities

under siege. The cheek! You have

two options: let the baddies have
their way, or arm your defence
forces and send the invaders

packing.

The bad news doesn't end

there. By using your all-seein.

armies icon, you discover tha

the bad guys have been
training troops and stocking

up on weapons and ships. It

time to get a move on.



The Populous-style isometric 3D display reveals terrain in greater detail: here

you can see a town guarded by friendly forces.

You can play any world at any time, but you're well advised

to begin at the beginning, get the hang of the controls and take

it from there. This isn't as daunting as it sounds: there are only

six different displays in the game, and you can access any one

within a couple of mouse clicks at most.

The whole icon system is well designed: you have a maxi-

mum of half a dozen controls on each screen, and they are all

easy to understand, which will be comforting to anyone who

had nightmares about Populous. Incidentally, you can control

the action with mouse (preferable), joystick (not recommend-

ed) or keyboard (can be awkward during the heat of battle).

A brief animated intro sequence sets the scene for the action to come.

The action begins inside your fortress, from which you can

direct strategy and monitor your progress. Each terrain is a

mythical land in which rulers of cities strive for dominance at

any cost. Your first job is to survive, but the ultimate objective

is to rule over a multi-racial population and conquer the world.

The fortress screen is divided into two: an overhead relief

map and the inside of a castle showing tax information. The

map displays rival settlements ruled over by capital cities —
you are shown in yellow, friends in blue and enemies in red. By

using the icons at the foot of the screen you can examine the

terrain in more detail, save a near unlimited number of games

to disk, or load in any of the other scenarios. You are also able

to discover information about troop movements and strengths,

and about tax routes.

Taxes are vital for your survival. Taxes from cities not con-

nected to the capital cannot be spent: if a route is severed the

cities will attempt to divert the revenue, but might not take the

best course. You can alter these routes to streamline your

empire and also help prevent the spread of diseases. The

amount of revenue and tax flow is altered using the castle dis-

play: you can increase/decrease the tax rate and see at a glance

the amount of money in your treasury.

A pair of scales also tells you whether or not your revenue is

capable of supporting your armies. These degrees of financial

control are a subtle and enjoyably demanding aspect of the

game, and can affect the quality of life and morale of your

entire civilian and military population. You have to strike a bal-

ance between growing too quickly and defending yourself —
and it's not always easy to get it right.

Examining the map in greater detail takes you to the iso-

metric 3D display. At first this is a little disappointing: cities

are (under-)represented by single towers, and armies by flags,

men, tents or ships; but you soon get used to it, and it's com-

pensated for by the detail in the rest of the game. You can

move around a landscape in two ways: fine scrolling is

achieved with directional arrows, whereas greater distances

can be travelled using a mini-map. There are six different kinds

of terrain which affect your movements: grassland, forest,

desert, rock, cultivated land and snow.

The 3D display offers greater control over troop movements

and allows you to examine cities and armies even more closely

(see below), and to take direct control over a battle. It also

brings messages from your kingdom via a crystal ball: the game

automatically switches to the source of trouble when you

Your raw recruits are a pretty Too late! However conscientious Camping outside the ruined city, Stiffening the sinews, your crack

sorry looking bunch, but you you are, you're bound to lose a you amass a huge force of arms squad of cavalrymen, foot

can soon turn them into a city sooner or later. Sacking and and men from surrounding soldiers and missile throwers

lean, mean fighting machine plundering is one of the vilest settlements. Sheer weight of lines up for battle. Making use of

by kitting them out with the ways to go, though — so get numbers doesn't always the formation and movement
latest weapons and paying ready to wreak revenge and guarantee victory, but it helps options could save your

them a salary. reclaim your land. boost your confidence. civilisation ...



Realms
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ff one of your cities is surrounded, the enemy can exact a tribute. Paying up is

more attractive than the alternatives.

receive a message. This can be annoying if you're busy doing

something else, and would rather let your population starve for

another couple of days.

Towns and cities

By clicking on a settlement in the isometric display you access

the city screen, which offers a wide range of options concerning

the strength, health and welfare of the local population. You

can tap the citizens for a few coppers and spend the cash on

armies, cavalry, stronger walls, clearing land, buying grain, car-

ing for the sick or paying tributes to a besieging army. The cost

of each of these actions, and your current funds, is clearly dis-

played. Problems arise when you run out of money and your

people's health or morale starts to ebb: citizens will change

allegiance or simply die out if you don't look after them.

And, of course, the fewer people you control, the less money
you earn ... It's a good idea to protect your cities from the very

beginning, even before you think about attacking the enemy.

Your opponent is often uncannily well informed about unde-

fended settlements, and will lay siege to them quicker than you

can say, i wish I hadn't left that settlement undefended.' A
firm, aggressive response is often enough to repel him, and the

best way to do this is to raise an army.

This leads you to yet another new screen. You can cus-

tomise the army to suit your needs — though quality costs, so

you can't afford to kit them all out with high technology. A pic-

ture of your basic warrior and description of the unit is

— . - «.*/. »• <

nil

As you progress, terrain and enemy

numbers become harder to deal

with. Meet Norda ...

Armies aren't the only problem your

population faces: if you don't keep

them stocked up with grain, they

starve.

ALTERNATIVELY...

Populous
Bullfrog/Star Performers, £10.99. Also in

double pack with Sim City,

£29.99

This was the original isometric

3D world simulator, first

released two years ago, and

now converted to just about

every machine you can think of.

So what's so special about it? In

a word, power. You take the

role of a deity attempting to

defeat the forces of evil on any one of 500 isometric 3D
landscapes. You have to encourage the growth of your own
population by levelling land, and thwart the opposition by

unleashing your divine powers — and this means effects like

earthquakes, swamps, floods, and volcanoes.

Castles
Interplay/Electronic Arts, £34.99

Set in mediaeval Wales, Castles

is a smaller and more

militaristic stab at the world

simulator genre. You play a

king or queen whose aim it is

to manage your kingdom and

construct a group of fortresses

strong enough to repel

invaders. As well as the main

task of finding a site, hiring

labour, building the castle and defending it, there are various sub-

plots taking you through disciplining an only son, aiding the

crusades, sorting out outlaws and treating the church with respect.

It's not a rapid-action game but it does provide a thoughtful, long-

term challenge.

With tears in their eyes, the yellow people wave good-bye to their longships.

Most of them won't be coming back.

enhanced by raising pay and spending cash on armour,

weapons, missiles and shields. The variety and usefulness of

these arms really does count in the heat of battle, which in turn

dictates your strategy in the game as a whole. If you're feeling

really ambitious and have money in the bank, you can also

establish a few cavalry units: they usually travel more quickly

and are more effective in attack.

Go, see, conquer
Once you've built up a sizeable army and you're happy with

your defences and revenues, you can dispatch units to begin
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When armies clash there can only be one winner. Victory, retreat or annihilation are the options— and this time it was annihilation.

assaults on enemy territory. Leave this decision too late and

you'll discover that the computer opponents already have the

upper hand— there has to be an element of risk in your move-

ments, otherwise you'll simply fail.

Troop movements are controlled from the isometric display.

You can join units together to create formidable armies or

send them off individually to attack a number of locations. This

process is typical of the game s simplicity: all you have to do is

click on a unit, then click on your destination and watch the

soldiers go. If they have to travel across water you can help

them by finding a friendly port, where they will commandeer a

ship and sail along the coastline to their goal (this can be a

slow process, though). The troops' actions differ according to

the target. If it is a city they will lay siege until it surrenders, in

which case you can loot, ravage, raze or annex the settlement;

if it is another army, you have the option of leaving the com-

puter to calculate the odds or moving to the battlefield and

fighting the war for yourself.

The battlefield

The battlefield is a mini-strategy game in its own right. Engag-

ing in a fight against a superior force with poorly armed, weak

and demoralised troops is silly; and, thoughtfully, Realms

allows you to examine both sides' strengths and weaknesses

before you make that mistake. However, if you think you have a

fair chance of winning, or your numbers are vastly superior to

your enemy's, it's well worth entering into combat.

The battle takes place on an isometric backdrop similar to

the 3D display. Armies on higher ground have a natural advan-

tage, particularly when it comes to launching missiles. The bat-

tle begins on your command, which means that you can check

out the enemy forces beforehand: all you need do is point to a

unit's leader and a quartet of icons reveals its defence and

attack capabilities, missile quantity and number of troops.

New units can join the fray after it has started.

As the battle progresses you have a limited amount of con-

trol over movements: you can order a retreat, fire missiles (it's

possible to kill your own troops if you're not careful), rotate

your troops for a better offensive position, or change the for-

mation. There are four formations, including wedge (best for

attacks), phalanx (good all-round performance), line (plugs

gaps and holds the enemy) and square (the best defence). You

soon learn if you don't want to be wiped out it's a good idea to

avoid full frontal assaults. The thorough manual offers plenty

of hints and tips like this, so tactical virgins needn't worry.

Realms has a few of the raw elements to make it a world-

beater, but doesn't achieve anything like the addictive qualities

which made Populous so enjoyable. The basic gameplay is the

same throughout, though you need a much greater awareness

of positional, financial and military strategy the further you go.

The later levels are where the real challenge lie, when you face

more than one enemy and have to decide when to get involved

and when to just watch the fighting.

The sound effects are adequate enough (though a few more

would have been appreciated), and the music is very good: it's

not overpowering and manages to create just the right kind of

background atmosphere for individual

Iw' w sections of the game. EGA and VGA

'^V are equally well used, both manag-

^^ ing to generate a unique feel to the

/ / ^^ 3D, still and map graphics.

/ / ^% On the whole the presentation

I I W is excellent: you don't have to keep

r

consulting banks of icons, and

switching between various displays

couldn't be simpler. Furthermore it's

technically impressive, too: no similar game makes as much

use of still-graphics screens, which means that you do get

directly involved with what otherwise would be a cute, but dis-

tant, world.

Even though it's the most interesting, visually varied world

simulator currently available, the scope and depth of the

gameplay doesn't justify the price tag: under €30 would have

been nearer the mark for a neat and playable, but ultimately

limited, strategy game. And if Populous II (due for release in

September) achieves anything like its potential, Realms will

have some serious competition.
l GORDON HOUGHTON

REQUIREMENTS

Our review copy came on one 3.5" floppy

disk, but a two disk 5.25" version is also

available. The game can be played from floppy or

installed to a hard drive, where it occupies 0.66Mb of disk

space. 640K RAM is recommended. EGA is surprisingly

good, and a decent, unobtrusive music track adds to the

atmosphere.

CGA j/EGAj/ VGAj/ Tandy j/
Hercules ft 1

Rolandj/ Ad Lib t/

BHDji) &g> mg nESf



SOFTWARE REVIEW

I Super Tetris

I MicroProse
(0666) 504326
£34.99

According to the manual, the premise for Super Tetris is

that when Tetris was originally invented, the powers

that be in the Soviet Union were so concerned with

suppressing information they had strict powers of control over

all computer systems in the USSR.

Now, if the manual is to be believed, Tetris was responsible

for bringing about the collapse of the Union, the freeing of

independent states, the end of the cold war, the collapse of the

Berlin Wall and the coming of peace in our time.

Anyway, now that communism is in its death throes and

Russia is a funky place to be, Alexey Pajitnov has been able to

embrace the one aspect of capitalism that shouldn't be forced

upon anyone - sequels. Super Tetris never really attempts to

justify its release, but when it's based on the best game ever it

doesn't need to. The whole package has the air of several exec-

utives meeting round a table, looking at a bunch of sales fig-

ures and exclaiming loudly, "Let's cash in on a good thing",

before promptly disappearing for a power lunch and leaving

the whole caboodle in a young employee's lap.

At the time of the original's release, Tetris had everyone

realising that there was a vast untapped resource of game
designing talent behind the Iron Curtain and if they could ere-
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As you clear each well, a picture of the next level's background slowly forms at

the bottom. Clear a screen and you get the whole thing. Nice enough hut of no

practical use whatsoever.

Is nothing sacred? The best

game of all time has now

spawned a sequel. Does it

live up to its predecessor or

is it a load of bolsheviks?

Super
Tetris
ate something as addictive as that, there must be plenty more

to come. Unfortunately this promise didn't materialise and at

the time of writing it's only Tetris-style games which have come

from 'over there' and seeing as how this is practically the same

game for the 90s, it appears that with the fall of the empire

came the fall of originality. Let's hope I'm proved wrong in the

near future.

Amongst the rubble
Super Tetris has three elements to distinguish it from the origi-

nal (not counting the updated graphics and sound), rubble,

bombs and bonuses. Instead of just trying to keep an empty

well as clear as possible, your task on each level is to clear a

half-full pit before you run out of room (or time). Every time

you complete a line you are awarded with a number of bombs

(two for a single line, four for two lines, eight for three and 1

2

for four), which can be used to blow away anything they touch.

Finally, the bonuses are all contained within the rubble and

wtien they're exploded with bombs will give you things like

op>TWO MINUTES OF IRRITATING, INFURIATING, AGGRAVATING, ANNO
We start with a

random selection of

blocks at the bottom and our first

piece slowly making its way down
the screen.

Dropping it Into the only available

hole we remove a line from the

puzzle and are rewarded with a

couple of bombs, lust the job for

unblocking that hole.

A couple of blocks later and
we're not doing too well,

managing to stockpile a number
of blocks above the waterline.

Let's start clearing those away.

Clearing the debris we opei

a nice long hole for this

straight block to slip into.

That will clear a few of thost

lines and give us a bomb or



ALTERNATIVELY...

Tetris
Spectrum Holobyte/lnfogrames, £24.99

Look, comparing Tetris with

Super Tetris is like comparing

Coca-Cola with Pepsi. Both

have their merits, but in general

they're far too alike to make

any notable comments. Suffice

to say, the bombs of Super

Tetris push the original to the

front of the 'Please buy me*

queue, but if you're after some

enjoyable two-player action, Super Tetris will do just fine.

Tetris
Various Shareware outlets, t varies

You could always turn to the

shareware market for your

versions of Tetris, where there

are many of various quality. For

the most detailed information

on which ones to consider, you

could do far worse than check

out our shareware section

starting on page 123 where

there is a complete run-down

on everything from personal organisers to arcade games.

Pipemania
Empire, £25.53

If falling blocks are getting on

your nerves, why not let some

water-logged pipes do the same

instead? Pipemania sees you

attempting to build a continuous

pipe with randomly selected

sections (U-bends, T-junctions,

crosses etc.) before a stream of

water is unleashed to travel

their length. It's completely

different to Tetris but no less addictive, having been transferred

across virtually every home computer, handheld and console going.

1 bcz=^5
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extra pieces to play with, bubbles that fill all available spaces

or automatic straight pieces.

On paper this probably sounds like a good idea and it would

have been - if you didn't receive bombs every time you clear a

line. This just makes the game too easy and eliminates the

frustrating tensions caused in the original whenever you put a

piece in the wrong place. There you had to play skillfully

around it: here you just get a line and blow it away. The chal-

lenge is gone and so, therefore, is the payability.

Super Tetris does have a few redeeming features, not least

of which are the two player games. Although neither are as

good as the traditional two-screen battles experienced on

handheld consoles and the like (where lines are added to the

bottom of your opponents screen whenever you clear some),

they are quite novel in that you get to play on the same screen,

in the same well, as your opponent/partner. Cooperative play

involves the two of you working together to clear the rubble

with points awarded for good teamwork.

Double destruction
Competition play involves the two play-

ers fighting out for the big scores,

using their bombs to blow the

other player's pieces up and gener-

ally making life as difficult for each

other as possible. It's very rare that 4^
you manage to get off level one is ^JL

this mode but it is quite good fun for ^n _

a while. You can still play the two-

screen version but only with two PCs linked

together (through modems or cables).

Both are enjoyable but don't really lend enough weight to

the rest of the package to make the whole thing worthwhile.

Super Tetris is flawed from the start, because of the bombs and

all the padding and polish in the world aren't enough to plug

the gap.

'•&$>

PAUL PRESLEY

REQUIREMENTS

Roll up, roll up! Come one, come all! No
matter what your machine, chances are strong

that it'll support Super Tetris. You need 640K of RAM and

844,032 bytes on your hard drive (not asking too much I'm

sure you'll agree, ladies and gentlemen). Whatever version

you play, the game is still the same.
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FRUSTRATING, STRESSFUL FUN...

two.

Well, we've managed to get a

line if the picture at the

bottom so where getting there.

This L-shape should clear

another couple of lines.

With more of the picture at the

bottom and a couple of bombs
ready to clear some more of the

debris that's piled up, we're not

doing too bad.

Although the next block was an S-

shape, exploding the 'straight

line' bonus gave us just the thing

to clear a few more lines. We're

almost there now ...

A few more lines and we've

almost cleared the whole level.

The bombs can now be used to

clear the debris that would be



SOFTWARE REVIEW

Eco Quest Sierra On Line

(0734) 302233 £39.99

^^ co Quest has many different elements including puz-

vH zles, riddles and navigating a maze but its general for-

mm4 mat is one of exploration, investigation, and

interaction. The main actors are Adam, a 12-year-old boy, and

Delphineus, a dolphin, and the game follows their underwater

adventures to rescue Cetus, a whale whose disappearance has

threatened the very existence of the undersea kingdom of

Eluria.

When the story opens, Adam and his father, an ecologist

who gets called in to sort out emergency situations, have

recently arrived in the Caribbean. The scene is set in a homely

cross between a laboratory and a living room. The centrepiece

is a seagull who has been covered with oil and the first task is

to clean its feathers. As with many of the operations, you do

this by picking up objects. Once the items are available in

Adam's 'bag of tricks' you can use them individually or in com-

bination. You can also inspect items that are in this bag and

find out what properties they have.

Litter patrol
At all stages of the game you gain extra points for disposing of

rubbish and for using the special recycling tool to recover

items as appropriate. In certain situations you cannot proceed

to the next stage until you have cleared up sufficient mess.

Like all of Sierra's educational products, the most striking

thing about Eco Quest is the quality of the artwork. A superb

animated intro gives you an idea of what to expect and,

throughout, the backgrounds are stunning with great attention

to detail. The game also has an accompanying sound track with

music that reflects the atmosphere at each stage.

Eco Quest is marketed as a family game and after playing it 1

would endorse this as fun for a small group to play together.

According to the box, it is supposed to be for ages 10 and up

and again this is about right. My group of testers ranged from

age eight to adult and the youngest of the group could not

have coped alone with reading either the dialogue or the

story's narrative which also contains playing instructions. Even

a 10 or 1
1 -year-old might require help at some points in under-

standing the text.

All the players found Eco Quest quite compulsive and were

happy to play it time and again in order to complete it. Even if

you are willing to sit at the computer for hours at a time there

is no way you can play the entire game in one sitting. You do

have to be prepared to save the game and quit. (Our testers did

An adventure game with an

environmental theme for

children which is promoted

as being both exciting and

educational

CO
Quest

it in times ranging from five to nine hours.)

Although the ecological message about the dangers of

chemical pollution and the threat it poses to animal and plant

The kids' view - by Sam, aged eight
"Eco Quest is very exciting, especially once we were under
the sea. In the lab at the start I could not believe Adam
was supposed to be older than me - his walk was that of a

little kid - but once he started to swim he moved much
more easily and the adventure really began. After that I

just wanted to carry on playing. I liked the sound effects -

especially when they meant things were about to happen
and they helped make the scary bit exciting. It's really

good when you know how, but when you don't you can get

stuck. I've played bits of it lots of times and would like to

play it again with someone who hasn't seen it before."

TWO MINUTES OF SAVING THE PLANET

The object of the

quest is Cetus, the

mighty whale brought down by

the deadly harpoons of evil men!

Indiscriminate waste on the part

of thoughtless humans; no

progress can be made until Adam
has cleared enough of It up.

The.Oracle's prophecy Is that

Adam will visit dire and dreadful

places in his heroic bid to save

the kingdom.

Adam and his dad In the first

scene where an oil spill has

harmed a seagull - the

damage must be put right



A topical game for the 90s - Adam and his ecologist father get to grips with

a series of environmental calamities in Eturia, a beautiful and intriguing

underwater kingdom somewhere in the Caribbean.

life was drummed home continuously I felt that 'educational'

was not a particularly appropriate label, partly because, even

with its very evident message, it has to be considered first and

foremost as a challenging and enjoyable game. 1 was not par-

ticularly convinced by the supplementary booklet entitled I

Helped Save The Earth as so much of its contents were inappli-

cable (even inexplicable) to a UK audience.

Extra sound effects
1 installed Eco Quest on a 20MHz 386 with 2MB of RAM and a

VGA monitor. It ran reasonably quickly and the graphics (in 256

colours) were very good. The software supports a comprehen-

sive range of sound boards (and Sierra recommends Thunder-

board) but while there are extra sound effects (such as bubbles

rising through the deep ocean) which are only audible with a

sound board, you do get a reasonable rendering of the musical

effects without one. There are controls for both the sound

REQUIREMENTS

You will require an 80286 based machine or

better with 640K of base memory and a hard

disk. EGA is available in a separate version.
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ALTERNATIVELY...

The Castle of Dr Brain
Sierra On-Line, £39.99

An earlier 'educational'

adventure from Sierra which

concentrates on maths and

logic problems. It is

characterised by Sierra's

superb artwork and game

design, but once again suffers

from American jargon. It is a

shame the UK market is not

big enough to warrant Sierra

producing UK versions which are geared specifically towards

British children.

Fun School series
Europress, £24.99

The best series of home grown

educational software packages.

These lack the razzmatazz of

Sierra's wares, but they cater

for a wide range of age groups

and you won't have to worry

about your kids picking up

unwanted Americanisms.

3 SB? 1 i
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effects and for the level of detail in the graph-

ics and switching these aspects off

makes the game run faster.

Like many adventure games,

Eco Quest is a once-only program;

when you have finished it you are

unlikely to want to start over The ^A
only reason you might have for ^ji

replaying is that you can get to the ^N
end without scoring all the possible

points (we finished with scores ranging

from 659 to 704 of a possible 725 points) so you may want to

improve your score.

So while £34.99 does not seem expensive for the variety and

the quality of the graphics it contains, it does seem a lot for a

game which you'll only want to play a limited number of times

(although Sam, left, is happy to play more than once).

SUE (AMES

Once you get through the door

(look up the code on the

newsletter) you meet
Delphineus, the dolphin.

The beautiful but ruined city of

Eluria is the enchanting

destination of this underwater

adventure.

The fish apartments, home of

creatures with weird and
wonderful names, are striking to

look at.

Adam and Delphineus set out to

face the perils of the deep and

tussle with an octopus who is

unwittingly helpful.
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SHARESENSE "^

^ 98 Chatsworth Street, Sutton-ia-AshBeld, Notts. NG17 4GE TEL (0623) 5580S7 J
( DATABASE ) ( ASSORTED GAMES ) Q
DBSTEEL * Intreg multi function excellent docs (4)

FILE EXPRESS * Excellent program (2)

WAMPUM * Much like DBase 3 (3)

WYNFIELD * Mouse control Function key help

PCFILEvS.l* Highly rated Database (3)

PE3 * Photography equprnent Database

PPSI * People, picture and sound Database

CARDX * Visual Rolodex and Database

DIF12 * Database import facility for ASCII Files

JBASE * Jokes, Gages Database

KS2 1
* Kwikstat Statisical Data Analysis (3)

MAGCAT * Magazine/Catalogue Database

LM42 * Label Master, Mailing List Database

MVL1B * Database on over 3000 videos

NIGHTCLB * Track nightclub members & data

VT130 * Video tape library database

PED205 * Track dog pedigrees & awards

SUSIE * Complete software library management

C WORD PROCESSORS )
CHIWRIE * A good WYSIWYG w/pros

GALAXY * Good with easy menus

KWIKRITE * Executive W/Processor

MUTIFW * Multi-Lingual W/Processor

MUTIWORD * Popup electrinic Thesaurus

MOREFORM * Custom form designer

FORMGEN * Another form generator

FORMF1LL * Formgen companion

BUSFORM * Business forms for Formgen

SFORM * Yet another form generator

PCTYPE * Popular Word Processor (4)

SWORDP * Emulates Word Perfect (4)

PCBROW * Search, cut, paste & find text (2)

NOVA * W/Processor with pull-down menus

WP5TUT * Word Perfect V5 Tutor Easy!

MUTIEDIT * Very advanced text editor

WPK * Word Processor for kids

EXSPELL * Stand alone spell Checker

MRE * Memory text editor

BUSLTR * Collecting of over 600 Buss letters

MAGIC * Black Magic Hypertext W/Pros (3)

JORI * On-Line Dictionary (20)

20-20 * Large text W/Proc for Lap-Tops

C SPREADSHEETS
ASEASYAS * Excellent 123 Package

QUBECALC * 3D Spreadsheet

LEARN 123 * Lotus 123 Tutorial

INSTACLAC * Pop-UpSpreadsheet

JOSS I * Job-Orientated Spreadsheet

QUBECALC * Highly rated 3-DS/Sheet

PQLITE * Pro-Cube3-D S/Sheet good reviews

j

C FINANCE
BILLPOWER * Timekeeping, accounting (3)

CHECKMATE * Home finance manager

CASHBOOK * Freeways Best (3)

FINMRG * Finance manager complete accounts

PAYROLL * Freeway add on (3)A

3

****DISK CATALOGUE****
FORWARD 2XIST CLASS STAMPS
STATING DISK SIZE FOR OUR
LATEST CATALOGUE WITH

OVER 15,000 TITLES

(REFUNDED ON FIRST ORDER)

***NOTICE***
DUE TO THE SIZE OF OUR

CATALOGUE IF YOU REQUIRE
THE CATALOGUE ON 360K DISKS

A HARD DISK IS REQUIRED

688 ATTACK SUB STARGOOSE
CAPTAIN COMIC WIZARD Pinball game

COMMANDER KEEN TRON Light cycles (3)

EGATREK-STAR TREK WHEEL OF FORTUNE
SHOOTING GALLERY XWING Battleship game

BLACKJACK CHESS Turbo very good!

BASSTOUR Fishing game DOMINOES
GEMINI K3D Tank battle CHECKERS
PACKMAN 3D SORRY
EGA ARKNOIDS MONOPOLY
BLOCKOUT Tetris game MAHJONGG Tile game

FLYSWAT Space invaders BACKGAMMON
KAMIKASI Shoot-em-up NOUGHTS & CROSSES
HDHELL Helicopter sim BLACKJACK CGA
FORD SIMULATOR POKER
FROGGER 7 CARD STUD POKER
ENTRAP Ball & bat style F16 Interceptor game

MARIO Mario-bros style JETPILOT
NINJA Fight the Ninja TUNE Name that tune

PC DARTS PC TENNIS
PCPOOL Pool & 8 Ball TRIVIAL PURSUIT
SEAWOLF Submarine Cm GOLF2 Computer golf

c DOS UTILITIES
PKZl 10 * PK Ware's ZIP archiver the best!

LHARC * Archiver for LHZ files

ARJ * New archiver more powerful than PK ZIP

SHEZ * Dos front end for Pk ZIP

AUTOMENU * A superb menuing system

POWERMENU * Brown Bags excellent menu

ACCESS * Pass word protect your hard drive

SCAN88 * MacFee's latest virus checker very good

STD * STD tel no area code locator

JLOG * Keep track of computer usage

TUTORDOS * Very good Dos teacher

ONEPASS * Disk Duplicator

BENCH * AT Bench markingprogram

RUBICON * Full feature Desk Top Publisher

4DOS * Highly acclaimed Dos command add -to

DSKSPEED * Check floppy disk speed

HYPERDISK * A very fast disk cache

EM87 * Co-Processor emulator for the 8087

CMOS * Save CMOS settings for easy set up VG!

ADDRAM * Use EMS 4.0 to expand 640k barrier

EMM4 * Extended memory driver for Above Board

MM * Memory Master improve your memory table

1200 * Format a 1.2K disk to 1.5K

LIGHT * Speed up your drives

WORLD * 3D globe rotating in space

DAZI * Amazing VGA Demo
FMT * Format multiple drives

GALLERY * Menu system that uses icons

3

ALL PROGRAMS

O#
AV

EACH
MINIMUM ORDER 5 PROGRAMS
POST & PACKING & £1 .95

NO SURCHARGE FOR 3.5" DISKS
OVERSEAS ORDERS AND £2.95

WINDOWS J
ICONS * 3,000 every icon you will ever need!

APORIA * Windows shell

ADDPROG * Graphics demo of how to add apro

ALMANAC * Calendar for windows

ACTIVE LIFE * Scheduler, Calendat & more

BIG DESK * Create a largevirtual desktop

BIORYTHM * Biorythm chart maker

CASE * Audio cassette inlay card printer

EZFORM * FormMaster, WYSIWYG forms

FMCENTRAL * Floppy disk formatter

FMSOUND * Soundblaster sound driver for windows

FONTS * 20 of the best hand picked (3)

(ATM compatible also available in Truetype format

GIF'BMP & Convert GIFs BMFs
GIFICON * Convert GIFs to ICONS
GRABIT * Screen grabber

FPWIN * Fractal paint & design program

FONTGHY * View and print Windows 3 fonts

SMARTACC * Accounts package for windows

METZ UTIL * Phone dialer, memory status, phone book

,desktop manager, task manager

WIN-INI * Win.ini file editor

ICONMAG * Supposedly the best icon manager

LENORD * Drawing program with many features

ORGANISE * Sort of Filo Fax for windows

PARWIN * Genealogy/Family tree charting

PIFHLP*Pif Helper

SMITH * Home/Business accounts program

ZMANGER * Archive manager for windows

SCRPEACE * Screen Peace screen saver, nice

WSCAN * MacFee's virus scan for windows

YOURWAY * Excellent personal info manager

( WINDOWS GAMES )

AFORCE * Space shoot-em-up

ATMOID * Asteroid games

BG6 * Colour backgammon

BLCE12 * Block breaker game

CHOMP * Packman style game

CHOPTER * Helicopter game

JEWEL * Jewel thief, steal jewels, avoid guards

LUNAR * Lunar lander simulation

KLOTZ * Tetris style game

LIFE * The game of life

MAHJONG * Tile game

MINES * Avoid the minefield, pretty good

MRMIND * Mastermind game

PEGGED * Fun peg game

PUZZLE * Slide puzzle, uses BMP pictures

SPACEW * Spacewalls shoot-em-up game

WINCHK * Checkers game

WINCHS * Windows chess

W1LNHNG * Hangman game

WINSLOT * Slot machine game

WINJACK * Fast paced Blackjack card game

W/WAR * Wormwars centipede style game

ZONEONE * Risk style game

YACHT * Yatzee type dice game

NOTICE
THIS SHAREWARE IS FOR
EVALUATION PURPOSES

ONLY. PAYMENT IS DUE TO
THE AUTHOR IF FOUND

USEFUL.
**** XAKE NOTE ****

REMEMBER TO INCLUDE
YOUR NAME ADDRESS AND

DISK SIZE WHEN
ORDERING PROGRAMS



Educational Software,
Over 70 of the best titles from tots to teens!

WINDOWS
FONT PACK

A MOST DETAILED
PERSONAL SELECTION
OF UNUSUAL/ELEGANT

FONTS
TOTAL OF 100

{Also available in Truetype form)

NEW PC USER PACK
Then this is the pack for you !!! WORD PROCESSOR
DATABASE/COMMS/GAMES/UTILITIES/DOS-UTILS/

WINDOWS/TUTORIALS/AND MANY MANY
MORE

A TOTAL OF 100 PROGRAMS
SAVE OVER £75 ON NORMAL PRICES

GIF PACK

SOME OF THE BEST
GIF FILES AVAILABLE
FROM SPACE TO

SIMPSONS
OVER 50 PICTURES

(Complete with viewers & editors)

PCX. CLIP-ART
PACK

OVER 10MB OF PCX
FILES SUJITABLE
FOR MOST STP
PROGRAMS

BUSINESS STARTER PACK
If you are running your business and thinking of

using a Personal Computer then these are the

programs for you... ..From full

accounting to invoicing to stock control. All

you'll ever need in one PD
package..

WINDOWS PACK

AN EXCELLENT PACK
TO ADD ON UTILITIES

FOR WINDOWS INC

ICONS/FILEMANGER/
FONTS/IMAGE VIEWER

GAMES

GAMES PACK A
50 OF THE BEST

ARCADE
GAMES

^*^^"y^^

GAMES PACK B
50 OF THE BEST
BOARD & CARD

GAMES

GAMES PACK C
50 OF THE BEST
ADVENTURE

GAMES

GAMES PACK D
50 OF THE BEST
ASSORTED
GAMES

IF YOU HAVE

A SPECIAL

INTEREST LET

US MAKE UP A

PACK FOR

YOU????

CALL FOR DETAILS

(0623) 558057

i

s«SOUNDBLASTER PACK

A COLLECTION OF
UTILS AD ADD-ONS TO
ENHANCE YOUR SOUND
BOARD MOD FILES/

VOC FILES/SOUNDBLASTER
DIGEST MAGAZINE/ROL

PLAYER
A TOTAL OF OVER 10MB

DISKS
3.5 FUJITSU UNBRANDED HIGH DENSITY

BOXES OF 100

CERTIFIED ERROR FREE WITH LABELS

CALL FOR
AVAILABILITY £45.00 INC P/P

DIAGNOSTICS/
UTILS PACK

AN IDEAL PACK FOR
THE MORE EXPERIENCED
USER INCLUDING
MEMORY MANGERS/FILE
MANAGERS/ FORMATERS/

SPEED CHECKERS
A TOTAL OF 50

PROGRAMS

GENERAL PACK
GENEALOGY/DIETING
COOKING/HEALTH
QUIT SMOKING/
COLLECTING AND
MANY MANY MORE

OVER 75

PROGRAMS

MEMORY
FUJITSU 1MB SIMMS 70NSC

CALL FOR
AVAIL-
ABILITY dU£d%J • Vf Vf INC P/P£25.00

LUCKY- DIP PACK

A LITTLE BIT OF
SOMETHING FOR
EVERYONE

100 PROGRAMS

OUR LATEST
CATALOGUE IS

DESPATCHED
WITH ALL
ORDERS

SAVE ££££££££.. BUY OUR
VALU-PACK AT INCREDIBLE

SAVINGS

£14.99
EACH PACK INC P/P

ALL ORDERS
ARE SHIPPED
IN 24HRS
BY FIRST

CLASS POST

c
SHARESENSE

98 Chatsworth Street, Sutton-in-Ashfield, Notts. NG17 4GE TEL (0623) 558057)



Impressions' record to date is not overwhelmingly, A string

of moderately interesting releases, most of them concen-

trating on specific battles in Western history, has failed to

match the depth and quality of rival strategy war games such

as those from SSG. Samurai is its first stab at the history of the

Orient, and shows some improvement.

The historical period in question, 16th century feudal Japan,

has already been tackled by a variety of companies on a num-
ber of machines. Impressions' plot puts you in the role of

Usaka San, the daimyo (lord) of a small state consisting of five

cities on Japan's main island, Honshu. Your neighbouring rival,

Obinaka, also controls five cities which he stole from your

father. It's time to reclaim your heritage.

You can either play against the computer or another human
opponent. If you play against the computer, a difficulty options

screen allows beginners to sway the odds in their favour. The

action is divided into two phases: strategic and battlefield. The

strategic part of the game takes place on a high level map,

showing your cities to the north of the island and your enemy's

to the south. Your initial task is to raise a defence force for

each city, from which a sizeable mobile army can be drawn. At

Samurai -
The Way of
the Warrior

SOFTWARE REVIEW

Samurai - The Way
of the Warrior

impressions
(071)351 2133
£34.99
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Each army is made up of a combination of different skills. On the battlefield

you can compare the strengths of your own troops with those of the enemy.

111 iiiii ]^^f i^^B
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Diincno; Lose City
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Should you fail to defend your city, your opponent gains

all future revenue and loyalty from its population.

the end of each year every city in your possession is able to

raise more funds, which you can use to create more troops.

The second phase takes place only when opposing armies

meet, either in defence of a city or surrounding lands. The bat-

tlefield is displayed in classic Impressions style, from a bird's

eye view. You have a choice of seven attack/defence forma-

tions, from the aggressive hoshi (arrow head) to the defensive

koyaku (yoke). Once on the field of battle decisions and move-

ments are controlled via icons, which show your statistics,

allow you to retreat or move anywhere on the terrain, set three

kinds of formation (single, group or general control), show a

map, or access information about your warriors. Combat can

be a slow process, particularly in two-player mode where you

have to agree to alternate giving out orders to your troops.

Once all the cities have been lost the game is over, though

this is not as straightforward as it sounds, Some cities not only

have strong military defences but are also protected by

formidable terrain such as rivers and hills. Each level of diffi-

culty demands new tactics to succeed.

The result is a reasonably competent

wargamewith limited 'lastability'. Tech-

nically it's below average: only Ad Lib

sound support and poor EGA or

adequate VGA graphics. On the

other hand the manual is good, ^
with some useful tips and a history ^/^
of Japan included, and there's 7^
enough variety in the partly random

effects created by the difficulty settings

'<&%&

Your cities have

fallen and the

game is over.

Perhaps you could

try again at an

easier level ...

Circlet Conquer /Mi. .
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to ensure that if you do get hooked the different challenges will

keep you interested. In the end though, there are many better

war games around, with more complex strategic elements,

greater lastability, and more accomplished visual and aural

presentation.

GORDON HOUGHTON

REQUIREMENTS

Samurai comes on two 3.5" or 5.25" disks, so

check the box before buying. It can be installed

on to a hard disk, where it uses 0.96 Mb of disk space.

CGA( |tpGAJ|) VGA4/ [Tandy X
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SoundBlaster Pro FEATURES
* CD-ROM Interface

* Digital & Analog Mixer

* 22-Voice FM Music (AdLib Compatible)

* Digitised Voice Output (DMA)

* Digitised Voice Input (DMA)

* MIDI Interface included

* Microphone Amplifier & Jack

* Power Amplifier * Volume Control

* Bundled Software

* And much, much more!

SOUNDBLASTER v2 SOUNDBLASTER Pro

£97 £169

SoundBlasterv2 isthe best choice

in stereo sound cards for the PC.

With 11 FM sounds, built-in sam-

pling from 4KHz to 23KHz
?
built-in

MIDI interface, various bundled

software; text-to-speech synthe-

sis, josystick port, microphone am-
plifier & jack, and Ad-Lib compat-

ibility ensurethat theSoundBlaster

card gives you a high specifica-

tion sound card at an affordable

price.

The SoundBlaster Pro includes

all the features of the original

SoundBlaster and more! The Pro

has 22FM sounds, 4KHzto44KHz
sampling rate, CD-ROM interface,

MIDI interface & cables as stand-

ard and Stereo mixer& Sequencer

software to give you complete

control of your music and graphic

presentations. The SoundBlaster

Pro is the ultimate sound card for

your PC.

CD ROM & Multimedia Kit £349.

Also with Midi Kit/Sequencer

& Selection of Disks, £449

West Point Creative have now released a complete

Multimedia upgrade kit for the PC. Comprising of the

stunning SoundBlaster Pro card, a high performance

internal CD ROM drive, MS Windows + Multimedia

extensions and a host of bundled software. The CD
ROM has a 64K cache buffer and 1 50K per second

data transfer rate. Also available is a further upgrade

witch includes a MIDI Kit, SB Pro sequencer and the

disks - Creative Sounds, Microsoft Bookshelf, Select

Ware Systems demos, and 'Jones in the Fast Lane'

game. Complies with the Multimedia PC standards,

giving full multimedia compatability.

TechnoLOG Digital Systems Limited, H
59 Friar Lane, Leicester LEI 5RB
Tel: 0533 510610 Fax: 0533 514280

All prices exclude VAT & Deliv- Open
ery. Prices and specifications Mon-Sat
subject to change without notice.

All trademarks acknowleged. 9am-opm



SOFTWARE REVIEW

Plan 9 from Outer
Space

Gremlin Graphics
(0742) 753423
£35.99

Lights, camera, action. Steve

Merrett rolls 'em as he steps

up to star in Gremlin's

conversion of one of

moviedom's all-time

clangers

If
there's one thing that I can't stand it's a wasted opportuni-

ty. Unfortunately, though, the PC's gaming history is littered

with them. Remember Kick Off II, where the ultimate soccer

game was reduced to a shambolic mess in its PC incarnation?

Or how about such classic licences as Die Hard and The Hunt

For Red October which appeared dated and simply didn't war-

Horror upon horrors
Critics aren't quite sure which is worse regarding Plan 9
From Outer Space - its effects or its plot. As the film

trundles along at a snail's pace, the action scenes are

instantly recognisable from old Movietome News reels. For
instance, as the hillbilly folk call in the army to attack the

vampiric aliens, the scene cuts to one of a US army tank
trundling over some distant battleground. The in-house
effects were equally abysmal. The film's set was a minute
affair, which was roughly the size of a small living room.
Within this, everything was shot, from the graveyard
scenes to the interior saucer shots - the director simply

dropped a new backdrop behind his 'stars'. For the film's

gripping finale, though, the team had long exhausted their

budget and when it came to filming the saucer's eventual

demise, they were at a loss what to do. Initially, they had
planned to detonate a model, but the resulting effect was
quoted as resembling 'two metal plates coated in petrol

and subsequently ignited.' In reality, the plates were paper,

as the metal ones originally meant for use failed to light.

Plan 9
from

Outer
Space

rant a full-price release? What's worse about this particular

example from Gremlin, though, is that its awfuiness can't be

blamed on the subject matter. Gremlin signed up the rights to

Plan 9 knowing that the film was a stinker and that the game
was going to be great for novelty value. So what wondrous tie-

in do we get with the wacky, plotless film? An adventure game.

Ordinarily, this wouldn't be so bad, I've got nothing against

the genre, it's just that I couldn't help but feel cheated. Anoth-

er major detraction from the fun is that it bears little resem-

blance to the film's goings-on. In case you aren't familiar with

what passes for the film's plot (and Gremlin has bundled the

film with the game to solve this - watch it, and you'll see what

all the fuss is about), it follows the (mis)adventures of a hap-

less band of extra-terrestrials who have crash-landed on earth

when their flying saucer (well, flying paper plate anyway) went

awry. Landing in redneck territory, they soon run into the local

hillbillies who attack them using stock footage of tanks

trundling across war-torn landscapes. To combat this, they

create a zombie who is then sent out to kidnap and scare peo-

ple whilst they effect repairs.

TWO MINUTES OF JOYRIDING WITH A PRIVATE EYE
A private eye's life

isn't complete without

the odd visit to a sleazy bar. And
Plan 9's hero has a real weird

place as his local.

This seedy bar is frequented by
a rather butch transvestlte.

However, 'she's' friendly and, for

a drink, will reveal useful

Information on a reel of the film.

Bela Lugosi held a reel when he
died, so a trip to Impaler Street

is needed. Heading back to the

hotel It's time to get the

doorman to order you a cab.

Typically, the cabbie is a fast

driver. You reach Lugosi's hous

In no time at all - however, mes

him about and you'll soon be or

the wrong side of him.
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And you thought that construction workers were only good for showing the tops

of their oversized rumps or the bottom of their protruding beer bellies and wolf-

whisting at female passers-by. But no, it seems that one of them is capable of

coherent thought and has managed to construct a whole sentence...

Catastrophe!
The stories of the catastrophes surrounding the film's produc-

tion are legendary, with a drug-ravaged Beta Lugosi dying two

weeks into filming, only to be replaced by a stand-in who was a

foot shorter and a studio which was the same size as Kevin

Costner's tee-pee in Dances With Wolves. However, compared

with the game, these problems are minuscule. Cast as a private

eye, your mission is to locate and splice together the six miss-

ing reels that make up the film. Your exploits as you attempt to

locate the missing sections take you all over the world - from

Highgate in North London to sunnier climes, for instance -

and involve limited interaction with a succession of characters

- who, in a neat little touch, all resemble the film's stars, Tor

Johnson and Vampira, in different costumes and guises.

All such interaction and exploring is effected by means of a

series of icons which surround the main screen area. The main

bulk of the screen displays your current location, along with

any people currently hanging around. Additionally, all your

actions are executed via the many icons which surround the

area, and these are accessed via a series of mouse clicks. Take

movement, for instance. Any available exits can be reached

simply by moving the mouse pointer over the game screen and

clicking on the area when a message indicates an exit is avail-

able. In addition, other actions, such as giving, taking or push-

ing, are all accessed by selecting the movement and clicking on

this main screen. On the plus side, this is a very simple and

uncluttered system, and makes exploration easy. Conversely,

though, it also makes the game task more prominent which is

by no means a good thing. Searching for clues and exploring

the game area is a tedious process, which I suppose reflects

the life of a private dick. As you question the many characters,

a series of possible questions and answers are given, and it is

up to the player to select which one they wish to use. Unfortu-

nately, though, this potentially good system is ruined by the

inclusion of extremely turgid alternatives which only serve to

highlight the genuine answers needed to complete the game.

Thus, as clues are collated, there are no real alternatives to the

main adventure and the lack of red herrings makes Plan 9

rather too linear.

Roll 'em
Although I may appear rather harsh on Plan 9, it's not without

its moments of genius. The characterisations of the film's char-

acters are excellent - the adventure scenario lends itself per-

fectly for this - but the digitised sections are the real icing on

the cake. Whenever a section of the film is recovered, your pri-

vate eye becomes film editor extraordinaire and takes his scis-

sors to the film to link it altogether into a coherent film - which

even the original producers failed to do! By taking the freshly-

recovered film can to a local movie theatre, the section can be

ALTERNATIVELY...

Cruise For A Corpse
Delphine/US Gold, £30.99

If clue solving is your bag, than

Delphine's excellent Poirot-alike is an

excellent alternative. It has far better

graphics that Plan 9, and the task is

more involving. Graphically, it's head

and shoulders above the rest, with

large sprites wandering against detailed

and attractive backdrops. Cruise is a

stunning game with very few faults, and

is the perfect entry to the whodunnit sub-genre

Might And Magic HI
New World/US Gold, £40.99

OK, so this is more RPG-orientated

than Plan 9, but it uses a similar control

system. In addition, these also offer

loads of wandering with the occasional

puzzle element thrown in for good

measure. Thankfully, these are the only

similarities, and Might and Magic is

considerably more detailed and

involving. Easily the best alternative ...

viewed and the player is rewarded with a fairly lengthy clip digi-

tised from the film. This is an excellent idea, and even offsets

the unrewarding gameplay slightly - but it's still not enough.

There was so much potential for a decent game within Plan

9's dire plot and general naffness that the game seems a real

cop-out. I'm a real fan of all those awful B-movies, and the likes

of The Creature From The Black Lagoon and King Kong are just

gagging for decent games based on them.

Perhaps the mistake was in making the

game an adventure, which snow-

balled as the coders at Gremlin Ire-

land realised there wasn't a plot to

follow. However, whatever the rea- nw

son, Plan 9 is another great missed v^
opportunity. OK, people would have ^>
whined if the game had turned into

another multi-stage driving and jumping

mishmash as favoured by Ocean at one point,

but in its quest to offer something different, Gremlin has lost

its way a little. It's a pity and not necessarily its fault, given the

subject matter, but I couldn't help but come away from Plan 9

From Outer Space extremely disappointed.

'-nxh*

STEVE MERRETT

REQUIREMENTS

Plan 9 From Outer Space is spread over

four 3.5" disks, and is quickly and easily

installed. It's simple enough to pick up and play,

there's just not enough in Plan 9 to keep you playing.

CGA t/EGA^/ VGAt/ [Tandy X
HerculesX Roland4/ [Ad Lib j^)

PHD* $3$ SBf DOB
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PERFECT GENERAL

REALMS

ECO QUEST

PLAN 9 FROM OUTER SPACE

SAMURAI (i\

KING'S QUEST V (CD)

NORTH POLAR EXPEDITION

SUPER TETRIS
/ft

every game that ends up in our
postbag, but if we did that PC
Review would soon turn into an

tensive doorstop. So we

NCAA BASKETBALL
ROAD TO THE
FINAL FOUR
Bethesda Softworks,

£30.99

The overlong title actually

disguises a rather mediocre

basketball simulation. The

prorgam features accurate

player and team statistics

for the 1991-1992 National

Collegiate Athletic

Association Basketball

Season. This will please

Basketball fans, but they are

likely to be disappointed by

the rather humdrum
presentation and a second

rate control interface.

MANCHESTER
UNITED FOOTBALL
CLUB
GBH Gold, £11.99

Infinitely better than Anco's

Kick Off (which was a load

of horse dung on the PC).

As well as boasting a

superbly playable side-on

simulation of the game, it

also features a strong

management section. Elite's

new footie game (see this

month's cover disk) may
well give it a run for its

money, but since Man U is

now available at a budget

price it's worth having

anyway.

3D
CONSTRUCTION
SET /CASTLE
MASTER - CD
DOUBLE BILL
Domark, £TBA
CD owners can now grab

not only Incentive's superb

game creation utility, but

also a copy of the latest

Freescape game to

boot.Freescape may look a

bit dated now but Castle

Master is still eminently

playable, and the 3D

Construction Kit alone is

worth the price of the whole

package.

NAM 1965-1975/
PRINCE OF PERSIA
CD DOUBLE BILL
Domark, £TBA
A scholarly, but not

particularly playable war

game from Matthew Stibbe

and Jordan Mechner's

superbly animated action

adventure (This moth's

classic game).

MiG-29 / M1G-29M
CD DOUBLE PACK
Domark, £TBA
If you've got the newer,

improved game you don't

want to play the poor first

one - come on Domark, give

us a break!

NCAA Basketball Manchester United 3D Construction Kit Castle Master
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it Got Away review
ffl

npromise by reviewing an interesting selection

m the software available, not necessarily the

t! But to keep everyone happy here's a quic

nd-down of everything else that should be in

WHATEVER HAPPENED TO—?

check out a game that has been pre-

wed and advertised recently only to be
imayed by its absence, you'll probably

d it in our lame excuses' Hall of Fame.

Yes, we were all set to review Darkseed

this month, and we actually had a copy up

and running in the office. Now, developer

Cyberdreams has decided some last

minute changes and improvements are in

order, and so we're all being held in

suspense for the final, final version. We're

pretty confident that will arrive in time for

our July issue, so Giger fans should look

out for an in-depth four page review next

time. Issue 9 should also see the long

awaited arrival of Infogrames' Aeternum.

PC REVIEW'S BEST BUYS
This month's PC Review Recommended

games are Ultima Underworld and Dune.

You
1

!! find these titles on specially dedicated

racks in 100 of the leading software stores

around the country. Set up in conjunction

with Centresoft, the PC Review

Recommended scheme helps you to make

the right choice when it comes to buying

your games.

Some games that have recently received

the PC Review Recommended accolade are:

THUNDERHAWK
STAR TREK: 25TH ANNIVERSARY
HEIMDALL
ANOTHER WORLD

/s,

SHAREWARE
For those of you on a tighter budget than

our recommended list allows,

you could always check out

the PC Review Shareware

section starting on page

1 39. Covering everything

from games to personal organisers, the

Shareware section is your indispensable

guide.

x
o•
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Intensive research and hours of gameplay have gone

into this month's in-depth look at the Bitmaps 9

Gods, Electronic Arts' Star Trek and Sid Meier's
Civilization from MicroProse. Plus a whole host of

help for the top games around.

General advice
Gods is split into four levels with each

level containing three 'worlds
1

.

There is more than one way to

complete each and no world needs to be
fully completed to finish the game. There
are many hidden puzzles and sections

which do not need to be solved but which
can provide rewards.

The difficulty level should gradually

increase from level one to level four. If you
come across a section in the game which

seems particularly difficult to complete,

this may be an indication that there is no
need to complete the section to finish the

game. Such difficult areas are generally

'bonus' sections which if completed will

reward you with treasure.

Some worlds have 'short cuts' which

enable the level to be completed quickly

but you may lose out on treasure and

other bonuses by taking them. It is up to

you to experiment with the game to find

out what is best to do.

Monsters

In Gods, all monsters have attributes that

define their strengths, weakness and

behaviour. The attribute which sets how
many times a monster must be hit before it

dies is called the aliens 'hit point' attribute.

A weak (low hit point) monster would
have perhaps 10 hit points where a

stronger monster could have 250 or more.
As you progress through the game you

will notice that the monsters become
more intelligent. This means that they will

be more effective at carrying out their

objectives, to either kill you, avoid you or
steal treasure. In general it is not wise to

attack thieves as they are usually helpful.

Weapons
Weapons also have attributes which

define their behaviour and

effectiveness.

The weapons 'hit point' score

determines how powerful it is. For

example, to kill a monster with 20 hit

points would require 20 throws of a one
hit point weapon (such as a knife) or four

throws of a five hit point weapon (such as

a fireball). Obviously, with weapons, the

higher the 'hit point' rating the better.

A weapon can either stop when it hits a

monster or travel through it. Weapons
which can travel through monsters are

clearly more effective as the weapon might

do even more damage to another monster
behind the first. Also weapons which go
through monsters cause more damage to

each monster. This ability of weapons
should be taken into account when choos-

ing the right weapon. For example, in a sit-

uation where you are firing at three

monsters in a line, a throwing star (two hit

points) will be much more effective than a

mace (three hit points). This is because the

throwing star will do at least two hit

points damage to each alien (a total of six

plus) where the mace will only achieve

three hit points damage in total.

The third characteristic which should be
taken into account when selecting

weapons is whether or not the weapon
collides with walls when it is thrown.

Weapons which go past walls are generally

Treasure Value
Pile of coin 00002
Crystal 00075

Jewel 00150
Small bag of gold 00200
Large bag of gold 00400
Gold plate 00400
Necklace 00500
Diamond 00500
Gold mask 00800
Water crystal 01000
Fire crystal 01500
Iron treasure chest 01000
Steel treasure chest 02000
Gold treasure chest 03000

God
more effective. Generally, the value of the

weapon reflects its usefulness.

Potions
Correct use of potions can be helpful in

completing many sections of the

game.

Because you can usually only carry three

items in the inventory it is not always wise

to buy too many potions in the shop as

there will then be no room for carrying

other objects that may be necessary for

solving the puzzles.

If you are familiar with the section of the

game after the shop, try and think ahead

and plan which potions would be most use-

ful and where you would be most likely to

use them. Then you can decide how many
potions it is safe to buy without risking

having to drop a potion when you don't

want to.

Power Potions
Power potions are used to increase the

effectiveness of weapons. Buying or

picking up a power potion increases the

damage done by all of your weapons.

A weapon that is powered up once will

have one extra hit point and fire in two
directions. A weapon that is powered up
twice will have two extra hit points and fire

in three directions. After being powered
up twice, weapons continue increasing in

hit points each time you get another

power potion.

Small power potions power up weapons
once. Large power potions power up

weapons twice.

The same effect can be achieved by pick-

ing up or buying multiples of the same
weapon. For example, buying an axe and a

large power potion is the equivalent of

buying three axes.

Considering that power potions effect

all the weapons, they are obviously a far

more economical way of increasing

weapon hit points than buying multiples of

the same weapon.

In levels 2, 3 and 4 the power-ups

increase in value to 1 7500 for a small and

32000 a large.

Extra lives

Extra lives are plentiful in Gods. They
can be found in treasure rooms but

they can also be awarded for clever play

and for scoring points. Extra lives can also

be given to help to a player that is doing

badly.

Extra lives are awarded for points at the

following milestones.

50,000 points

1 60,000 points

300,000 points

500,000 points

and then every 200,000 points.

Fire crystals are also awarded for

scoring points. These are given at the

following scores.

100,000 points



Weapons
Type
Knife

Throwing star

Mace

Axe
Fireball

Hunter

Magic axe

Spear

Time bomb
Lightning bolt

Cost
02500

05000

07500

10000

12500

15000

15000

17500

20000

30000

HP
I

2

3

4

5

5

3

6

20

25

Stop on Walls

YES

YES

YES

NO
YES

NO
YES

NO
NO
NO

Stop on Aliens

YES

NO
YES

NO
YES

YES
YES

NO
NO
NO

In level 4 the power of the

Potions
Type
Chicken

Apple

Weapon arc

Weapon arc

Weapon arc

Bread

Small health

Magic potion

Shield

Magic wings

Power potion

Large health

Starburst

Power claws

Power potion

Shield

Extra life

Familiar

axe increases to 1 2 HP and it's value to 1 7500

Description

restores energy

restores energy

standard

intense

wide

restores energy

restores energy

freezes aliens

invulnerability

effects familiar

increases weapon power

restores energy

effects familiar

increases weapon power

reduces damage

Value
00650

01000

01000

01000

01000

01300

04000

04000

05000

05000

06000

08000

10000

10000

12000

20000

20000

30000

250,000 points

400,000 points

600,000 points

and then every 200,000 points.

These bonuses only apply when playing

from the start of the game (level one).

If you use a password to start from

another level then bonuses will be missed

equivalent to the number of levels skipped.

For instance, starting at level three, your

first extra life will be at 300,000 points and

your first fire chrystal will be awarded at

400,000 points.

About the guide to the levels

The guide for finishing each level is not

complete. Defining the multiple ways

of solving each world and the numerous

hidden rooms in the game would be far

too complex. What you have here is, in

general, the simplest and quickest way

through each world plus one or two

hidden areas and how to find them.

Gods is a game which is not just about

completing each level and moving to the

next. It is a game which will constantly

reward the player who continues to exper-

iment. To tell the player the perfect way to

complete the game would not only be

impossible but also ruin that

experimentation anyway. There is no

perfect way to complete the game, players

are still finding solutions to puzzles which

were never designed to be solved in that

particular way.

Level 1

World 1

The first world of the game is used to

enable the player to get used to the

control method and to solve some simple

puzzles. The first key the player will need is

the treasure key to open the treasure

room. The world key is in the the treasure

room and opens the door to the end of the

world.

Hidden puzzles
1

.

Shortcut

Reset the levers I and 2 to move block

I . This will reveal a water crystal and

power-up and teleport the player to A.

2. Special bonus.

The second puzzle is progressive, in the

sense that by finding one hidden puzzle the

player will then be able to find the next

There are four parts to the puzzle.

1

.

Blow up the trap with lever 4 and then

pull lever 3 to reveal an iron treasure

chest.

2. Reset lever 4 and pull lever 5 to get a

fire crystal.

3. Pull lever 7 within two minutes, from

game start to make platform 2 move.

4. Press hidden switch I to get fire

chrystal.

5. Finding these four puzzles will mean

that you can find the final part of the

puzzle in W2.

World 2

Get the trap door key on the left of the

screen to open the trap door on the

right

Make sure that you go over the top plat-

forms as the bottom route is more difficult

but will give you bonus crystals.

Collect the vase and take it to the stores

at the bottom of the map, making sure that

you collect the room key on the way. Get

the world key from stores to exit on the

right.

Hidden puzzles
To get to the treasure room.

1

.

Kill the monsters on the ledge to the

right of lever 3 to receive a trap door key.

This will let you close the trap door above

lever 9 by pulling lever 4. You will then be

able to jump down and open the treasure

room door.

2. Push all four hidden switches to open

the four trap doors which form the base of

the treasure room. All treasure will then

fall through on to the floor beneath the

room.

The Shop
uy shurikans and normal arc.B

World 3

Pull switch two to close the trap doors

and blow up the spike in the pit

Get the giant to jump up the trap doors.

Alternatively you can wait for two minutes

and a teleport crystal will appear to move

you up, although you will not get the

special bonus.

Get the trapdoor key on the top left

platform to open the trap door to the

right

Go up the ladder which lead to the tow-

ers.

Go up the ladders to the bridge and

jump across the platforms to the left to

collect the trap door key.

Go right and collect the teleport key.

Open the door by pulling lever 1 1 and

this will teleport you to the platform on

the far left of the map.

Collect the door key.

Go right and pull lever 7 and drop down

through the trap door.

Pull lever 8 to teleport you to the top

door on the right

Pull lever 9 to enter the treasure room
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and collect the lightening bolt

Pulling lever 10 will open the door and

take you back.

Collect the world key and go down the

ladder and when you reach the bottom
platform you will receive a trap door key.

Pull lever 1 2 and go down to defeat the

centurion protecting the temple.

Go up the ladder to the temple and

enter the door to exit the level.

Hidden puzzles
I . To enter the treasure room.

Kill the wave of monsters which appear

to the left of lever 3. They will give you a

trap key. Reset lever 3 which will then give

you a shield when you pull lever 4 to

protect you when you drop through the

trap door to the treasure room.

2. To move block I

.

You have to get to this point with more
than two lives, and more than 80,000

points and within 140 seconds from the

start of this world.

3. Special bonus.

Kill the centurion without collecting the

lightning bolt to get a gold treasure chest

Boss guy
The centurion is the easiest of the

bosses. Watch him as he throws out

fireballs and note the point where they

bounce the highest This is the place to

stand to kill the boss without getting hit

Move backwards and forwards at the

same time as the centurion, keeping the

same relative position in order to avoid

being hit

Shop

In
the shop you should buy the magic axe

and spend the rest of your money on
power potions.

Level 2
World 1

The world key to exit world one is

located in the gem room. It is situated

on top of a platform, some distance above

ground level. The key is much too high to

reach by normal means.

The block that the key rests on may be

lowered by bringing three gems to this

room. You must bring the gems in the cor-

rect order, ice, fire then water.

When lowered, collect key and exit

world I through the door by lever 4.

Hidden puzzles
I . To get to the treasure room.

When you first start level 2, walk to the

right and press hidden switch I . This will

open a trap door below.

Walk left and kill the two centurions. If

you have more than one life they will

reveal a gold treasure chest key. Collecting

this key will also trigger traps throughout

this world.

Climb down into the chamber below the

one you started in and walk right until a

thief appears.

Leave the thief to jump up and steal the

shield potion sitting behind the traps on
the platform above. Now use the gold key

to lure him back down and kill him to get

the shield.

Climb up past the traps. Pull lever I to

reveal a treasure key and a thief to collect

it for you. Make sure your shield has run

out before pulling the lever or it will kill the

thief.

The treasure room is entered through

the door to the right of lever 5.

2. To enter the bonus room
Experiment with lever 3. Make sure you

have enough energy before entering.

World 2

The most direct route through the pits

is as follows.

Climb down the ladder to the platform

where the narrow arc rests. It is usually

better to ignore the narrow arc token if

you already have a standard arc.

Walk to the right hand edge of the

platform and jump on to the ladder to your

right

Jump on to the platform by lever I

,

Press lever I to blow up the trap below.

Climb back down and land on the

platform below.

Go down the ladder to the right Get off

at the first opening on your left. This is pit

I.

Blow up the traps by pulling lever 2.

Get the room key.

Return to the ladder and climb back up

to the top, exiting to your right.

Keep walking along this platform to the

right and drop off the edge.

You are now in pit 2. Walk right and up

the ladder.

Walk right and jump over the gap.

Go right and down the next ladder and

collect the teleport key.

Go to lever 6 and pull it This closes the



first trap door in pit 3.

Drop down.

Pull levers 7, 8 and 9 to close each new

trap door in turn, allowing you to progress

to the bottom of pit 3.

Open the two side doors to your right

and go through the door facing you

between levers 1 1 & 1 2. This will teleport

you to the top of pit 4.

Enter the door to the right of lever 1

5

and collect the world key from the ship

room.

To exit the world, climb down to the

bottom of pit three and open the left hand

door. The World exit door is along the

corridor to your left

Hidden puzzles

To get to the treasure room. There are

three chalices lying around the pits.

Take them to the ship room to receive a

treasure room key. The treasure room is

entered through the door to the left of

lever 3.

The shop
U uy spears and power potions.

World 3

W
puzzle.

orld 3 is split into two halves: the

mosaic puzzle and the candle

The mosaic puzzle.

You start in the mosaic room. There

are four pieces of mosaic which you

must find and bring here.

Pick up the first piece from the right

hand side of the room and walk left to

replace the first piece of mosaic. Pull lever

I . Kill the two centurions revealed and

collect the trap key.

Reset lever I to reveal a moving block.

Jump on to the moving block and pick up

the door key.

Pull lever 2 to reveal the hidden door.

Pull lever 3 to move block I . Reset lever 2

to open the door.

Along this corridor are four rooms.

These are the crypt, the apothecary, the

wizards' study and the armoury. In these

rooms are several objects, the globe, the

skull, and the jar of herbs.

To find the missing three pieces of the

mosaic, take the skull to the crypt, take the

globe to the wizards* study and take the jar

of herbs to the apothecary.

Return all three pieces of mosaic to the

mosaic room and a teleport stone will

appear. The teleport stone will take you to

the second part of world 3.

The candle puzzle.

Walk left killing all monsters until a

trap key is revealed. Return to

lever 1 5. Pull lever 1 5 and moving block 2

will rise from the floor.

Jump on to the moving block and go up the

ladder. Climb up the ladder and kill the

wall monster to reveal a spear token. Pick

up the trap key and climb back down the

ladder.

Walk left to lever 1 7 and pull it

Climb down the ladder. Walk right.

Jump over the trap and pull lever 1 8. This

closes the trap door underneath lever 1 9.

Climb back up and jump on to the

trapdoor underneath lever 1 9.

Use levers 1 9 and 20 to close trap doors

and make your way up. Collect the key on

the left

Jump on to moving block 3 and ride it

towards the right Jump up on to the ledge

and retrieve the candle.

Go to lever 22 and pull it to move block

4 and climb down through the opening

revealed.
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Go to the study. The candle reveals the

door key here. Go to lever 26 and pull it to

gain entrance to the dragons lair.

Hidden puzzles
To get the gold cross: reset levers 1 9, 20

and 2 1 . This will destroy the traps which

prevent you from reaching the gold cross.

The gold cross is very useful if taken to the

right place.

The dragon
Alternately duck and shoot to kill the drag-

on. Don't force him too far over to the

right or, when he dies, the treasure

revealed will drop off the bottom of the

screen and be lost

The shop
During the first world of level 3 you will

almost certainly have to pick up a mace
which will cancel your spears.

Sell the spears now by buying one
throwing star. Spend you money on

fireballs and save the rest to spend in the

next shop.

Level 3
World 1

in
this world you have to find the mace,

power-up and weapon arc to get the

world key from the large treasure room.

Go right and down the ladder. Go up

the next ladder and down into the pit to

the right.

Kill the monster to get the time-bomb.

Go up and right and pull lever 2 to move
block I.

Go down and pull lever 3 to open the

trap door above. Throw the bomb down
twice to kill the bee hive. Drop down and

pull lever 4.

Go right and pull lever 5 to get the

maces and door key. Go to lever 8 pulling

lever 7 on the way, through door and up to

the three trap doors.

Pull lever 1 2 to teleport to get the gold

bowl.

Go to lever 1 5 collect the teleport key

and pull lever 15.

Go through the door and collect the

power-up and treasure key. Go to lever

20, pull to open the door and reveal the

wide arc.

Stay near the door so that your

weapons will break the blocks in the ceiling

to make the the zap, energy and gold key

drop.

Hidden puzzles
To find the shortcut: there is a short cut to

jump the world which can be reached in

two ways.

Go down to just beyond lever I and

then return to the start. Collect the trap

key.

Go to below block 2. The trap key will

make this move. Go up and walk along to

the right

Pull lever 23 and collect the maces, trea-

sure key and wide arc.

Go the final room and you will receive a

power-up. The second method to move
block 2 is related to doing things the hard

way.

You must not pull lever I and reach

block 2 in a short time. To find hidden

treasure: look to the ceiling of the final

room.

The shop
Buy power-up.

World 2

You have to collect the fire, ice, and

water gems to illuminate the lights in

the central room. The fire gem will be

stolen by the thief at the top of the second

ladder.

Go to lever 7 and enter the door. Pull

lever 8 to open the trap doors above. Kill

the thief and take the gem. Exit through

the door by lever 9.

Go back to the light room and up to

lever 13.

Enter the room and pull lever 1 4 to

open the door. Pull lever 1 6 and walk left

to collect the shield. Pull lever 1 5 to move
block 3. (This will allow you to go to the

treasure room.)

Reset lever 14 to open the trap door on
the left and collect the ice gem. Go left and

down the first ladder.

Pull lever 20 to move block 4 up and 2

1

to open the trap door. Down the ladder

on the right

Pull lever 1 9 and reset to blow up the

trap. Collect water gem. Return to the

light room to exit

Hidden puzzles
To find the massive treasure chest: by

lever 1 7 there is a hidden switch, press this

and find the other two in VV3 for massive

bonus.

To stop the thief.: the thief which steals

the fire gem can be stopped with a freeze

alien potion purchased from the shop or

zapped by pulling lever I

.

World 3

The first part of the puzzle is to find

and collect two vessels and take them
to the final door.

Do not pull any of the levers that you are

not told to.

Go right and down the first ladder.

Collect the flask and go up to lever 1 1 . Up
the ladder and across to collect the ceram-

ic pot. Down and along to lever 8. Pull to

get trap key.

Pull lever 9 and jump up to collect the

world key. Back down and reset lever 8 to

exit

Hidden puzzles
To find extra potions: pull levers I and 2 to

see what happens when you pull levers 5

and 6 and then try resetting them. Be care-

ful of spikes appearing beneath you.

To get an extra life: pull lever I
,
go right

quickly and pull lever 4.

Boss guy
The Minotaur is fairly straightforward

being rather similar to the Centurion

in LI . The added complication is that the

Minotaur can jump on your head if you're

not careful.

When the Minotaur jumps, run

underneath and behind him towards the

right, then repeat when he jumps back to

the right

To time the jump, watch for the

rninotaur stepping backwards. When he

does this, he will then step forward, shoot

and jump.

The shop
Buy maces, fireballs, hunters and power
potions.

Next month we complete our guide

toGods with the map plus instructions

to level four.
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ALWAYS A GOOD IDEA
Silica presents some great

offers on the award winning

range of high quality matrix

printers from Citizen. Each

Citizen printer is built in the UK
to exacting standards, ensuring

superb reliability and output.

Our confidence in Citizen's

quality is such that we are

pleased to include a 2 year

guarantee with every printer.

Plus, if you buy a Citizen

printer (not inkjet) from us, we
will give you the Silica Printer

Starter Kit (worth £29.38),

FREE OF CHARGE!

FREE DELIVERY
Next Day - Anywhere in the UK mainland

FREE STARTER KIT
Worth £29.38 - With every Citizen printer

(excluding inkjet) from Silica.

2 YEAR WARRANTY
Silica offer a 2 year warranty (including the

printer head) with every Citizen printer from Silica.

WINDOWS 3.0
Free Windows 3.0 driver.

Included with the Silica Starter Kit.

FREE COLOUR KIT
With every Prodot 9 and Swift 24e printer.

FREE HELPLINE
Technical support helpline open during office hours.

MADE IN THE UK
Citizen printers are manufactured to high standards.

LOW PRICE 9 pin PRINTER
144 CPS 80 COLUMN
• Citizen 120D+ - 9 pin - 80 column
• 144cps Draft, 30cps NLQ
• 4K Printer Buffer + 2 Fonts

• Parallel or Serial Interface

• Graphics Resolution: 240 x240dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation
• Pull tractor & bottom feed

• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

SILICA STARTER KIT £25

TOTAL VALUE:

SAVING:

£224

£109

SILICA PRICE: £115

The Citizen 120D printer comes supplied with a parallel

interlace as standard. If you require a senal interface instead,

please state ref: PR! 2125 when placing your order with Silica.

9 pin PRINTERS

300 CPS 80 COLUMN
t Citizen Prodot 9 - 9 pin - 80 column
• 300cps Draft, 60cps NLQ
• 8K Printer Buffer + 3 Fonts
• Parallel Interface

• Graphics Resolution: 240x240dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation
• FREE Colour Kit

t FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

m ...,nw
COLOUR KIT Ml
JILIM STARTER KIT „£2S

TOTAL VALUE: E2S5

SAVING: £66
£189

SILICA PRICE: OM V*. +VAT= £222.08 ret PRI 2319

192 CPS 80 COLUMN
• Citizen Swift 9 - 9 pin - 80 column
• 192cps Draft, 48cps NLQ
• 8K Printer Buffer + 3 Fonts

• Parallel Interface

• Graphics Resolution: 240 x240dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation

• Colour Option available

• FREE Silica Printer Stader Kit

RHP £239

SIUCA STARTER KIT £25

TOTAL VALUE: £284

SAVING: £75

SILICA PRICE: £189
£189

^+VAT= E222.0B ret PRI 2209^

192 CPS 136 COLUMN
• Citizen Swift 9x - 9 pin 136 column

• I92cps Draft, 48cps NLQ
• 8K Printer Buffer + 3 Fonts

• Parallel Intedace

• Graphics Resolution: 240 x240dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation

• Colour Option Available

m FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

RRP E329

SILICA STARTER KIT £25

TOTAL VALUE: £35*

SAVING: £105

SILICA PRICE: £2495E0

24 pin PRINTER

PRINTER + SOFTWARE + COLOUR
• Citizen Swift 24e 24 pin - 80 column **? °"
- oie^r. r>«>» 7-w.c in COLOUR KIT £38
• 216cps Draft, 72cps LQ

silica starter kit £25

• 8K Printer Buffer + 6 Fonts lotus ami 1.2 wiow package ...as

• Parallel Intedace adobe typ£ manager vi .15 (Fontti £79

• Graphics Resolution: 360 x360dpi TOmXrl^
. Epson, IBM &NEC P6 Emulation «««:!»
• FREE Colour Kit ZT
• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

• FREE Lotus AMI 1.2 Word
Processor and DTP package

• FREE Adobe Type Manager VI. 15

Lolus + Adobe software is for PC only onW disk

24 pin PRINTERS INKJET PRINTER NOTEBOOK PRINTER FREEJSTARTER KIT

NEW!

192 CPS 80 COLUMN
• Citizen 224 - 24 pin - 80 column
• 192cps Draft, 64cps LQ
• 8K Printer Buffer + 4 Fonts

• Parallel Intedace

• Graphics Resolution: 360 x 360dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation
t Colour Option Available

• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

MP £289

SILICA STARTER KIT £25

TOTAL VALUE: £294

SAVING- £95

SILICA PRICE: £199

192 CPS 136 COLUMN
Citizen Swift 24x- 24 pin- 136 column

• 192cps Draft, 64cps NLQ
• 8K Printer Buffer + 4 Fonts

• Parallel Intedace
• Graphics Resolution: 360 x360dpi
• Epson, IBM and NEC P6 Emulation

• Colour Option Available

• FREE Silica Printer Stader Kit

RRP £4*9

SILICA STARTER KIT £25

TOTAL VALUE: £514

SAVING. £165

SILICA PRICE £349res

360 CPS 80 COLUMN
• Citizen Projet - inkjet - 80 column
• 360cps Draft, 120cps NLQ
• 50 Nozzle Head Whisper Quiet 47dB(A)

• 8K Printer Buffer + 3 Fonts

• Optional HP Compatible Font cards

• Parallel Intedace

• Graphics Resolution: 300x300dpi
• HP Deskjet plus emulation

RRP MM
TOTAL VALUE: £496

SAVING. £137

SILICA PRICE £359

64 CPS 80 COLUMN
• Citizen PN48 Notebook Printer

• Non-impact Printing on Plain Paper
• 53cps LQ - 4K Buffer + 2 Fonts

• Rear and Bottom Paper Loading

• Parallel Interface

• Graphics Resolution: 360 x360dpi
• Epson, IBM, NEC P6 & Citizen Emulation

• Powered From Mains, Battery or CarAdaptor
• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

RRP £325

SILICA STARTER KIT £25

TOTAL VALUE: £350

SAVING: £101

SILICA PRICE: £249
+VAT= £292 58 ref PRI 2100^/

MSI

FREE!
I This starter kit will help you

Jm to get you up and running

with your new dot matrix or

notebook printer when you

buy it from Silica Systems.

3%" Disk - Amiga & ST Drivers

3h" Disk - Driver for Windows 3
2 Metre Parallel Printer Cable
200 Sheets of Continuous Paper
tOO Continuous Address Labels
5 Continuous Envelopes

ACCESSORIES
ORIGINAL RIBBONS
IB 3520 12W/S»rtl9lladL £2 91

IB 3949 IwWMlllKk C7.1S

IB 3924 124D/S«m 24 Blict £4 70

SERIALINTERFACES m£« rmi»* SHm .
. . . D.f i

PHAM89 200+ ..£51.45 0103340 nuiMaNS
PRA1209SwHI!W124D/»4 £32.25

™

SHEET FEEDERS
PfiA 1200 1290 m.M
PftA 1215 1240ff2*3wifl 9/24 £11.78

PRA 1228 1240/224/Swlfl 9/24 £42.09

PRA 1 709 SaHl 24/24i/24« £21.31

32K MEMORY EXPN
PRA 1753 1240/224/Swilt 24 ..n3.1l

PRINTER STAND
PRA 1242 124D/224/S*it! 9/24 £24 03 PRA 1155 PK4I Clill Eitn

PRA 1274 SwH!9SW4X EJO.M PRA 1152 PM4I C»r Aiiptw

.OJ1

COLOUR KITS
PRA 1236 22«nffl9/24/24f . £35 25

PRA 1240 Sunt ti/!4i £35.25

PN4B ACCESSORIES
..£51.71

..£TBC

..£TBC

All accessories prices include VAT and free delivery

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU
• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland.

• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service.

• PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.

• ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales.

• BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available for large orders.

• SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches.

• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your requirements from one supplier.

t FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers and software/peripheral details.

• PAYMENT: By cash, cheque and all major credit cards.

Before you decide when to buy your new printer, we suggest you think very carefully about WHERE you

buy it. Consider what it will be like a few months after you have made your purchase, when you may

require additional peripherals or software, or help and advice. And, will the company you buy from

contact you with details of new developments and products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you will

have nothing to worry about. We have been established for over 12 years and, with our unrivalled

experience and expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers' requirements with an

understanding which is second to none. But don't just take our word for it. Complete and return the

coupon now for our latest Free literature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Sen/ice".

MAIL ORDER: 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111

Order Lines Open; Mon-Sat 9 00am-6.00pm No lale Night Opening Fax No 08

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA Tel: 081-580 4000
Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm No late Night Opening Fax No: 071-323 4737

LONDON SHOP:" Self ridges (1st Floor). Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB Tel: 071-629 1234
3nmg Hours: Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm Late Night: Thursday until 8pm Extension: 3914Openii

SIDCUP SHOP:
Opening Hours:

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811

Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.30pm Late Night: Friday until 7pm Fax No: 081-309 0017 j

I

To: Silica Systems, Dept PCRVW-0692-55, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX

PLEASE SEND A CITIZEN COLOUR CATALOGUE

J
Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms: Initials: Surname:

Address: -

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

081-309 1111
SILICA

SYSTEMSm
I

Postcode

Tel (Home): Tel (Work):..

| Company Name (it applicable):

Which computers), it any, do you own?

^" ^^™ rUo"? Advertised pnces^nd specifications may change - Please relurntn^oupornor thelalesnnformation

. 55F



HE] Star Trek
In

Interplay's most recent release, you

take on the role ofJames T Kirk as cap-

tain of the most televised starship of

them all - the USS Enterprise. The

interface is a little unwieldy and the

graphics are a bit blocky, but this is without

doubt the best Star Trek conversion to

date.

The game, as per the series, consists of a

number of self-contained episodes.

Gameplay is a cross between Origin's

Wing Commander and Sierra's Space

Quest series, and will no doubt appeal to

an audience beyond the normal adventurer

or sim player. Some of the 'quests' will

probably cause some head scratching so

here is a general strategy guide and

solution to the first half of this very reason-

able product.

SHIP-TO-SHIP COMBAT
Do not use 'head-on' tactics - your shields will not take a great deal. Also all opponents can only fire either

directly ahead, or directly behind. The basic tactic that must be perfected is to manoeuvre so that you are
either above or below your opponent and at an angle. From this position you can fire at will and without reply. This
position can be achieved (and then maintained) by varying the speed of the Enterprise and moving away from your
opponent if he starts to straighten up.

As far as weapons are concerned, these do get beefed up later, but phasers will be the main armament. The pho-
ton torpedoes are much slower and the angle of deflection much more difficult to calculate. Torpedoes are only
really efficient at closer ranges, but are then very destructive.

In combat don't forget the "A" key - this was a late addition and was omitted from the manual! It enables the
target analysis system, handy to see how much damage you're inflicting upon your opponent and where you're
doing it. It also seems to be of some use against the Romulan cloaking device. If you do sustain damage then use
damage control - Scotty on his own moves about as fast as James Doohan does nowadays.

Finally, despite being a bit daft, you can save your game in combat. So if you knock one of those three birds of

prey out - savel It may give you a little breathing space before you deal with the other two that are "coming about,
keptin".

you've got a Klingon ship centred in your sights,

so loose a couple of photon torpedos before he

slips away...

Opposing ships normally move very quickly, so

even with faster phaser fire you should lead your

shots in the anticipated direction of travel

Bullseye! The target takes collosal damage

from carefully aimed phaser fire. One more

shot like that should cripple it

GENERAL GUIDELINES
In

some of the episodes you may lose the

security guard in the landing party. This

is not fetal, but will reduce your overall

score and in particular your commendation

points. These points improve the crew's

performance and

their skill levels are

very important in

the later missions.

So, if the guard is

killed, restore an

earlier saved game
and find another

way round the problem.

Upon entering planet orbit always:

1

.

Talk to Spock

2. Use Spock's computer to research all

revealed topics.

Next month well

bring you a run

down on the

missions and

hopefully give you
enough advice to

get that admiral

rank you've

always been after.

Live long and

3. Use Lt. Uhura to hail the planet first.

Planetside continually use both the EYE

icon and Spock's Tricorder to examine

objects and the location. Also regularly

speak to all members of the landing party.

Also remember - you areJames T. Kirk! In

your dealings with others think of starfleet,

think of the prime directive and think of

the Enterprise, How you react to

situations and people will affect your

performance and subsequent score. It is in

this aspect that Star Trek: 25th

Anniversary scores where no Star Trek

has scored before.



REQUESTED

A
special Help! column this month,

specially dedicated to people

with problems. Next month we'll

try to bring you a mammoth Help

Supplied! page, but for now, if you

know the answers to any of the

following, please write in and tells us.

There's now a prize offered for

everyone who helps out (see bottom of

page for details).

EYE OF THE BEHOLDER
Ashley Brady of Pinner in Middlesex is

having more than his fair share of

trouble with SSI's classic He's stuck on

level 8 or 9 (he isn't sure himself), having

saved the prince and got the ring, but

not knowing what to do next. Do you

know (more importantly, do you know a

good wig manufacturer to replace all the

hair he's pulled out)?

EYE OF THE BEHOLDER 2
Just to let you know, if you send us a map
or diagram of a certain area of a game,

your chances of help are greatly

improved. A. Ranade of St. Albans leads

the way with this section of level four. He

can't find any useful keys, couldn't rest

his party and doesn't know what the but-

ton on the wall does. If the map looks

familiar, drop us a line.

THE HITCHHIKER'S GUIDE
TO THE GALAXY
Young Mr. Billy Buchanan of Edinburgh

is finding life as an intergalactic thumb-

lifter a bit strenuous. He's got past the

Vogon Constructor Fleet section, but is

stuck on the next bit. He can't hear, see,

move or anything. What's more, Ford

seems to have disappeared too. What's

the answer, guys?

PRINCE OF PERSIA
Broderbund's fantastic platform

adventure is proving a mite tricky for

both John White of Berwickshire and

Nicholas Shelton of London. Nicholas is

almost at the end, but can't work out

where to go after he joins with his

shadow on level 12. John, on the other

hand, is still trying to make the

connection with this ghostly double. Any

help on either problem would be much

appreciated.

KING'S QUEST V
A much requested game this one,

Sierra's heart-warming tale of fairies,

pixies and sugar-plum bunny-wunnys is

now getting to Alexander Noble of

Newcastle-Upon-Tyne. He's killed the

witch, ransacked her house, got the heart

and squeezed the honey, but can't find a

way out of the woods. He also wants to

know how to get the tambourine from

the gypsy and what the little leather

pouch is for? Doesn't ask for much, does

he?

Also stuck in KQV is Carl Johnson of

Triny in Hertfordshire. A self-confessed

adventure master, he's embarrassed to

be stuck by what he considers a simple

problem! How to find the gold coin is

the quandary facing Carl, so if you know

... don't tell him (ha ha ha). Just kidding,

please write in.

BARD'S TALE 2
Avery humble Stephen Naysmith (also

of Edinburgh) is almost apologetic in his

letter, asking for help in the legendary

fantasy RPG. It doesn't matter what the

game is or how old it is, if it's causing

you a problem, that's what we're here

for. Anyway, he's given up on the starter

dungeon after being unable to get past

the large area of darkness on level four.

He'd also like to know what to say to the

man in gold doing a fireball trick.

THE ADVENTURES OF
WILLY BEAMISH
Apart from being the 453rd person to

send us the answer Matthew Lynd's

query, Claire Davis of Birmingham

wanted to know how to get into the

sludge-works to save Willy's dad and

what Roy Rogers' dog was called.

Answers on a postcard please ...

SORCERERS GET ALL THE
GIRLS
Chris Lawton of Lytham St. Annes has

been in these pages before with much

the same problem. Although the help

Robin Matthews provided was certainly

... helpful, he didn't explain how to get

the 'Kabbul' spell. If you know, please

put poor Chris out of his misery.

MIGHT AND MAGIC III

New World's much-flawed RPG is

causing to be more of a gameplaying

nightmare rather than a technical one for

Paul Cooper of Kidderminster.

His main problem is not being able to

find Hologram Sequencing Card No. 1

.

He would also like to know the name of

the wizard Greywind's clerical daughter

and what you are supposed to do with

the databases in the pyramid on the Isle

of Fire (what is the passcode)?

LOOM
It's hard to imagine Lucasfilm's easiest

game causing any problems, but L.

Furnival(?) of Cheshire is stuck! He's at

the Blacksmith's but doesn't know where

to go from there. Anyone?

ULTIMA V
What's a nice girl like Kate Streatfield of

York doing in a dungeon like Doom? Get-

ting stuck apparently! She's discovered a

room on level two which appears to have

another dungeon entrance inside, but

she can't enter it.

She knows Lord British is in there

somewhere but wants to know where?

Please help as the game is currently

taking up valuable hard disk space and

she'd like to finish the game before she

wipes it off.

SPACE QUEST I

Chris Pettifer and his sister Hanna of

Epsom Downs in Surrey are stuck in

sector H H. They've left the desert planet

and have wound up in a room inside a

starship that contains a strange box.

Whenever they go through the door they

get vaporised. What's the answer?

SPACE QUEST II

Another regular to the Help! Wanted

section is Tiny Sandhu of Bedfont in

Middlesex. This time he's stuck in Roger

Wilco's second epic outing, not knowing

what to do once he's killed the ogre and

escaped from the cage.

SPACE QUEST III

Meanwhile in the third RW adventure,

Nick Roach and Ben Hall of

Buckinghamshire are stuck on the planet

Phleebhut. Buying things from the shop

is no problem, but whenever they try to

leave, they get twisted by an evil Arnie-

style robot.

SPACE QUEST IV
Although he's made a fair bit of progress

in Sierra's time-travelling tale, Philip

Trevett can't get any further than the

shopping mall.

He's changed into women's clothing,

got access to the bank account and

bought a PocketPal and a hint book, but

he can't get out of the mall. Perhaps it's

the high heels

CONQUESTS OF CAMELOT
Two questions from Brian Larsen of Den-

mark concerning Sierra's mediaeval

adventure. The first is how to find the

water in the desert of Jerusalem. The sec-

ond is how t get through the desert from

Gaza to Jerusalem.

Are you up a certain creek without a certain paddle? Have you had it up to here with a particular game's problem?

On the other hand, can you help out with one of the problems printed here (or in one of the previous issues)? If so,

drop us a line at: QED, PC Review, EMAP Images, Priory Court, 30-32 Farringdon Lane, London, ECIR 3AU. Don't

forget to mark your envelope either Help Supplied! or Help Wanted! and anyone that helps someone out will get

themselves a free game, so don't forget to tell us what kind of games you like (flight sims, sports games, etc.), what

kind of machine you have and what size disk drives it contains (including CD-ROM).



W] CIVILIZATION
Sid Meiers wonderful Civilization is one of those rare

events in the PC world - a product that creates its own
genre. It has elements of a god' game, a simulation, a
strategy game, an arcade game and of a spreadsheet.

It deserves that over-used accolade of being a
classic' and every PC user should give it a try.

Robin Matthews has run a PC helpline for many years
and has received regular calls and letters about this

MicroProse biggie. Here are some of the most
repeated queries.

Q When I look at the City Screen why are

some of the squares highlighted in red?

Mao Tse Tung, Peking

A. Dear Mr. Mao, the red highlights

mean that these squares are within

the limits of another city. Your city

dwellers cannot work these squares,
the two cities concerned are sited

too close together to gain the

maximum potential of each.

Q. I have finished the game, have a

Civilization score of 800+, but receive only

a rating of 10%. Why?
A. Einstein, Newport

A. Dear Bert, you're probably playing

at chieftain level. Each level of

difficulty multiplies your score by a
percentage - e.g. chieftain 800

points x 20% = 160. This score is the

one that is then rated as a
percentage of 1000 - ie, 16%.

Q. Why can't I just eliminate every

civilisation in the world?

A. Hitler, Berlin

A. Because it'll be the end of the

game! It is far better to leave one or

two cities, and build a 'garrison' city

nearby to keep them in check - you
could even trade with them!

Q. When should I launch my space ship,

and how big should it be?

J.Tiberias Kirk, New York

A. Well Jim, assuming you're ahead of

your opponents, as late as you can.

Don't forget about the length of the

trip and also your retirement date.

Your spaceship must arrive by 2 100
(Chieftain), 2080 (Warlord), 2060
(Prince), 2040 (King), 2020
(Emperor). Size is important. The
more settlers you get planet-side, the

higher your score bonus. Keep an
eye on the right balance and the

statistics shown. Live long and
prosper.

.This handy guide at the start of the game (reproduced here so that you don't have to keep going back to

the start of the game) acts as a quick guide to what's what in Civilization. Refer to this whenever you're

unfamiliar with anything on the screen.

Q. Which are the best units to build first?

C Wren, London

A. Dear Christopher, it does depend
on how good a start you manage. The
game world is randomly created and
in fact if you restore a game you will

note that certain things will happen
differently. So allowing for

mercenaries and advanced tribes, it

is essential that you have a fortified

military unit in your first city. A good
balance is Militia/Settlers/Phalanx.

Q. I keep on being told that I need tax

inspectors - but how?
D. Trotter, Peckham

A. Derek, this is a common question,

but the answer is in the manual.
Select a relevant city screen and
click on one of your workers In the

fields'. This group will be removed
from the central square and
converted into an entertainer. You
will notice that in the queue of

people in the top left of the screen,

the far right icon will have changed
to an Elvis iookalike. Click on this

icon and you can change it to a
taxman or a scientist. This is

essential to the game and allows you
to tweak either tax revenues,

scientific research, or the level of

happiness in each city. You can
'promote' several citizens in this way,
and in all cities beyond a certain

size. Check with your trade advisor to

see the effect on outgoings/incom-

ings.



MAIL BAG
Q. I've launched my space ship, what do I

do now for the next 1 years or so?

B. Rogers, New Chicago

A. Well done, Buck, but don't sit back

and relax - you now need to try and

build the best score you can. Make
as many people happy as you can, in

the last year or so put luxuries up

and taxes down, try to have lots of

'We Love The Ruler' days and keep

that pollution down.
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Q. I'm broke; what can I do?

A Daley, S London

A. Sell any surplus improvements -

they raise cash and reduce your

maintenance costs. Explore any

dark' areas to try and find minerals.

You may also be able to extract

money from your neighbours for your

friendship. It may also be necessary

to forget research for a while and put

taxes through the roof - this should

be backed up by 'demoting' citizens

to become tax men, especially in your

bigger cities. Also don't ignore trade

- develop routes using caravans, the

best being between large cities of

another race. Make sure you check

your advisors regularly and try to

keep a healthy bank balance.

Q. Is it worth exploring early, and what

about these native huts?

D. Livingstone (Dr), Edinburgh

A. Dear Dr, yes! This will reduce the

number of barbarian attacks, which

early on can be very disruptive. The

huts are variable with either 'mineral

Q. My lot are revolting - all the time. What can I do?

W Tyler, Tolpuddle, Dorset

A. Wat, you are in trouble. Keeping people happy is a fundamental of

Civilization. Once your cities grow past a certain size, additional people

are automatically unhappy. Use the happy meter' regularly to monitor

this and try and avoid civil unrest. You must have at least as many happy

souls as unhappy to maintain order (no unhappy and at least as many

happy as content for We Love The Ruler' days) and this is done in

several ways:

1

.

Give them more luxury goods by altering the luxury rate

2. Create entertainers' (as per taxman earlier)

3. Build improvements and certain wonders.

4. Build more 'home troops' to keep civil order.

It is also worth checking how many military units are away' from home.

These make an added number of unhappy citizens at home'. It can be

worthwhile 're-homing' these units if they now reside in another city.

Make sure that the new home city has resources to maintain them.

deposits' (money), mercenaries'

(troops), advanced tribes' (new city),

barbarians (lager louts), or scrolls.

The scrolls are almost worth finding

later on - you then are given more
developed technological advances.
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Q. I don't understand about monarchy and

democracy - can you help?

V I Lenin, Moscow

A. I think you've been eating too

many 'roo steaks on the barbie -

these are simply to speed up the

growth of your civilisation. Monarchy

will increase trade and speed up
your economy. Democracy is the way
towards huge population increases

but places heavy requirements re

Q. I never seem able to increase the size of my cities beyond eight or nine - also

cities just seem to disappear leaving only the original settlers.

N Bonaparte, Elba

A. This is probably the most common query. It is caused by not applying

food production properly. All excess food produced is placed in storage.

Without a granary when the food bin is FULL, an extra unit of population

is created and the bin EMPTIED, ie, your population increases from four

to five. With a granary when the bin is full, an extra unit of population is

created and the bin HALF-EMPTIES. This makes population production'

much quicker.

By moving your cities' workers around the city screen you can change

the balance of food/ resources to channel total production. To increase

your cities to 20+ just keep that granary overflowing every five or six

turns. Note to grow cities to this extent you must provide certain

improvements, eg, an aqueduct and you will also have to work hard to

keep them happy. Your disappearing cities are a result of poor

management - by neglecting food or resources the city literally cannot

support itself. Check your city often and stay out of the black!

keeping people happy. As a rule I

install a king (although you probably

wouldn't) about 1 500 BC and a

democracy by 1 500 AD.

Q. Is it OK to 'nuke' the opposition?

Gen. McArthur, Manila

A. Dear Doug, you really are a worry.

It is really only to be used in

desperation. It will cause an awful lot

of fall-out and pollution and is a little

anti-social. If you are in deep trouble

on the battlefield, or if you are about

to lose the space-race it can be used.

If you nuke the other's capital its

rocket will become lost in space and

will lose the race.

I QEP I

NEXT MONTH
If the tribbles are getting out of hand

and the diluthium crystals cannae

take it, don't fear. We bring you a

comptete guide to all of the missions

in Electronic Arts' Star Trek: 25th

Anniversary. So, if it's life Jim, but not

as you know it, then look here for all

the answers.

Plus, to complement our Help

Wanted! special this month, we're

hoping to bring you a Help Supplied!

special (this, obviously is dependent

on how much help we get from you

guys, so write in now).

Also, coming soon to these pages is

a brand new style of player's guide.

Not your usual maps or complete

solutions to games. Not your usual

cheats, tips and hints. The Simulation

School is designed to give you help

with all manner of simulations, be

they flight, tank, submarine or

driving. Each month we'll cover a

specific topic, giving advice not just

for a single game, but for a whole

genre in one go! Clear instructions

coupled with detailed illustrations will

enable you to perform Immelmans
with ease and evade torpedoes as if it

was second nature. Only in QED!
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The COMPLETE guide to PC entertainment

•campi*
"The Amstrad PC5286
Games Pack certainly

scores in terms of size,

packing all the basic

components you'll need

into a compact stick~it~

almost-anywhere unit"

"What's the secret? Has
Bullfrog simply been

lucky with games
beginning with the letter

P\ or is there something

more dynamic lurking

here?"

fit.** r .~..»~ ,——.W«W.—~ »» I

review

AMSTRAD^aAMf$.PC:
THI SHAPE Of THINGS
TO COMI?
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"Da not even think of

buying a machine below

a 286, and, if possible,

buy a 386SX or 386. Pc

games are increasingly

being written to run

optimally on a 386"

"A virus isn't anything

special The first version

of Jerusalem had a bug

in it; the Stupid virus

often doesn't infect PCs
properly because its so

badly written"

"Soaring peacefully in

civilian skies may be

politically correct, but

most of us would rather

annihilate something

with six feet of high

explosive tipped steel"

The essential PC
flight slm guide

If you're missing any of our

previous editions* you can

order back issues from the

following address:

PC Review Back
Issues Department
PO Box 500
Leicester
LE5 0AA
Each issue costs £3.95,

including postage and packing,

(£5.95 if you're ordering from

overseas) and you should

make your payment by

cheque or postal order,

payable to EMAP Images,

Don't send cash through the

post.

Please don't send your back

issue requests to the

magazine directly, but to the

address given above.

ISSUE 1

Amstrad 5286 Games Pack reviewed;

Civilization; Kid Pix; Tecnoplus CD-ROM
drive; Tips for Eye of the Beholder,

Heart of China; Top 100 Classic Games
supplement (pt 1).

On disfr. Faces, Blues Brothers, Music

Maestro, jokeware.

ISSUE 2
Bullfrog profile; PC gadgets; First Steps

in MS-DOS; Readers Top 50; Ultima

VII, Patton Strikes Back, Pro Tennis

Tour 2, Police Quest 3; Readers' Top 50

games; More tips for Eye of the

Beholder, Heart of China.

On disk: Powermonger, Pit-fighter, Sleuth,

Typing Tutor.

ISSUE 3
No-nonsense guide to buying a PC; First

Steps - fitting a hard disk; Electronic

Arts On the Spot; Secret of Monkey
Island 2, Powermonger, Cadaver; Tips

for Savage Empire, Immortal,

On disk: Lemmings, Gods, Gallery.

ISSUE 4
Protect yourself from viruses; First

Steps - MS-DOS; Miracle keyboard;

EOTB 2, Chessmaster 3000, Gods; Tips

for Conquests of the Longbow and

Might & Magic HI; Top 100 Classic

Games Supplement (pt 2)

On disk: Flngerpalnt, Moraffs Superblast,

Gallery.

ISSUE 5
CD-ROM - the future for games?; First

Steps - fitting a soundboard; Darkseed;

Midwinter 11: Flames of Freedom;

Shuttle; Twilight 2000; Thunderhawk;

Tips for Eye of the Beholder II.

On disk: Supaplex, Hugo's House of

Horrors, Gallery

ISSUE 6
Windows: freedom from the DOS

prompt; First Steps - upgrading to VGA
and beyond; chess machines and PC

chess programs; On the Spot: US Gold;

Cruise for a Corpse; Star Trek; WC2 on

CD-ROM; Tips for Longbow and Gods.

On disk: Darkseed, Blox, Gallery

ISSUE 7
Essential guide to PC flight sims; First

Steps: upgrading your processor; Ad
Lib Gold 1000 soundboard; Disney

Animation Studio, Another World;

Sherlock Holmes on CD-ROM; Tips for

Monkey Island 2, EOTB 2, more Gods

On disk: Another World, Ttmelord

"You can, of course,

make up your own
multimedia system by

adding to your own
equipment or specifying

it when you buy your

computer"

"The combination of

demos and information

instantly available on

the Windows screen

means that you may
never need to bother

with the manual"

PC REVIEW BACK ISSUES
Please send me the following back issues of PC Review:

I Q 2 3 4 5

with 5.25" 3.5" cover disk

I enclose a cheque postal order made payable to

EMAP Images for £

(£3.95 per magazine in UK, £5.95 if ordering from

outside the UK).

My Mastercard Visa Amex Diners* Club

credit card number is:

Expiry date

Name
Address

Tick where applicable

Send this coupon and payment (if applicable) to

PC Review Back Issues Department, PO Box 500,

Leicester LE5 AA PC Review June 1992



36H Cover disk
This month we've a real treat for soccer fans - the chance to
play European Championship 1992, Elite's conversion of

Tecmo's superb World Cup '90. The colourfully named Treacles
Utilities make it easy to soup up your machine's performance
and we've two more puzzle games from Richard Wright, the
author of Blox.

European Championship
Soccer 1 992
You ve played it in the arcades, now you can play it at home. Elite is about to release its conversion of Tecmo's superb football

arcade game and we've bagged this exclusive demo. The demo allows you to play a short game against either the computer or
another player. The demo shows the main features of the game, but the full game also allows you to select countries, turn sounds

on and off, save goals to disk automatically, switch pre-game and half-time sequences on and off, save games, and review saved goals.

How to play the game
Once the game has loaded, four icons allow you to select a one player game, a two player game, the options screen, or exit to DOS.

Go to the options screen first to select the appropriate sound, graphics and control modes for your machine.
You control the highlighted player. This is always the player who is in control of the ball or nearest to the ball. To gain control of the

ball just make contact with it. You will keep control of the ball until you kick

it or you are successfully tackled by an opposing player.

Unless you are near to your opponent's goal you can kick the ball in the
direction you are facing in one of two ways, a ground pass or an aerial pass. If

your player is standing in the path of the ball during an aerial pass (except
when you are near to your opponent's goal) you can attempt to head the
ball.

w CGACK EGA(^f VGA t/ Tandy CM
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How to load the programs
Those who are experienced PC users should check
the quick installation guide below. If youYe unsure
how to proceed, read through the step by step
instructions in this panel.

Quick installation guide
Put the PC Review cover disk into your floppy disk drive and log on to it

Type

FRONT [Enter]

to start the menu and follow the on-screen prompts.

When the program(s) have installed, log on to the relevant directory, and
type the following to start the programs.

European Championship Soccer:

FOOTBALL [Enter]

Treacles Utilities:

See the panel on page 9 1 for loading each individual program.

Rimtrix:

RIMTRIX [Enter]

X-Ball

XBALL [Enter]

Hunt V Destroy
See the panel on page 9 1

Gallery:

SHOW [Enter]

Step by step instructions

Put your PC Review cover disk into your floppy disk drive.

Log on to that drive by typing

A: [Enter]

if your floppy drive is drive b:, substitute b: for a: in the



contact with the player in possession of the

ball. Alternatively you can execute a sliding

tackle on a player in possession of the ball.

If a foul occurs, a free kick will be given.

If this is within the 1 8 yard box then the

defending team may form a defensive wall

and the player making the free kick may

make a direct kick.

When you have possession of the ball in

the proximity of your opponent's goal a

number of extra moves are available.

These are the scissor kick and the power

header which can both be attempted on a

ball that is in the air, and the power shot,

which can only be applied to a ball on the

ground. These shots will occur

automatically if your players are positioned

appropriately and you time the kick/header

correctly.

When the ball comes close to your own

goal you will gain control of the

goalkeeper. If the keeper is in the path of

the ball he will parry or catch the ball auto-

matically. If the keeper is close to the ball

he may automatically make a diving save.

Alternatively the player may attempt to

parry, catch or make a diving save

manually. Use the kick controls to do this.

Action Player 1 Player 2

Forward cursor up W
Back cursor down X

Left cursor left A

Right cursor right D

Low Kick ? (short press) V

High Kick ? (long press) B

T
esc

J.

Quit to main
menu

Pause on/off

Treacles Utilities
f \ his set of commands has

been created by Puppy

JL Power Software to enhance

batch files. Amongst other things

the utilities include: pop-up

windows, pop-up menus, single

row menus, function keypress

detector, password protection,

time/date display, coloured

screen writing, lines, boxes,

exploding boxes, and dump
screen to printer. If you register your copy you will also receive a utility to capture

a screen to a file.

Before you can use the utilities you must run the self-extracting archived files. To

do this just type:

TUFILES [Enter]

TUSCREEN [Enter]

You may then delete TUFILES. EXE and TUSCREEN.EXE if you wish. For complete

instructions on using the utilities you should read the text file README.NOW

using a word processor or text editor, or the DOS command TYPE. If you key in

TYPE README.NOW |MORE [Enter]

the file will display one screen at a time.

For an example of how to use the utilities type:

DEMO [return]

and then

HELP [return]

Examining the two

files DEMO.BAT and

HELP.BAT(youcan

use TYPE again) will

provide an example

of how the new com-

mands can be

ti- CGAy/ |GA(^ lVGA(^f j Tandy ft
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example above, eg, B: [Enter} to log on to drive B:.

Type the following:

FRONT [Enter]

to start the cover disk menu program.

Use either a mouse or the cursor keys to select the program you

wish to install. With a mouse, click on the bullet next to the

appropriate program. With cursor keys, move the pointer to the bullet

and press Enter.

Taking European Championship Soccer as an example, you should

now see an on-screen message saying

The program will be decompacted to C:\EUROCHMP. Is

this OK? (Y/N)

Qlf this is OK, ie, you want to install European Championship

Soccer to your hard disk C:, and you have no other directories

called EUROCHMP, press Y and then Enter.

If you are installing to another disk, or you wish to give the

directory a different name, simply press N [Enter] , backspace

over C:\EUROCHMP and retype your preferred destination, eg,

B:\SOCCER [Enter]

The program should automatically install, finishing with the words

All done!

QTo play the cover programs, log on to the correct drive and

directory (if you did change the drive and directory names, don't

forget where you put them!):

C: [Enter]

CD EUROCHMP [Enter]

will take you to the EUROCHMP directory on drive C:

P"l Type the following commands to start the programs:

FOOTBALL [Enter] to play European Championship Soccer

RIMTRIX [Enter] to play Rimtrix.

XBALL [Enter] to play X-Ball

SHOW [Enter] to view the Gallery.

See the panels on page 9 1 for details on Treacles Utilities and Hunt 'n'

Destroy.
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Gallery
We've a flight sim theme to this month's gallery. Digital Integration's Tor-

nado is one of the most promising simulations we've seen this year and
certainly looks

like putting the

company firmly

back on the map
as far as

simulations are

concerned. Own-
ers of 3.5 " disks

can also sample

an example of

the stunning

artwork in Micro-

Prose's

forthcoming Har-

rier. Look out for

a full

preview in

next

month's

issue.
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TROUBL1
I get the message 'Cannot run in Mono'.

• The menu program will not run on mono
machines. If there are mono compatible

programs on the disk, you will have to install

them manually by copying the disk files to your
hard disk and using Pkunzip to decompress the

.ZIP files. The syntax is Pkunzip [ filename]
[Enter].

When I try to start the menu program I get

no response or the message 'Bad Command

• Have you made the drive containing the covt

disk the current one?

• Is the disk properly inserted with the drive

door closed?

I have correctly installed the program, but h

won't work.

• Have you followed the correct loading

procedure?

• Have you made the correct directory and
drive the current one?

• If the game was installed to floppy, is the

correct disk properly inserted and the drive

door closed?

The program I have selected won't install

Rimtrix
CGAgj EGAV VGA• [Tandy X
Hercules %/ [Roland X I

Ad Lib X
The first of two games on this month's cover

disk from Richard Wright, author of Blox,

Rimtrix is another puzzle game requiring

quick wits and fast reactions.

The object of Rimtrix is to guide a ball through a

series of moving tiles and into coloured dishes on
the right of the screen. Each ball starts on the left

-_ of the screen and you control its path by

^^ moving and rotating the tiles. There are

^L three coloured dishes and to complete a

W screen you need to fill each dish with

y three balls of the right colour.

§ Each new ball travels faster than the

^ previous one. Note that you can move a

^%H tile even if the ball is travelling through it

but you can't rotate a tile with the ball

inside it. You'll find more complete

instructions in the text file RIMTRIX.DOC.

CONTROLS
Cursor Keys Move tile

Spacebar

or Enter Rotate tile

Esc Exit to DOS

PC Review's cover disks are checked at each stage of production for all known viruses and duplicated under strict quality control. However, PC Review cannot accept responsibility for any
consequences that may arise from using the disk or the programs on it. PC Review, its distributors and retailers, cannot be held responsible for any unnotified changes to the contents of the disk,
although we will always endeavour to supply suitable alternative software if circumstances dictate that we are unable to supply advertised programs.



TWO COMPLETE GAMES
i review

HOOTING
property.

• Is there a blank, formatted disk in the drive

you have selected, and is the drive door closed?

I Is there enough room on the disk you have

selected. You should only install programs to

blank disks (one for each program you install). If

installing to a hard drive, as a general rule, you

should have at least two megabytes of free space

for each month's cover disk. Sometimes the

programs will not fit on to a 360K disk, even if it

is completely blank.

HELPLINE
Kyou still have problems then please phone our

helpline number below:

DISK HELPLINE:
(0443) 693233
The helpline operates between 10.30 am and

12.30 pm weekdays. If possible, please have your

computer operating and your cover disk ready

when you phone the helpline. If your phone is not

near the computer then please note down as

much information about the fault as you can and

have pen and paper handy before you call.

FAULTY DISK?
PC Review's cover disks are

checked and validated, but if you

have reason to believe yours is

faulty, pop the disk(s) in a jiffy bag with

an self-addressed envelope and postage

to the value of 28p (55p from overseas)

for return of the new disk, and the form

below (filled in) and send the package to

the following address:

PC Wise

Unit 3, Merthyr Industrial

Estate

Pentrebach

Merthyr Tydfil

Mid Glamorgan
CF48 4DR

Please DO NOT send the disk back to PC
Review - we don't hold stocks of spare

disks.

Name

Address.

The disk on my copy of PC Review was

damaged. Please send me a replacement

- 1 enclose return postage to the value of

28p (55p from overseas) and the original

disk.

X-Ball
The second game from Richard Wright, X-Ball, also requires very quick reactions

but is a bit easier on the grey matter.

To complete each screen in X-Ball, the ball must be guided so that it hits each

pair of matching tiles. Once a tile is hit it

will be highlighted and when the tile that

matches it is hit, both tiles will

disappear. However, if the wrong tile is

hit first then all of the tiles will reappear.

The ball can be guided left and right

and also boosted (each press of the

Spacebar boosts the ball

further up the screen).

You can set the game speed

to suit the speed of your

machine. Speed I should be

selected for machines of

20Mhz and above, and Speed

9 should be used for machines

of 8Mhz or below. Speeds 2 to

8 can be used for other

machines and to change the

difficulty of the game. More

complete instructions are in

thetextfileXball.doc.

CONTROLS
Guide ball left Left Shift

Guide ball right Right Shift

Boost ball Spacebar

Leave game Esc

X
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Hunt 'n' Destroy
As a bonus, and to relieve all those poor souls who are struggling to remove the

Supaplex demo from their hard disks, we've included this small but useful program

which identifies system and hidden files. You should place the program Hunt.com in

your DOS directory. Now change to a directory that contains problem hidden or

system files, for example:

CD SUPAPLEX [Enter]

and type

HUNT [Enter]

to start the program searching.

If the program finds any hidden or system files it wilt alert you and ask if you want

to Delete them, Remove the hidden or system attribute, or Ignore them.

IMPORTANT WARNING: Your DOS directory and possibly other directories

contain hidden and system files which are essential for your machine to run

properly. This program is capable of erasing them and should be used with utmost

care. If you are at all unsure about a file, leave it alone. Please read the text file

Hunt.doc for full instructions.

CGA|/ EGAV VGAV [Tandy V
Hercules % Roland K [AdLib %
hd£> <ggg OT MB
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DISK STORAGE
Your choice of 43Mb or 105Mb NEC Hard Drives

High Density 3.5" 1.44Mb Capacity Floppy Drive

VALE PRESTIGE SUPPORT
All Vale Prestige models are covered by 12 Months On-Site

Maintenance, which can be extended if so desired. Our
comprehensive backup support includes exclusive VALE
HOTLINE Lifetime Technical Support and a no-quibble

30 day Money-Back Guarantee of Satisfaction.

EXCLUSIVE TO

Our new Vale Prestige PC range has

been designed with the small

business and home user in mind,
attractively styled in a superb

quality, low profile desktop case.

HI-RES VGA DISPLAY
High resolution, low radiation VGA Colour Monitor

manufactured for us by Tatung. All models feature a

Trident 256K Video Card.

HI-RES VGA DISPLAY
102-Key Enhanced Keyboard • DR-DOS Version 6 • Digital

Display with Turbo/Reset Switches . 2 Serial, 1 Parallel and

1 Came port • Three Full Size Expansion slots • AMI
PROFESSIONAL BIOS • Socket for optional Maths Co-Processor

• 200+ Watt Power Supply

PRESTIGE
386SX -16

PRESTIGE
386SX -25

PRESTIGE
386DX *40
64K CACHE

wmmitiimmmam
• 16MHz Intel 386sx processor

• 1Mb high speed 0-wait state RAM,
expandable to 8Mb on board

• Landmark Version 2.0 speed of 20Mhz

i 25MHz AMD 386SX processor

i 2Mb high speed 0-wait state RAM,
expandable to 8Mb on board

i Landmark Version 2.0 speed of 31.6Mhz

• 40MHz AMD 386DX processor, 64K Cache RAM
• 4Mb high speed 0-wait state RAM,
expandable to 32Mb on board

• Landmark Version 2.0 speed of 62.4Mhz

OPTIONS
Prestige '386sx-16 RAM Upgrade to 2Mb £34.04 *VAT= E 40.00

RAM Upgrade beyond 2Mb. per 2Mb add C 68 09 +VAT= £80.00

Internal High Density 5 25* 1 .2Mb Drive £59.00 +VAT= £69 33

Microsoft Windows (latest version) £50 00 +VAT= £58.75

Microsoft Windows (latest version)* Mouse £69 00 *VAT= £81.08

200Mb Hard Drive, add lo 100Mb price £200.00 +VAT= £235.00

Maths Co-Processor lor '386SX -25 £99 00 +VAT= £ 1 16.33

Maths Co-Processor tor 386DX40 £149 00 *VAT= £175.08

VALE FAMILY PACK
Turn your new computer into an entertainment, education &

productivity centre with our Family Pack, available exclusively

with any VALE model at only (£127.66'VAT ' ) £150.00.
(total cost ifpurchased individually £245.93)

Popular productivity Software that is

extremely easy to use! Features

Spellcheeking Word processor,

Database and Spreadsheet.

DIGITAL SOUND SYSTEM
Features the MEDIA MUSIC sound card

(AdLib compatible), plus a pair of z"Y-FI

amplified twin stereo speakers for

dynamic, high quality sound.

Attain professional typing skills with

the world's best software typing tutor!

IE1SURE SOFTWARE
Two of the best ever PC games,

MONKEY ISLAND 2 and WING
COMMANDER are both included,

featuring fantastic graphics and sound!

PLUS! Smooth, high quality Mouse
and Analogue Games Joystick.

MEDIA MUSIC
PC SOUND CARD

(Media Music Sound Card features an 11 -voice

synthesizer and is fully ADLIB compatible -

so PC Games can sound fantastic!

I featured expansion card, capable of generating great music and
I sound effects, the Sound Card incorporates an 11 -voice FM synthesizer for

I realistic, good quality output. Its full ADLIB compatibility gives PC games
land entertainment software a new dimension,

I because lots of titles are directly ADLIB
I compatible. The card also features an on-

I board amplifier with volume control, which
I outputs to speakers or headphones directly.

I Software includes 'Karaoke' and 'CD Studio'.

Only
£69.99

2 PC HANDY SCANNERS
QUALITY 400dpi SCANNING - AT
THE RIGHT PRICE!
Our Handy Scanners have all

the right features, including

OCR. and extensive graphics i

editing facilities,

• Genuine 400dpi Scanning resolution^

• Full 105mm wide scanning head

• 4 selectable scan resolutions (100-400dpi)

I Variable brightness control

2 •Two versions available: 64 Halftone / True 256 Greyscale

Full software even includes high speed, fully trainable OCR utility which

converts scanned text images into text files, saving hours of retyping!

Works with any PC (including Amstrad PC1512 or PC 1640)
with 640K RAM. Hard Drive and Mouse highly recommended.

NEW! COMPLETE MULTIMEDIA PACKAGE

ALL-IN-ONE
MULTIMEDIA KIT!

- INCLUDES -

SOUNDBLASTER PRO'
PREMIUM SOUND CARD

l SOUNDBLASTER MIDI KIT

J HIGH PERFORMANCE
INTERNAL CD-ROM DRIVE
WINDOWS/3 MULTIMEDIA
EXTENSIONS SOFTWARE

• PLUS! LOTS OF CD-ROM
STARTER SOFTWARE

EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO GET STARTED
IN MULTIMEDIA - PLUS MUCH MORE!

WINDOWS MULTIMEDIA
SOFTWARE, INCLUDING:
MICROSOFT BOOKSHELF
featuring Dictionary, Thesaurus,

Atlas / Encyclopedia, Quotations

'JONES IN THE FAST LANE' game

'CREATIVE SOUNDS* sounds disc

SOUNDBLASTER PRO
Fantastic Digital Stereo Sound expansion card
with an amazing array of musical capabilities!

Incudes full MIDI connections, built-in amplifier

with volume control and sound sampler. Card
also has built-in analogue games port for

connection of up to two games joysticks

FAST CD-ROM DRIVE
Performance optimised CD-ROM drive

connects directly to the Soundblaster card.

A
F
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+VAT
=) £499.00

Also available with External CD-ROM Drive for only (£509.79""*) £599.00

PHILIPS CM50 CD-ROM DRIVE

FREE CD
SOFTWARE
WITH EVERY
DRIVE I!

REFERENCE LIBRARY'
• 'WORLD ATLAS MK.II'

plus CD Games Pack including :

• Chessmaster 2000'

• Bruce Lee' • Black Hole'

• Life & Death' • Gin & Cribbage

64 HALFTONE LEVEL VERSION
(DOS SOFTWARE)

TRUE 256 GREYSCALE
VERSION (WINDOWS ONLY)

(£85.1 0"AT-)

Only £99.99

(£127.65"T")

|Only £149.99

YOU TOO CAN
NOW AFFORD THE REVOLUTION IN

MULTIMEDIA STORAGE, WITH THIS

PHILIPS CD-ROM DRIVE!
It offers the benefits of huge data retrieval,

fast access speed and sheer convenience
to the PC user in any given environment.

The CM50 is a high performing mass retrieval

peripheral which accesses both data and
audio from CD-ROM and CD-Audio discs.

• Latest optical technology from Philip* • Compact, fully self-contained

desktop drive unit with controller card • Allows instantaneous access

to databases up to a hug* 600Mb in siza • Unsurpassed levels of data

integrity; unique error correction strategies • Handles CD data discs,

audio discs, plus mixed-mods CD-ROM discs • User interface allows

listening of audio discs via output socket provided on the main drive

unit, which also has a volurns control for lins output.

ONLY £299.99 includes Software,

VAT and delivery

IEvesham[flier • NEW TELESALES AND SHOWROOM SUNDAY OPENING FROM 10AM - 4PA



NEW TELESALES AND SHOWROOM SUNDAY OPENING FROM 10AM - 4PM

COMPLETE PC SOUND PACKAGE
TOP SPECIFICATION DIGITAL STEREO HI-FI SYSTEM FOR PCS

msmmm
LATEST.

VERSION
FEATURES*

To get the most from the superb digital

sound quality Irom SOUNDBLASTER, our

oackage also features ZY-FI Stereo

Amplfied Twin Speaker System which has

its own volume control and plug-in power

supply Quickahot QS- 123 analog games
joystick is also supplied, which connects

directly to Soundbiaster PLUS! We also

supply the amazing Monkey Island 2

graphic adventure - with SOUNDBLASTER
it looks and sounds absolutely fantastic!

SYSTEM INCLUDES t

Digital Sound Output

11 Voice FM Synthesizer (fully ABLIB compatible)

Digital Sampling capabilities

On-board Analog Joystick I/O port

On-board Stereo Power Amplifier with external

stereo speaker connections and volume control

Plenty of Software - including Powerful FM organ,

Text to Speech & much more.

Fully ADLIB compatible -

WORKS WITH LOTS OF GAMES!

'

*

to II

ZY-FI AMPLIFIED
STEREO SPEAKERS

QUICKSHOT
QS-123 JOYSTICK

MONKEY
ISLAND 2
TERIFFIC PC
ADVENTURE
GAME -

SOUNDS
GREA T !!!

COMPLETE PC SOUND PACKAGE

ONLY £139.95
- INCLUDING VAT AND DELIVERY -

Soundbiaster Version 2 card also on its own £104 58 NEW! Soundbiaster PRO (ideal for Multimedia; has CD-ROM interface) £222 08

ANALOG EDGE Joystick
by Suncom Technologies

Suncom's analogue joysticks always set new standards

in quality and performance. The Edge represents

terrific value, incorporating Injected Resistor

Technology, resulting in a product with unmatched

simplicity and breakdown resistance. Features two-

way switchable fire buttons, and Aircraft-style grip, with

game optimised ergonomics. Complete with

"Gamepori 2' dual input gameboard halfcard.

ONLY £29.99
INCLUDING CONTROLLER CARD

Joystick or Games Controller card available separately for only £17.99

ANALOG XTRA Joystick

|a
Featuring the same Injected Resistor Technology that

gives the Edge uncommon durability and capability,

the Xtra is possibly the most advanced flight sim. joy-

stick on the market! With variable autofire, throttle

control, 4 switchable fire buttons and Aircraft-style grip.

Accuracy and flexibility like nothing you've experienced

before! Supplied with Gameport 2+' variable

speed dual input gameboard halfcard.

NEW! FLIGHT YOKE
by WINNER

Gives Cockpit Realism to your
Flight Simulation Software!

The Flight Yoke

clamps securely

to your table top

or desk surface

and gives

Cockpit-like

realism to all your

flight simulation

'software. Compatible with

many simulation games, including

Microsoft Flight Simulator. Features

Throttle Control and horizontal and vertical trim

controls. Complete with clamps and suction cups.

Only £44.99 including VAT
and delivery

ONLY £39.99
INCLUDING CONTROLLER CARD

Joystick or Games Controller card available separately for only £24.99

TRUEMOUSE

TRACKBALL
Excellent high performance trackball, directly

compatible to any PC, operating via the

serial port Super-smooth, accurate

and versatile - perfect tor WIMP
environment and graphics intensive

operations, as well as games! With its

featured locking drag button and line

hold facilities, accurate total one-handed

control is a doddle Top quality con struct tcv

and opto-mechantcal design, delivering high

speed and accuracy every time Full Microsoft

compatible driver software supplied

Only £39.99

WE GUARANTEE that this is the

smoothest, most responsive
and accurate mouse you

can buy for the PC.
Excellent performance,

amazing low price ! Serial

(9-way & 25-way), PS/2 and
Amstrad PC compatible

versions available - please state

which version is required when ordering.

Only fk tSty QQ State SERIAL, PS/2 or AMSTRAD
PC VERSION when ordering

Golden Image OPTICAL MOUSE

including VAT
and delivery

Smooth action, excellent response

• there are no moving parts, so

this mouse will not wear out!

SUPERB LOW PRICE!

Only £34.95

beheed
nrrrro
JOINT WINNER OF

COMPUTER SHOPPER'S

'Best Customer
Service'

AWARD FOR 1991-

PRICES INCDEUVERY ft VAT 1 7.5%
Express Courier Delivery :

(UK Mainland Only) £6.50 Extra

HERE TODAY - HERE TO STAY

sJ

Ev . M,c r F« chc

for over eight years, with a strong financial status and secure future.

Our Computerised Telesales Order Processing investment means fast,

efficient service Well appointed Retail Showrooms with large product

range on display. Our huge Customer database, high percentage of

repeat custom and personal referrals underlines our popularity.

REMEMBER - when you need us, we will still be here. Our extensive

expansion program means we could eventually be there as well ...

HOW TO ORDER
Call us now on

. 0386 765500
TELESALES OPENING TIMES :

9am - 7pm Monday-Friday
9am - 5.30pm Saturday
10.00 -4.00 Sunday

Send Cheque. Postal Order or

ACCESS/VISA card details to:

Evesham Micros Ltd.

Unit 9, St Richards Road
Evesham, Worcs. WR1 1 6XJ

ACCESS / VISA
Cards Welcomef3 ^

Government, Education & PLC orders welcome

Same day despatch whenever possible

Express Courier delivery (UK Mainland only) £6.50 extra

Please note that 5 banking days must be allowed for

cheque clearance. Immediate clearance on Building

Society cheques or Bank Drafts.

I Mail Order Fax: 0386-765354 I

New showroom opening times:

Mon-Sat. 9.00 - 5.30
Sunday 10.00 - 4.00

Unit 9 St Richards Road, Evesham
Worcestershire WRll 6XJ

IT 0386 765180
fax : 0386 765354

5 Glissort Rd, Cambridge CB1 2HA

^ 0223 323898
fax : 0223 322863

Corporate Sales Dept. • IBM dealer

251-255 Moseley Road,

Highgate, Birmingham B12 0EA
Tel: 021 446 5050 • Fax: 021 446 5010

Corporate Sales Dept • Easy Parking

320 WITAN GATE
MILTON KEYNES MK9 2HP

^ 0908 230 898
fax : 0908 230 865

TECHNICAL
SUPPORT

H- 0386-40303
Monday to Friday, 10.00 - 5.00

12 MONTHS WARRANTY
ON ALL PRODUCTS

All details correct at time of going to press « All goods subject to availability

ICirtVch* it Mi* m kicxai tci cca ice a Kin QunxA/onnAA CflMOAV nPFtdlhin FROM lt)AM - APM



BfigH Competition

A 25MHz
386SX PC
from Orion Microsystems

PLUS six copies of Wizardry VI
Bane of the Cosmic Forge

We have a fabulous first prize

in store for you this month—
to complement this month's

cover story, we are giving away a fully-

configured PC with all the goodies

required to make it a complete
entertainment package. This Orion

Microsystems Gamepro-SX PC
package comprises a 386SX-based PC
running at 25MHz, with I Mb RAM, a

45MB hard disk, SVGA graphics card

and colour monitor, and it's the big,

big first prize in this month's

competition. You'll also get a mouse,
Ad Lib compatible soundboard and
DR-DOS 6.0 running on the machine.

This system normally costs over

£1 ,000 (£869 plus VAT), but it could be
yours for free!

If you're not already convinced,

read this month's cover story to see

how this package can give you

everything you need for PC
entertainment— and check the

features list in the panel below.

Wizardry VI
If that hasn't got you rushing to fill out

the entry form already, have a look at

the runners-up prizes. You can be one
of the first to pick up a copy of

Wizardry VI: Bane of the Cosmic
Forge, previously available only on

NAME THESE CHARACTERS FROM CLASSIC ROLE PI

-



review

Orion's
Gamepro-SX

25MHz 80386SX processor
1Mb RAM

45Mb hard disk

1.44Mb 3.5 "disk drive

256K SVGA card
1
4" SVGA colour monitor
Megasound soundboard

(Ad Lib compatible)
Stereo headphones

Serial mouse
Five free expansion slots

Analogue joystick

DR-DOS 6.0

import, but which is being released

through US Gold this summer. This

was described by Robin Matthews in

our Wizardry feature in Issue 7 as a

"classic RPG in terms of plot, character

and interface". We've got six copies of

Cosmic Forge to give away to the next

six out of the hat.

How to enter
Since we're offering an RPG as second

prizes, we thought we'd continue with

the role-playing theme. Below you'll

find pictured four well-known

characters from equally well-known PC
role-playing games.

This is a competition in two parts.

Firstly, match the number of the

picture to the names on the coupon.

Rules
The winner of the Orion Microsystems Gamepro-SX will be the first correct entry drawn at random

after the closing date.

The next six correct entries will each win a copy of Bane of the Cosmic Forge.

No entries received after the closing date will be considered.

Only ONE entry per person, please.

No employees, or their relatives, or associates of Orion Microsystems, Sir-Tech, US Gold, or EMAP

Images are eligible to enter the competition.

The editor's decision in all these matters is unquestionably final.

1NG GAMES

For example, if you think picture A
shows the Guardian, put A next to the

Guardian on the form. To give you

some further clues, we've also noted

which games the pictures on this page

were taken from.

Secondly, three of the characters in

the pictures have something in

common. The final part of this

competition is to tell us which

character is the odd one out, and why.

Sending your entry
Stick the completed entry form on a

postcard or the back of a sealed

envelope (you can use a photocopy if

you don't want to cut up the

magazine), and send it to:

RPG Hall of Fame
PC Review
EMAP Images

Priory Court

30-32 Farringdon Lane
London EC 1R3AU

and make sure it reaches us by June

17, 1992. We'll announce the results in

our August 1992 issue.

RPG Hall of Fame
The pictures show the following characters:

K. Beholder

(from Eye of the Beholder 2)

2. Guardian

(from Ultima VI 1)

3. Avatar

(from Savage Empire)

4. Gothmenes
(from Pools of Darkness)

5. The odd one out is .

because

Name
Address..

Closing date: June 17, 1992

[box] Tick this box if you do NOT wish to receive

any further information from companies associated

with this competition.

PC Review June 1992
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GET A

GAME ABSOLUTELY

FREE!!

Electronic Arts' software features heavil

in the PC Review Top 100. Now you ca

receive one of those PC Review Top 10

recommended releases absolutely FRE
when you subscribe to PC Review!

m Subscribing to PC Review guarantee

delivery to your door of the next 12 issue

of Europe's essential PC entertainmei]

guide.

• By subscribing to PC Review you ca

be sure of priority access to the essentia

reviews, previews, features and new
stories each month.

.• Over your next 12 issues we'll

working hard to deliver you the very bes

in playable demos and shareware.

• With our unique editorial mix, you ca

access our comprehensive referenc
section and shareware/public domai
catalogues.

m Subscribe to PC Review and
confident of receiving the ONL
authoritative guide to PC entertainmei

and much more.

• For only £34.99 you will receive

issues with cover disk on the format c

your choice, and your chosen FREE gam

Choose from the following class

Electronic Arts games:

Populous 3.5"/5.25" - CGA, EGA, VGA

PGA Tour Golf
3.5"/5.25" - CGA, EGA,VGA

Chuck Yeager's Air Combat
3.5"/5.25" - CGA, EGA,VGA

Mario Andretti's Racing Challenge

3Jfm/535m
- CGA, EGA,VGA

Battle Chess 3.5"/5.25" - CGA, EGA,VG
Windows

.

The Bard's Tale 3.5n/5.25*

CGA,EGA,VGA



*\;-t-vw^-s^l Yeager. Learn from the

>—*tm experience and guidance

POPULOUS

Out of the darkness were

born two nations, fanatical

followers of their own beliefs,

warriors by nature.

Ultimately there can only be

one survivor to claim victory

overall! Design your own

worlds and conquer them!

Control the awesome power

of nature and experience this

classic, biggest selling 16 bit

title ever!

from the man who has flown

with them all. Will you have

the right stuff?

MAWOANDREWS RACING

CHALLENGE

Prove your own racing

prowess as you work your way

up through 6 professional rac-

ing circuits. Players face all

the heart-stopping race car

PGATOURGOLF

PGA Tour Golf is the only

^mputer game ever licensed

by the US PGA. Panoramic

fly-bv shots and look-back view

let you play real tournaments

on real courses. Instant replay

lets you relive great shots as

you compete against 60 PGA
pros!

challenges in this brilliant

professional racing

simulation.

BATTLE CHESS

Battle Chess brings chess to

life by combining a

monsters, 3D full colour

mazes and outstanding

special effects.

magnificent chess logic system

with colourful and dramatic

3D animations and digitised

sounds. Winner of the

Software Publishers

Association award for best

graphics.

THE BARD'S TALE

You are the leader of a ragtag

group offreedom fighters in

this stunning fantasy role play-

ing game. Combat the evil

wizard Mangar and

experience animated colour

NB: The tree software offer is ONLY available to UK Residents

Place your order by completing the coupon (photocopies acceptable), or send your details

on a post card, or ring our special 24 hour orderline service on 0K5H 410 888 and quote

vour credit card number. When ordering your subsi ription, please remember to tell us

which size cover disk you prefer - 3.5" or 5.25*.

SUBS GUARANTEE:

If you aren't completely satisfied with your subscription, von may cancel at any lime and

receive a prompt refund for all unmailed copies.

Your software choice is mailed separately to your fust magazine, please allow 28 daysfoi

delivery.

Offer closes : Monday 6th April 1992

SUBS SUMMARY

12 issues (UK Residents) £34.99

I 2 issues (Rest Of The World) £55.00

Offer is not open to European residents

We surest that overseas readers pay by International Money Order.

ORDER FORM:

j Please send to PC Review Subscriptions Department, PO Box 501), Leicester, LE99 OAA

(please make all cheques payable to PC Review).

fZi *•» |NAME_

' ADDRESS-

POSTCODE

1 would like a subscription for 12 issues of PC Review, please start my subscription for the

issue of PC Review (please enter month)

I would like to receive my cover disk on the following size:

5.5" J 5.25" (please tick box)

J
I would like the following FREE game:

! Populous Q3.b
n

5.25" source code: 00121.

Chuck Yeager's Air Combat 3.5" Q 5.25" source «h\v. 0013Q

j The Bard's Tale 3.5" Q 5.25" source code: 00141)

J

Mario Andretti's Racing Challenge 3.5" J 5.25" source code: 0015Y

J Battle Chess 3.5" 5.25" source code: 001 6D

I Battle Chess (Windows) 3.5" Q 5.25" source code: 001 7H

| PGA Tour Golf J 3.5" J 5.25" source code: 0O18M

CHUCK YEAGER'S AIR COMBAT

Choose from over 50 missions

from World War II, Korea and

Vietnam as you fly with the

leading pioneer of modern

air combat, General Chuck

J
I enclose a cheque/ postal order (payable to PC Review) for £

j
Please charge £ to my Access/Visa/Diners Qub/AMEX

! Card Number

J

Expiry Date

! Signature:

Fulfilment: Alan We national. Memhetlitu- House, Famdon Road,Marta Harborough, Leicester, LE169NR
|

fkr®
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Sun Mori Tues Wed Thurs Fri Sat

17 18 19 20 21

St George's Day

22 23

24 25
Spring

Bank Holiday

26 27 28 29 30

31

JUNE 1 992
Sun Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fri Sat

1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9 10 11 12 13

14

15
16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27

28 29 30

JUNE 15TH
PC REVIEW ISSUE 9 GOES ON SALE
Link up with a friend

A number of PC games include the option to play with a friend or colleague on their PC,

linked by serial cable. Find out how easy this link is to set up, which games support this,

and how it enhances your game-playing.

Taming MS-DOS
Fed up with struggling with DOS? Huw Collingbourne suggests a

selection of file management programs and desktop organisers

designed to make easier, while our First Steps series continues with

some more tips and advice on making DOS work for you.

Plus

Indiana Jones is back: Fate of Atlantis, the action game, reviewed, and

we report on the progress so far of MicroProse's Harrier (another ground-breaking flight

sim?) and Interplay's epic space simulation centred around Buzz Alldrin.

Place an order with your newsagent now
Contents subject to change.



CLASSIC GAMES GUIDE

Sr CLASSIC GAME
GUIDE

Classic action, classic thrills,

classic games - brought to

you exclusively in PC Review's

new Classic Games Guide! Over

the past few years there has

been a massive increase in the

number of software houses

developing games for the PC in

this country and the amount of

products coming from the

United States. The choice facing

the lucky buyer is truly

impressive!

Each month we will feature

top quality PC games, covering

all aspects of computer

entertainment, from action to

brain teasers, fantasy to sport,

and flight simulations to

strategy. Quite simply the very

best your money can buy. And
each month we will also take an

in-depth look at a particular

classic game.

INDEX
Featured classic game 116
Action 117
Flight simulation 117
Driving simulation 118
Other simulation : 119
Strategy/war 119
Fantasy role-playing 120
Brain teasers 120
Sport 122
Adventure 123
Arcade/strategy 124

CLASSIC GAME
OF THE MONTH
PRINCE OF PERSIA
from Domark

This section of the magazine is

not just a nostalgia trip,

however. Classic games are

being created all the time and

they too will find a place here.

So if you are a keen gamer or

newcomer to the excitement of

computer entertainment, there

will always be something new
for you to read each month. We
are sure our Classic Games
Guide will become an essential

companion.

This guide is about buying

games as well. If you see a

game you like the look of, you

will probably want to buy it.

But where? How can you be

sure it will be in stock? Don't

worry. Take special note of PC
Review's up-dated Dealer

Directory.

TJie Dealer Directory lists

nearly 40 of the country's top

independent computer shops

and, in conjunction with

Centresoft, one of the UK's

leading distributors of software,

they have agreed to feature the

games listed in this guide.

When you visit, look out for

the PC Review

Recommended
logo - the

guarantee of

quality games
and quality

service.

The action

starts now ...

We have done everything

humanly possible to check the

information in this guide. But

prices do change, distribution

switches from one company to

another, even brand names can
alter. While we will update the

information regularly to take

account of this, we cannot be
held responsible for errors.

Anyone - suppliers, publishers or

readers - who knows of any

products suitable for inclusion,

but which have been
mysteriously omitted, can write in

with details - please do not

telephone - to PC Review, Priory

Court, 30-32 Farringdon Lane,

London EC1R3AU

PC REVIEW JUNg 1992
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COMPUTER
WISE
UNIT 17

BROOKVALE IND
ESTATE
WHITTON

BIRMINGHAM

MICROBRIDGE
SYSTEMS

Kettlestrong Lane

Cliffton

York

Y03 8XP

Tel : 0904 690617

ELM COMPUTING

42 Cookson Street

Blackpool
Lanes

FV1 4ED

97 St fllbans Road
Lytham
St.flnnes

Nr Blackpool

3C Vork Ruenue
Cleueleys

Nr Blackpool

Prince of Persia
(£ I t is a time of darkness. While the Sultan is off fighting a foreign war,

I his Grand Vizier Jaffar has seized the reins of power. Throughout the

I land, the people groan under the yoke of tyranny and dream of better

days. You are the only obstacle between Jaffar and the throne. An
adventurer from a foreign land, and innocent of palace intrigues, you have
won the heart of the Sultan's lovely daughter - and in so doing, you have
unwittingly made a powerful enemy. On Jaffar's orders you are arrested,

stripped of your sword and possessions and thrown into the Sultan's

dungeons. As for the Princess, Jaffar gives her a choice, and an hour to

decide: marry him - or die."

Okay, so it's a plot more suited to a silent movie melodrama than to a
computer game, but if you've got any idea at all about PC games by now,
you'll know that you should never judge an adventure by its cover story.

First released in 1990, American game designer Jordan Mechner's
highly-acclaimed arcade
adventure didn't do anything very

new in terms of gameplay but it

did redefine the way arcade
adventures should be put together

in both looks and structure.

Everything you'd expect from a

graphic adventure is in here:

yawning chasms to be leaped,

secret potions to be found and
drunk for extra energy (careful

though, there are a few poisonous
phials scattered about the

landscape) and numerous brain-

scrambling puzzles to be cracked and left in your wake. The difference

between this and every other arcade adventure that came before it though
is that there are more puzzles - and for the most part they're of a higher

quality. And it looks better than anything you've ever seen before too.

Prince Of Persia is one game that will never be adequately represented
by static pictures. It's not until you actually take control of the main
character and watch him come to life under your instructions that you can

truly understand its mesmerising effect. Much has been said

about Sierra On-Line's 'rotoscoping' and other systems
which use digitised actors or models in an attempt to

create realistic movement, but this game not only

predates these, the results which it produces are also

far above anything else that's been seen.

Mechner achieved this degree of realism by the

unfeasibly simple wheeze of taking his younger brother

to the playground and videoing his every movement. He
then digitised the footage and used the results as a basis

for the animation of game's main characters - to such a

successful degree that you eventually believe that you can make the tiny

pixellated hero do just about anything that you ask of him. One of POP's
greatest achievements is that you're never quite sure if you can actually pull

something off until you've given it a try - which results in quite a few
moments which can literally be described as cliffhangers.

Better still, just when you think you have things sussed, the gameplay
throws up a puzzle so devious or a dramatic moment so startling that you
immediately fall in love with it all over again. Prince Of Persia is easy to get

into, long-lasting and mentally inspiring from beginning to end. Not only

that, but because it's been around for a few years it will run perfectly well

on any configuration of machine (even in Hercules!). In fact, the only

criticism I can think of is that

it's never spawned a sequel -

come on guys!

Prince of Persia Domark
(081) 780 2222 £9.99
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GOLDEN AXE
Virgin, £29.99

An unusually successful

conversion (in PC terms) of a

traditional hack and slash

coin-op - Golden Axe offers a

choice of male and female

heroes, but it's still all just

straightforward macho

bloodletting really.

PRINCE OF PERSIA
Mirror Image, £9.99

The amazing animated

characters are only eclipsed by

the depth of the play. An

extremely durable game,

number four in our Readers'

Top 50, and a genuine

contender for the greatest

action game ever.

IVAN IRON MAN
STEWART'S SUPER
OFF-ROAD RACER
Virgin, £29.99

It's high-speed, four-wheel-

driven action all the way in yet

another successful Virgin coin-

op conversion. More multi-

player fun than you can shake

a gearstick at.

SPEEDRALL
Mirror Image, £9.99

Hectic and brutal futuristic

sporting action from the

Bitmap Brothers, with pinball,

basketball and martial arts

rolled into one great sucker

punch. Only surpassed by ...

MUDS
Rainbow Arts, £24.99

A peculiar 'future sport', where

two teams of astonishingly

ugly monsters try to throw an

SFA (Small Furry Animal) into

a basket. A strong blend of

sick humour, action and

strategy. Highly entertaining in

a strange sort of way.

VIRUS
Mirror Image, £9.99

A still-stunning 3D shoot 'em

up (despite its advancing

years), which rewards the time

spent in mastering the controls

with exhilarating and

satisfying action.

RICK DANGEROUS 2
Mirror Image, £9.99

...As is this laugh-a-minute

sequel, where the pint-sized

hero once again has to

negotiate his way through

level after level of less than

serious opposition, Pure

platform-based arcade

adventure over four levels

packed with complex and

testing puzzles. A hilarious

masterpiece.

SPEEDBALL 2

Image Works, £30.99

You guessed it! A worthy

sequel to the impressive

original, featuring a larger play

area, new rules, harder and

faster action and a whole new
management structure. The

updated pitch allows for more

violent plays plays. It appeals

to sports fans as well as play

tacticians.

XENON 2
Mirror Image, £9.99

Still the ultimate in

straightforward shoot 'em ups,

(above) featuring almost

unlimited ship upgrades and a

real difficulty curve. The

Bitmaps' signature metallic

graphics are used to

particularly good effect.

DEALER
DIRECTORY

INTERPHASE
Mirror Image, £9.99

A graphically

impressive 'cyberpunk'

3D action adventure set

inside a "Big Brother'

computer. Unusual and
playable in equal parts.

SIMULATION
CHUCK YEAGER'S
AIR COMBAT
Electronic Arts, £34.99

Electronic Arts makes a real

bid for MicroProse's 'king of

the sim* title with this multi-

plane flight and fight

extravaganza, played out

above three wars and

scenarios and named after the

first man to fly faster than the

speed of sound.

F-29 RETALIATOR
Ocean, £34.99

An impressive, if slightly

simplistic, simulation debut

from the movie tie-in

specialist. Good speed,

multiple missions and a choice

of two experimental craft

make this a good choice for

those who value instant action

over accuracy.

It also includes an option to

play head-to-head with

another human player via a

modem. With the possible

exception of Jetfighter, this has

the easiest controls on any

flight simulator. It's pure fun

from the moment you take off.

F117A STEALTH
FIGHTER
MicroProse, £39.99

Nothing less than the state of

the art in both subject matter

and programming technology,

F117A features multiple radar-

invisible missions over five

theatres of war. Seeing is

believing - an absolute must

for serious flight fans.

Apparently this simulation

caused quite a stir in military

circ when it came out because

of its accuracy. There are

plenty of theatres of war in

which to fly the craft,

including Central Europe, the

Middle East, Libya, Korea and

Northern Cape, which vary in

complexity and difficulty.

FALCON 3.0

Spectrum HoloByte,
£49.99

Reviewed in PC Review Issue

4, Falcon 3.0 offers a strong

action-based complement to

MicroProse's Fl 17A (see

above). Beautifully presented,

this simulation features head-

to-head combat at the controls

of the USAF's pride and joy,

the F-16 Fighting Falcon. As

good as they come.

Rated 9

GUNSHIP 2000
MicroProse, £39.99

A nice break from the usual

fixed-wing action, Gunship

2000 is a strong progression

from MicroProse's original

(and highly popular) chopper

simulation, with a strong

MICROSNIPS
25-29 GRANGE ROAD

WEST
BERKENHEAD
MERSEYSIDE

L4l 4BY

TEL: 051-6500500

FAXMINSTER
Specialist computer

centre

Unit 81 The Galleria
Hatfield,

Hertfordshire
ALIO 9TF

TEL : 0707 272919
FAX : 0707 278449

TOPSOFT COMPUTERS

3 HAMBLETONIAN YARD
STOCKTON-ON-TEES

CLEVELAND
TE18 IBB

TEL : 0642 670503
FAX : 0642 670956

Specialists in all areas of home
computing stocking a massive range

of IBM PC Compatible leisure

software

BOLTON COMPUTER
CENTRE

148-150 CHORLEY OLD
ROAD
BOLTON
BL1 3ET

TEL: 0204 41937
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DEALER
DIRECTORY

SIMULATION

ROMSOFT
3 Abbey Walk
Church Street

Romsey
Hants

Tel

0703 738505

A/R COMPUTERS

2GLASS STREET
HANLEY

STOCK-ON-TRENT
STAFFS
ST1 2ET

TEL : 0782 201471

YORK COMPUTER CENTRE

9 DAVYGATE CENTRE
DAVYGATE
YORK

NTH. YORKSHIRE
TEL: 0904 641862
FAX : 0904 611375

We stock a wide range of software
hardware and accessories for most

PC's try us!!

WORTHING COMPUTER CENTRE

7 Warwick Street
Worthing

West Sussex
BN11 3DF

Tel ; 0903 210861
Fax : 0903 232767

Large selection of PC Amiga and
Atari ST software as wellas a
complete range of computer

accessories

storyline built in. Highly

recommended.

FLIGHT SIMULATOR
v4.0
Microsoft, £44.95

An all-out 'simulator' as

opposed to a 'simulation',

version four offers precious

little combat, but does offer

the most realistic recreation of

real flight that's possible to get

from any home computer. The

big Daddy of PC flight sims

and a real learning experience.

KNIGHTS OF THE
SKY
MicroProse, £40.86

Chocks away for a historical

joyride over the trenches of

World War I in France. What it

inevitably lacks in speed,

Knights of the Sky makes up

for with tense and gripping

dogfight action. A nice break

from the usual array of F-birds.

LHX ATTACK
CHOPPER
Electronic Arts, £39.99
Although it's now been

superseded by MicroProse's

Gunship 2000, LHX Attack

Chopper still offers a mix of

strong action, unusual

gameplay (with unusual

experimental aircraft) and a

structure which works well

enough for experts and

amateurs alike. Control is

simple yet comprehensive. It

contains a wealth of gameplay

options and three scenarios -

set in Libya, Vietnam and

Europe.

MiG-29 SUPER
FULCRUM
Domark, £40.85

The sudden and unexpected

end to the cold war allowed

Western developers, game
designers and programmers to

check out and recreate a

number of Soviet aircraft, the

best result of which was this

game, reviewed in Issue 2.

In keeping with these changes,

the aim of this game is to

maintain the new world order.

As a member of a UN peace-

keeping force you are sent to

free an unnamed area of South

America which has come
under rebel domination.

Your goal is to knock out their

headquarters. No easy task as

the rebels themselves possess

an impressive array of

weaponry. Aircraft buffs will

undoubtedly enjoy flying this

less technology-heavy plane.

Rated 7

RED BARON
Dynamix, £39.99

It really needs a powerful PC

to operate to its optimum

ability, but once this is taken

care of this is one of the most

accurate and option-heavy

simulations available. The

most highly rated flight sim in

our Readers' Top 50.

JETFIGHTER II

Velocity, £39.99
Concentrating on easily-

accessible 'arcade-style' action

rather than 'true'; simulation,

Jetfighter II offers four aircraft,

multiple enemies and 100

missions. Neat, polished,

accessible and lavishly

presented.

SECRET WEAPONS OF THE LUFTWAFFE
Lucasfilm, £40.99
LucasfUm is a company which specialises in

producing top-notch games in two distinct areas:

animated graphic adventures (The Secret OfMonkey
Island etc.) and historical flight sims, the best of

which is this beauty,

first reviewed in Issue

1. The premise of the

game is what if the jet

and rocket-powered

weapons the

Germans were
working on in the

dying days of the war
came into general use and their effect on the outcome
of the war. Extra missions disks are now available.

Rated 6

SIMULATION WIVING)
4D SPORTS DRIVING
Mindscape, £30.99

A hybrid of Domark's Hard

Drivin' and Accolade's Test

Drive games (more later),

DSI's 3D racer is a one-on-one

against an equally well

equipped opponent. Comes
complete with a course

designer.

BILL ELLIOT'S
NASCAR
CHALLENGE
Mirrorsoft, £35.99
The trouble with North

American Sports Car racing is

that it all takes place on a

circular course, which limits

the game's variety. That aside,

this is a good rendition of one

of the fastest four-wheel

activities there is. The game
includes a host of options.

You can choose cars, tracks,

type of race - qualifying,

apprentice or main event.

CRASH COURSE
Mirrorsoft, £30.64
One of many 'clones' of

Tengen's superb Hard Drivin'

coin-op (the arcade world's

most realistic driving

simulator), this one features

five courses plus your own
track editor.

INDIANAPOLIS 500
Electronic Arts, £24.99

Among the greatest

simulations of any type

available for the PC. You race

against 32 other drivers in your

bid for glory as the simulation

takes you from initial practice,

warm-up laps, qualifying heats

and the big race itself.

Gasp in amazement at the

realism ... then do it all again

using one of the spectacular

replay options. Unsurpassed.

HARD DRIVIN' 2 -

DRIVE HARDER
Domark, £30.64

Not so much a sequel, as a

second attempt at converting a

difficult coin-op - and good

thing too as this is far better

than the original. A real

challenge.

MARIO ANDRETTI'S
RACING CHALLENGE
Electronic Arts, £24.99
Putting you at the wheel of

everything from an Fl
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TEAM SUZUKI
Gremlin, £29.99

Reviewed in Issue 1,

Team Suzuki is almost

like a flight simulator

on the ground - and

just as difficult to get

to grips with! You get

the chance to ride

three classes of

mototblkes, a 125cc with six speed automatic gearbox,

and 250cc and 500 cc bikes both with six speed

manual gearboxes. The game features a TV camera

option so you can see yourself race. Team Suzuki is

difficult to master but well worth the trouble -

especially for bike fans.

Rated 7

SIMULATION
SILENT SERVICE 2

MicroProse, £35.75

Historically and technically

accurate (right down to the

profusion of unreliable

torpedoes), SS2 takes quite a

bit of mastering but it's worth

every minute. Some of the

combat may seem over simple

but they do provide an

engrossing tactical experience

of being an American World

War Two commander in the

Pacific Ocean. It's got

atmosphere in depth.

DAS BOOT
Three-Sixty, £35.99

An unusually coherent and

playable mix of action and

strategy, this U-boat sim may

not be as comprehensive as

Silent Service 2, but it's a sight

more accessible. The set-up

screen consists of choosing the

difficulty levels, type of

submarine and how realistic

you want the simulation to be.

There are no huge manuals to

thunderbolt to a dirt-track

buggy, MARC is as much fun

as it is well executed. Only for

users with faster processors

though.

TEST DRIVE III -THE
PASSION
Accolade, £30.64

The 'passion' in the tide

presumably refers to the way

that owners feel about the

luxury cars featured here

including a top of the range

Lambourghini. Apart from that,

it's a standard 3D driving sim

with a few nice bells and

whistles thrown in for good

read and you can get straight

down to the action with

training missions. These allow

you to quickly get to grips

with your submarine and get

some quick battle experience.

Most combat elements are

included such as torpedo runs

and anti-aircraft gunnery

TEAM YANKEE
Empire, £35.75

Based on Harold Coyles's

novel, this is a similar game to

MicroProse's Ml Tank Platoon,

and a little more complex

strategically. This is mainly

down to having to control four

platoons simultaneously. Team

Yankee is also distinguished

by the use of bitmapped

graphics for the 3D rather than

filled polygons. This helps to

give the game a more

absorbing atmosphere than

many other simulations. Watch

out for its sequel, Pacific

Islands, which is coming soon.

Ml TANK PLATOON
MicroProse, £40.86

A good tank simulation, made

better by the fact that (as the

name suggests), you take

charge of a whole group of the

metal beasts. There is a choice

of engagements ranging

between easy and hard, with

optional enemy capabilities,

from second line troops to the

very best. Well structured and

engrossing.

RAILROAD TYCOON
MicroProse, £35.75

A completely unique game -

and not just for trainspotters or

overgrown kids either. Take

control of a fledgling railway

in the heyday of steam and use

your best business acumen to

take it across an entire

continent - wiping out, or

buying up, the opposition on

the way. This forerunner of the

superb strategy game

Civilization is definitely not to

be missed.

STRATEGY
COMMAND HQ
Microplay, £34.99

Similar in some ways to the

popular board game

Diplomacy, Command HQ
puts the player in charge of

everything the West's got in

any one of three historical

situations and one futuristic

scenario set in 2023. The

scenarios increase in

complexity as the date

progresses. For instance, you

can start out with infantry,

cruisers and subs in the early

scenarios and end up with

nuclear weapons, satellites and

other high tech equipment in

the later ones. Economics also

plays a key role in the success

of your war campaigns.

SUPREMACY
Virgin, £34.99

Two huge civilisations battle it

out for a single star system.

Attack planets and then exploit

them for resources vital to the

war effort.

Slick graphics and a more than

user-friendly interface turn

what's essentially a political

power struggle into a hugely

enjoyable mental workout - a

most rewarding evening's

entertainment.

HARPOON
CHALLENGER PACK
Three-Sixty, £49.99

A good value package which

comprises the highly-

acclaimed naval simulator,

plus its North Atlantic Convoy

BattJeSet - a must for serious

naval strategists.

UMSII
Rainbird, £40.86

Make your own wargames

with this extraordinarily

complex but powerful

wargame generator. A program

for anyone who feels serious

about strategy gaming.

DEALER
DIRECTORY

AZURE COMPUTERS

535 Bromford Lane
Birmingham
B8 2EA

Tel : 021 789 6216
Fax : 021 789 8499

We stock latest software
and hardware for PC free

24hr despatch available

GB MICROLAND

7 Queens Parade
(opposite MacDonalds)

London Rd
Waterlooville

Hampshire

Tel : 0705 25991

1

MR DISK COMPUTER CENTRE

8 SMALL BROOK QUEENSWAY
BIRMINGHAM

B5 4EN

TEL: 021 616 1168
FAX : 021 616 1256

Birmingham's premier computer
centre supliers of PC compatibles

accessories and leisure software

expert help always available.

DATAGEM

23 Pitfield Street

London
N1 6HB

Tel : 071-608-0624
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DEALER
DIRECTORY

COAST COMPUTING

137/141 NORWOOD ROAD
SOUTHPORT
MERSEYSIDE
PR8 6EL

TEL : 0704 501368
FAX : 0704 533142

We carry a full range of IBM PC
Compatible hardware / software for

business and leisure

PLEASURE DROME
6 Railway Court
Dufferin Avenue

Bansor
Co Down
BT20 3bu

Tel : 0247 455327
Fax : 0247 455327

Because you're never too old to

have a happy childhood

VIKING COMPUTER CENTRE
Ardney Rise

Norwich

Norfolk

NR3 3QH
Tel: 0603 425209

One stop shopping for all your

home and business computing

needs - Norfolk's leading

suppliers.

BOLTON
COMPUTER CENTRE
148-150 CHORLEY OLD

RD
BOLTON
BL1 3ET

TEL:
0204 41937

FANTASY
BUCK ROGERS
SSI, £34.99
An unusual, highly successful,

computer appearance for one

of the cinema's early heroes. A
conversion of a TSR board

game, this has all the usual SSI

hallmarks: strong presentation,

atmosphere and depth. It uses

a variant of the AD&D
computer games control

system.

BARD'S TALE 2
Star Performers, £9.99

The second - and arguably the

most enjoyable - of the Bard's

Tale series is one of the best of

the 'old-style' (non-arcade)

RPGs. Soon to be bundled with

the other two in the series.

CORPORATION
Core Design, £34.99
Very much in the '3D arcade'

vein, Corporation achieves

something which most

computer games can only

dream of - it creates and

maintains a wholly realistic

environment. It's a futuristic

space opera in the confines of

an overrun conglomerate. You
must lead an elite team,

equipped with stunning high-

tech gear, enter the building

and find out what is going on.

ELVIRA, MISTRESS
OF THE DARK
Accolade, £40.86
Although it's not exactly the

type of game that you might

expect from America's up-front

queen of the B-movie (in other

words, it's a tenuous licence

LOGICAL
Rainbow Arts, £19.99
Nicely paced and colourful

arcade-based teaser which may
just fail to provide any long-

term interest.

E.MOTION
US Gold, £25.99
An infuriatingly compulsive

arcade teaser that's as hard to

describe as it is to put down. It

involves matching coloured

balls together causing them to

disintegrate. When they have

all gone you move to another

level - of which there are 50.

Only approach it if you've got

a lot of time on your hands. It

was - and still is - an wholly

original game.

tie-in), Elvira remains an

impressive (if slightly shallow)

adventure, nonetheless.

TUNNELS & TROLLS
New World, £30.99
Once again based on a

popular board-based RPG,

T&T doesn't have a lot to offer

in the presentation

department, but makes up

ground with a well structured

plot. Combat can be automatic

or manual and can even be

humorous - such as pushing

enemies away. Perhaps a little

dated.

WASTELAND
Electronic Arts, £24.99
Not notable for its up-to-date

interface, Wasteland is

however worth checking out

for its unusual scenario - a

post-holocaust nightmare

replaces the usual dungeon-

based stuff.

MARTIAN DREAMS
Origin, £36.99
Origin's second adventure

outside of the acclaimed

Ultima stable is an historic sci-

fi jaunt in the style of H.G.

Wells. Flawed, but enjoyable.

THE SAVAGE EMPIRE
Origin, £35.99
The one that came before

Martian Dreams, Savage

Empire borrows from the plot

of The Land That Time Forgot.

It might not satisfy Ultima

veterans, but who cares?

EYE OF THE BEHOLDER
SSI, £30.99

Conceived and executed in the style of the classic

Dungeon Master, Eye of The Beholder is exciting and
challenging in equal measure. It's one of the highly

-

successful Advanced Dungeons and Dragons games
based on the TSR role-playing tabletop game. First you
must choose your party

of adventurers, their race

(human, dwarf, elf etc)

attributes (strength,

intelligence) and a whole

host of other details. The

adventurer's view is of a

3D dungeon and all the

controls are mouse-

driven. SSI has managed to maintain the feel and
atmosphere of the original game while making the

AD&D experience available to a lot more people.

"'.v.- t^.<T^*

BRAIN
SARAKON
Virgin, £19.99
Similar to Shanghai, and also

based on Man Jongg, Sarakon

stands head and shoulders

above most of its

contemporaries - in terms of

difficulty at least. A 16x16

squared grid forms the basis,

Square tablets each with a

variety of symbols are placed

randomly on the grid.

The idea - as with many card

games - is to combine and

discard pairs of tablets until the

grid is cleared. However,

tactical play adds complexity.

The first level of play is called

'Stupid' and that's how you'll

feel when you fail to complete

it. Not for the faint of heart.

THE SENTINEL
Firebird

No Longer Available

Worth scouring the bargain

bins for, Geoff Crammond's

masterpiece is a rare breed - a

strategy game comparable to

chess which can only exist

inside a computer. Easily the

most atmospheric game of all

time.

SPOT
Virgin, £24.99

Easily confused with the board

game Othello, this is actually

an original game of its own -

and a rather good one too. The

original game is now quite old,

but was recently revamped

and relaunched.
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DIVISION ONE 92 REVISION ONh

DIVISION

ONE 92 REV 1
"(The Midnight Oil) treat soccer in the sophisticated way

Americans treat their national games." -The Guardian

THE GAME Everyone has their own ideas on what makes a soccer team "tick". Here is

the opportunity to put into practice your own ideas. Operating from the English 1st

division you must build a squad to challenge for the league title, the FA and League Cups

and the 3 European trophies. And as players age, rebuild the team while holding off

relegation.

SQUADS/TRANSFER MARKET In a 3 squad system (1st team squad, reserve squad

and youth squad), use the continuous intake of youth players and training program to

create a squad whose skills reflect your ideas. Supplement these skills with carefully

selected transfer market acquisitions. As they age, veterans fade and youngsters develop,

MATCH/STATS Your judgement will be put

to the test in this unique 4 minute match/stats simulation

against accurately simulated opposition. This is the

measure of your team and your most reliable source of

information. There are displays of: match flow, two

teams, player-with-the-ball, injuries, discipline,

substitutions, in-match tactics, goal scorers, possession

breakdown and performance assessment.

REVISION ONE
The best just got better! All updates that have been made

to Division One 92 over the last six months. In addition

the match screen has improved, opposition team info

expanded, a European transfer market added and a few

more minor changes. An edit program and a

customisation program have also been added. The

manual has been expanded and the packaging improved.

EDIT PROGRAM. Edit the team and players that make

up Division One. Produce your own Division One, or

Scottish League, British League, European League,

German/Spanish/French/Italian...etc...etc. Or even make

up a league of all the best teams you've ever seen.

CUSTOMISATION PROGRAM Customise the 45

man starting squad. Use your own favourite players, or

keep an eye on the changing skills of your team

SKILLS All players have a balance of 5 skills (no "skill levels") which you must develop

by experimenting with your team. Even more important will be your judgement about the

effect of the particular team balance or skill combination on the outcome of the match, and your local s.de^How about as squad with Pele,

subsequently a season of football. Suitable fining can develop/enhance skills.
Beckenbauer, Best, Cruyff, Maradonna ....?

WHAT IS DIFFERENT ABOUT THIS GAME?
Division One 92 transforms the soccer management game. You can concentrate on the football. Experiment with players, formations, team styles.B^ ^*"1 ^uad

and check it out in accurately smmlated league/cup football. Match results are from a unique soccer match. Every pass, tackle, shot etc. »s determined by the players

involved Your choice of skills thus influences match results. Mental arithmetic has been dumped. Football knowledge is the name of the game.

HEAD COACH

V3

I

"When it comes to the 4th down Headcoach has

if ."Headcoach", "TV Sports Football" head to head.

(Pop

The Midnight Oil

DeptTOI

IS. Hazelmere Road,

Stevenage SG2 8RX

Please supply:

HC DIVI

pc O O
£19.95 £19.95

HC: all PC/monitor combinations

DIVI: requires EGA/VGA monitors

The AC. Leisure Specialists
SALES ACTION LINE : 081-893-3630

60 CONSTANCE ROAD
WHITTON,TWICKENHAM,TW2 7JA.

NEW MULTIMEDIA
UPGRADE KITS

Internal £549 External £639
CD-ROM DRIVE
Access Tims 390ml

NEW VERSION 2.0
SOUNDBLASTER PRO

MM ilirlor 1/1

Voystra *> Junior

MULTI MEDIA WINDOWS
Windows 3-0 With

BUNDLED CD TITLES

SOUNDBLASTER V.2.0
£119.95

SOUNDBLASTER MCV
For PS2 E 189.95

SOUNDBLASTER PRO
NEW VERSION 2.0

£199.95

Educational Softwore Available

I For Ages From 2 To Adult

SoundBlaster Accessories
J306 Mains Speakers
C/MS Chips Option
Midi Adaptor f/1 with Voyetra SpPro
Midi Adaptor 1/5 with Voyetra SpJr
Voice Editor Software

. ^
Software Deveiopers Kit (Dos & windows)

£39.95
£19.95
£49.95
£69.95
£49.95
£59.95

LATEST RELEASES
Software
Leisure Surt Larry 5
Police Quest 3
Chessmaster 3000
Civilisation
Willie Beamish
Castle Of Or Brain

'

Oh No More Lemmings (Add On)
Gunship 2000
F117A Stealth Fighter
F29 Retaliator .

Longbow (Robin Hood)
t a „ M

Wiry Commander 2 Special Operations 1

CO-Roni Game TWea

Stellar 7
Wing Commander 1 & Secret Missions 1&2
Wing Commander 1 & Ultima 6
Jones In The Fast Lane
Mixed Up Mother Goose

Joystick* A Gamecards
2H Flightstick

$H Gimecard Automatic - 33Mhz
2H Gamecard Automatic - 33Mhz MCA
\uncom Analog Edge
jncom Analog Plus
jncom Analog Xtra

t

jncom Gameport II Plus

Windows 3.0 With Mummed!* Extortions 1.0 On CD-Rom
Tscnoplus Sound System (Sound Bwav V2 ojaoe spoavarsjoys** * kq6)

£34.95
£29.95
£29.95
£29.95
£29.95
£29.95
£19.95
£29.95

£29.95
£15.95

£39.95
£49.95
£49.95
£34.95
£34.95

£34.95
£29.95
£34.i
£17.i117.95
£24.95

£22.95

£54.95
£159.95

All prices Include VAT and Postage
No hidden extras I!

Extensive range of PC Entertainment titles in stock and full range
j

of Soundblaster accesories - please phone for full price list
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DEALER
DIRECTORY

ELECTRIC DREAMS

C/O ALLDERS
NORTH END
CROYDON
SURREY

TEL : 081 681 2577

JOYSTICK

130 Victoria Road West

Cleveleys

Blackpool

Lanes

Tel: 0255 862718

DEVRON

167 SHENLEY RAOD
BOREHAM WOOD HERTS

WD6 1AH

TEL : 081-953-1283

CRAZYJOES

145 Effingham Street

Rotherham
South Yorkshire

S65 1BL

Tel : 0709 829286

BRAIN
CHESSMASTER 3000
Software Toolworks,
£35.99

Computer chess is computer

chess - right? Well, yes ... but

this one (reviewed in Issue 4)

takes the pride of place

through its presentation and

user friendliness.

Rated 9

VAXINE
US Gold, £25.99
A sort of follow-up to

E.Motion, this adds an extra

dimension - well, in graphic

terms at least. You roam as an

abstract representation of the

body shooting rogue virus

cells. The action ranges over 99

levels with faster and meaner

germs being introduced all the

time. A new age pastime for

the modern puzzle addict.

WELLTRIS
Infogrames, £39.94

From the same fomer Soviet

scientists who brought you

Tetris comes this 3D variation

on the original theme. The

object is to manipulate falling

shapes. The 3D aspects means

the pieces appear to fall from

above. It's good enough but

how can you improve on

perfection?

SHANGHAI II

Activision, £30.99
A test ofmemory and
skill using the MahJongg
card set, this is now
available in numerous PD
incarnations, although

none as polished as this

'official* version

(reviewed in Issue 1).

Rated 7

PIPEMANIA
Empire, £25.53
Second only to the great Tetris

as an invisible hour eater, this

tale of twisting pipes and water

will provide a challenge to

even the hardest gamer.

KLAX
Respray, £7.99

An unusual block-based game
which uses colour coding

rather than shapes to generate

its puzzles. Not as addictive as

Tetris, but a nice short-term

diversion.

LOOPZ
Audiogenic, £25.99
Unusually compulsive puzzler

which adds a new twist to the

art of shape manipulation.

Hard to find, but worth

keeping an eye out for.

NIGHT SHIFT
Lucasfilm, £30.99
More of an arcade game than a

pure puzzler, this does

however have enough teasers

incorporated to keep most

gamers happy. Nicely

humorous too.

TETRIS
Infogrames, £24.99

The greatest puzzle/dexterity

game of all time. This Soviet

sensation involves moving

different shaped blocks to fit

them together. Everytime a

horizontal line is completed it

disappears. The more lines

completed, the more points

you collect. Watch out for the

original Mirrorsoft version,

which is still the best around. A
classic timeless game.

4D SPORTS BOXING
Mindscape, £30.99

They don't look very much like

boxers, but the strange

polygon-based pugilists

featured here certainly move

like them. The game features

multi-views of the fights and

also allows you to train and

develop your fighters.

Control of the fighters is also

comprehensive, allowing you

to walk towards an opponent,

back off, circle left and right

TV SPORTS BASKETBALL
Cinemaware, £30.64

Unlike most previous attempts at producing a realistic

computer basketball

simulation, this game
doesn't try to fit in the

whole court at once —

and is greatly enhanced

because of this.

Essentially you control

one on-screen player at

a time, the rest of the

players behave according to chosen tactics. Action

ranges from pure arcade friendly game to hard-fought

league matches. Competitive and playable.

and punch. The game is most

fun if played in company.

BUDOKAN
Star Performers, £10.99
Pretentious in tone it may be,

but Electronic Arts' multiple

event martial arts challenge is

still the best game of its type

available. Players train in four

forms of combat: karate,

kendo, nunchaku and the bo

staff. During fights you must

keep an eye on stamina and ki

levels as these determine your

state of health and the power

of your blows. Excellent sound

and graphics and an unusual

level of depth and excitment

for this type of game.

HARDBALL 2
Accolade, £25.53
The definitive rendition of

America's favourite sport

available for your computer.

LINKS
Access, £40.99
A graphically impressive and
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option-filled variation on the

age-old theme of computer

golf. Be warned though, it's

only for those of you with

powerful machines,

PGA TOUR GOLF
Electronic Arts, £25.99

Overall, this has to be the best

golf game currently available

on any computer. It may not

have Links' looks or options,

but it makes up for this in

terms of sheer payability.

POWERBOAT USA
Accolade, £30.99

A deceptively playable

simulation of a sport which

most of us would never even

think about taking part in.

Ignore the poor presentation -

this could become a favourite.

PRO TENNIS TOUR 2

Ubi Soft, £29.99

Multiple options are available,

it looks good, it plays well -

what more could you want?

Choices include singles and

doubles matches and type of

court surface. There's even an

option to play two on one.

Reviewed in Issue 2, this is a

definite ace.

Rated 8

SKI OR DIE

Electronic Arts, £25.99

A multi-event affair which

takes a lighthearted view of

Fergie's favourite winter

pastime. There are five sub-

games: snowball blast,

downhill blitz, aero aerials,

snowboard halfpipe and the

intertube thrash. Points are

scored for being the fastest or

being able to leap the furthest.

The presentation and

execution are impeccable. Easy

to get into and most enjoyable

to boot - check it out.

TV SPORTS
FOOTBALL
Mirror Image, £9.99

This is, of course, American

football rather than soccer. It

combines strategy plays with

fast arcade action.

No longer the state of the art in

terms of programming, but still

a comprehensive and

enjoyable rendition of the

sport. Made more accessible

than most by the usual

cinemaware TV presentation.

HEART OF CHINA
Dynamix, £39.99

Another attempt at producing

an interactive movie, Heart of

China is notable for its arcade

subsections and - more

importantly - its beautiful

digitised graphics.

Set in the 1920s in Hong Kong,

the basic plot involves the

rescue of a nurse who has

been kidnapped by a ruthless

tyrant. The point and click

game control interface works

smooth, removing the need for

any typing. This ev< >cative

action adventure is a must for

VGA users.

LEISURE SUIT LARRY V
I Sierra, £39.99

! The other side of Sierra

(contrasting nicely with the

family' style of King's Quest,

j

etc, ) is best depicted by Al

|

Lowe's luckless lover boy, who

this time around goes in search

!
of the missing disks of Leisure

\

Suit Larry IV.

Here Larry must interview -

women to find a hostess for a

sleazy TV show. But to Larry's

cost, the Mafia becomes

involved. More cheeky

chuckles for fans of the series.

SORCERERS GET ALL
|

THE GIRLS
i Legend, £30.64

Not as saucy as the title

suggests, this is nevertheless an

engrossing and perplexing

adventure from the old school.

It's really just a text adventure,

but a complex, entertaining

and satisfying one nonetheless.

MAGNETIC SCROLLS
COLLECTION 1

Virgin, £34.99

Reviewed in Issue 1 , this three

game package updates some of

the adventure specialist's best-

loved works using the all-new

'Windows' system (as seen in

Wonderland).The games

included are Corruption, Fish!

and Guild of Thieves. Good

value.

Rated 7

THE SECRET OF
MONKEY ISLAND
Lucasfilm, £30.99

A real joy to play, Lucasfilm's

first tale of dark doings on the

high seas used the wealth of

experience gained over five

years of development, Indiana

Jones, etc, to produce one of

the best adventures yet.

The game is divided into three

parts: the first deals with hero

Guybrush Threepwood's

attempers to become a pirate;

the second his journey to

Monkey Island- and the third

all about the island itself. Good

music, neat animation and

derailed graphics and a superb

control system all combine to

produce an enjoyable

experience.

THE SECRET OF
MONKEY ISLAND 2
Lucasfilm, £39.99

More buccaneering brilliance

with a smile on its face, as the

original's hero, Guybrush

Threepwood, once again takes

on the evil ghost pirate

LeChuck. this game

demonstrates just how many

brain-teasers can be

constructed within the

limitations of an icon-based

control system.

Oursranding VGA graphics

with impressive lighting and

shading add to rhe pirarical

atmosphere. It's also packed

with jokes. Reviewed in issue

3, this is a perfect progression

from the original.

Rated 9

SPACE QUEST IV

Sierra, £34.99

In yet another ongoing saga,

Sierra's comical space hero,

INDIANA JONES AND THE LAST CRUSADE
Lucasfilm, £30.99

One of the great animated graphic adventures, with

plenty of atmosphere,

and humour, which has

only really been

surpassed by Lucasfilm's

subsequent efforts (now
available in a double

pack with Zak

McKracken And The
Alien Mindbenders).

DEALER
DIRECTORY

TOMORROWS WORLD

27-33 PARAGON STREET
HULL

HU1 3NA

TEL : 0482 215585

AB COMPUTERS

2 WHITE FRIAR
COVENTRY
CV1 2DU

TEL:
0203 550999

DATA DIRECT

53 RUGBY ROAD
WORTHING
WEST SUSSEX

BN11 5NB

TEL : 0903 700 811

HARRODS

ELECTRIC DREAMS
COMPUTER
DEPARTMENT
87 Brompton Rd

KNIGHTSBRIDGE
LONDON SW7

Tel : 071-730-1234
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DEALER
DIRECTORY

PC PROMOTION
COMPUTER HOUSE
86 GEORGE STREET
NEWCASTLE UNDER

LYME
STOCK ON TRENT

SD5 10N

TEL: 0782 71 1237

COMPUTERWISE

394 Birmingham

Rd,

Wyld Green,

Sutton Coldfield

Tel : 021-382-3252

ROADRUNNER
Distribution

Unit 14
GUILDHALL IND ESTATE

KIRKSANDALL
DONCASTER
DN3 1QR

TEL: 0302 890000

HEWARDS HOME
STORES

822-824 KINGSTANDING
ROAD

KINGSTANDING
BIRMINGHAM

B44 9RT
Tel: 021-354-2083

ADVENTUR
Roger Wilco, once again boldly

goes on a mission that's about

as much to do with time travel

as space exploration and never

takes itself too seriously. Sierra

fans will know exactly what to

expect - the unexpected!

And that means he has

somehow landed slap bang in

the scenario for Space Quest

XII: Vohaul's Revenge and

becomes involved with the

Sequel Police who believe

Roger's adventures have gone

on far too long. Easy point and

click interface control, odd-ball

puzzles and digitised artwork.

SPELLCASTING
Legend, £39.99
Like Sorcerers Get All The
Girls, this one was developed

by the master of the tongue in

cheek adventure game, Steve

Meretzky. Reviewed in Issue 1,

Spellcasting will appeal to any

adventurer who doesn't take

things too seriously.

Rated 7

WONDERLAND
Virgin, £34.99

An adventure built and played

through an all-new 'Windows-

style' user interface, Magnetic

Scrolls' Wonderland turns

Lewis Carroll's masterpiece into

an absorbing beautiful game.

ARCADE
BATTLETECH 2

Infocom, £39.99
Based on a highly popular

futuristic combat board game,

Infocom's Battletech showed in

no uncertain terms that there

was potentially more to that

late, great company than text

adventures.

Here huge mechanised

monsters - Mechs - stride the

land battling out with huge and

powerful weapons. But this

isn't just a shoot 'em up. There

is a large degree of strategy

involved. Reviewed in issue 3.

Rated 5

3D CONSTRUCTION
KIT
Domark, £44.99
Build your own 3D worlds with

- this unusually powerful game
creator from the team that

brought you Total Eclipse and

Driller. As well as constructing

the geometric scenery, you can

also add your own borders and

music, and set up animated

effects.

CASTLES
Electronic Arts, £34.99
Probably the only computer

game ever to be set in Wales,

Casdes sees the player design,

build and then defend a casde.

One for the long-term

strategist.

BATTLE CHESS II

Electronic Arts, £24.99
A follow-on from EA's original

animated chess game, this

brings the pieces to life in the

same humorous way as its

predecessor, while introducing

the more unusual rules of

Chinese Chess to a Western

audience.

DRAGON'S BREATH
Palace, £31.64
Almost a board game in its

style (although this is definitely

a computer original), Dragon's

Breath sees three human or

computer-controlled players do

batde through growing and

nurturing battle dragons.

Curiously underrated.

ELITE PLUS
MicroProse, £39.99
Not so much a sequel as an

upgrading of the classic space

trading game. The aim is to

achieve elite status in the areas

of combat, trading and piloting

your ship. The space battles are

immense fun, providing a clean

contrast to the trading sections.

GODS
Renegade, £34.99
Reviewed in Issue 4, this was

the first attempt at an arcade

adventure by the Bitmap

Brothers. "The best platform

game to appear on the PC to

date."

RatedS

KING'S QUEST V
Sierra, £44.99
Roberta Williams' King's Quest

was the original animated

adventure game - and over the

years the series has gone from

strength to strength. Highly

entertaining and user-friendly,

this is well worth clearing out

your hard disk for.

OPERATION
STEALTH
US Gold, £30.99
A Bond-style adventure

featuring the impressive

Cinematique user-interface as

developed by the ground-

breaking French development

team, Delphine.

LIFE & DEATH II

Software Toolworks,
£35.99

Your chance to work in the

theatre - the operating theatre

that is. Hilarious, messy and

harmless, exactly what

computer games should be.

MIDWINTER
Rainbird, £35.75
An instant classic, Maelstrom

Games' 3D extravaganza looks

so good that you might just

forget it's an all-action game

too. It covers 'green' issues

including global warming and

the threat of a premature ice

age. Essential purchase and a

landmark in computer

entertainment.

POPULOUS
Electronic Arts, £29.99

This is one of the rare breed

that's so mould-breaking that

it's almost become a generic

term. Now available in a

double-pack with Sim City, this

is unusual, indescribable and a

true work of genius - buy it.

CIVILIZATION

MicroProse, £39.99

From the pen of Sid

'Railroad Tycoon* Meier,

Civilization (reviewed in

Issue 1) takes the player

on a power trip through

history. As the leader of

a prehistoric wandering tribe you start out by finding

a place to settle, expanding your population and the

lands they inhabit. Slowly you lay the foundations of a

society, building roads, towns, cities etc, and prepare

for attacks from barbarian tribes. An Immensely
satisfying strategy game of planning, conquest,

negotiation and exploration. Thoroughly addictive.

Rated 7
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POWERMONGER
Electronic Arts, £29.99

Bullfrog's next one on from

Populous didn't have quite the

same impact as its predecessor,

but it remains a classic

wargame and graphically

impressive to boot.

There is an option to connect

computers together via a

modem or direct cable so two

human players can compete

head-to-head. The game also

supports a network option

allowing four-player

competition.

The amount of detail in the

game is incredible - birds

rustling feathers, voices of

blacksmiths in their workshops

and cheering. An epic

entertainment. Check out the

review in Issue 3.

Rated 8

SIM CITY
Infogrames, £30.64

Another game to have

spawned a thousand clones,

Maxis' mix of town planning,

crisis management and

downright megalomania has

achieved the impossible - to

make urban politics fun!

Build up your town from a

green field site, populate it

with people, give them a

transport network and

services, and then try to

maintain law and order as they

take on a life of their own.

Defintiely not to be missed.

SIM EARTH
Ocean, £40.86

Not so much a world manager

as a world builder, Maxis

followed Sim City with an

educational tool based on the

Gaia hypothesis and puts the

player in charge of every single

aspect of a living planet, from

the raising and lowering of

land masses to the creation

and population of the seas,

The program is enormously

flexible. You need a 286 or

above to really appreciate the

game. Complex in the

extreme, and detailed enough

to keep your interest for many

months.

STELLAR 7

Dynamix, £44.99

Remember the original arcade

game Battlezone? Dynamix'

interpretation is a bit more

colourful, but thankfully the

old-fashioned game play has

not been thrown out with the

old-fashioned presentation. It's

just as addictive now as then.

DIREC
Active Sales Dynamix

and Marketing 0734 305322

os] ~^jS2 0260 Electronic

Activision Arts

010 331 0753 5494 i2

#109995 Empire

Britannica 0268 541126

Software Firebird

081 752 0260 0666 504326

Broderbund Infocom

081 ~Hi) 2222 081 ()(>0 22^

:tory
Games 0268 541126

021 025 3366 Psygnosis

Magnetic OS i 709 5755

Scrolls Kainbird

081 960 22^ 06(H) 504326

MicroProse Sierra On-Line

0666 504326 0734 305322

Microsoft Software

0734 500741 Toolworks

Mindscape 044 1 831761

Cinemaware

8 1454

Core Design

Delpbine

021 625 53o6

Domark

Infogrames

071 738 8199

Interplay

0753 549 i \2

Leisure

Genius

081 960 2255

Lucasfilm

0444 831761

New World

Computing

021 025 33o6

Ocean

061 H^2(y(^^

Origin

US Gold/SSI

021 o25 3366

Velocity

021 625 33o6

Virgin Games

Paragon

Wesson

International

0444 8315^5

ATTENTION:
MANUFACTURERS,
DISTRIBUTORS,
PUBLISHERSAND
RETAILERS
While we aim to make the buyer's

guide as comprehensive as possible

we need your help to keep our

readers informed of all your special

offers and promotional deals. If you

have any forthcoming promotions or

special offers which would be of

interest to PC owners, let us know and

we'll tell our readers.

ATTENTION: READERS
We hope that you've found the

buyer's guide useful and entertaining,

but we also want to keep improving it

to meet your needs. Tell us what you

like or dislike, what sections you'd

like to see added or changed, and

we'll do our best to accommodate the

most popular suggestions. Please

write to us at:

PC Review, Priory Court, 30-

32 Farringdon Lane, London
EC1R 3AU. Teh 071-972 6700.

DEALER
DIRECTORY

THE COMPUTER STORE

21A Printing Offfice Street

Doncaster DN1 1TP
Tel: 0302 325260

40 Trinity Street Arcade

Leeds LSI 6QN
Tel : 0532 429284

13 Westmoreland Street

Wakefield WF11PN
Tel ; 0924 290159

14 St Sampsons Square

YorkY012RR
Tel : 0904 646934

10 Square

The Woolshops
Halifax HX1 1RU
Tel: 0422 369077

4 Market Place

Huddersfield HD1 2AN
Tel: 0484 514405

10 St Peters Way
The Eagle Centre

Derby DEI 2NR
Tel : 0332 202960

34-36 Ivegate

Bradford BD1 1SW
Tel : 0274 732094

44 Market Street

Barasley S70 1SN
Tel : 0226 284124

5 Cole Street

Scunthorpe DN15 6RA
Tel : 0724 827985

41A Broadwalk

The Braodmarsh Centre

Nottingham NG1 7LH
Tel : 0602 598645

125 Pinstone Street

Sheffield

S12HL
Tel : 0742 780083

75 Prospect Street

Prospect Centre

Hull

HU2 8PW
Tel : 0482 25536

THE COMPUTER STORE
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RELEASES

Crusaders ofthe DarkSavant

Fronv Peter .Turcan,

Dreadnoughts...(Game)
mclad:' Scenarios.^:... 1894-.19 16

Bismarck Scenarios....WW2..

.£31.99

.£16.90
..£16.99

/

HARPpON Special

*pV y Battl^ets, 1&2 IBM.,£3k99,
Harpoon BATTLEBOOK (300+ pages) £ 16.99

Bati! North Atlantic Convoy^' £22.90 intfx

Battleset #3 "The Med Conflict £14.99
• Baitleset #4 'Indian. Ocea-
Scenario Ecuto i 9.99

28

VISIT, ouj SHOP in Hampton Hill

or send for bur 7tft Edition CATAlOCUE
Mail ,£>rd#r artd 0vej&eap' or.der^"weJcorn^

Phone Q61 977 808* Fox 061/977 4622
D&E The Courtyard, High Street, Hampton HI, MWdx. TW12 1PD,

225 TOP PC GAMES
£24.95

+ &2.00 p&p
Unbeatable Value!

A 25 DISK SET OF SHAREWARE/PD GAMES FOR IBM &
COMPATIBLES - TITLES INCLUDE :

Ford Simulator II; Captain Comic; Railroad; Bushido; Master

Spy; Jacaranda Jim; Humbug; Shooting Gallery; Commander
Keen; Jetset; Dungeons & Dragon; Blast; Bananoids; Golden

Wombat of Destiny; Daleks; EGAroids; Roulette ;3D Tetris; VGA
sharks; Bass Tour; Pharoes Tomb; Grand Prix; Pop Egabomb;
Star Goose; Cribbage; Dark Ages; Dungeons of Doom; Wizards
Lair; Global Warfare; Maxlmus; PC Tennis; PC Pool; Americas
Cup; Golf + dozens more arcade Adventure, Pinball, Cards,

Strategy, Simulations, jokes, Board Etc EtC.fi

All these & much more for only £24.95 the set!! + 12 p&p
r--——— —— — -
iPImm Mrtd m« your 225 PC Gam«s Mt <g> £24.95 £2 p&p

[Name :

Address :

Postcode

ji enclose £26.95

jl require 5.5" J 3.5" J Disks pcrev
|

U 1

• E.C. SOFTWARE •
• * 13 SHANNON DRIVE, HDDDERSFIELD HD3 3UL **

• * ACCESS/VISA ORDERS ON {UHi 460070 •*
• • 10 AM - 9PM 7 DAYS • •

9£<D T^G09tS9<m!E<Wm!E
Dept PCF, 3 OAKLEA COURT RHYl, CLWYD, 1X1 8 4NP TEL: 0745 338094

'Free Catalosue on request *Same day dispatch on orders 'Free advice on all computer mat
5.25 Disks £1 .60, 3.5 Disks £1 .90 Payment by Cheque or Credit Card (Telephone orders accepi

SPECIAL OFFER PACKS OF 10 IBM DISKS m.25 @ £12, 3.5 @ £14.00
Hundreds of other disks available for IBM, Atari ST, and Apple Mac.
Shareware is not free, please register rf you find the program useful

Win3 Games Pack
Pack of 10 Disks with 35+ Games
mc, Chess, Backgammon, Xword,
Checkers, Cubic, Hextrix, Brick,

WinPoker, Gravity, Monopoly,
Taipei, etc.

win 3 Music Pack
Boxplot, Cassette Caseliner, Guitar

Scales, FM (Adhb & Soundblaser

Edit(, WinPlay, Win Music, MVP-Keys,

Music collection Prog, Sounder with

Samples, Toolbook Progs.

win 3 graphics Pack
PaintShop, 2,000 Icons (2D),

IconDraw, BMP Mono Clip Art

(40), Screen Capture, Calendar
for Corel Draw, GCP, Icon

Manager, Gif21con, WmFern

MUSIC AND MIDI PACK
Midi Misc Set of 3 Disks (too
many progs to list) Pianoman,

Pianoman Music (2D), Composer,
Speaker Device Driver, Music

Blocks, Music Librarian

VQA graphics Pack
VGA Paint, VGA Cad, Desktop
Paint, SPIot, VGA Demos (2D),

VGA Games (4D) - Mahjong,
Bananoid, Shooting Gallery, VGA

Jigsaw

Art ft graphics Pack

City Desk, Letterhead, PC Illustrator

Mapmaker, DanCad, Draft Choice,

Free Press, Painters Apprentice,

Optics, Graphics Work Station.

CgA games Pack
10 disk set of 40 Games inc., Pa

Pitfall, Qbert, Frogger, Mahjor

Galaxy, Life, Centipede, Join

Dragons, Paratrooper, Spaa
Commander, etc, etc.

EgA/YgA games Pad
Captain comic, EGA Trek, Pint

Commander Keen, Dark Age
Othello, Moraffs Blast, Cunnn
Football, Mahjong, Daloma
Depths, Space Flees, etc.

Adult Pack

10 Disks of Miscellaneous

Programs for the over 1 8's on

Mixture of Pinups, Animation

and Adult Games.

Matrix

Buy Your Software From Us
And We'll Buy It Back !

As a member of the Matrix you can choose from our extensive lists of the latest and the popular with our

absolute guarantee to buy them back. AND you don't have to pay until you're decided.

* Top name games, business and ultility software (sorry no pd or Shareware)

* Great prices * No commitment to buy * Computer helpline

* Super fast service * - established 1981 - over 2.5 thousand members.

To find out more about our unique Matrix money saving scheme

call our 24 hour hotline, (0920) 444224,now!

or, send large s.a.e stating your machine (IBM/PC 3.5", Amiga, Atari ST) to : Matrix Leisure Services,

Dept PCR5, Unit 4 Mill Studio Business Centre, Crane Mead, Ware, Herts. SG12 9PY

To advertise in PC Review

071-972-6700

Ext : 2474 or 2473

PC Review Magazine
Emap Images
Priory Court

30-32 Farringdon Lane
London
EC1R 3AU
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Buyers

'

i uide
Because all of us here at PC Review are PC users

as well as reviewers we're perfectly placed to

know that shopping for your PC can be a

veritable nightmare, even if you're looking for

something as simple as a joystick. The PC's open

architecture has meant that expanding the machine is a

fairly simple operation, but it's also meant that, during

its 10 years of existence, the machine has attracted an

enormous number of manufacturers of both hardware

and software. The choice facing the potential buyer is

vast and continually growing.

That's why we've set aside more than 10 pages in

each issue to guide you through the quagmire of

hardware and software. Within this section you'll find

up to date information on the very best hardware and

software available. Not only will we tell you what you

can buy, but where you can buy it from and how much

it will dent your pocket.

We don't claim that the guide in a single issue is

exhaustive, but over the course of a few

months you'll find it builds up into an invaluable

reference work for PC buyers.

Happy browsing!

HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE
We've divided the guide into four easy to use sections:

Hardware lists add-ons and upgrades that will improve

your PC's performance or add features not available

on the basic model: Software gives you a run-down of

a wide-range of productivity software and utility

programs: Ancillary is for those of you who want to

invest in a new machine or simply keep your existing

machine in tip-top condition.

Within each section you'll find that we've listed the

basic capabilities of each product as well as any major

plus or minus points. If you're a little confused by

Technospeak (and aren't we all from time to time) just

turn to our Technical Terms panels for a simple

explanation.

All of the prices given are inclusive of VAT at 17.5%,

although where there is no recommended retail price

for a particular product we've listed the average price,

thus: C$550, Please bear in mind that these prices do

not include postage and packaging, courier charges,

etc.

If you require further details on a product then simply

look up the supplier in our directory where you'll find

an appropriate telephone number and address.

What could be simpler?

HARDWARE
Memory Upgrades 112

Hard Cards 112

Hard Disk Drives 112

Graphics Cards 113

ADD-ONS
Soundboards.. 113

Joysticks 113

Mice and Trackballs 113

Modems 114

Dot Matrix Printers Under £300 114

Ink Jet Printers 115

Laser Printers 115

External Disk Drives 115

CD ROM Drives 115

Hand Scanners 116

Digitisers.. 116

SOFTWARE
Graphics 116

Desktop Publishing 116

Communications 116

Composing Software 117

Anti-Viral Toolkits 117

Miscellaneous Utilities/Productivity Software— 117

ANCILLARY
Portable Computers 118

Maintenance and Repair 119

DIRECTORY 119

We hare done everything humanly possible to check the

information in ibis guide. But prices do change, distribution

snitches from one company to another, even brand names can be

updated. While we will update the information regularly to take

account of this, we can't be held responsiblefor any errors

contained herein.

Anyone -suppliers, publishers, readers -who knows of

products suitablefor inclusion but which hare mysteriously been

omitted can write in with details (write, please, don't phone) to

the address at thefront of the magazine.
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DEALER
DIRECTORY

OHM ELECTRONICS LTD
515 PINNER ROAD NORTH

HARROW MIDDX
HA2 6EH

Tel : 081-427-0545
Fax : 081-863-7930

AMSTRAD COMMODORE
OLIVETTI ALSO PC'S BUILT TO
YOUR SPECIFICATIONS. PC

GAMES ACCESSORIES WE ALSO
REPAIR AND UPGRADE PCS

COMPUTER ADVENTURE
WORLD

STRATEGY, RPG, SIMULATION
SPECIALISTS

BANK BUILDINGS
CHARING CROSS,
BIRKENHEAD
051-666-1132

318 KENSINGTON,
LIVERPOOL
051-263-6306

AR COMPUTERS
2 GLASS STREET

HANLEY
STOKE - ON TRENT

STAFFS
ST12iy

TEL: 0785 222551

150 NEWPORT ROAD
STAFFORD
ST16 2E2

CRAWLEY COMPUTERS
(CROWBOROUGH) LTD

1 THE PARADE,
ERIDGE ROAD,
CROWBOROUGH,
EAST SUSSEX
TN6 2SH

TEL : 0892 667122

MEMORY UPGRADES
Most PCs will take extra memory chips, either

on a slot-in card, or directly onto the

motherboard - and just as well, given the latest

crop of memory hungry games. The minimum
RAM acceptable these days is 640K; some
older PCs (such as the Amstrad PCI 512) were

sold with 512K. However, an increasing

number of games make use of extended or expanded memory above 640K, and you'll need a good
2Mb should you ever want to run Windows. The prices quoted here are for a selection of IBM and

Amstrad machines. Prices for other clones may vary.

Size/Type Price Comments Supplier

IMb/Card £94 For IBM XT Memory Direct

2Mb/Card £146.88 For IBM XT Memory Direct

2Mb/Card £164.50 For IBM AT Memory Direct

2Mb/Card £246.75 For IBM AT (IIM 4) Memory Direct

4Mb/Card £339.57 For IBM AT (LIM 4) Memory Direct

640K/Chip Set £29.95 For Amstrad PC1512 Evesham Micros

4Mb/Chip Set £160 For Amstrad PC2286 Evesham Micros

l6Mb/Chip Set £815.45 For Amstrad PC2386 Memory Direct

TECHNICAL TERMS
The original XTs and ATs could only directly address a maximum of 640K of RAM, but there are

two methods of extending the available RAM on these machines. The first is known as Extended
Memory (memory located above the first megabyte which can be directly addressed by the 80286

and its successors), while the alternative is Lotus Intel Microsoft Expanded memory
Specification (UM EMS), named after the three companies that developed it. IIM 4 is the latest

version of this, designed to work with DOS version 4.0 and beyond. Most software that uses

extended or expanded memory is configured to work with only one of these systems, so you

should check which of them your applications support before you make a buying decision.

HARDCARDS
No room for a hard disk drive? Want a simple plug in, cheaper solution? Hard cards fit into a free

expansion slot and can be used as a conventional hard drive.

• The XL versions of Time's Smartcards are supplied without driving software. Ifyou wish to buy the

version with the softwareplease add £47 to the listedprice.

Model Type Capacity Speed Width Price Supplier

Smartcard 30XL XT/AT 32Mb 24ms ISlot £205,62 Time

32MbXT XT 32Mb 40ms 1.5 Slots £186.83 RSC

Smartcard 40XL XT/AT 40Mb 24ms 1 Slot £229.13 Time

45MbXT XT 45Mb 19ms 1 Slot £233.83 RSC

45MbAT AT 45Mb 19ms ISlot £233.83 RSC

Smartcard 100XL XT 100Mb 19ms 1 Slot £417.13 Time

Smartcard 100XL AT 100Mb 19ms ISlot £534.63 Time

TECHNICAL TERMS
Cards which occupy 1.5 slots wiU prevent you from plugging a full length card into the adjacent

expansion slot, so check the arrangements of existing cards in your PC and plan carefully if you

intend to utilise any unoccupied slots in the future. The speed of a card is an indication of its

average seek time (the time it takes for the read/write heads to reach the appropriate location on

the disk).

•RSC's cards are supplied with afree copy ofNorton Utilities v.5 (RRPJL139)

HARD DISKS
Model Interface Capacity Speed Size Price Supplier

Seagate ST325N SCSI 32Mb 28ms 3.5" 1" high £205.63 Dataplex

Seagate ST351A/X AT/XT 42Mb 28ms 3.5* 1" high £193.88 Dataplex

Seagate ST125A IDE 21Mb 28ms 3.5" half height £170.38 Corporate Upgrades Ltd

Seagate ST157A IDE 44Mb 28ms 3.5" half height £163.33 Corporate Upgrades Ltd

Seagate ST225 MFM 21Mb 65ms 5.25" half height 135.13 Dataplex

Conner CP3024 IDE 21Mb 27ms 3.5" 1" high £176.25 Unimart Computers Ltd

Conner CP3044 IDE 42Mb 25ms 3.5" 1" high £217.38 Unimart Computers Ltd

TECHNICAL TERMS
You can only fit an internal hard drive if you have a suitably sized spare drive port in your

machine. If you are at all unsure you should first check with the supplier of your machine which

size of hard drive you will be able to fit. There are a number of different hard drive interfaces in

use so make sure that you buy the appropriate drive.
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If you're using a PC which has only floppy disk drives, then a hard drive could change your life.

With capacities ranging from 20Mb to well over 100Mb (more in business heavyweight machines),

you can store all your programs, all your data, on the one drive, and still access it far more quickly

than on floppy. No more disk-swapping every five minutes, no more booting DOS from floppy

every time you switch on. Also, more and more games these days actually require you to install

them on a hard disk.

GRAPHICS CARDS
The PC has had a long and chequered history of different graphics standards, thanks to IBM's

decision not to include graphics at all in the original machine. The current best standard now for

games is VGA (Video Graphics Array): with a maximum of 256 colours on-screen, this really shows

off the potential of PC games.

Type RAM Size Resolution Colours Price Supplier

Hercules 64Kb 8-Bit 640x350 2 £28.20 Watford Electronics

CGA 64Kb 8 bit 320x200 4 £37.60 Watford Electronics

EGA 256Kb 8-Bit 640x350 16 £76.38 Watford Electronics

VGA 512K 16 bit 1024x768 256 £92.83 Dataplex

SVGA 1Mb 16 bit 1024x768 256 £92.83 DS Computers

• Watford Electronics graphics cards are all supplied with a built-in parallelprinterport.

SOUNDBOARDS
Until recently, the best the PC could produce in the way of sound was 'beep'. But the advent of

soundboards has changed things dramatically. A soundboard will take up a single expansion slot

and produce genuine music and background sound effects in the games which support it - which is

an ever-increasing number these days, Below are the 'standard' soundboards catered for by most

titles.

Name Supplier Price

AdLib Mindscape £89-99

Comment Currently the most popular system, and a good trade-off between price and

performance.

LAPC-1 Roland £379.00

Comment Superb sound quality probably priced out of the reach of many games players. Non

AdLib-compatible.

SoundBlaster v2.0 WestPoint Creative £139-95

Comment AdLib-compatible and capable of producing sampled sounds. Try it with Wing

Commander 2 to hear what we mean!

SoundBlaster Pro WestPoint Creative £249-95

Comment Has all the features of soundblaster, but is compatible with many CD ROM games.

JOYSTICKS
No provision is made in the design of the

standard PC to plug a joystick in directly.

You'll need a joystick card in one of your

expansion slots which allows an analogue

joystick to be plugged in. A number of

manufacturers sell both cards and joysticks

together. For flight sirns and racing games,

yoke and pedal style controllers are also available.

• The Tecniche stick is available without games cardfor 117.61

• The Analog sticks are both available withoutgames cardsfor112 and115 lower than the marked

prices respectively.

Product Price Supplier Comments

Anko AK-GC27A £19.95 ABS Computer Supplies Auto-fire option

IBM Joystick £19.95 Computer Mates Ltd Includes games card

Powerport 2 £63.45 Power Mark Self-adjusting PS/2 Twin Port

The Yoke £57.58 Power Mark Self-centring Yoke

Gravis Analogue Stick £48.18 Power Mark 8 Tension adjusters!

Tecniche PC Power Stick £23-49 RSCLtd Includes games card

Analog Edge £29-99 Evesham Micros Includes games card

Analog Xtra £39-99 Evesham Micros Includes games card

Gravis PC Mousestick £89-95 RC Simulations Includes games card

MICEAND TRACKBALLS
Many games are tailored to be easily controllable with a mouse, which is much more of a standard

PC add-on than a joystick. Then again, there is the trackball, which in effect is an upside-down

mouse, with you moving the ball directly to control on-screen movement - useful if your desk space

is limited or you're using it with a portable machine.

Product Price Supplier Comments

Genius GM60G0 £28.95 ABS Computer Supplies Includes pocket, pad and software

Genius GMF302 £37.95 ABS Computer Supplies As above, higher resolution

DEALER
DIRECTORY

SPA COMPUTER CENTRE

68 CLARENDEN STREET
LEAMINGTON SPA

WARKS
CV32 4PE

TEL : 0926 425985

Home and business computers.
hardware software peripherals disks

stationery

Spares repairs service.

CRAWLEY
COMPUTERS

54 THE BOULEVARD
CRAWLEY
SUSSEX

TEL: 0293 561656

TOWN COMPUTERS

30 Town Road
Hanley

Stoke On Trent

ST1 2JQ

Tel : 0782 287540
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DEALER
DIRECTORY

GAME LIMITED

Unit 15
The Pavillions

Birmingham
Tel : 021 643 4979

Unit 22
West Orchards Shopping Centre

Smithford Way
Coventry

Tel : 0203 256148

Units 2-8

Victoria Walk
Schofield Shopping Centre

The Headrow
Leeds

0532 465320

Unit 59
Arndale Centre
Market Street

Manchester M4 4HA
Tel : 061-839-5101

Unit 12
Bargate Shopping Centre

East Bargate
Southampton SOI 1HF

0703 237771

Unit 15
Liberty Shopping Centre

Romford
0708 734803

Unit 106
Thurrock Lakeside Shopping Centre

West ThurrocK
Essex

RM16 1WT
Tel : 0708 890008

Unit 12
The Marlowes Centre
Hemel Hempstead
Tel : 0442 233882

Unit 6
The Glades Shopping Centre

Bromley
Kent

BR1 1DD
Tel : 081 466 0199

Unit A17
The Harlequin Centre\
Watford WD 1 2AT
Tel : 0923 213494

3 Chevy Chase
Eldon Square Centre\
Newcastle-upon- Tyne

NE17UG
Tel: 091 230 0239

GAME LIMITED

Product Price

Anko AKTB500 £49,95

Logitech Mouseman £62.28

Cordless Mouseman £116.33

Logitech Pilot £45.83

Tec-Mouse £34.08

Microsoft Ballpoint £104.58

Amstrad Mouse £22.33

Axelen Mouse £21.1

5

Truemouse £22.99

Cordless Truemouse £49-95

Golden Image Mouse £34.95

Trackball £39.99

Mousepen £116.33

Unmouse £159.80

mouse!Nakasha Mouse £41.13

Squik Mouse £19-98

Supplier

ABS Computer Supplies

Acolyte Services

Acolyte Services

Dataplex

Dimension Computers Ltd

Dimension Computers Ltd

Dimension Computers Ltd

DS Computers

Evesham Micros

Evesham Micros

Evesham Micros

Evesham Micros

KSI

Picture Perfect UK Ltd

RSCLtd

RSCLtd

Comments

Trackball with 'drag button'

Uses radio technology

Includes paint software

Trackball for portables

Works with Amstrad PCs

Serial/ PS/2 /Amstrad versions

As above but with infra-red link

Optical Mouse

Features lock drag

Mouse shaped like a pen

Tablet - use finger as

Includes DPaint II

Low cost serial mouse

TECHNICAL TERMS
A Mouse or Trackball requires a suitable driver to be installed before it will operate. Most
devices are supplied with suitable software, but you should check first with the manufacturer.

You should also note that there are different types of mice and trackballs designed to work with

different systems (eg Serial and Microsoft Compatible), so make sure that you are buying the

device that is correct for your model of PC.

MODEMS
Get your PC to be more sociable. A modem will connect you to other PCs via the telephone lines,

giving you access to bulletin boards, public database networks and multi-user games - or you can

simply use it to send messages to friends.

Product Price Manufacturer

Biscom (internal) £258.50 Dataflex

Biscom (external) £323.13 Dataflex

Comfax (internal) £387.75 Dataflex

Comfax (external) £517.00 Dataflex

Courier 2400e Quad (internal) £464.13 Miracom

Courier 24O0e Quad (external) £522.88 Miracom

Keycard 3000 V22 £346.63 Miracom

Keycard 3000 V22 BIS £464.13 Miracom

PC Professional £517.00 Dataflex

Quadcom (internal) £387.75 Dataflex

Quadcom (external) £517.00 Dataflex

Rapier (internal) £646.25 Dataflex

Stradcom (internal) £193.88 Dataflex

Stradcom (external) £229.13 Dataflex

WS4000 (SB2422) £186.83 Miracom

Quattro 2400 c£500.00 Dowty

Smartmodem 2400 Quad £339.57 Hayes

SM2400 £222.08 Amstrad

Milgo Maxam IV £468.83 Racal

2400 MNP Class 5 £468.83 Worldport

TECHNICAL TERMS
PC Modems come in two types: internal and external. Internal versions require a spare

expansion slot, but they are usually £50 to £100 cheaper than their external counterparts.

External versions plug into a serial port instead. If you are going to use your modem mainly to

communicate with one other party (e.g. a particular bulletin board) then you should first check

which protocol is in use by them and buy the appropriate modem.

DOT-MATRIXPRINTERS UNDER £300
Dot matrix printers are coming down in price, but at the same time the quality is improving: letter

quality modes are no longer dotty or lacking true descenders on letters such as 'g' or y . This to

particularly true of models with a 24-pin printhead. This is probably a good time to buy.

Company/model Price Speed Buffer Type

Amstrad DMP3160 £233.83 160/40 16K 9-Pin

Brother M-1209 £264.38 168/35 2K 9-Pin

Citizen 124D £292.58 120/40 8-32K 24-Pin
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Buffer Type
4-32K 9-Pin

8K 9-Pin

21K 9-Pin

2-K 9-Pin

3-llK 9-Pin

IK 9-Pin

6K 9-Pin

None 9-Pin

Company/model Price Speed

Epson LX850 £269.08 200/30

Mannesmann Tally MT81 £186.83 155/26

Olivetti DM109 £257.33 240/36

Panasonic KX-P1 180 £252.63 192/38

Samsung SP 0930N £222.08 300/50

Seikosha SP1900AI £116.33 192/40

Seikosha SP2000 £233.83 160/40

Victor VP10D £210.33 175/30

TECHNICAL TERMS
A printer's speed is a measurement of the number of characters it can print per second. The first

figure is for draft mode and the second figure is for Near Letter Quality (NLQ) mode. The

Buffer Size is an indication of the amount of internal memory the printer has. The higher this

figure is, the quicker your PC will be released to perform other tasks.

INKJETPRINTERS
Ink jets are the newly fashionable item for style-conscious PC owners: with distinctly better print

quality than dot matrixes , the advantage of being virtually silent.

DEALER
DIRECTORY

Company Model Price Speed
(Pages per minute)

Resident fonts

Mannesmann Tally £1,0994 PP 14 bitmap

Seikosha OP-104 £940 4 14 bitmap

Hewlett-Packard LaserJet III £1,749 8 8 Scalable

Samsung SL-1081A £891 8 24 bitmap

Oki OL830 £1,499 8 7 scalable Adobe

Oki OL400 £899 4 25 bitmap

Olivetti PG308 £1,399 4 24 bitmap

AEG Laserstar 6 £999 6 9 Fonts

CUSTOM GAMES
Incorporating
Just Micro

22 Carver Street

Sheffield

S1 4SF

TEL : 0742 752732

LASER PRINTERS
Laser printers have the same advantage of being quiet as ink jets and while they are not much more

expensive, the resolution is markedly better. Laser printers are rapidly replacing dot matrix models as the

standard office 'workhorse'.

Company Price Speed Buffer

Brother HJ100 £405.38 142/83 37K

Canon BJ300 £699.13 300/150 30-128K

Epson SQ850 £,903.58 600/198 8K

Hewlett-Packard DeskJet 500 £586.33 240/120 16K

IBM 4072 Execjet £868.33 600/300 30K

Mannesmann Tally MT9 £938.83 220/110 32K

Olivetti JP350 £586.33 360/120 8K

STARGAZER
Amiga and PC

Specialists

37 Upper Ththing Street

Worcester

Wgl 1JZ

Tel : 0905 726259

EXTERNAL DRIVES
If you don't have space for any more floppy disk drives -

can always add an external model.

a problem with newer slimline models, you

Model Size Capacity Price Supplier

IBM compatibles 3.5" 720Kb £109.95 ABS Computer Supplies

IBM Compatibles 3.5" 1.44Mb £119.95 ABS Computer Supplies

IBM Compatibles 5.25" 360Kb £119.95 ABS Computer Supplies

IBM Compatibles 5.25" 1.2Mb £129.95 ABS Computer Supplies

Amstrad 2000 range 5.25" 360K £57.58 RSCLtd

Amstrad 2000 range 5.25" 1.2Mb £76.38 RSC Ltd

Olivetti/Amstrad 3000s 5.25" 1.2Mb £175.08 RSCLtd

GALLERY SOFTWARE

140 ARNDALE CENTRE
WANDSWORTH

LONDON
SW18 4TQ

Tel : 081-877-1017
Fax : 081-870-4941

PC Software and hardware retailers

Contact us for all your PC
requirements.

CD ROM DRIVES
Are you looking to make your PC the ultimate games machine? Then a CD ROM drive is the perfect

addition. CD ROMS offer a huge storage capacity, typically the equivalent of about 700 720Kb floppy

disks! The only disadvantage is the slow access speed. There are not too many games or other CD
ROM applications available at the moment, but the list is growing larger every month.

Model Price Supplier Comments

Chinon CDS431 £351.33 SMC Computers Internal

Goldstar GT2000 £398.33 SMC Computers External

Philips CM50 £316.08 Diamond Computers Portable

• The Philips drive comes with afree copy of World Atlas and Audio Player
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HAND SCANNERS
If you use any sort of Desktop Publishing package, then a hand scanner is an invaluable addition to

your PC, While most hand scanners can only read small images and at a relatively low resolution,

they are considerably cheaper than flatbed scanners,

• The PCHand Scanner comes with afree copy ofMicrosoft Windows.
• The Marstek Ml05 Plus andM800 Plus are also available in versionsfor Windows. Add the suffix

Wto the model number and read theprice as 1139.83 and £186.83 respectively.

DEALER
DIRECTORY

BYTES N' PCs

4 STOCKWELL HEAD
HINCKLEY

LEICESTERSHIRE
LE10 IRE

FAX : 0455 4*164
TEL : 0455 613232

A-Z LEISURE

23A LOWER MALL
WESTON FAVELL CENTRE

NORTHAMPTON
NN3 4JZ

TEL : 0604 414528

COMPUTER RUN
21 STATION WAY
COXETERS YARD

ABINGDON
OXON

OX14 3RJ

TEL: 0235 528393

BYTES AND PCS

4 STOCKWLLL HERD
HINCKLEY

LEICESTERSHIRE
LE10 IRE

TEL : 0455 613232

Model Price Colours Supplier

AG-256 £164.50 256 grey shades Watford Electronics

Genius GS-B105G £176,25 256 grey shades Reeves

PC Hand Scanner £82.19 16 grey shades UK Home Computers

Marstek M105 £81.08 64 grey shades RSCLtd

Marstek M105 Plus £110.45 64 grey shades RSCLtd

Marstek M800 Plus £169.20 64 grey shades RSCLtd

Marstek M-6000 CG Color Artist £327.83 262,144 colours RSCLtd

DIGITISERS
While not being quite so high up on the essential DTP buy list as a scanner, a rudimentary digitiser

can transform the appearance of your documents. Digitisers will allow you to import line-based

artwork by tracing it with a stylus or puck. They're also ideal for Computer Aided Design

applications.

GRAPHICS SOFTWARE
So you're the artistic type? If so then in the PC
you have a potentially limitless canvas, not to

mention a huge choice of software with which

to realise your potential. Here's a selection of

the best for budding Renoirs.

Product Price Supplier Comments

VBase £175.08 Highland Grafix Full colour picture database

Clip Art £5.88 Cybernetic Imagination Range of disks containing 30 images

each in PCX or IMG format

Deluxe Paint II Enhanced £99.99 Electronic Arts The standard cheap paint program for PCs

Deluxe Paint Animator £99.99 Electronic Arts One of a range of DPaint add-ons

Disney Animation Studio £99.99 Empire Cel animation package

Corel Draw v2 £270.25 Corel Very popular and versatile

Designworks £149.00 GST Software New drawing package, comprehensive

and great value

DTP SOFTWARE
The PC has always been a superb machine for DTP applications, and now that Windows 3 is firmly

established this is even more the case. There are already a host of excellent DTP packages available

for the PC at prices to suit every pocket. Here is just a small selection.

Product Price Supplier Comments
Page Plus £160.98 Serif Budget priced page layout for Windows

Timeworks Lite £41.13 GST Simple DTP

Deskpress £235.00 GST Timeworks and more!

Pagemaker £457.08 Aldus Professional DTP package

Ventura Publisher £587.50 Ventura Professional DTP Package

Timeworks DTP 2 £116.33 GST Improved version of the budget system

COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE
If you're one of those sociable types that likes to to link-up, go on-line, and download from time to

time then you're going to need some suitable software to get in touch with your fellow PC owners.

Product Price Supplier Comments
Sage Chit-Chat £66.98 Computers By Post

Crosstalk £71.68 Computers By Post For Windows 3

Eazlink Shareware Various Try before you buy!

Mirror 3 £121.03 Computers By Post With teletext emulation

PC Anywhere IV £101.05 Computers By Post

Procomm Plus Shareware Various Very Powerful System

Odyssey £104.57 Shareware Marketing Cost effective advanced

comms
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There are plenty of packages to choose from, especially in the Public Domain libraries. Here are a

few we recommend you consider.

COMPOSING SOFTWARE
Gone are the days when you had to sit huddled over a second-hand Bontempi scratching notes onto

a piece of torn manuscript. Most modern PC music packages make life a lot easier, some will even

construct the score for you!

Product Price Supplier Comments

Music Studio 3 £70.50 Datel Sequencer, composer, score

printing.

SPJunior £163.325 Computer Music Systems Music package

Sequencer plus Junior £64.63 Computer Music Systems 64 track sequencer

Sequencer Plus Classic £193.88 Computer Music Systems 500 track sequencer

Cadenza £198.58 Digital Music Sequencer with graphic editing

The Musicator £368.95 Digital Music Notation based sequencer

The Composer's Pen £146.88 Composit Software

Pianola £29.38 Clockwork Software

SongWright £99 PC Services Scorewriting system

ANTI VIRAL
It's a sad state of affairs that Anti-Viral software is needed at all, but unfortunately there are still lots

of people out there in computerland who haven't grown up and think it's funny to wreck other

people's work and enjoyment of their machine. Naturally the same people don't think it's very funny

when it happens to them. If you are one of these people then may we express complete contempt

for your activities on behalf of the computing community. If you're one of the remaining 99.9% of

decent, honest computer users, here are a few useful pieces of software to protect you from the

aforementioned nerds.

Product Price Supplier

Dr Solomon 's Anti- Virus Toolkit 16933 S&S International

Comments: £99 for 4 quarterly upgrades; £275 for upgrades, monthly newsletter and fax alerts.

Complete kit of tools for identification, removal of and immunisation against the dreaded virus, with

other disk goodies too.

The Computer Virus £27.00 Sybex

Protection Handbook (Colin Haynes)

ISBN 0-89588-696-0
Comments: Includes 5.25" disk; The what, how and why of viruses including simulated ones on

disk for quick recognition. Also covers disaster plans and industrial sabotage.

The Computer Virus Handbook £22.95 Osborne McGraw-Hill

(Richard B. Levin)

ISBN 0-07-881647-5

Comments: Lots of advice and short programs to avoid virus attacks. Covers hard disks too.

PC Immunise II £39.95 SA Software

Comments: Protects hard and floppy disks and files with three levels of detection and help

screens.

Virus Buster #95 VB Software

Comments: Comprehensive and easy to install software. Checks for more than 550 viruses; first

update free then #50 per year for maintenance.

Norton Anti Virus Version 1 .5 #149 Symantec

Comments: Comprehensive, provides protection against 700 viruses, price includes opportunity

to attend Virus Clinic and access to Virus InfoLine for latest information.

MISCELLANEOUS UTILITIESAND PRODUCTIVITYSOFTWARE
Can't find what you're looking for in our other software sections? Then you'll probably find it here.

Below we present a pot pourii of the very best of the rest.

Product Price Supplier Comment

Autoroute Express £61.10 NextBase First rate route planning software

Coursemaster £2938 IntraSet Betting aid for flat & hunt racing

Eight In One Gold £11515 Logman Logotron Integrated WP, spellchecker, outliner,

spreadsheet, database etc.

Flexibak Plus £35.25 Nildram Hard disk back-up utility

Framework IV £458.25 Ashton-Tate One of the better integrated systems

LogoLink £34.08 Locomotive Transfer files PCW-PC

Microtext Adaptor £198.58 Microtext Half card adding teletext to your PC

Mini Office Personal £29.38 Europress Database, WP, spreadsheet, label

printer and comms.

Money Manager £58.75 Connect Software Household Finance

PC2 Teletext £176.25 Microboss External teletext adaptor and software

Printing Press £45.83 Power Up Make letterheads, posters etc

ProBook £52.88 BBHW Database and address book

Scoredraw £72.00 RDN Comparative analysis system for

football result prediction

DEALER
DIRECTORY

SOFTSPOT LTD

OXFORD COMPUTER
CENTRE

4 LINCOLN HOUSE
TURI STREET
OXFORD
0X1 2DS

TEL : 0865 794202

ERA VIRTUAL REALITY

Unit 6
The Capital Exchange

Centre
Queen Street

Cardiff

CF1 41 IQ

Tel : 0222 641089

ERA / BEATTIES

UNIT 8
THE SHIRES
LEICESTER
LEI 4FR

TEL: 0533 512697

THINK PLAN LTD

3 RIVERSIDE WALK
BISHOPS ST0RTF0RD

HERTS
CH23 5AJ

TEL : 0279 506535
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ULTIMA RETAIL

UNIT 2

THE FRIARY CENTRE
2 FRIARS WALK

READING
BERKS
RG1 1B4

TEL : 0734 568510

118 EAST STREET

SOUTHAMPTON
SOI 1HD

TEL : 0703 639419

UNIT 28

WHITE LION WALK
GUILDFORD
SURREY

TEL : 0483 506939

M.D.S COMPUTERS

UNIT 47 INSHOPS
RIGHTON HOUSE

THORNBY
STOCKOE-ON-TEES

CLEVELAND
TS?7 9EP

TEL : 0642 764199

THE CARTRIDGE
FAMILY

151 HIGH STREET
TEWKSBURY
GLOS GL20 5JP

TEL : 0684 290097

Product Price Supplier Comment
Trackmaster £20.00 Intraset Greyhound racing tipster

Xtree Easy £58.75 Softsel DOS File manager

386AMAX £79 International Data

Systems

Memory Manager

Hijaak £95 Software Paradise Easy to use screen capture programme

Fast Lynx £124.95 Ctrl-Alt-Deli File transfer between PCs

Mace Utilities #5900 Software Intelligen full function disk recovery

Construction Co and optimiser.

Magellan £115 Lotus Development File viewer that finds a file in seconds.

Microsoft Works #145 Capable and comprehensive

integrated package

Microsoft Works #145 Windows 3 integrated package - excellent value

for Windows

Microtext Adaptor £198.58 Microtext Half card adding teletext to your PC

Mini Office Personal £29.38 Europress Database, WP, spreadsheet, label

printer and comms.

Norton Utilities Version 5 £100 Symantec Classic disk recovery & optimiser

Pinch and Punch 5 #30 Iolo Davidson Simple to use screen grabber

PC Tools V 7 #139 Central Point

Software

Good range of easy to use utilities

ProBook £52.88 BBHW Database and address book

Professional Master Ke)r $25 Shareware Shareware counterpart of Norton

utilities

QEMM £65 Quarterdeck Memory Manager

Spinrite 11 #89 Software Paradise A disk optimiser specially designed to

detect and correct disk problems

before they occur

System Sleuth #99.95 Megatech Tells you what's inside your PC

PORTABLES
Whether for games or more serious use, a portable enables you to take your programs with you.

Most are best used when you are able to plug into the mains on-site: battery power normally lasts

between 1.5 to 3 hours. Portables are now becoming genuinely slim and light enough to carry

around in comfort.

Company/Model
Screen

Price (ex. VAT)
Slots

Speed
Weight

Disk Size
Size (mm)

RAM

Amstrad ACL-386SX £3,999 20 Mhz 120 Mb 4Mb
VGA LCD Yes 8.0 Kg 320x400x113

Compaq SLT 386S/20 £4,195 20 Mhz 60 Mb 2Mb
VGA LCD Yes 6.4 Kg 106x343x216

Dell System 320LT £1,999 20 Mhz 20 Mb 1Mb
VGA LCD Optional 6.8 Kg 318x89x360

Epson AX 3/33 £5,999 33 Mhz 80 Mb 4Mb
VGA LCD Optional 7.8 Kg 360x325x110

NEC Prospeed 286 £3,145 16Mb 40 Mb 1Mb
VGA LCD No 6.8 Kg 330x376x89

Olivetti A12 £1,199 12 Mhz 20 Ml) 1 Mb

CGA LCD No 2.95 Kg 297x210x52

Panasonic CF-270 £2,195 16 Mhz 20 Mb 1Mb
VGA LCD No 3-1 Kg 310x245x44

Philips PCL101 £799 10 Mhz No 1 Mb

CGA LCD No 1.6 Kg 220x280x28

Samsung 386S/16 £2,220 16 Mhz 60 Mb 1 Mb

VGA LCD No 3.2 Kg 297x213x51

Sanyo MBC-17NB £1,495 12.5 Mhz 20 Mb 1Mb
VGA LCD No

310x255x52

3.2 Kg

Sharp PC-8501 £7,995 20 Mhz 100 Mb 2Mb
VGA LCD No 6.9 Kg 318x399x94

Tandy 1500HD £1,300 10 Mhz 20 Mb 1 Mb

CGA LCD No 2.7 Kg 309x245x94

Toshiba T3100SX £3,850 16 Mhz 40 Mb 1Mb
VGA Plasma Optional 6.8 Kg 360x310x80

Zenith Supersport SX £2,795 16 Mhz 40 Mb 1Mb
VGA LCD No 7.7 Kg 380x310x85
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MAINTENANCEANDREPAIR
A variant of Parkinson's Law states that your computer probably won't go wrong while you still have

that 12 month, on-site warranty intact. Once it expires, that's when the machine will start playing up.

Below we list some of the companies which will provide you with a service contract and then come to

your rescue.

Company Price Duration Call Out

Data Recovery Service

AEM 10-12% value 5 years 24-48 hours

FMG Up to £470 PA 5 years Next day

Kalamazoo 9-12% of value 5 years 8 hours

Newbury Data 6-12% of value Flexible 8 hours

Response 8-11% of value Flexible 8 hours

DEALER
DIRECTORY

Below you'll find contact numbers and
addresses for all the suppliers we've

mentioned In the sections covering

hardware and serious software.

ABS Computer Supplies 071 224 8320

4 Shouldham Street, London, W1H 5FG.

Acolyte Services 041 848 0055/0066

Victoria Buildings Business Centre, Violet Street, Paisley, PA1 1PA.

AEG Olympia
The Ridgeway, Iver, Bucks SL0 9HX 0753 6301 1

1

AEM 0684 850505

Unit 4, Tewkesbury Ind Est., Green Lane, Tewkesbury, Gtos., GL20 8HD
AKORE Limited Shareware 0800 252221

7 Fishergate Point, Lower Parliament Street, Nottingham NG1 1GD
Freepost, Akore, Nottingham, NG1 1BR

Amstrad (Centresoft) 021 625 3302

Amstrad pic 0277 262326

PO Box 462, Brentwood, Essex, CM 14 4EF

Brother

Shepley Street, Audenshaw, Manchester M34 5JD 061 330 6531

Canon UK 081773 3173

Manor Road, Wallington, Surrey SM6 0AJ

Citizen Europe 0895 272621

Wellington House, 4/10 Cowley Road, Uxbridge UB8 2XW
Compaq 081 332 3000

Hotham House, 1 Heron Square, Richmond TW9 1EJ

Composit Software 0952 595436

10 Leasowe Green, Lightmoor, Telford, Shropshire, TF4 3BR
Compuadd 0272 637488

7 Great Western Way, Bristol BS1 6HA
Computer Manuals 021 706 6000

50 James Road, Tyseley, Birmingham Bll 2BA
Computer Mates 0753 631 101

Pinewood Studios, Iver Heath, Bucks, SL0 0NH.

Computer Music Systems Ltd 071 482 5224

5-7 Buck Street, London, NW1 8NJ

Computers By Post 081 760 0014

12 Sutton Lane, Banstead, Surrey, SM7 3QP.

Connect Software Ltd 081 743 9792

3 Flanchford Road, London, W12 9ND
Corel 0703 899321

Xitan, 1-4 Chevron Business Park, Lime Kiln Lane, Holbury, Southampton S04 1QL
Corporate Upgrades Ltd 081 861 2370

Premier House, 2 Daton Road, Harrow, Middx HA1 2XU
Ctrl-Alt Dell 0908 662759

26 North 12 Street, Central Milton Keynes, Bucks MK9 3BT
Cybernetic Imagination Systems Ltd 0923 252196

21A Church Road, Watford, Herts, WD1 3PY
Datacom 0256 763911

Landata House, Station Road, Hook, Hampshire RG27 9JF

Dataftex 081 543 6417

10/12 Lombard Rd., South Wimbledon, London SW19 3TZ

Dataplex 0753 535557

129 Bath Road, Slough, Berks, SL1 3VW
19 High Street, Old Town, Swindon, Wilts SN14 4EG 0793 488448

Datel Electronics Ltd 0782 744707

Govan Road, Fenton Industrial Estate, Fenton, Stoke-on-Trent, ST4 2RS

MICROCOMP
DEVELOPMENTS
UNIT 47 INSHOP

WRIGHTSON HOUSE
THORNBY

STOCK-ON-TEES
CLEVELAND
TF17 9EP

TEL : 0642 764199

PV COMPUTERS

104 ABBEY STREET
ACCRINGTON

LANCS

TEL : 0254 35345

CHIPS GAMES CENTRE

CLARK YARD
DARLINGTON
CO DURHAM

TEL : 0325 381048

CHIPS

7 Dundas Street
Redcar
TS10 3RD

Tel : 0642 488522
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LOGIC SALES

50 LYNTON PARADE
CHESHUNT
HERTS
EN8 8L8

TEL : 0992 25323

Pudsey Computers Shop

161 Richardshaw Lane

Pudsey

Leeds

LS28 6AA

Tel: 0532 360650

INVICTA SOFTWARE

49 QUEENSROAD
HASTINGS
SUSSEX
TN34 1RE

Tel: 0424 444515

Data Day

51A Farringdon Road
Swindon
Wilts

SW15AR
Tel : 0793 512073

Datel London Shop (

222 Tottenham Court Rd, London Wl
Dell Computer Corporation

Millbank House, Western Road, Bracknell, Berks RG12 1RW
Diamond Computers
232 Tottenham Court Road, London, Wl.

Digital Music

27 Leven Close, Chandlers Ford, Hants, S05 3SH
Dimension Computers Ltd

Dimension House, High Street, Leicester, LEI 4FP.

Dowty Information Systems
Newbury Business Par, London Rd., Newbury, Berkshire RG13 2PZ

DS Computers
Unit 206, Belgravia Workshops, 157 Marlborough Road, London, N19 4NF.

Elonex
2 apsley Way, London NW2 7LF

Epson
Campus 100, Maylands Avenue, Hemel Ehmpstead, Herts, HP2 7EZ
Evesham Micros

Unit 9, St. Richards Road, Evesham, Worcs, WR11 6XJ

FMGLtd
Newcombe Way, Orton Southgate, Peterborough PE2 6SF

GST
Meadow Lane, St Ives, Cambridgeshire PE17 4LG
Hayes Microcomputer Products Inc

1 Roundwood Avenue, Stockley Park, Uxbridge, Middx UB11 1AE

Hewlett Packard
Cain Road, Bracknell, Berks, RG12 1HN
Highland Graphix Ltd

18 Albion Way, East Kilbride G75 0YN
IBM
Freepost, London W4 5BR
International Data Systems
37-41 Gower Street, London WC1E 6HH
Intraset Ltd

10 Woodside Ave, Clayton-le-Woods, Chorley, Lanes, PR6 7BR
lolo Davidson
Scrubbetts, Bagpath, Tetbury, Glos GL8 8YG
Kalamazoo
MU1 Lane, Northfieid, Birmingham B31 2RW
Kodak
PO Box 66, Station Road, Hemel Hempsted, Hertfordshire HP1 1JU

KSI

Unit 1, Braxton Courtyard, Lymore Lane, Milford-On-Sea,

Lymingtyon, Hants S041 0TX
Logitech

Hawes Hill Court, Drift Road, Windsor, Berks SL4 4QQ
Longman Logotron
Dales Brewery, Gwydir Street, Cambridge CB1 2LJ

Lotus Development (UK) limited

The Causeway, Staines, Middlesex TW18 3AG
Mannesman Tally

Molly Millars Lane, Wokingham, Berks RG11 2QT
Maplin Electronics

PO Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8LR

Megatech
111/113 Wandworth High Street, London SW18 4HY
Memory Direct

33 Grosvenor Road, Aldershot, Hants., GU11 3DP
Microsoft Technology Limited

Excel House, 49 De Montford, Reading, Berks RG1 8LP

Microtext

Birdlip Close, Homdean, Hants, P08 9PW
Mindscape International Limited

The Coach House, Hooklands Estate, Scaynes Hill, W Sussex RH17 7NG
Miracom
Premier House, Telford Way, Colchester Business Park, C, Ess C04 4QP
Mitsubishi Electric UK Limited

Travellers Lane, Hatfield, Herts ALIO 8XB
Naksha
29 The Wharf, Warrington, Cheshire WA1 2HT
NEC
1 Victoria Road, London, W3 6UL
Newbury Data
Hawthorne Road, Staines, Middx TW18 3BJ

Newstar International

The Widford Old Rectory, London Road, Chelmsford, Essex CM2 8TE

NextBase Ltd

Unit 18, Central Trading Estate, Staines, Middx, TW18 4XE

071 580 6460

0800 414535

071 580 4355

0703 252131

0533 517479/621874

0635 33009

071 281 5096

081 452 4444

0442 61144

0386 765500

0733 371304

0480 496789/496666

081 848 1858

0344 369369

0355 264888

081 747 0747/995 7700

071 436 2244

0257 276800

0453 860872

021 411 2266

0442 61122

0590 644255

0344 891313

0223 323656

0784 455445

0734 788711

0702 552911

081874 6511

0252 316060

0734 270000

0705 5956947

0444 831761

0206 844834

0707 276100

0925 56398

0800 181368

0784 461500

0245 265017

0784 460007
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Olivetti 0908 690790

1 Deltic Avenue, Rooksley, Milton Keynes MK13 8LD

PC Services 081658 7251

40 Rowden Road, Beckenham, Kent BR3 4NA
Pace Micro Technology 0274 532000

Victoria, Saltaire, Shipley BD18 3LF

Panasonic 0344 853915

Panasonic House, Willoughby Road, Bracknell, Berks RG12 8FP

Philips & Pye 081 689 4444

City House, 420/430 London Road, Croydon CR9 3QR
Picture Perfect UK Ltd 0264 333643

Honeysuckle Cottage, Green Meadow Lane, Goodworth, Clatford, Andover SP11 &HQ
Power Mark 0819513355

Premier House, 112 Station Road, Edgware, Middx, HA8 7AQ.

Precision Software 081 330 7166

6 Park Terrace, Worcester Park, Surrey KT4 7JZ

Prestige Network Ltd 0276 60073510

Reynolds Green, Camberley, Surrey, GUI 5 4FL

PC-SigUk 081877 1103

111/113 Wandworth High Street, London SW18 4HY
Psion 071 262 5580

85 Frampton Street, London NW8 8NQ
Quarterdeck 0245 496699

The Widford Hall, Widford Hall Lane, Chelmsford, Essex CM2 8TD

RON Datasystems Ltd 0424 752288

PO Box 44, Hastings, East Sussex, TN34 2SY

Reeves PLC 0604 671277

Technology House, 75 Tenter Road, Hanson Business Park,

Moulton Park, Northampton NN3 1PZ

Response Computer Maintenance Limited

Rays House, North Circular Road, London NW10 7XB

Roland UK Limited

Rye Close, Anceils Business Park, Fleet, Hampshire GU13 8UY
RSC Corporate Computing
75-77 Queens Road, Watford, Herts, WD1 2QN.

Samsung
Samsung House, 225 Hook Rise South, Surbiton, Surrey KT6 7LD

Sanyo
Otterspool Way, Watford TD2 8JX

SA Software

28 Denbigh Road, London W13 8NH
Seikosha

Unit 14, Poyle 14, Newlands Drive, Colnbrook, Berks SL3 0DX
Serif (Europe) Ltd

PO Box 15, West PDO Nottingham NG7 2DA
Sharp
Sharp House, Thorpe Road, Newton Heath M10 9BE

SMC Computers
26 Farnham Road, Slough, Berks SL1 3TA

SoftselUK
Softsel House, 941 Great West Road, Brentford, Middx

Software Paradise

Avenue House, King Edward Avenue, Caerphilly, Mid Glam CF8 1HE

Symantec
MKA House, 36 King Street, Maidenhead, Berks SL6 1EF

Tandy
Tandy Centre, Leamore Lane, Walsall WS2 7PS

Technomatic
Techno House, 468 Church Lane, London, NW9 8UF.

Time
Time House, Devonport Road, Blackburn, Lanes, BB2 1EJ

Total Control (UK) Ltd

Unit 3, Station Yard, Hungerford, Berks, RG17 0DY
Toshiba
Weybridge Business Park, Addlestone Road, Weybridge, Surrey KT15 2UL

Triumph Adler

Ipswich Road, Colchester, Essex C04 4EG
UK Home Computers
Unit 22, Cheney Manor Industrial Estate, Swindon, Wilts, SN2 2PJ

Unlmart Computers Ltd

2 Popes Court, Popes Avenue, Twickenham, Middx TW2 5TR

Victor Technology
Unit 1, Valley Centre, Gordon Road, High Wycombe, Bucks HP13 6EQ

Watford Electronics

250 Lower High Street, Watford, WD1 2AN.

Westpoint Creative

Delta House, 264 Monkmoor Road, Shrewsbury SY2 5ST

Zenith

452 Bath Road, Slough, Berks SL1 6BB

081 965 3225

0252 816181

0923 243301

081 391 0168

0923 246363

081 998 2351

0753 685873

0602 421502

061 205 2333

0573 550333

081 568 8866

0800378873/0222 887521

0628 776343

0922 710000

081 205 9588

0254 691822

0488 685299

0932 841600

0206 845251

0793 695034

081 893 8161

0494 461600

0923 237774/233383

0743 248590

0268 668588

DEALER
DIRECTORY

INVICTA SOFTWARE

82 GROSVEIER RD
TUNBRIDGE WELLS

KENT
TN11 2AS

Tel: 0892 511542

CHIPS

151-153 LINTHORPE ROAD
MIDDLESBROUGH

CLEVELAND

TEL : 0642 232096

CHIPS
GAMESCENTRE

SILVER COURT
SHOPPING CENTRE
SILVER STREET

STOCKTON ON TEES
CLEVELAND

TEL: 0642 618256

YARM COMPUTERS

137 HIGH STREET

YARN

TEL: 0642 786922
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OFTWARE CITY
Unit 4, B.D.C., 21 Temple Street, Wolverhampton. WV2 4AN.

Tel: 0902 25304. Fax : 0902 712751

CALL US ON : 24 HOUR CREDIT CARD HOTLINE 0902 25304

PC SKLLKKS
3D Construction Kit 34.99 34.99

3D Pool 9.99 9.99

A10 Tank Killer Enhanced Version 27.99 27.99

ATP (Airline Transport Pilot) 27.99 ...........27.99

Advantage Tennis 21.50 21.50

Are we there yet 21.50 21.50

Bards Construction 21.50

Battle Chess 2 17.50 17.50

Battle Chess 2 Windows 24.99 24.99

Battletech2 24.99 24.99

Blues Bros 17.50 17.50

Brian Clough's Football Fortunes ..10.99 ..N.A

Bridge Player 2150 21,50 21.50

Budokan 9.99 9.99

Cadaver (EGA or VGA) 24.99 24.99

California Games 7.99 7.99

Castles 24.99 24.99

Charge of the Light Brigade 24.99 24.99

Chesmaster2100 17.50 ...17.50

Chessmaster 3000 24.99 24.99

Chessplayer 21 50 17.50 17.50

Chips Challenge 17.50 17.50

Chuck Yeager Air Combat. 24.99 24.99

Civilisation 27.99 27.99

Colossus Bridge 4 13.99 N.A

Colossus Chess 10 17.50 N.A

Conquest Longbow 27.99 27.99

Double Dragon 9.99 9.99

Elite Plus.,.. 27.99 27.99

Elvira Arcade 17.50 17.50

Emperor (New) 27.99 27.99

European Super League 17.50 17.50

Eye ot the Beholder 21.50 21.50

Eye of the Beholder 2 (New) 24.99 24.99

F14 Tomcat 24.99 24.99

F15 Strike Eagle 2 24.99 24.99

F19 Stealth Fighter 27.99 27.99

F29 Retaliator .....24.99 24.99

F117A Nighthawk ..27.99 27.99

Flight Sim 4 36.99 36.99

Flight Sim 4 Add on Package

Desgign Scenery & Extra Planes .21.50 21.50

Flight Sim 4 Digital Sound & Specch24.99 ..24.99

Flight Sim 4 Great B Scenery Disk 27.99 27.99

Flight Sim 4 New Facilities Locator21.50 21.50

Flight Sim 4 Pilot Scenery East USA55.99 55.99

Flight Sim 4 Pilot Scenery West USA55.99 55.99

Floor 13 24.99 24.99

Football Manager 2 & Expansion Pk9.99 9.99

Fun School 3 (U5) 17.50 17.50

Fun School 3 (5-7) 17.50 17.50

Fun School 3 (7+) 17.50 17.50

Fun School 4 (under 5 17.50 17.50

Fun School 4 (5-7) 17.50 17.50

Fun School 4 (7+) 17.50 17.50

Geisha 17.50 17.50

Godfather 21.50 21.50

Gunship 2000 27.99 27.99

HarpVer 1 .2.1 + Battleset 2 (New) 24.99 24.99

Harpoon Battleset 3 (New) 10.99 10.99

Harpoon Battleset 4(New) 10.99 10.99

Heart of China (EGA or VGA) 27.99 27.99

Heroes ot the Lance (New Price)....7 .99 7.99

Home Alone 21.50 21.50

Indiana Jones Last Crusade (Act) ...7.99 7.99

Jack Nicklaus Golf and Course Des27.99 27.99

Jet Fighter 2 27.99 27,99

Joe Montanas American Football .24.99 24.99

Jungle Book ..7.99 .....7.99

Kick Off 2 17.50 17.50

Kings Quest 5 HD (EGA or VGA).27.99 27.99

Kings Quest 5 HD (VGA) 31.99 31.99

Klax 7.99 7.99

Le Chucks Revenge {Monkey Is2) 24.99 24.99

Leather Goddesses of Photos 9.99 9.99

Leisuresuit Larry (VGA) (New version) 27.99 ...27.99

Leisu resuit Larry Looks for Love ...27.99 27.99

Leisuresuit Larry 3 27.99 27.99

Leisuresuit Larry 5 (EGA or VGA) .27.99 27.99

Lemmings 24.99 24.99

Links 27.99 27.99

Links Bayhill Additional Course 12.99 12.99

Links Bountiful Additional Course. 12.99 12.99

Links Firestone Additional Course. 12.99 12.99

Links Hyatt Addtiional Course 12.99 12.99

Links Pinehurst Additional Course. 12.99 12.99

Manchester Unt 17.50 17.50

Mario Andretti's Racing Challenge 2 1.50 21.50

Martian Memorandum (LD or HD) 27.99 27.99

Mavis Beacon 2 (Typing Tutor) 24.99 24.99

Mavis Beacon 2 (Windows) 24.99 24.99

Megatraveller 2 24.99 24.99

Might and Magic 3 (HD or LD) 27.99 27,99

Mike Ditka's Football 24.99 24.99

Moonwalker 7.99 7.99

North and South 7.99 7.99

Nova 9 27.99 27.99

Outrun 7.99 7.99

PGA Tour Golf 21.50 21.50

Paperboy 2 (New) 17.99 1 7.99

Pitfighter 21.50 21.50

Police Quest 3 (VGA) 27.99 27.99

Pools of Darkness (HD) 21.50 21.50

Populous ...9.99 9.99

Poulous/Sim City 24.99 24.99

Populous Promised Lands Add On .5.99 5.99

Ports of Call 24.99 24.99

Prince of Persia 21.50 21.50

Railroad Tycoon 24.99 24.99

Red Baron (EGA or VGA) 27.99 27.99

Resolution 101 (New Price) 9.99 9.99

Riders of Rohan ..24.99 24.99

Rise of Dragon (VGA) 27.99 27.99

Rules of Engagment ...24.99 ...........24.99

Sarakon 13,99 13.99

Secret of Monkey Island... 21.50 21.50

Secret of Monkey Island 2

(Le Chucks Revenge) 24,99 24.99

Secret of Silver Blades 21.50 21.50

Secret Weapons ot the Luftwaffe .27.99 27.99

Secret Weapons P38 (Add on Disc) 12.99 12.99

Sherman M4 7.99 7.99

Shinobi 9.99 9,99

Shufflepack Cafe 7.99 7.99

Silent Service 2 24.99 24.99

Sim City Populous 24.99 24.99

Sim City Architecture 2 10.99 N.A

Sim Earth 27.99 27.99

Simpsons 21.50 21.50

Sorcerors Appliance 27.99 27.99

Sorcerors Get all the Girls 21 .50 21 .50

Space Ace 2 (New) 27.99 27.99

Space Quest 1 (VGA New version 3D Graphics)

27.99 27 99

Space Quest 4 (VGA HD) 27.99 27.99

Speedball 9.99 9.99

Speedball 2 (VGA or EGA) 24.99 24.99

Starglider 9,99 9.99

Strip Poker Deluxe 2 21 .50 21 .50

Stunt Car Racer 7.99 7.99

Terminator 2 21.50 21.50

Test Drive 3 21 .50 21 .50

Tetris 17.50 17.50

Their Finest Hour 21.50 21.50

Thier Finest Missions 10.99 10.99

Thunderhawk 24.99 24.99

Thunderstrike (New Price) 9.99 9.99

Time Quest 24.99 24.99

Trivial Pursuit 17.50 17.50

TV Sports Football 9.99 9.99

UMS2 27.99 27.99

Ultimate Golf (New Price) 11.99 11.99

Volified 17.50 17.50

Waterloo 9.99 9.99

West European Scenery Disk. 12.99 12.99

Western Front (HD) 24.99 24.99

Willy Beamish (EGA or VGA) 27.99 27.99

Wing Commander + Missions 1 &2 (CD ROM)

Wing Commander (HD or LD 24.99 24.99

Wing Commander Mission Disk ...10.99 ...10.99

Wing Commander Secret Missions

(HDorLD) 10.99 10.99

Wing Commander 2 LD N.A 27.99

Wing Commander 2 HD ..N.A 27.99

Wing C.r 2 Speech Access Pk (HDJ12.99 12.99

Wing Commander 2 Special Op (HD) 13.99 13.99

Wings of Fury 7.99 ......7.99

Wizard of Oz 15.99 15.99

Wonderland 24,99 24.99

World Class Leaderboard 7.99 7.99

WWF Wrestlemania 21.50 21.50

Xenon 9.99 9.99

Xenon 2 9.99 9.99

Zorkl or 2 or 3 9.99 9.99

SIXTEEN BIT COMPILATIONS
• AIR, SEA AND LAND •

688 ATTACK SUB, INDIANAPOLIS 500 &

• ACTION MASTERS •
F1 6 Combat Pilot, Turbo Outrun, Welltris, Italy '90

• VIRTUAL REALITY VOL 1 •
Midwinter, Carrier Command, Stunt Car Racer,

Starglider 2 & Int Soccer Challenge

• AIR COMBAT ACES *
Falcon Gunship & Fighter Bomber

PC ALL FORMATS £24.99

• MOVIE PREMIER*
Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles Gremlins 2 Back to

the Future 2 & Days of Thunder

PC ALL FORMATS

• VIRTUAL WORLDS*
Driller, Total Eclipse, The Crypt, & Castle Master

• AIR & SEA SUPREMACY •
Silent Service Gunship F1 5 Strike Eagle Carrier

Command & P47 Thunderbolt

PC ALL FORMATS
J

• TEST DRIVE 2 COLLECTION*
Test Drive 2 (The Duel), Musclecars, Euro

Challenge, Super Cars & California GamesPC

• THE TOP LEAGUE*
Speedball 2 Rick Dangerous 2, Falcon Midwinter

& TV Sports Football

MEGA SOUND
(Ad Lib Compatible) Audio Card

The perfect Audio card for your PC. FM Music Synthesiser Micro Chip. 11

Melody Voices or 6 Melody Voices + 5 percussion Instruments. Digital

Surround effects. Power Amlifler 2/4 Watts per channel. Standard " Walkman
Gold plated Earphones included Drives Stereo Power Amplifiers or Ster HiFi

Sets. Fully Ad Lib Compatible. Adjustable Volume Control

NEW LOW PRICE £55.00

INCLUSIVE OF CARRIAGE

3.5" P0U9LE SIDEP , PQUPLE DENSITY
WITH LABELS
1 0.59

10 5.50

25 12.50

PIECE DISC BOX £6.99

HINT BOOKS
688 Attack Sub
Bards Tale 1 or 2 or 3

Black Cauldron

Buck Rogers

Champions of Krynn

Colonels Bequest

Conquest of Camelot

Curse of Azure Bonds
Death Knights of Krynn

Dragons of Flame

Elvira

Eye of Beholder

Gateway Frontier

Heroes of the Lance

Heroes Quest (Quest for Glory

Hillsfar

Immortal

Indiana Jones the Adventure

5.00

5.00

8.99

8.99

7.99

7.99

7.50

5.25 100 PIECE DISC BOX
3.5 40 PIECE DISK BOX
3.5 80 PIECE DISK BOX

MOUSE MAT 80mm

HINT BOOKS
Kings Quest 1,2.3,4

Leisuresuit larry 1,2,3

Loom
Man Hunter in San Francisco

Might and Magic 2

Police Quest 2

Pool of Radiance

Powermonger (New)

Quest for Glory 2

Rise of the Dragon

Savage Empire

Secret of the Silver Blades

Secret of Monkey Island

Space Quest 1 ,2,3

Starflight 1,2

Ultima 5.6

£7.99

£6.99

£7.99

£2.99

5.00

8.99

5.99

5.00

5.99

ORDER FORM AND INFORMATION
All orders sent FIRST CLASS subject to availability. Just fill in the coupon and send it

;

to-. SOFTWARE CITY, Unit 4, The BDC, 21 Temple Street, Wolverhampton. WV2 4AN.

ORDER FORM
NAME...

ADDRESS

POSTCODE ......TEL NO : .

Name of Game Computer

Postage
TOTAL

Value

POSTAGE RATES : Please add 50p for post & packing on all orders under £5. EEC countries add E1

per item. Non EEC countries add £2

PAYING BY CHEQUE - Cheques payable to Software City.

Card Type Expiry Date

Card No;

Signature :

Date :

EUROPEAN ORDERS

MASTER CARS

EUROCARD ACCEPTED PCR 04 / 92
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I n

t

roducing
shareware

Although shareware has been

in existence for several

years, many PC users are

unclear as to exactly what it is.

There is such a wide choice of

software these days that it can be

very difficult and costly to choose

the right program for an

application. The only realistic way
to know whether a program is

suitable is to try it out first. With

shareware you can do just that.

The basic principle is that users

can obtain shareware programs for

just a few pounds from an

authorised shareware vendor. If

they find them useful, they are

asked to make a payment, directly

to the author and register

themselves as a user. By registering,

they can expect printed manuals,

updates and technical support from

the author.

The amount and level of support

required and documentation

depends upon the complexity of

the program.

The registered version of a game,

may , for example, be just £5 but a

full Business Finance package

could be £125 or so.

However in most cases, the

registered version is likely to be

considerably cheaper than the

equivalent commercial program.

Of course, if a program is not

found suitable, the user just re-

formats the disk and uses it for

something else.

Shareware software is NOT public

domain. It is copyright software in

the same way as any regular

commercial program is - it's the

method of promotion and
distribution that differs.

Public domain software is where

the author has relinquished his or

her copyright permitting others to

distribute the software. There is no
request for payment from the

author.

ABOUT THIS REVIEW SECTION
The purpose of this section of PC Review is to offer concise

but informative reviews of what we believe to be the best

programs in each respective category.

We offer a points out of ten score based on three criteria:-

1. How well does it perform the task?

2. How easy is it to use, particularly in terms of getting

started?

3. Understandable documentation and help files.

Each review identifies the name of the program, author and

the registration fee, where known.
In popular fields there are often many different programs

available to cover a particular function. In these cases the

standards are very high and consequently the rating is

higher. There would be no point in offering you a sub-

standard program in a well-served category.

However, in more specialised fields, there will be relatively

few programs available so there may be cases when a lower

rating will have to be tolerated as there is no better

alternative.

Shareware programs may be obtained from a variety of

sources. However, for your convenience, we have arranged

that all programs featured in this review may be obtained

from one source - Advantage which is a well-established,

authorised shareware mail order company, based in

Cheltenham.

PC Review readers can order their disks directly from

Advantage either by phone, fax or post and can expect fast

delivery.Advantage will also provide getting started support

and advice.

As a special offer to PC Review readers, Advantage is offering

a 25% discount on its regular price of £3 a disk - quote PC
Review when calling or use the special priority order form at

the end of this section and get your disks for just £2.25 each

(both 5.25" and 3.5") including VAT.

WHICH COMPUTER?
There are so many varieties of computer and operating

system (DOS) around today we cannot guarantee that all

programs will work on all computers. However most

programs run on a 512K RAM PC compatible running MS-

DOS version 2.0 or above. A single floppy drive is usually

acceptable but a dual drive or hard disk is more beneficial

not just for these programs but for most of your other work

as well.

A code is placed by each program if the minimum
requirement is more than a basic PC compatible with a

Hercules mono monitor:

CGA: Colour Graphics Adapter required with Colour

Monitor.

EGA: Enhanced Graphics Adapter required with high

resolution monitor.

VGA: Video Graphics Array required with high resolution

monitor.

HD: Hard Disk Drive required.

Mono and CGA programs will run on an EGA or VGA moni-

tor. Also, many CGA programs will run on a mono monitor

if you load a CGA emulator program (also available as

shareware).

Programs are written by a USA author unless otherwise stat-

ed.

Programs which make use of a printer expect to find an

IBM or Epson-compatible. Most modern printers are.

Ifyou have any questions about shareware or

wish to discuss your requirements please call

Advantage (not PC Review) on (0242) 224340.
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REVIEWS
PERSONAL ORGANISERS

Calendar Mate
(one disk)

Author: Hawk Software

Registration: $22.

Performance: 8/10

Ease of Use: 7/10

Calendar Mate is designed to

create personalised

calendars. The user defines

events to the program and it will

display them on the calendars

when printed.

There are three types of

calendars that can be printed - a

monthly block calendar, a one

page yearly calendar and a daily

appointment

calendar/scheduler. The month-

ly calendar can display up to

three events per day.

In addition to the attractive

printed calendars, Calendar

Mate's can handle different types

of repeating events - simple

intervals such as 'yearly' or

'weekly' or 'third Monday of the

month' or 'Wed-Fri 1

for example.

It can even delete or reschedule

single occurrences of a repeating

event.

Defining events to the system

is a simple task. Much effort has

been invested in making the

program intuitive and user

friendly. There is context

sensitive help available

anywhere in the program.

As well as the simplicity and
ease of use built into the

program there are several

powerful features including

automatic computation of Easter

and lunar cycles, mouse
support, optional Julian dates,

automatic event repetition,

calendars can be printed in

English, French, German or

Spanish.

STOCKS AND SHARES

Noyes
Investment
Ledger (one disk)

Author:James Noyes
Registration: £18 UK
Performance: 7/10

Ease of Use: 7/10

The author has produced an

investment program which

is fairly easy to use. It is assumed

that you have been using

manual records so far and know
a little about book keeping.

Data is entered on to a main

input form on the screen. Once
you have mastered this part of

the program, the various reports

will keep a good control over

your investment portfolio.

The author is an accountant

who has spent many years

sorting out manual and

computerised accounting

problems and is therefore well

suited to creating a program
which is appropriate to the task

without confusing the user with

jargon and complex setting up
procedures.The Investment

Ledger features analyses of

purchase and sales of

investments, calculates the profit

and losses and analyses cash

payments and receipts.

There is also a bank reconcilia-

tion facility, memorandum
database, and several reporting

functions. It can handle up to 99

cash/bank accounts, 999
nominal ledger headings and a

maximum value of posting

currency of £100 million which

should prove more than enough
for most investors!

DESK TOP PUBLISHING

Rubicon
(two disks)

Author: Rubicon
Computer Labs Inc

Registration: $89

Performance: 9/10

Ease of Use: 7/10

The Rubicon Publisher is a

professional standard

system which can be used to

publish high quality documents

from text files which have been

previously prepared in plain

ASCII format using any suitable

word processor or text editor.

It is a serious desk-top publish-

ing program, not really designed

for beginners; but if you can use

a word processor, you can install

and use the Publisher successful-

ly, provided that you read and

follow the instructions, and pay

reasonable attention to detail

when preparing text files for

publication. It will enable you to

Early Bird
Author: Allan Computer Products
Registration: $30
Performance: 8/10
Ease of Use 8/10
There are several programs available which

offer desktop diary and appointments

functions. Most of them are 'memory-resident'

ie they are available at the touch of a key,

while you are in the middle of another applica-

tion eg your WP or Accounts.

Early Bird is probably one of the best user-

friendly, full-featured reminder and calendar

program available.

It features simple or complex reminder types (e.g., third from the last Thursday of every 9th

month), desktop calendar and scan (AUTOEXEC.BAT) modes, colour pull-down and pop-up
menus, context sensitive on-line help, alarm, DOS shell, mouse support, file manipulation

commands, and selectable group printing.

In addition, Early Bird offers user definable classes, notice, print, colour and display options, spe-

cial sound and visual effects and reminder creation defaults. Once you try it, you'll never stop

produce a wide variety of

documents, forms, notices,

advertisements, newsletters,

reports, financial statements,

leaflets, brochures, book-length

projects, etc, with typesetting of

professional quality and

standards.

In short, it's a very useful

program: and it's also more fun

than most video games, because

its creative possibilities are limit-

ed only by your imagination.

Rubicon does not offer any

graphic image importing or edit-

ing functions. These are best

undertaken as a separate activity

using, for example, Desktop

Paint and incorporated into your

documents by manual methods

if required,

SignSmith
(one disk)

Author: Brian Smith

None Required
Performance: 6/10

Ease of Use: 7/10

SignSmith is not particularly

sophisticated but on the

other hand it is not difficult to

get it working and, if you want

to just produce a simple A4
poster or a letterhead for your

business then it is eminently suit-

able. There is plenty of on-disk

documentation and technical

details for those who need it.

Signsmith works on any piece

of text which has been created

on a Word Processor - as long as

it is in regular ASCII text format-

(ie no control codes). You then

add text and numerical codes in

your document each time you

require a change of font or size

of lettering.

Then you just run the

SignSmith program and it will

print out the final document on

your dot matrix printer. It uses

graphics mode as do all other

DTP programs, so will take

longer than ordinary text.

The program has four fonts

available, font 1, 2, 3, and 4

which are progressively more

fully-formed. Normally you will

prefer fonts 3 or 4.

Font 4 is the best, but the basic

height of font 3is only half that of

font 4, so that you have more

choice in the size of font 3 (and

font 2). Font 1 is really of use

only if you are deliberately after

a chunky 'computer-like' effect.
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Print Partner
(one disk)

Author:

Robert Bequette
Registration: $20
Performance: 9/10

Ease of Use: 9/10

Print Partner is three

programs in one, each fully

menu-controlled and very easy

to operate. It will produce

printed banners, signs, and

calendars for any year/month.

You can also save and reload

any of your compositions for

later use.

First,Banner prints text of your

choice on a roll of paper with

letters about six inches high.

You can have a graphic on

either end and use any font you

require. Print Partner attempts to

smooth the text and graphics to

make them look better.

Next, Sign, usually the most

popular function, produces an

A4 sheet containing lines of text

each of which can be printed

again with your choice of font.

Signs may have any number of

two different graphics you select

and may be placed anywhere

on the page.
1 Third, Calendar, prints an A4
size desk top or wall-mounted

monthly calendar with a box for

each day to fill in manually as

required, for any month from

1980 to 2098, with the month
name in any font you select.

Print Partner can be configured

for most printers and comes with

a varied interesting set of fonts.

Typesetter
(two disks)

Author:

XLent Software
Registration: $30
Performance: 8/10
Ease Of Use: 7/10

Typesetter PC is a page layout

program that gives you

"What You See Is What You Get"

capability in designing a single

page and prints it out in the

highest resolution achievable on
a 9-pin dot matrix printer. Fonts

can be italicized, inverted, made
bold and more and, along with

graphics, can be mixed

anywhere on the page.

Typesetter is a fully featured

graphics program including

such tools as pencil, k-line,

circle, rectangle and spline.

There are many on-screen help

menus that list these functions.

A CGA and Hercules version of

Typesetter PC are released as

Readability Plus (one disk)

Author: Scandinavian PC Systems
Registration: $25
Performance: 8/10
Ease of Use: 9/10

Don't confuse Readability Plus with

grammar and style checkers. It starts

where those programs leave off. In fact, most

users have a fine command of the English lan-

guage and don't need grammar checkers.

Grammar checkers correct many grammar
and word usage errors. And they'll let you

stipulate how strict you want those grammar

rules applied through the selection of what they call business, technical and personal 'styles'.But

their definition of style applies to word usage, not writing rhythm and word and sentence

cadence.

In contrast, Readability Pius assumes that what you've written is mechanically correct. Rather

than look for errors, it looks for sentences and words that aren't appropriate for your intended

audience and purpose - those things that make writing boring and unintelligible to the reader.

Compare your text with any of the nine writing style models provided with the program. 'Align'

the style of your draft with the model's so that they're indistinguishable.

Whether you want to want to write love letters that read like advertising copy (not such a daft

idea!), or technical papers that read like well-crafted magazine articles, Readability Plus gives

you the writing edge that only other Readability Plus users enjoy!

Readability Plus really works!

It produces graphical and statistical analysis of any passage which can be tested under a wide

variety of categories - newspaper, technical, magazine article, novel etc.

shareware which allow you to

use proportionally spaced fonts

as well as flip and inverse

sections of the page. Typesetter

is able to produce output which

in many cases can be substituted

for pages created with an expen-

sive DTP system.You can create

custom sized printouts for

labels, business,index and

Rolodex cards.

One of the best features is the

ability to generate Near Laser

Output. With this option,

Typesetter can produce a page

with 1920 x!392 pixels. That's

2,672,640 pixels - the absolute

limit of the Epson FX 80 and

compatible printers!

So is it a DTP? Well the answer

depends on what you are trying

to do. For a commercial quality

magazine with scanned images

and wrap around text you still

need a 200+ program and all the

hardware to go with it but for

letterheads, posters, labels,

flyers, club Newsletters or

infosheets printed on a dot-

matrix, Typesetter is great.

HOME FINANCE

Home Accounts
(one disk)

Author: Blackwood
Software UK
Registration: £io
Performance: 8/10
Ease of Use: 8/10

Mow many times have you
received your monthly

statement from the bank, show-

ing a final balance of lots of

money, only to find that the last

half dozen cheques you wrote

out have not been cashed yet?

Here's a solution to end this

confusion for once and for all.

With Home Accounts you can

keep an up to date record of

your account(s). You can enter

all your Standing Orders and

Transfer them to your monthly

account when due.

At the end of each month, the

final balance can be carried for-

ward as the starting balance for

the next month. A full

breakdown of your monthly

expenditure is available at the

press of a key.

The program also includes

Loan Calculator which works

out the total interest on a given

amount, and will display the

monthly and weekly payments

required to pay the loan in the

given time.

The third feature in this

program is Mailing List. All you
have to do is enter the Names
and Addresses into the

database.

When you want to print out a

Name and Address, just select

the Name you wish to print,

enter the size of envelope you

are using and the program will

do the rest. Your Name and

Address will be centred on the

envelope.

Checkmate Plus
(two disks)

Author: Custom
Technologies

Registration: $15.00

Performance: 8/10

Ease of Use: 7/10

One of the most popular uses

of a home computer is in

the control and monitoring of

domestic finances. These can

range from a straightforward 12

month breakdown of incoming

and out going monies through to

a mini-accounts package

offering detailed analyses and

reports.

Checkmate Plus falls more in

the latter category, however. It is

sufficiently well-presented and

well-documented to be used in

any simpler application. You
don't have to make use of the

more advanced features initially

or at all. The strength is that the

more powerful features are there

to be used as you gain

confidence and explore the

potential of the program.

CheckMate Plus is a full-

featured, easy to use,cheque

book-based accounting

package. It is a real accounting

package, with real double-entry

transactions. You can produce

true balance sheets and income

statements as well as numerous

budgeting and graphical reports.

CheckMate Plus is intuitive,
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easy to use, and has extensive

on-line help. To use the more
sophisticated features you will

need the user's guide to fully

exploit its power. It comes with

a disk-based introductory user's

guide to aid you in evaluation.

This is quite large.

Household
Register (one disk)

Performance: 7/10

Ease of Use: 8/10

Most people have no real

idea of the value of their

possessions.Whilst this may not

be important most of the time,

should a disaster strike and they

need to fill in a wad of forms for

their insurance claim, it can

often be difficult to persuade the

insurance company of the full

value of your things.

So, before a problem occurs it

is wise to take an inventory,-

itemising all your goods and

chattels and attaching their

value. What better way to do this

than on your PC?

Household Register is a fully

equipped database system

specifically tailored to log all

your household possessions

with their corresponding values,

analyse the data and produce

valuation reports and statistics.

You can use the reports to initi-

ate your insurance assessment

and present it to the insurance

company along with any claims

you may need to make.

HOME MANAGEMENT

The Librarian
System
Author: Peter Richards

UK Registration: £19.95
Performance:8/io

Ease of Use: 8/10

The Librarian is a suite of

tailor-made database

systems developed for a variety

of household applications. Each

application is available on its

own disk: Librarian: club

membership; Librarian: home
insurance; Librarian: record

collecting; Librarian: audio

cassette; Librarian: address

book; Librarian: video

collectingjLibrarian: gourmet

cookbook;Librarian: military air-

craft

Librarian: book collecting;

Librarian: hit singles.

The programs have common
features throughout the range of

titles.These include fast file

access search and edit

customised database managers.

Each has report and print

facilities and additional features

are available on the registered

versions.

Menu selection is minimised

and data entry is a simple case of

filling in a form on the screen.

Once the data is entered it may
be sorted, searched and edited.

The shareware version offers a

report printout of the records

entered. The registered version

offers a wider range of reporting

functions.

The Librarian System is

professionally written using the

latest programming tools.

Presentation is neat and tidy and

very easy to understand.

Home Video
Library
Author: Turbo Systems
Registration: $34.95
Performance: 8/10
Ease Of Use: 8/10

Home video recording has

been popular for many
years now and most of us have

accumulated an assortment of

anonymous looking tapes

containing anything from

unrepeatable family movies,

through a seriesof old films

taped off the TV, to old and
totally expendable early

episodes of Home And Away.

In most cases the labels, if we
wrote any at all, have faded or

peeled off and not only can you
not find anything but also you
run the riskof wiping out those

precious recordings.

With your PC and the Home
Video Library program you can

get things organised properly.

Working the program and
entering data is intuitively easy.

Once you have entered in the

basic details, you can quickly

search your video library files

and print reports to the screen,

printer or a disk text file. You
can also print labels to place on
tapes for easy identification.

LIFESTYLE

Elvis Presley's
Guide to the
Universe
(one disk)
Performance: 6/10
Ease of Use: 9/10

Another of the new books-

on-a-disk. This one is

rather more off the wall,

though.
Apparently Elvis is still commu-
nicating his views to the world

via the person who has put this

book-on-a-disk together. Makes
fascinating reading but can you

believe any of it?

MUSIC

Music Maestro
(one disk)

Author: Peter Richards

UK Registration: £19.95
Performance: 7/10
Ease of Use: 8/10

Whilst there are many
database 'shells' on the

market which allow you to

design and build your own
database manager, many users,

particularly newcomers to the

PC would prefer it if someone
else had done the work for

them.

The UK author had the new
user in mind when he designed

Music Maestro. Most people

have a collection of music

records - whether they be on
vinyl LP, compact disc or tape.

As the collection grows it can

be a great help to catalogue

them all in a methodical way,

entering information such as

title, artist,duration, date issued,

date purchased, location etc.

Taking the typical

requirements the author has

designed Music Maestro,

ensuring at all times that the pro-

gram is simple and easy to use.

Menu selection is minimised

and data entry is a simple case of

filling in a form on the screen.

Once the data is entered it may-

be sorted, searched and edited.

The shareware version offers a

report printout of the records

entered. The registered version

offers a wider range of reporting

functions.

Musician's
Toolbox
(one disk)
Author: D T Richards
Registration: £io
Requires EGA orVGA
The Musician's Toolbox com-

bines these functions:

-

The Chord Analyser provides

the musical spelling of the chord

symbol sprinted on most sheet

music. The relevant notes are

sounded and displayed

graphically on a simulated

keyboard. Accepts a variety

ofstyles of chord symbols and no
difficulty should be experienced

on this account.

Guitar Chord Dictionary. By
pressing the space bar after

using the keyboard Chord

Analyser, a graphical display of

the equivalent chord shape for

guitar may be obtained. Three

alternative possibilities are given

which may vary in suitability

depending on the current
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playing position on the guitar

neck, the degree of proficiency

of the player,etc.

Ear Training. Most musicians

are aware of the importance of

ear training (particularly in

improvised music), This is also a

requirement in the examinations

of the Associated Board of the

Royal Schools of Music and simi-

lar bodies. This module plays

random intervals and requires

the student to select the

appropriate description.

Metronome provides a usable

metronome, supporting all prac-

tical tempos and any time

signature in either simple or

compound time. The audio

output is accompanied by a

matching visual display.

Transposer provides an instant

reference for transposition of

notes between any two keys. As
the transposition is shown for

the entire chromatic scale (so

allowing for the inclusion of

accidentals) it is irrelevant

whether the key is major or

minor. For this reason, only the

tonic note of the key should be
entered (e.g. "G" rather than

"Gminor" or "Gm").

Instrument Information

provides details of the range and
usability of all the most common
instruments of the orchestra This

information is indispensable to

musicians who wish to arrange

for ensembles of instruments

with which they may not be
wholly familiar.

GENEALOGY

Gene Genie
(two disks)

Author.'Mike Allen

Registration: $39.95
(UK)
Rating: 8/10

Performance: 8/10
Ease of Use: 7/10

interest in one's personal

family history has always been
a fascination and it continues to

be a popular hobby. Before the

advent of computers collating

research was a very time-

consuming and repetitive task,

particularly when alterations and
amendments had to be made.
Computers are ideal tools for

the entry and re-organisation of

information and so several

programs have been specially

written on genealogy and family

history.

Gene Genie is a good example
and it is written and supported

by a UK author. It is more of a

family history program, ie, it

offers more space for text

descriptions of each subject but

it does not produce graphic fam-

ily tree pictures.

It includes facilities to enter in

all the standard genealogical

details of the family: a unique

record number,surname,

forenames, maiden name (if

applicable), sex, identity of

father, identity of mother, date

and place of birth, date and
place of baptism, date and place

of marriage(s), date of divorce (if

applicable), date and place of

death, whether buried or

cremated, date and place of

burial/cremation.

Other features include address-

es, occupations, sources,-

navigation tree, personal

notepad. On the registered

version you get hard copy
printouts for either an individual

or the complete database.

A detailed tutorial is supplied

on disk to help newcomers to

this popular hobby. The
shareware version limits the

number of entries.

Trees n
(one disk)
Author: Tomorrow's
Designs

Registration: £49.95
Performance: 8/10
Ease of Use: 8/10

In some families, there already

exists a wealth of

information, stored in various

forms, just waiting to be ordered

and examined. In others, records

are patchy. Tracing further into

the past involves careful

investigation, following clues,

hunting through public records

for new leads.

The science and art of

investigations, (and it has all the

attributes of both), is genealogy.

Investigating your heritage

produces vast amounts of data,

and the genealogist must find

ways of recording it, then

correlating it to discover the

stories that lies behind it.

Trees has been designed to aid

the genealogist so as to make his

or her job as simple and as fun as

possible. While requiring no
great specialist knowledge about

either computing or genealogy,

it nevertheless has all the power
and scope of other fully

professional genealogical

software.

We are all proud possessors of

a heritage that goes back to the

dawn of recorded time and
beyond.

Our ancestors have many tales

to tell, can we but find them.

And having found them, what
better way to manage the

information than with your PC?

Brother's
Keeper
(three disks)
Author:John Steed
Registration: $40
Performance: 9/10
Ease of Use: 8/10

rother's Keeper is a set of
1 programs which will help

you organise your family tree

information, and which will

print the information in several

ways.

You will be able to print

descendant charts which show
how anyone named in your file

is related to everyone else. You
may also print ancestor charts,

family group sheets,

alphabetically-ordered name
lists, descendant trees, lists of

birthdays, and customised

reports.

For each person entered in the

file you may include a date of

birth, a date of death, and three

other significant dates and you
may store a place of birth, a

place of death, and a place for

three other noteworthy events.

You also may enter two
additional fields for any other

events or information you feel is

relevant, the subject matter for

which you may define.

Each person can have up to

seven message lines of addition-

al data, or a text file of unlimited

size containing notes and adden-

da. Each person may have up to

eight marriages stored (enough,

even, for Elizabeth Taylor). Each
marriage record can hold a

marriage date, a place of

marriage and one additional

date and place,and can store up
to 24 children.

Brothers Keeper is a very com-
prehensive system which offers

all the features required by the

average genealogist. It therefore

comes highly recommended.

PUZZLE CORNER

Cipher
Author: Nels Anderson
Registration: $15
Performance: 7/10
Ease of Use: 8/10
Monitor Type:

VGA/EGA/text mode
(colour or mono);
best on VGA/EGA
Mouse: Yes (optional;
VGA/EGA modes
only)

Cipher is a crypto-quotes

type game, updated to sup-

port hi-res EGA and VGA
graphics and mouse play. It

includes many puzzles to solve

plus options such as help, hints,

save/restore, etc. You can also

create your own puzzle files.

All game play can be done with

a mouse or with the keyboard

according to the players prefer-

ences.

The objective of Cipher is to

solve a word puzzle. You must

try to discover the real meaning

of a quotation or other phrase

that has been encrypted.

Also available from the same
author - Cipher for Windows.

}ust like regular Cipher, only

this runs under the Microsoft

Windows 3 environment. It

includes standard Windows
help with complete game
instructions.

Crossword
Creator
(two disks)
Author PC Helpline
Registration $20
Performance 8/10
Ease Of Use 8/10

This is just the program for

anyone who has to design

crosswords in a hurry - whether

it be for your own family

entertainment or for your village

Newsletter, magazines etc.

There are two approaches to

adopt. First you can design your

own grid, enter the words and
create the clues. Helpful features

include a Word Finder which

makes use of a list of words on
the disc that you can supplement

or replace with a bigger list.

Second you can cut the

development time by getting the

Automatic function of

Crossword Creator to design and
build up the crossword for you.

Crosswords can be as big or

small as you like, within the con-

straints of your printer and are

printed out neatly.

The disc includes a useful

selection of ready-to-run

crossword puzzles and the

program has extensive on-line

help. It can also be controlled by
a mouse. Great fun!
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HOBBIES & PASTIMES

The Gardener's
Assistant
(one disk)
Author: Shannon
Software
Registration: $25
Performance: 6/10
Ease of Use: 9/10

Iost hobbies and pastimes

are enhanced by sourcing

information on the subject and

getting things better organised.

As with most things,the PC can

come in handy.

Not much software has been

written on the subject of garden-

ing, Landscape Plants (reviewed

earlier) and this one, Gardener's

Assistant, are about the only two

we know of. They are American

and therefore some of the plants

and weather conditions are not

applicable to the UK but most of

the information is still relevant.

Gardener's Assistant was
designed to help gardeners plan

and plant their vegetable patch

and obtain optimum
performance from the soil they

use, the seeds they plant and the

seasons.

It works on both mono and

graphic display adapters but not

on Hercules. The graphic

adapter displays are more
flexible.

Registration entitles you to a

copy of the 60 page

manual,notification of up-dates,

and reduced price upgrades.

AMUSEMENTS AND
DIVERSIONS

Speech
Synthesiser
(one disk)

Author: Andy McGuire
Registration: None
Performance: 5/10

Ease of Use: 9/10

The sound chip and

loudspeaker on the average

PC is fairly basic only offering a

single note at a time of variable

pitch and duration. It was never

intended to be more than a

beep. This of course invoked a

major challenge to software

writers and they have managed
to produce polyphonic music,

sampled sound and, in the case

of this program - speech!

Whilst the reproduction is still

crude you can just about discern

the words and, although the

program has little practical

value, it makes for both an inter-

esting exercise in programming

and a fairly light-hearted piece

of entertainment.

The versions of speech to be

found on this disk have been

modified to produce versions for

computers at various speeds.

For example SPEECH8.COM
sounds right on an 8MH2 PC
clone (w/ V20chip).

Shakespearian
Plays
Author: T Fanning
Registration: £5 per

play.

Performance: 8/10

Ease of Use: 9/10

Now you can have the

complete works of the bard

himself on your PC. Suitable for

straightforward reading, printing

out or, used for reference in con-

junction with essays and

tutorials.

Each play is supplied on its

own disk with an attractive

Playread program which lets

you select the act and scene of

your choice. The text is neatly

presented and easy to read.

Search and find is rapid.

Choose from: Anthony and

Cleopatra, Merchant of Venice,

As You Like It, Midsummer
Night's Dream, Hamlet, Julius

Caesar, Othello, King Lear,

Macbeth and Taming of the

Shrew.

Suitable for teachers, students,

theatre directors or anyone

interested in these great literary

works.William himself would
have been pleased with the

idea..

FOOD AND DRINK

Vino: File
(one disk)

Author Mark Christian
Registration $25
Performance 7/10
Ease Of Use 8/10

Iow that the price of wine is

relatively low and we are

able to obtain an ever increasing

range of products, even at the

local supermarket, many people

are building up their own "wine

cellar" and experimenting with

the many varieties available. As

with anything it becomes
increasingly difficult to

remember what different wines

were like and whether you liked

them or not.

VTNO: FILE is a good PC-based

method of getting the

information organised. It will

manage your wine cellar and log

your tasting notes.You can anal-

yse your cellar by variety, year,

origin, peak drinking period and

location. You can also identify

future purchases.

VINO: FILE helps you maintain

inventory of your collection,

locate wines, enter tasting notes

using windows and pull down
menus. It includes a neat Cross

Reference facility, help screens,

on-disk manual and sample

files.

VINO: FILE features a flexible

database manager for report

printing functions,

Import/Export, Un-delete and

fast search and sort.

Edna's Cook
Book (one disk)

Author: Specialty

Microware
Registration: $29
Performance: 7/10

Ease of Use: 8/10

Edna's Cook Book is for

recording, filing, listing, and
printing recipes. Essentially, it is

the equivalent of the cookbook
in which you now keep all your

recipes, except that it is

electronic.

The program may also be used

in the preparation of cook books

for publication, since it facilitates

organisation and printing.

If you can type, you no longer

have to deal with disorganised

slips of paper and clippings

thrown together in a drawer or

box,only to be frustrated when
you can't find that particular

recipe that you remember you

had, except you can't remember
where it is,or what the precise

name of it is.

Edna's Cook Book will take

care of the tedious part, so you

can get on with the real work.

Good cooking.

The only thing we are not told

is who Edna is!

Kim's Kitchen
(two disks)

Author: n/a
Registration: n/a
Performance: 8/10

Ease of Use: 8/10

Kim's Kitchen is more than a

recipe management system.

It features a fully operational

database system of items and

recipes from which the user can

create menus, shopping lists and

stock control management.

It is a useful tool for both the

home cook and professional

restaurateur and eliminates

much of the drudgery in

maintaining stock levels and cre-

ating shopping lists (or purchase

orders).

The program contains an

alarm, a note pad, a calculator,

a conversion table and context

sensitive help, all accessible by

function keys.

Recipes are a set of quantities

of items with instructions.Menu

plans are a set of recipes and

items, while your shopping lists

can be created from either items,

recipes, menu plans,stock levels

or any mixture of the above.

There is a very comprehensive

set of report handling features to

complement the functionality of

Kim's Kitchen.Supplied with the

software are example databases

and indexes.

HUMANITIES

Geoclock
(one disk)
Author:Joseph R.

Ahlgren
Performance: 7/10
Ease of Use: 8/10

Geoclock is a useful tool for

geography students,

astronomers or anyone interest-

ed in world time zones.

It shows the current time

(based on the system clock)

with a map of the earth. The

current sun position is

displayed with a crossed circle,

and the part of the earth in sun-

light is highlighted.

This display is automatically

updated every second (for an 8

MHz AT with an 80287) to 20

seconds (for a 5 MHz PC
without an 8087). Local sunrise,

sunset, and the sun's azimuth

and elevation are also

displayed. A variety of map
backgrounds and other options

are available.

There are two versions of

Geoclock. The first is designed

to support computers with a

256K EGA or VGA board with a

compatible colour monitor.

The second supports CGA,

Hercules, MCGA, AT&T
400x640, and PC3270 graphics,

all in the highest resolution

monochrome mode available

for that card.
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MapMaker
(one disk)

Performance: 8/10

Ease of Use: 6/10

This program is not really

designed for the casual user

and is sophisticated enough for

professionals and

educationalists. The shareware

version includes data for the

continental USA
MapMaker produces two com-

mon forms of quantitative

mapsjChoropleth (Area

Colouring) and Graduated

Circle, on an IBM PC colour

monitor, and if desired, in black

and white on a matrix printer.

Any set of statistical values

may be displayed for

corresponding geographical

areas. Map areas must be

comprised of bounded units

such as states, counties, census

tracts, or areas delineated by the

user. On any given map, only

one variable is shown for each

map unit.

Choropleth maps display

statistical variables by using a

sequence of colours (maximum
of three). Circle maps represent

data with proportionately-sized

circles. Proper usage of both

map forms is discussed in detail

later in the manual. MapMaker
can also save and later recall

screen images without going

through the create process.

Directions and suggestions are

provided on the screen through-

out the program and it is

possible for users who have little

or no experience in mapping to

produce maps. In order to

produce statistically meaningful

and visually effective displays,-

however, users should read the

manual thoroughly prior to

creating maps.

Given the appropriate data

sets, MapMaker has a great

variety of applications, including

scientific research,

governmental planning,

business and education.If hard

copy is needed, maps can be

printed in monochrome on

matrix printers, or slides may be

taken directly from the

colourscreen.

The World
About Us
(one disk)

Author:

Hinh Van Nguyen
Registration: $15.00
Performance: 9/10
Ease Of Use: 8/10
Requires CGA, EGA, or

VGA board and a compat-

ible monitor

World Info is not only a

useful aid to geography

students but also makes an inter-

esting way of finding out more

about the world and testing the

family's knowledge of countries,

capitals and rivers. Of course

with recent events some
changes are inevitable but this is

true of any World atlas.

The program displays on the

screen a map of the entire world

or part selected from the menu -

Africa, America, Asia, Australia,

Europe, You then have the

options of country names,

capital names, information by

country, information by capital

or information by maps.

The first two of these will ask

you the name of the Country or

Capital highlight on screen

according to the continent you

preferred before. The second

two will wait for you to type the

Country or the capital . After you
ENTER, the computer will try to

Match your input of the Country

or the Capital and display the

country name, the capital, popu-

lation, population/square mile,

largest city, area (square miles),

languages and religions.

Option 6 has a circle on the

screen and waits for you to

move. You can use arrow keys

or Home, PgUp, End, and Pg Dn
keys to move the circle. Press

Enter will let you know the

Country and Capital names.

Other options available

include the 12 Longest Rivers in

the World, the 12 highest

Mountains, the 12 largest Lakes

and Seas.

ASTRONOMY

The Night Sky
(four disks)

Author: A CStevely

Registration: £24.95

Performance: 8/10

Ease of Use: 8/10

The Night Sky is a computer

planetarium capable of

plotting depending on your disk

system, either 24,000 stars to

magnitude+7.49, or 45,000 stars

to magnitude +8.49.

It is a very easy to use menu-

driven program. This program

was written by an amateur

astronomer who, when he is not

looking at the stars, drives a

London Transport bus!

He has spent many hours

working on The Night Sky,

which was originally started as

an exercise in programming.

Only when it was almost

SeiECt-ft-STOKf: Christopher Colunbux

Christopher Cohmbui uas born in 1451. His father was a

I neauer, and Christopher and his brothers often helped with

the family business. He lived in a tovn by the sea. and

I nany of the «en of the town were saiiors. That is probably

tihy Christopher decided to be a tailor. Bhat city did

I Christopher Coluabas jrw» up in?

Great Explorers
(one disk)
Author: Solaris Systems
Registration: $10
Performance: 8/10
Ease Of use 9/10

With the price of books constantly rising

and the cost of computer discs falling it

is becoming increasingly cost effective for

publishers to put out their work on a disc

format instead.

Most systems contain the original text files

and a piece of software to display it a

screenful at a time. You can use the cursor keys to move up and down and usually there is a fast scan

mode and facilities to search for words or phrases.

From a new range of software under the "Select-A-Story" comes "TheGreat Explorers Collection".

Solaris have decided to offer two of the series as shareware.The shareware version features

Christopher Columbus and Marco Polo.Registered users get another six explorers.

The program was designed for children aged 10 to 14 who are learning about history in school.

n-Help ESCape

finished did the author think of

distributing it as a shareware

program by which time it had

expanded to four disks.

Users can select from 28 differ-

ent locations worldwide. If your

city is not on the list then you

will have to look up the altitude

and longitude of your city in an

atlas.

For anyone interested in the

subject and for serious

astronomers this program is a

must.Best used on a hard disk.

EXPLORING

Exploring
Physics (one disk)

Author: Bruce N. Baker
Registration: $20
Performance: 8/10
Ease Of Use: 9/10

Exploring Physics comprises

a suite of programs for

secondary school students and

covers:

- Classical Physics Menu -

Traditional physics formulas-

Relativity Physics Menu -

Formulas for velocities

approaching the speed of light.—

Electrostatics/Dynamics Menu -

Formulas involved electricity.-

Optics Menu - Formulas dealing

with the study of light- Math

Menu - Process vector and

quadratic equations-

Conversion/Calculator Menu -

Convert units and perform

simple math- Display

Information Menu - Formulas

and equations displayed.

Each subject is split into a

series of sub-categories. For

example,

Electrostatics/Dynamics covers

a) Coulombs Law. b) Electric

Field and Voltage Potential by a

single particle, c) Series

Capacitors. d)Parallel Inductors,

e) Parallel Resistors.

Inductance Defined, g) Parallel

Plate Capacitance.

The subjects are handled well

and this disc comes highly

recommended

Exploring
Chemistry
Author:

DavidW. Ostler
Registration: $29.95
Performance: 7/10
Ease of Use: 7/10

This disk features two

programs designed to aid

secondary school chemistry

students.
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The first is Elements which

presents the periodic table on
the screen giving information

about Atomic Numbers and
Atomic Weights along with the

standard symbol for each

element.

The Periodic Table appears to

be fairly up to date and it

features elements that have not

even been named yet. It can

also be printed out.

The information and periodic

table can be presented on any

type of monitor screen and

graphics card but, as with most

programs, is clearer and better-

presented on EGA or VGA.
The second is Molecule which

is an an interesting introduction

to molecular structure, illustrat-

ing the subject graphically.

Exploring
Maths (one disk)

Authors: Various
Registratiomvarious

Performance: 8/10
Ease of Use: 8/10

This suite of programs, an

upgraded version of a pop-

ular title, is ideally suited as a

tutorial and revision aid for sec-

ondary school maths students.

By using a PC-presentation they

make the subject easier to

understand and absorb.

Topics covered are Algebra,

Fractions, Areas and Volumes.

Problem solving exercises are

presented by the program and

these may be amended by the

parent or teacher. Answers are

checked for accuracy and
scored.

SCIENCES

Cell Biology
(one disk)
Author:

Leonard Ginsberg
Registration: $20
Performance: 8/io
Ease of Use: 8/io
Requires EGA orVGA
card and a mouse.

The subject of Cell Biology,

particularly DNA synthesis,

lends itself well to being taught

on a computer as a picture

displayed at the right time can

explain a point far more readily

than dry text.

This program is intended to

help students assess their level

of knowledge and review the

basic concepts in the subject

area. It is not intended to

replace lectures or the reading

of the text.

The program was designed to

allow students to move through

this difficult material at their

own pace.

Cell Biology uses a PC tutorial

System called U-Tutor and this

has been applied to a number
of other tutorials.

The system makes learning

more interesting by combining

text and graphics plus a series

of question and answer

routines to get you on to the

next topic.

The author is a college

lecturer and so is well acquaint-

ed with the needs of students.

The complete Cell biology

Program is available to

registered users ( four tutorials

in all).

MATHS

X-YSeeEGA
(one disk)

X-YSeeVGA
(one disk)
Authoninsight
Advantage
Registration: $20
Performance: 9/10
Ease of Use: 7/10
Requires EGA, VGA
respectively

A picture speaks a thousand

words, as they say, and the

subject of maths is no
exception. Utilising a modem
PC's high resolution graphics,

the XYSee program

supplements secondary school

and college level studies in

Algebra, Geometry, and
Trigonometry.

XYSee is an interactive,

computer-aided-instructional

program which illustrates and

calculates formulae and expres-

sions using high resolution

colour graphic displays. XYSee
covers points, lines, conic

sections, trigonometry,

parametrics, composites, and
artistic mathematics.

XY See's game module
challenges the student to solve

puzzles with complexities. The
goal is to duplicate the form,

position, and orientation of

functions by selecting proper

variable values

Special help Is available for

identifying boundaries and
zeroing in on solutions. A
performance reporting module
continuously tracks solution

attempts and the difficulty level

attained.

Skull (two disks)
Author: Dr. Steven A. Reid
No registration fee
Performance: 7/10
Ease Of Use: 8/10
Requires EGA

Another novel program which may only have a

small commercial potential but at PD prices is well
|

worth having a look at.

Skull basically consists of a series of digitised images

of the human skull taken in cross-section. The images are covered with invisible boxes that you can

activate to learn more about skull anatomy. Users can select the point they wish to view and the

corresponding section is displayed.

Skull is developed on a hypertext system called HyperBase, and it offers an excellent example of a

hypertext system in practical use particularly as it cleverly combines graphics and text.

The package supports a mouse, although one is not required. You can scroll through the buttons on

an image by pressing the right mouse button or the space bar. You activate a button by pressing the

return key. You can see all of the labelled buttons on the image by pressing the F2 key.

The author states that if this package is successful, he wiU develop simulated patients, with access to

x-rays, lab data, physical exam findings, etc. in the future.

FILE AND DISK

MANAGEMENT

DOS Toolbox
(two disks)
Author:

Computer Tyme
Performance: 7/10
Ease of Use: 7/10
The Computer Tyme DOS

ToolBox contains powerful

and simple to use utilities. Some
of the programs are written for

beginners, others for

intermediate and advanced

users. The Computer Tyme DOS
ToolBox programs come with

help screens and on-line

documentation which give

quick proficiency with each pro-

gram. The toolbox was
originally written in 1985 to pro-

vide the same functions for MS-

DOS as a program called Sweep
did for CP/M. The main function

of this program is to be able to

select files from a list of files,

then either copy them, move
them, or delete them. Thus the

design of this program is such to

make these functions as easy as

possible.

The files are displayed in a ver-

tical list. The up and down
arrows, page up, page down,

home and end keys move you

through the list. The 'G' (GOTO)
command is provided to help

you get to a desired place in the

list quickly. Files are selected

(marked)using the right arrow

key, and unselected (unmarked)

using the left arrow key. All files

can be marked using Ctrl-Right

Arrow and unmarked using the

Ctrl-Left Arrow. A wild card

mark is provided to mark all files

that match a particular mask.

When files are marked they are

simultaneously highlighted for

action.

For anyone with a lot of

'housekeeping' to do on the

mass of anonymous files which

have accrued on hard and

floppy disks (and who hasn't?)

this is a very useful tool which

let's you get things sorted out

efficiently.

Maxiform
(one disk)
Author: Heme Data
Systems Ltd
Registration: $10
Performance: 9/10
Ease of Use: 9/10

Are you tired of running out

of space on your floppy

disks? How would you like to fit
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420k on a 360k disk, 800k on a

720k disk, 1.4 meg on a 1.2 meg
disk, or an incredible 1.6 meg on

a 1.44 meg disk?

Sound impossible? Well not

any more. If you are using DOS
version 3.2x or later, then this

innovative new shareware

program from Heme Data

Systems is just the thing for you.

Using Maxi Form for all your

floppy disk data storage needs is

like getting an extra one and a

half disks free with every box of

floppies that you buy.

In most cases, no special

software driver programs are

required to access these disks

from DOS. However, in cases

where reliable standalone

operation cannot be achieved (it

is a complex function of ROM
BIOS details, DOS version and

disk controller characteristics),

the simple device driver

SMAX.COM can be used to

patch the BIOS code and

provide resident support.

To use Maxi Form you will

need a 100% IBM compatible

computer (PC, XT, AT, PS/2,

Convertible, etc) with at least

one 360K 5.25", 1.2 meg 5.25 \
720K 3.5" or 1.44 meg 3.5"

floppy drive. The 1.44 meg drive

can be used to format 800K 3.5"

disks; and the 1.2 meg drive can

also be used to format 420K

disks or 800K 5.25" disks.

Note that with many BlOSes,

you will need to use the TSR
driver program SMAX.COM sup-

plied with Maxi Form to read

and write MAXI-style disks

(especially 800K, 5.25" disks).

Integrity Master
(two disks)
Author:

Wolfgang Stiller

Registration: $35
Performance: 8/10
Ease Of Use: 8/10

Integrity Master combines

several useful disk

management and file recovery

functions with powerful virus

detection and elimination. It

claims to recognize known
viruses by name and will

describe their characteristics and

then guide you through their

removal.

It can detect not only existing

viruses, but will detect as yet

unknown viruses. This means
that, unlike other programs,

which you must constantly

update to keep ahead of the cur-

rent crop of virusesjntegrity

Master needs no updating.

Integrity Master will detect any

form of file or program

corruption, not just that caused

by viruses. This makes Integrity

Master a useful tool to provide

PC security, change

management and hardware

error detection. Why spend your

time merely checking for viruses

when you give your PC a

complete check out with

Integrity Master?

Integrity Master can reload sys-

tem sectors on disks which are

so badly damaged that DOS can

no longer recognize them. It is

useful as an aid to PC security. If

someone changes, adds or

deletes any of your files you will

know. You can run your normal

test programs to check if your

disk drive is working OK It will

even detect if a disk error

damaged some data yesterday.

Flexibak Plus
(one disk)

Author:

Adrian Mardlin

Registration: £29.95

Performance: 8/10

Ease of Use: 8/10

Flexibak Plus is a flexible,

easy to use hard disk back-

up system that takes a logical,

simple and unique approach to

the back-up problem.

With a conventional back-up

system, you are required to take

a full back-up approximately

once a week and do daily

incremental back-ups which are

placed on separate disks. Should

you need to restore from the

back-up, you must first restore

the full back-up and then each

of the incremental back-ups up
to the last back-up taken.

With Flexibak Plus Plus, all this

is different as the concept of full

back-ups and incremental back-

ups is removed. Instead, you

only need to take a full back-up

once and then all subsequent

back-ups are placed on the same

back-up disks, giving some long

term speed increases, simpler

file restoration and an improved

back-up management capability.

USING THE COMPUTER

Getting Started
on Computers
(One disk)
Author: Amir Pirouzan
Registration: $15
Performance: 9/10
Ease of Use: 9/10

There are quite a few

programs on the market

which are intended to teach the

computer. Many of them suffer

from over-complication and do
not allow sufficient 'space' for

the totally new user to get to

grips with the subject matter.

Often they do not deal with the

basic practical necessities of

getting started.

Now, the author of Professor

3T has come up with a really

practical first-step tutorial for

PC users which does not make
any presumptions about the

user's existing knowledge, nor

does it drone on and on about

DOS commands.
The Professor 3T First Tutor

teaches novices from scratch

and covers practical topics

starting with How To Switch

On The Machine! Subjects

covered include Sources of

Misunderstanding, Computers

Simplified, Hardware, Memory,
Software, Human and

Computer Languages,

Programming Languages,

Number Crunching, Program

Organisation. It tests and scores

and even issues a printed

certificate.

If you need it First Tutor offers a

wealth of knowledge and a

comprehensive computer

literacy course. Recommended
to anyone who wants to know
more about the PC without

wanting to be baffled by techo-

speak.

PC-Tutor
(one disk)

Author: Computer
Knowledge
Registration: $15
Performance: 9/10

Ease of Use: 8/10

The majority of PC users have

little or no knowledge of the

way in which the computer and

user interact, ie, the operating

system. It is true to say some
knowledge certainly is needed

even to undertake a few simple

tasks, such as finding out what is

on a disk, deleting files, copying

files, taking back ups and

formatting blank disks.

Most PC manuals are virtually

incomprehensible to the

newcomer. Reading them can

often make matters worse. What
better way to learn how to use

your computer than on the com-

puter itself?

The author of PC-Tutor has

gone to great lengths to ensure

that his program helps, not

hinders, and he does not assume

any previous knowledge. The

course is interactive, presenting

the user with information, then

asking for a response on the

keyboard.

The program covers computer

history, introduction to DOS,-

computer terminology, sub-

directories, hardware, batch

files, the keyboard and an

introduction to programming.

Material is presented in a series

of screens and the user has the

ability to move forward or back-

ward through the tutorials, or

jump to selected locations using

a menu. Short quizzes test you

on your knowledge but you may
bypass these when reviewing

Fasttype
(one disk)

Author: Trentech

Registration: $20
Performance: 8/10

Ease of Use: 8/10

Fastype is a typing instruction

program specifically

designed for PC styled

keyboards. These quick-start

instructions will get you going

right away. You must have a

Colour/Graphics Adapter Card-

(CGA) or equivalent (EGA),

(NOT Hercules)

For Drills: Place the fingers of

each hand on the home keys

(ASDF JKL:) and type each letter

as you are prompted for it. The
selection of letters to type is ran-

dom: the number of characters

you successfully type is

displayed before you start.

When the drill is finished your

WPM and other data will be

displayed in the text panel. For

Lessons: type each character

pointed to by the cursor and

when you reach the symbol,

press the enter key (Y) (for

carriage-return). When you

finish the lesson your WPM and

other data will be displayed in

the text panel.

There are 5 drill, lesson, and

feature selection menus and two

sub-menus for selecting

additional keys to learn. The

primary menus can be displayed

by pressing function keys Fl to

F5 anytime while the screen key-

board is displayed. And, while

any selection menu is displayed

you can go to another menu
either by selecting it from Menu
#1 or by first holding down the

ALT key and pressing Fl, F2, F3,

F4, or F5. All menus have the

Help Facility available
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DOS Summary
(one disk)

Author:

Computer Tyme
Registration: Freeware
Performance: 7/10
Ease of Use: 8/10

Agood companion to the PC-

Tutor and from the same
author. There is no registration

fee - the program is yours for

the price of the shareware copy.

For anyone who is likely to use

more than one or two DOS
commands this program is

invaluable.

When starting DOS Summary
you have the option of accessing

either an alphabetical menu of

DOS commands or a menu
where commands are grouped

by function.

A second way of accessing a

command is by starting the

program with a command name
as a parameter. DOS Summary
will find the closest match to the

command you entered - so exact

spelling is not necessary. Only

DOS commands are in this

version; batch commands and
CONFIG.SYS commands are

not. Support is given up through

DOS version 4.01.

LANGUAGES

Animal Farm
(two disks)
Author: Steve Herbert
Registration: $15
Performance: 8/10
Ease of Use: 9/10

Animal Farm is one of

George Orwell's most
famous books, and possibly the

most widely read. Because of

the simple style in which it is

written, it may be read by
children as an entertaining

story as well as by adults

searching for a deeper

meaning.
The program consists of a

series of activities to assist high

school students learning

Orwell's novel 'Animal Farm'.

The student can select the activ-

ity of his choice from a series of

menus.

Activities include several

quizzes or games, notes on a

wide variety of topics, graphics

of the Farm and even a

competition with the chance to

win worthwhile prizes.

The games are designed to be

fun and at the same time to pro-

vide a fairly painless way to

memorise quotations, learn

important passages, and in gen-

eral, to become familiar with

the plot, characters and themes

of the novel.

French Tutor
and other
Languages
(one disk each)

Author: Andrew
Bartorillo

Registration: $10
Performance: 6/10
Ease of Use:8/io

The programs on this set of

disks comprise a series of

Language Tutors for learning

French, Spanish, German, Italian

and Hebrew.

Each disk is self-contained and
offers a complete tutorial on one
language. The following text

refers to all the tutorials.

Language Teacher is a series of

menu-driven language tutorial

programs. Each program in the

series contains hundreds of

word combinations and verb

conjugation forms. A printer can

be used to take advantage of its

versatility.

Also included is the capability

to select language-to-English or

English-to-language

combinations, choose multiple

choice answers,be tested again

on missed answers, print a

multiple choice test, and run a

full quiz diagnostic routine with

line printer output.

Of particular interest to non-

English students is the capability

to select the direction of the

combinations.

All word, phrase, and verb

conjugation selections are done
randomly by the program, the

user being unable to predict

what the next selection will be.

The program package is not

designed to teach conversational

language or pronunciation but,

instead, to provide practice drills

in order to increase your

working vocabulary and to

enhance your use of the

conjugation forms.

The extent of the vocabulary of

each program is around 800

word combinations and about

1800 verb conjugations. More
than enough to keep the most

ambitious language student

occupied!

MENU SYSTEMS

Menu Direct
Gold
(two disks)

Author: Applied Micro
Systems Technology
Registration: $39.95
Performance: 9/10
Ease Of Use: 8/10

Ienu Direct Gold is the new
name for the Point & Shoot

Hard Disk Manager originally

released as a commercial

package. It was nominated for

one of BYTE's best product

awards at Spring COMDEX 1991.

For anyone with a hard disk

full of assorted programs and
files located in a variety of sub-

directories it makes excellent

sense.

Menu Direct Gold is essentially

a file/directory/program manag-
er but offers a wide range of

associated features that make it

very powerful.Yet the author

has ensured that all functions are

easy to use and clearly

explained.

The program offers unlimited

user menu entries with single

keystroke execution of

programs. Split screen file list

and directory tree.

The normal Copy, delete, edit,

find, print, and view single or

tagged files, Delete, make,

rename, hide, and print

directories are offered plus the

very useful Undelete files and
directories.

Instant DOS access, user-

defined program colours, floppy

disk formatting, and mouse sup-

port are all provided. Menu
Direct Gold features Pull-down

menus, hypertext help system,

password protection, usage

logging and a host of other

features make this an excellent

DOS Shell.

Power Menu
(one disk)

Publisher: Shareware
Publishing

Registration: £49-95
Performance: 9/10
Ease of Use: 8/10

One of the biggest

frustrations for a new user

of a PC is the unfriendly

operating system which comes
with it (unless of course you are

fortunate enough to have a high

performance computer and
Windows)

A newly unwrapped computer

with a hard disk drive will

probably just present you with

theO prompt when you switch

it on. You then have to know
about sub-director tree

structures, DOS commands and
the appropriate name to type in

to get any programs running.

To overcome this problem sev-

eral authors have written new
'front-ends' to MS-DOS which
improve the interface between
you and your programs.

These are usually in the form

of an on-screen menu system

which lists the options and

programs available, tells you
which keys do what.

Power Menu is one of the best

examples of the genre. It is easy

to install and menus are

completely user-configurable.

You just type in the title you
require, the name of the

program and where it can be

located. Plenty of on-screen

context sensitive help is

provided and there are several

useful additional utilities if you
want them.

Disktree
(one disk)

Author: Richard Smith
Registration: $20
Performance: 9/10

Ease of Useraio

Iaking order out of the

chaos of thousands of files

contained on even the smallest

of hard-disk drives is both

important and incredibly

tedious.

Without control and order, files

get lost, space gets wasted and
productivity drops as users

spend more and more time just

keeping track of what files are

where.

Of course, in a perfect world,

users would save their data

according to a sensible and logi-

cal standard of what files should

go where. Unfortunately, no one
does this with any real

conviction and when things get

confused, there is no quick way
of sorting the mess out.

DiskTree is an attempt at creat-

ing an affordable, powerful and

above all, easy-to-use disk

management tool. It offers full

Microsoft mouse support,

extended screen resolutions, i.e.

43 and50 line modes, up to 26

drives in memory at once and

betweenl0,000 and 13,000 files

and directories held in memory.
Should be quite capable of

keeping your files in order!
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FIRST STEPS

Sarah and
Katie's First

Disk
Author: Meg Noah
Registration: $15
Performance: 8/10
Ease of Use: 9/10
Requires a colour

monitor (VGA, EGA, or

CGA)

There are many software

packages for children ages

three or four, but SarahWare is

specifically aimed at infants and

toddlers. It is not intended as

educational but more as a

stimulation by allowing them to

interactively select colours and

designs which fill the screen in

an animated way.

Infants quickly become
fascinated by the quickly

changing bright pictures. Those

as young as three months old

will learn to press the keys to

change the design. By five

months, two fisted banging

begins but can be controlled by

parents encouragement. By
nine months the baby will have

learned that certain function

keys play music and have

favourite letter keys.

Katie's Clock is designed to

help youngsters tell the time. It

operates in five time modes;

normal, random, sequential,

input, and digital. All times are

clearly displayed on a

colourful, easy to read clock

face.

Options are to type in the

displayed time or, conversely,

set the hands of the clock to

match the time stated. Good
use is made of the graphics dis-

play and colours to stimulate

interest.

Animated
Alphabet
(four disks)

Author: Tom Guthrey
Registration: $8
Performance: 8/10
Ease of Use: 9/10
Requires EGA/VGA and
Hard Disk.

The authors have decided to

make full use of graphic

animation techniques to teach

youngsters their alphabet. The

correct answer is rewarded

with a variety of clever little ani-

mated sequences.

Hoorah For Henrietta
Author: Scetlander

Registration: £24.95

Performance: 9/10

Ease of Use: 9/10

Henrietta and Hopeless Henry are getting

married in the moming.But all is not well.

That mischievous bird, John the Parrot, appears

at the last moment and is determined to create

havoc. He steals the groom's wedding clothes

and kidnaps the groom himself.If Henry isn't

rescued in time, John will cover him in cold cus-

tard! You must help Henrietta collect Henry's coat, hat, boots and trousers, otherwise the wedding

will be cancelled! Can you get Henry to the church on time?

Hoorah For Henrietta links mathemaucal exercises to an absorbing storyline featuring Henrietta,

Hopeless Henry and John the Parrot. An endless supply of randomly generated problems at all levels

guarantees boredom-free practice. It improves everyone's mathematical ability and makes the

process stimulating and entertaining. It also provides practice in addition, subtraction, multiplication

and division over a wide range of ability levels.

A major feature of the program is the extensive Parent/Teacher's Control Section which enables

easy adjustment to suit every user.We strongly advise careful study of this section to ensure a

comfortable starting point for each student.

The registered version incorporates eight levels of difficulty -only one is available on the shareware

version

Each letter of the alphabet is

displayed on the screen and,

when the child presses the

corresponding key a picture of

an everyday object is displayed

whose name begins with the

letter selected.

Each picture then undergoes a

clever animated sequence

lasting for about 15 to 30

seconds eg A for Acorn shows a

falling acorn which then grows

into an oak tree which then

sheds an acom which falls and

grows into a tree and so on ...

The registration copy is

personalised with you child's

own name which is used

during the program's operation.

It also includes an extra

program called ABC Song.

EARLY LEARNING

Wunderbook
(one disk)

Author: Hung Fam Li

Registration: $10
Performance: 8/io
Ease Of Use: 9/10

There is something for all

youngsters in this selection

for 3-10 year olds. Each game is

fun but contains a strong

educational element too.Each of

the five topics uses simple

symbol-type menus which are

selected from the keyboard or

using a mouse.

Whilst the disc contains six

basic topics, additional ones can

be added at a later date as the

child progresses.

The topics covered are objects,

numbers, alphabets, words,

shapes and language of different

cultures, the latter may also be of

interest to adults.

Each program is designed to

stimulate children's memory,

perception pattern recognition

and language manipulation

whilst also encouraging the

child to explore and play.

Parents can also track their

child's progress using scoring

tables built into the program.

Monkey
Business
(one disk)
Author:Jenny Oldfield

Registration: £20
Performance: 8/10
Ease Of Use: 8/10
Requires Hercules or EGA
and Mouse: CGA version

available

his is a story about the

I escapades of the Terrible

Twins written for 7-10 year olds.

What makes it different from all

the rest is that the storyline can

be altered at various points to

generate a different outcome. As

the story unfolds, several

exciting, crazy options take

Marvyn and Marlene through an

exhausting day at Tigerland

Park. The story can be extended,

contracted or diverted by simple

mouse control, no typing to do!.

The Terrible Twins adventures

are based on the sound, modem
educational concept of the "real

book" reading method with

carefully researched vocabulary

and interest levels. Their

humour and lively illustrations

and fast action will make them a

firm favourite.

Monkey Business is illustrated

with attractive line drawings

designed to hold the child's

interest. Whilst having a strong

educational value the program

forces down the barrier between

Computer Studies and reading

skills.

Jenny Oldfield is a successful

writer of children's stories in

both the educational and

commercial fields, with more

than a dozen books to her credit.

This is her first successful

venture into computer learning

programs.

CHILDREN'S GAMES

Pallanda
(one disk)
Author: ShareGames
Registration: $15
Performance: 7/10
Ease of Use:8/io

Requires EGA or VGA.

Mouse recommended.

This is a fun game for young-

sters age between five and

10 but it offers enough strategy

and luck to make it challenging

for Mum and Dad too.

Prince Pallanda can be includ-

ed as one of the four players.

The name, Pallanda, comes
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from 'Pal Land' where everyone

plays happily together and

King Pallanda makes sure

everyone plays fair.

The object of the game is to

land on the gold circle in the

centre by moving to the closest

colour shown on the spinner.

There are hidden surprises

everywhere along the way with

pictures you can watch being

drawn. It sounds simple.

However, the nearest matching

colour is often in the wrong

direction!

Pallanda is designed so even

youngsters that aren't reading

yet can learn to play well.

Finding the closest colour

enhances counting skills.

Learning the easy way.

TUTORIALS

C and Turbo C
Tutor
(two disks)

Author: Coronado
Enterprises

Registration: $3995
Performance:7/io

Ease of Use: 8/10

Many owners of the PC like

to try their hand at

programming at some stage but

are often put off by the price of

commercial programs. Of course

it's always the case that you

don't know whether you're

going to like it until you try it.

Fortunately there are plenty of

compilers and tutorials in the

shareware marketplace so for a

few pounds you can try your

hand at programming or just

find out more with one of the

many tutorials available.

One of the most popular high

level languages is C. Whilst not

the easiest to understand initially

due to its fairly brief syntax, it

produces fast, executable

programs and is very versatile.

A good introduction to C and

the more powerful C++ can be

found in this tutorial package. It

comprises two disks, the first is

full of text files containing the

tutorial which takes you from

beginner through to

intermediate level The second

disk contains a collection of

source code examples to study

and compile.

The author recommends the

use of Turbo C, Power C or

Microsoft C, if you want to try

the examples out.

EGA Colouring Book
(two disks)
Author Kinderware
Registration: $20.00
Performance: 8/10
Ease of Use: 9/10
Requires EGA orVGA

I ost children enjoy colouring in pictures

I and here is the clean, modern way for

them to do it - on the computer.

EGA Colouring Book lets them use more

than 500 colours and patterns to colour full

screen pictures. Children, age three and up, will enjoy bringing the pictures to life with colour.

ECB teaches eye-hand co-ordination and encourages artistic expression. It is very easy to use

and does not require the child to be able to read - most of the common commands have picture

icons which can be easily identified. So, it is one of the few programs that three-year-old children

can actually use alone.

It is a great program to use to introduce the computer to children. They will have so much fun,

they won't even realise that they are learning basic computer skills.

ECB can be controlled by either a Microsoft compatible Mouse or the keyboard and offers disk

save and load functions and the ability to print out the drawings on a suitable printer.

DRAWING AND
PAINTING

Graphics
Workshop
(two disks)
Author Alchemy
Mindworks
Registration: $40.00
Performance: 9/10
Ease of Use: 8/10
Graphic Workshop is a

program for working with

computer bitmapped graphic

files, It will handle most of the

popular formats. It offers a sim-

ple, menu driven environment

which will let you perform the

following operations on your

graphics files:

View them.

Convert between any two for-

mats (with a few restrictions).

Print them to any LaserJet Plus

compatible or PostScript laser

and many dot matrix printers.

Graphic Workshop can print

colour pictures to colour

PostScript and inkjet printers.

Dither the colour ones to

black and white.

Reverse them.

Rotate and flip them.

Scale them.

Reduce the number of colours

in them and do colour

dithering.

Sharpen, soften and otherwise

wreak special effects on them.

Graphics Workshop operates

on any of the following

formats:- Macpaint, GEM/IMG,
PC Paintbrush PCX,

CompuServe GIF, TIFF,

WordPerfect Graphics WPG,
Deluxe Paint/Amiga IFF/LBM,

PC Paint Pictor PIC, Truevision

Targa, Windows 3 BMP,
Microsoft Paint MSP,

Encapsulated PostScript EPS,

Self-displaying EXE pictures,

Text files Using Graphic

Workshop, you can have your

image files in the formats that

your software recognises, all

without keeping track of

numerous utilities.

In addition, using the half-

toning and dithering facilities of

Graphic Workshop, you can

convert full colour digitised

photographs for use as superb

black and white clip art,

suitable for inclusion in your

documents.

Graphic Workshop will

handle image files of any size. It

will use extended or expanded
memory if you have some, and

disk space if you don't. It has a

fast and easily understood user

interface.

Once installed, you'll wonder
how you ever managed without

it.

PC Draft H
(two disks)

Author: Natural

Software

Registration: $50
Performance: 9/10

Ease of Use 7/10

PC-Draft II is a high

resolution pixel oriented

drawing and graphing utility,

which is designed to facilitate a

variety of drawing and drafting

requirements. You can produce

drawings up to 1280 by 700 dots

using the colourgraphic adaptor

high resolution graphics mode
(640 x 200 dots per screen).

Such a drawing will more than

fill an 8-1/2 x 11 inch printed

output (at 150 dots per inch

resolution).

Built-in functions allow you to

draw circles, lines, boxes, arcs

and curves; draw bar, line and

pie graphs; create patterns with

which to fill areas- cut and paste

objects and save objects to files

for later use.

PC-Draft is both menu driven

and command driven - all draw-

ing commands may be selected

from the menus or may be

entered by a single keystroke

command such as [C] to draw a

circle or [L] for line.

You can zoom in to precisely

edit one pixel at a time, record

graphic keyboard macros saved

in files for later playback and for

animation effects and load and

edit fonts.

Drawings may be printed on a

wide range of printers including

those compatible with IBM and

Epson Dot matrix, HP Laserjet*,

and HP DeskJet printers. PC
Draft II offers many more
exciting features such as screen

capture in all graphics modes, its

own programming language

called PDC.

Highly recommended,
professional standard

throughout - great value.
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Desktop Paint n
(two disks)

Author:

Compass Systems

Registration: £20
Performance: 9/10

Ease of Use: 9/10

Requires: Hercules or

EGA/VGA graphics

The use of pictures can make

a big difference to the

appearance and readability of a

publication. Most Desk Top
Publishing programs have the

feature for importing pictures

but not for actually creating and

editing them in the first place.

There is a wealth of what are

known as 'Clip-Art' images avail-

able in the public domain but

many of these need to be altered

or enhanced to suit individual

requirements. This is where

Desktop Paint steps in. You can

use it to create a drawing from

scratch or load in a suitable clip-

art picture and edit it.

It offers all the standard

drawing features plus a selection

of graphics tools. Formats

supported include IMG, TIF,

PCX, MAC and WPG. A mouse is

required.

Desktop Paint is an excellent

drawing program. It is designed

more for professional quality

Desk Top Publishing

applications rather than just as a

children's doodler, hence it is

not in colour.

SPORTS SIMULATIONS

Cunning
Football
(one disk)

Author: Cass
Cunningham
Registration: $18
Performance: 8/10
Ease Of Use: 8/10
Requires ega/vga
Cunning Football is probably

the best interactive football

game available, including any

commercial games. It is a fun

and exciting game oriented

toward those of us football fans

who have a relatively good

understanding of the game of

football, and enjoy it.

It tests both skill and strategy,

requiring a user to guide players

as well as call plays. The

program requires an IBM
compatible computer with an

EGA or VGA adapter. Cunning

Football allows the user to select

either the keypad, a mouse, or a

joystick as the controlling input

device.

Cunning Football simulates a

real football game as closely as

possible. It includes

interceptions, penalties, and

other subdeties found in

football. However, it was also

designed to be easy to use, so

some realism was sacrificed for

the sake of user friendliness.

After registering your copy of

Cunning Football, you will

receive an extended user's man-

ual along with an expanded

playbook. The manual has

detailed explanations of all of

the plays.

Sticky Wicket
(one disk)

Author: Mark Carter
Registration: £10
Performance: 8/10
Ease of Use: 8/10
Requires ega orVGA
Sticky Wicket claims to be

the ultimate cricket game
for the PC. It combines the art

of captaincy with week to week
action of playing.

Your objective is to win the

league and 'Sticky' cup. Your

predecessor has left,

despondent with the teams

poor run of recent results. By
selecting the team, choosing

field placings, who bowls the

crucial overs, where everyone

bats and even when a player

must run you aim to return the

team to its former glory. Your

success at doing so will be

compared to the greats e.g W.G
Grace , M.Brearly in the hall of

fame. Hence the term 'Sticky

Wicket' hence the situation you

face where winning is the

difference between glory and

failure! The shareware version

is limited to 1 LEAGUE season

only.

Features include: database of

128 players, 8 teams each with

career figures (updated season-

ally) / Ability / Form / Fitness

ratings; seasonal and career

averages; a season of 40-over

Sunday League matches includ-

ing league table, fixture list and

full results service every week;

edited highlights of the game
including all the action shots,

L.B.W and other dismissals;

umpire decisions in response to

appeals; team selection; five

different field settings and your

personal career page.

Seabattle UK
(one disk)
Author: S. Rooney
Registration: n/a
Performance: 8/10

Ease of Use: 8/10

In the period between the early

1900s and just after the

Second World War, the

battleship was considered to be

the capital ship of the world's

navies. Starting with the British

Dreadnought and culminating in

the United States Iowa class of

battleships, which were in

action in the Gulf albeit using

weapons not heard or dreamed

of initially.

Seabattle is an historically

accurate simulation based on

these famous warships. The

objective is for the player of

either side to achieve the

minimum conditions for victory.

Victory is not simply determined

by the number and type of ships

sunk on both sides. There are

four different types of objective

a player may be set: 1) Destroy

Enemy Naval Forces 2) Move
Ships To Objective 3) Deny
Enemy Its Objectives 4) Perform

Raiding.

Seabattle requires either CGA
or EGA/VGA. In its registered

form it enables a player to take

on the computer or another

player whilst in command of up

to 20 ships and more than 50

squadrons of aircraft (both carri-

er and land based)

SKILL AND STRATEGY

Space Shades
(one disk)
Author: Rich Frank
Registration: $15
Performance: 8/10
Ease of use: 7/10

Space Shades places you in

the cockpit of a space cruis-

er. You control your ship, a

space station, and a spy remote

while exploring planets in

preparation for your encounter

with a hostile enemy. Space

Shades is designed to provide

the feel of a flight simulator,

while presenting bit-mapped

images of the objects you see

when operated in graphics

mode. During play, you look

directly out a window into 3D
Space. Provided with a

navigation computer, you have

complete freedom to fly

wherever you want. You can

loop around your station, fly

into the Sun, or crank up your

ships speed to .9 SOL. Your

mission will be to seek out your

enemy and destroy him before

he takes over the galaxy. That is

his mission also.

Start with one allied planet

and a space station before guid-

ing your ship off into uncharted

territory. You can expand the

number of your planets by

fighting for their alliance. Go
ahead and enjoy yourself:

Collect the spoils of easily

earned victory over defending

planetary Hornets. It won't be

so easy to destroy your main

opponent, Tin Head.

Once you locate your enemy,

Space Shades practically

becomes a different game.

Your ship and the enemy ship

have nearly the same capability

so it should be an even match.

He's fast, but probably a Tin

Headed robot. With a little

style, a lot of nerve, and a some

items picked up at a few of

your planets, you can send him

home.

ARCADE GAMES

Pharaoh's
Tomb
(one disk)

Author: Apogee
Registration: £29.95
Performance: 8/10
Ease of Use: 9/10

Pharaoh's Tomb is an arcade

game set in a huge

Egyptian pyramid. You will

need to explore and survive 20

uniquely dangerous levels

(screens) riddled with

ingenious puzzles and traps.

This game uses a special

animation system called FAST

(Fluid Animation Software

Technology) which allows for

flicker free movement even on

the older IBM PCs. You start

with five lives and a few spears,

which can be thrown at offend-

ing denizens that guard the

pyramid. Moving walls, falling

spikes, bats, mummys, and

magic winds are just some of

the hazards to overcome.

On each level you will need

to collect one or more keys to

advance to the next level. And
hidden on the final level will be

the prize of your journey.

Notable features: No two levels

will have the same animated

creature patrolling it, which

adds gready to the variety of the

game. Sound effects are also

used, but can be toggled off.

The keyboard control can be
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configured to two alternate sets

of keys. A five player

permanent high core table

keeps tracks of the all-time best

explorers. Plus, you can save

the game on any level and

restore at any time.

This is the first of four

volumes of Pharaoh's Tomb,
subtitled Raiders of the Lost

Tomb. The other three volumes

are: Pharaoh's Curse, Temple of

Terror, and Nevada's Revenge!.

The volumes should be played

in sequence, since they

continue the story to the final

encounter. Volumes II to IV are

available to registered users.

Monuments of
Mars
(one disk)
Author: Apogee
Registration: £29.95
Performance 8/10
Ease Of Use 8/10
Requires CGA, EGA or
VGA

In the game, NASA has sent

several manned missions to

explore the mysterious

monuments but every one has

ended in disaster. Soon after

the astronauts landed on Mars

NASA lost contact with them
and no one knows why.

You're the last hope. You
have been chosen for a special

mission to rescue the missing

astronauts and to discover the

secrets of the Martian

monuments. The game begins

just after your ship lands on
Mars near the site of one of the

many monuments.
This is an arcade/adventure

game set in the near future in

which you explore a secret

underground city on Mars. In

the first volume (First Contact)

you need to survive 20 unique

and challenging levels/screens

filled with puzzles, traps,

creatures and useful artefacts.

This game features great

graphics and sound effects,

plus a compelling and

fascinating story. Features

include save/restore, high score

chart, sound on/off and

keyboard configuration. This is

the first game to give you
unlimited lives! You never see a

"Game Over" message in The
Monuments of Mars!: you just

restart the level whenever you
die so you can focus on solving

each level without the hassles

of constantly saving and restor-

ing your game.

Jumpjet
(one disk)
Author: Montsoft
Registration: $15
Performance: 7/10
Ease Of Use: 9/10
Runs on all screens

Apopular mid-80s program

called 'Striker' has been a

part of many shareware libraries

- it's main drawback being the

use of the old-fashioned - IBM'

CGA colours (blue, purple and

white) and rather crude

animation.

Jumpjet is a welcome improve-

ment which retains the original

compulsive gameplay but

introduces modem smooth and
colourful graphics.

To achieve authentic arcade

speeds, the author has used a

combination of Assembly

Language and C in his

programming. Even though

there maybe 50 to 100 objects

animating on the screen at one

time, the game will have no
problem processing the informa-

tion quickly.

Running Jumpjet on a 386

33MHz machine will appear to

run at the same speed as a 6MHz
286 machine. There are approxi-

mately 18 frames per second.

You will notice, however, a

reduction in speed on slower

machines.

The first screen you will see is

the main menu. This is where

you can select from playing the

game, introduction, saving the

score, reviewing the score, regis-

tration and exiting the game. To
select an item, use the up and

down ARROW keys and press

ENTER or press the capitalized

letter of the desired item.

You can control your jet by

pressing the ARROW keys in the

cor-responding direction you
want the jet to go. By pressing

the same direction again, the jet

will accelerate in that direction.

Moraffs
Superblast
(one disk)
Author: Moraflware
Registration: £35 for
complete set of
games
Performance: 8/10
Ease of Use:9/10

There have been many games
based on the original

Breakout theme where your task

is to bounce a ball at a wall using

a simple paddle, chipping away

at the bricks until you get to the

other side - but none of them is

in the same class as Moraffs

Superblast.

This one has so many new fea-

tures that it brings a whole new
life to the theme. The action is

fast but not so fast that the game
is unplayable (and it can be

adjusted) but interest is

sustained by the fact that each

time a screen is completed a

totally new and very different

one comes up.

The variety of objects is also

quite wide, some break up,

some explode into a myriad of

more balls, some bounce off,

some make your paddle bigger,

others make it smaller, others

are one-way only.

The program has been cleverly

designed to work on all types of

monitors and adjusts the

resolution and graphics

accordingly. This is the sort of

game you shouldn't start late at

night or you'll be going to bed in

the small hours!

HI RESOLUTION GAMES

Commander
Keenn
(Two disks)
Author: Apogee
Registration: £29.95
Performance: 10/10
Ease of Use: 9/10

This is the second

Commander Keen trilogy

and is sub-titled "Goodbye
Galaxy" and it compares very

favourably with most

commercial games.

Although Commander Keen I

was fun to play, this follow-up

is a major improvement in

terms of stretching the graphics

to the peak of performance,

offering slick, smooth scrolling

and featuring excellent,

compulsive game play.

In this all new adventure

starring kid genius Billy Blaze, a

new alien invasion threatens to

wipe out our very galaxy, the

Milky Way!
Amazing new features include:

3-D perspective, Star Wars-style

text scrolling, sloped surfaces,

multiple sound card support

with brilliant music and
digitised sound effects, and out-

of-this-world graphics.

Three versions are available:

256-colour VGA, 16-colour

EGA, and 4-colour CGA. and
have to be specified when
ordering

TEXT ADVENTURE

GAMES

Aliens Laughed
At My Cardigan
Author:AM Boyle

Registration: £30 for an
adventure tailor-

made with you in the

leading role.

Performance: 7/10

Ease of Use: 9/10

With a title like that, you've

got to try the program!

And, if you enjoy a challenge

along with a laugh you won't be

disappointed either.

Aliens Laughed At My Cardigan

is produced by a young UK
author who clearly has a rather

off-beat sense of humour. His

style is of the Hitchhikers Guide

to the Galaxy and Infocom type.

The scenario opens with you
relaxing on a garden swing after

celebrating your birthday. As

you while away the hours an

alien spaceship descends on to

your lawn and two weird beings

walk out of the lower bay door.

They stare and point at you

then, when you ask them what

they want, one says to the other,

'Is that a totally bogus cardigan

or what?' Within seconds it pulls

out a ray-gun, points it at your

cardigan and shoots. Your cardi-

gan fades away to nothing. Your

mother bought it for you last

Christmas so you know you're

now in deep trouble. So what do

you do next7 Combines a sense

of absolute nonsense with

classic adventure gameplay.

CARD GAMES

Global Battle
(one disk)

Author: Phil Munnelly
Registration:^

Performance: 8/10

Ease of Use: 8/10

Global Warfare Simulator is,

as its name suggests, about

a world at war. The game is

played by up to ten players, any

number of which can be a

human players. All others are

controlled by the computer. If

no human players are set up
then the game will play as a sim-

ulation.

Each world is divided up into a

number of continents which are

themselves divided up into
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regions. Each region is occupied

by one or more armies of a

single player. The ultimate

object of all players is to take

over the number of regions

required to win the game.

After the initial option setup,

the game begins by allocating

the initial armies to each player.

Each game turn involves each

player being allocated additional

armies depending on the

number of regions held, with

bonus amounts being given for

controlling complete continents.

The player can opt to attack a

region of another player during

their turn, but in doing so loses

the armies generated by the

regions (but not the continents).

GRAPHICS
ADVENTURES

Kingdom of
Kroln
(one disk)
Author: Apogee
Software
Productions
Registration: £995
Performance: 8/10
Ease of Use: 9/10

Kingdom of Kroz II uses

high-speed 16-colour text-

based graphics and therefore

works on all machines. It

features a tremendous sound

effects library. This shareware

game is the first in a series

totalling seven different games.

The author has adopted an

unusual and effective method of

registration, instead of asking for

payment for this, the first game

in the series, he asks satisfied

users to pay for the subsequent

games in the series.

You must navigate through

dangerous chambers, solving

puzzles and avoiding pitfalls.

Collect gems, whips, chests,

nuggets, tablets,keys and scrolls

to aid your progress. This game

is as much strategic as it is pure

arcade fun.

Hugo n
WhoDunnit?
(one disk)
Author: David P. Gray
Registration: $20.00
Performance: 9/10
Ease Of Use: 9/10
Requires EGA and
Hard Disk

It's
adventure time again as

Hugo and Penelope get swept

up in another superbly animated

3D EGA extravaganza! This time

a murder mystery is afoot with a

couple of fiendish twists and a

large helping of humour along

the way.

Just look what's in store; a

revolving bookcase, a saucy

French maid, and a murderer!!

Hugo II, Whodunnit? follows the

same look and feel of Hugo's

House Of Horrors but with

many more screens and

characters.

If you enjoyed the original

Hugo adventure, Hugo II is a

real treat in store for you!

Use simple English to instruct

Hugo to perform an action. For

example "look around" or "look

at door" to look at things. To

pick something up try "pick up

the gun" or "get gun" or "take

gun" etc. Many synonyms are

allowed but if Hugo doesn't

seem to understand, try re-

phrasing your command.

CLASSIC ADVENTURES

CliffDiver
(one disk)
Author: Patrick Farley
Registration: $10
Performance: 8/10
Ease of Use: 8/10
This is the author's first

attempt at computerised

interactive fiction; an adventure

novel entitled, Crime to the

Ninth Power. In this game,

you'll be introduced to a

character named Cliff Diver; a

private investigator living and

working in San Francisco.

Knowing your way around

would certainly be an

Captain Comic
(one disk)

Author: Michael A. Denio
Performance: 9/10
Ease Of Use: 8/10
Requires EGA

You are Captain Comic, galactic hero.

Your mission is to recover three

treasures from the planet Omsoc, which

have been stolen away and hidden

somewhere on the remote planet of Tambi.

Your task will not be easy, you will need to

gather tools to increase your fighting and defensive capability, navigate dangerous terrain,and avoid

or destroy a hoard of deadly creatures. It will take all of the Captain's skill and wit to see the treasures

returned to Omsoc.

The Captain Comic character displayed on the screen is controlled from the keyboard using the cur-

sor control keys. The Space Bar makes him jump and, once he has collected his first can of

BLASTOLA COLA the Insert key makes him fire.

When COMIC has possession of the DOOR KEY, this key is used to open doors. To open a door

and pass through, position COMIC in front of the door and press Alt. The door will slide open and

COMIC will disappear, finding himself elsewhere.

When COMIC has possession of the WAND, this key is used to teleport to another place on the

screen. Press Caps Lock and COMIC disappears in a cloud of smoke, and re-appears in a new place

on the screen. The teleportation is not random, and when used properly, can allow COMIC to reach

places on the screen that are normally inaccessible.

COMIC starts the game with 5 lives, and no objects in his inventory.The game will end after COMIC

retrieves all three treasures or when all spare lives are exhausted. The treasures include rare gems, a

sack of rare coins and a jewelled crown.

advantage in playing the game.

Cliff may talk about something

down by the waterfront, and

you may remember driving

along the waterfront. But as to

going there and trying to find

the building Cliff mentioned, I

don't think you'll have a lot of

luck.

The game is quite challenging

but is interspersed with

Infocom-style humour which

makes it entertaining too.

For those of you who get

stuck easily and hate wasting

hours poring over a problem,

the author has very sensibly

produced a companion "Hints"

disk which is also available as

shareware.

Go
(two disks)

Author: S B Peirson
Registration: £14.95
Performance: 8/10
Ease of Use:9/10

Go is believed to have

originated in central Asia

whence it spread eastwards.

There are ancient records of Go
in both Nepal and Tibet and

from there the game reached

China. Now it's available for

your PC!

Go is a game of strategy for

two players. It is played on a

roughly square board marked

out with a 19x19 grid of lines.

One player has a supply of

black 'stones' Qike counters)

and the other has a supply of

white stones. The players take

it in turns to place their stones,

one at a time, on a point of the

grid (i.e. on an intersection of

two lines).

Once placed on the board the

stones are not moved. The

basic idea of the game is to use

your stones to surround areas

of the board which then

become your territory. Another

aim is to surround your

opponent's stones which are

then removed from the board

and become your prisoners.

The end of the game is

reached, by mutual agreement

between the two players, when
the board is covered by safe ter-

ritories.

The winner is the player with

the highest score, i.e. enclosed

territory plus captured stones.

Don't worry if you are still not

too clear what it's all about,

there is a tutorial included with

the program together with a

number of example games.
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THE ADVANTAGE TOP 50
1 (l). Classic Games
2 (2). Tutor Com
3 (19). Duke Nukem
4 (3). Print Partner

5 (6). Henrietta's Book Of
Spells

6 (4). World Atlas

7 (15). Arcadia

8 (NE). Ford Simulator n
9 (li). Hoorah For Henrietta

10 (5). PC Key Draw
11 (NE). Commander Keen n
12 (8). French Tutor

13 (NE). Hugo's House Of
Horrors

14 (38). Exploring Maths

15 (9). Galaxy Lite

16 (7). Amy's First Primer

17 (10). Printer Toolbox

18 (12). Exploring Words

19 (16). EducatingJunior

20 (32). Mummy's Busy

21 (NE). Monuments OfMars
22 (NE). Page Financial

Controller

23 (27). Zephyr Database

24 (14). Andy's Word Games
25 (18). Fun With Maths
26 (21). Dark Ages

27 (22). PC File V
28 (NE). Signsmith

29 (NE). Brother's Keeper

30 (NE). The World About Us

31 (NE) Commander Keen I

32 (24). Essential Utilities

33 (13). Print Shop

34 (20). Dungeons And
Dragons

35 (26). Crossword Solver

36 (17). Maths Tutor

37 (23). As-Easy-As

38 (39). PC Draft H
39 (44). Wacky Words
40 (3D. Gene Genie

41 (33). Grand Prix

42 (45). Power Chess

43 (43). Desk Commando
44 (NE). Crossword Creator

45 (30). Fun And Games
46 (25). Nifty Numbers
47 (36). Fastype

48 (37). Keep Them Amused
49 (41). Soccer Star

50 (49). Power Menu

PC REVIEW SHAREWARE ORDER FORM
Enter the tides you require and pay by cheque, PO or credit card.

Our special price per disk is £2.25 including VAT.

PLEASE STATE DISK SIZE WHEN ORDERING

P&P
TOTAL

£1.95

NUMBER
NAME

I authorise you to debit my ACCESS/VISA card with £
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I EXPIRY

ADDRESS
COMPUTER DISK SIZE 5.2573.5"

ADVANTAGE (PR) 56 Bath Road, Cheltenham GL53 7HJ
Tel 0242 224340 Fax 0242 226755
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PC
FOR SALE

Hardware

AMIG A 1500, Monitor, Mouse,

Joystick, Manuals, Promotional

software pack value £200; unwanted

prize, still boxed, ONLY £650. Phone

(0203) 473340.

FALCON 3.00 £25, Soundblaster V2

£80. 25 new formatted 3.5 HD Disks

£15, Also segate 143MB Hard Disk

(IDE) £280. Tel: Amer 0836 565987

Anytime.

Arena p#^
"The Arena for all your sales and wants"

Software
FOR SALE : Pro Tennis Tour 2, Eye

of the Beholder II, Team Yankee,

Supremacy, Wonderland, Stratego,

all 3 1/2 " all £15. Swaps considered.

Telephone Dave 091 285 0198.

GAMES FOR SALE : UMS II Silent

Service II - £10 Supemacy - £8

Midwinter - £6 Waterloo - £3. Ring

Peter 0954 61 032

FOR SALE : Sierra Games, Police

2& 3, Space 3 & 4, Kings 4 & 5, Larry

5, Camelot, Hero's, Iceman, Quest

Series, Monkey Island 1 , Gods. EGA,

VGA. £10 -£15 each.

Phone 0444 241 456.

MISCELLANEOUS

KINGS QUEST 5. The complete

solution. For return of post help. Send

PO/Cheque £3.00 to A. Monkton, 43

Ambleside Road, Blackpool. Lanes.

FY4 4SH

To advertise in

PC Arena

please fill in the form
below and send it to

us at the usual address.

Pl"^ A R pTIV A T" ~pc"are "coupon"
JL V-^ X M.JLmmid -L ^ xTm.

^
pill in theform below including your address and

telephone number and send to

PC ARENA, PC REVIEW MAGAZINE.
Your advert will appear in the earliest possible edition

Please tick one boxfor your category .

Welcome to PC Reviews first episode of the new PC
Arena! Now you have the chance to buy, sell, or just ask

for something you've wanted for weeks!

What could be easier

i

Here's how it works :

1. All entries cost £5 for a maximum of 25 words, includ-

ing your address and/or telephone number. Each entry

must be sent separately with its own £5 cheque. Please do

not send cash.

2. All entries are personal, this is strictly a reader service.

3. All entries must be written on the form below (photo-

copies are accepted but anything else submitted will not

be).

All entries will be served on a first come first served

basis. If we don't have the space to run your advert we

will hold it until the next issue unless you clearly state

otherwise. If we cannot accommodate it in that issue, we

will tear your cheque into several small and unbankable

pieces.

TO APPLY
Fill in the coupon, along with your name, address and

telephone number. We'll print all your details, unless you

specify otherwise; and post it, along with a cheque for £5

(made out to Emap Images) to

PC Arena, PC Review Magazine, Emap Images,

30-32 Farringdon Lane, London. EC1 R 3AU.

i- Hardware for Sale

I J Hardware wanted

IQ
Miscellaneous

Name :

Address :

Software for sale

Software wanted

iTelephone No :

'signature : Date

i

CONDITIONS : The advertisement manager reserves the right to alter, reject or suspend an advertisement without assigning any

reason. Advertisements are accepted subject to approval ot copy and to the right ot the advertisement manager to alter, reject or

cancel any order without explanation. The proprietors are not liable tor any loss from any cause whatsoever, nor do they accept lia-

bility for printers' errors. The advertisers shall indemnify the publishers in respect of any claim, cost and expenses arising out of

any libellous or malicious matter or untrue statement in any advertisement pubished for the advertisers, or any infringement of copyany libellous or malicious matter or untrue statement in any advertisement pubished for the advertisers, or any infringement of copy-

right, patent or design therein. The placing ot any order will be deemed to be an acceptance of these conditions



Dear
Join the club
Please could you tell me the address of

the F19 Club, because I have lost the

advert in one of your issues.

Alexander Evans
London SE25

The F19 Stealth Fighter club

can be contacted at Special

Observation Group, 7-1

1

Kensington High Street,

London W8 5NP (tel: 071-792

3651).

Mike who?
I

noticed that in your March issue Buyers'

Guide for games, you didn't know who
Mike Ditka was. He is actually the head
coach of San Francisco 49ers American
Football team who has recently retired.

Robert Lewis
Wolverhampton

Thanks for that, Robert, but I

^o n°tlce In your letter that you

C don't know who Mike Ditka is

.£ either. He la actually the

head coach of the Chicago

Bears (unless there are two of them).

No sleaze, please
I

feel I really must complain about the

advert on page 45 of your April 1992
issue for soft-porn computer games mar-
keted by the Daily Sport. While the com-
puter games industry has never been
notable for projecting positive images of

women, the presence of this advert in your
pages hits a new low. I particularly object

because your magazine will be widely read

by young children - including mine. If peo-
ple want this kind of sleaze in their homes
they can buy the Daily Sport; I don't see

why unsuspecting readers of other publica-

tions should be subjected to it.

Clearly most of your readers are male,

and most computer games are male-orien-

tated. But there are a lot of female gamers
too, and they are largely ignored by soft-

ware companies and media alike. The fact

that you can publish this trashy, insulting

advert simply outlines how marginalised

the female gamer is. It is difficult not to feel

alienated. One of the most disturbing
things about this is that girls first learn,

largely through games and the image that

most games software projects, that comput-
ers are "for boys". As a computer profes-

sional, I feel this is a tragedy. We should
encourage more women into the computer

review
Can we evaluate a recc

Election? Can we recommend a
beginners' RPG? Can we identif

Mike Ditka? Just try u

industry, not less, if we are going to devel-

op the hybrid professionals we need. The
computer games industry, including your-

selves, has responsibilities - why won't it

own up to them?

Kate Streatfleid

York

While the advertisement In

' <$£ question Is hardly tasteful, It

C would be hard to argue that

.£* the ad Itself (I'm not talking

about the game here) Is

obscene or In breach of codes.

As to your comments on the status of

women In the industry, we wholeheartedly

agree. But we ought to point out that Dally

Sport Cover Girl Poker Is published by The

Sales Curve, which Is currently the only

software publisher In the UK managed by a

woman.

Mini flight sims
I
come begging on my hands and knees to

you for advice, but first of all, I have a

question: why do manufacturers of games
not put on the side of the box how much
hard disk space the game takes up?

Is this a record?
Sssh! I've just pinched my great grandson's magazine for a whSe, so that I

could drop you a line. As you are in the record business, I'm hoping
you will be able to help me. Go on - help an old codger of 72 for a change!

In 1930, when I was 10 years old, an aunt gave me some records, which
she no longer required. Being cheeky, I complained that they were of little

use to me because I had nothing to play them on. On my birthday, two
weeks later, she presented me with a second-hand gramophone. It had
cost her one shilling (5p) - the price tag was on the box.

From that moment I had the craze to collect records, not
just what you now call discs, but also cylinder records.

Remember, it was only 33 years before I was born that

Edison had produced - or rather, reproduced - sound
by mechanical means and only 20 years before,

Berliner had produced the first disc. Incidentally, I

believe that the Edison Museum has only 17 cylinder

records and the BBC only 27. I have over 12,000 disks

and over 400 cylinder records. I also have the machines
to play both types of records. I also restore old wirelesses

made before 1940.

In my collection I have all the popular singers and all the dance bands
and jazz bands of the 20s, 30s and 40s. I also have many of the music haU
artistes of that period - Florie Ford, Vesta Tilley, etc. I have Sir Harry Lauder
(who was knighted in the First World War) on cylinder and disc and quot-
ed as "Mr Harry Lauder". In addition, I have many originals of Enrico
Caruso, Dame Nelly Melba and their contemporaries, plus all the classical

orchestras of the time.

My problem is that I cannot find a publication which deals with these
records and which provide a valuation. Most magazines which comment
on old records consider the 1950s and 60s to be very old. Blimey! What
does that make me?
Can you help an old codger, please, and advise where I can gain the

information I require?

MJ Parke

s

Soutbsea, Hants

'*,
I've printed your letter because I found It extremely interesting. I'i

^ flattered that you think a computer entertainment magazine would be

C able to help you, but alao a bit puzzled. I take It you've triad Record

«e> Collector, which appears on the newsstands - how about looking for

an antiques publication? But If it's simply a valuation that you want,

you should be able to arrange this through your house contents insurance company
rather than using a magazine.
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A few months ago I bought Gunship

2000 and I absolutely loved it. But now,

reaching the rank of Brigadier General in

only 46 missions out of the 99 allowed, I've

completed it. I now live for flight sims and

I can fly anything from a Longbow Apache

Gunship to a Cessna Skylane without a joy-

stick. And this is where I need your help.

I'm looking to buy another game but

since it's my Dad's hard disk I'm limited to

about 4Mb, so could you possibly recom-

mend a game or two. I'd be particularly

interested in a flight sim with a selection of

aircraft and a fair bit of planning needed

with a goal to work for, like a certain rank.

I had my eye on Aces of the Pacific that

you previewed, but I don't know how
much disk space it will take up.

I've never tried an RPG game before, or

an adventure, so maybe you could direct

me to one.

I don't want a game where you can't

save your position and I want it to have

plenty of pulling power so I keep coming

back to it. By the way, how much disk

space does Wing Commander 1 take up

and is it any good?

Andrew Knight

Co Down
N Ireland

1^
A flight slm that takes up lass

> than 4Mb off hard disk spaca?

C There aren't too many of

##e>* thasa around these days. You

could try Domark's MIQ 29

(the original, not Super Fulcrum) which

takes up Just over halt a megabyte, and Is

much mora economical than most. Also,

this and the F15 and F19 alms from

MlcroProse can be played from floppy disk,

If you're prepared to put up with longer

disk access times. Aces of the Pacific Is

still In development, so we can't give you

an exact figure there yet.

For a starter RPG, why not look at SSI's

Eye of the Beholder I and II, which have a

nice balance of action and hard thinking,

while Its AD&D games (such as Gateway to

the Savage Frontier or Champions of

Krynn) tend to be reasonably

straightforward as wall.

Wing Commander will consume about

10Mb on a hard disk, and since it was

voted as the number one PC game In our

Readers' Top 50, and number two In our

own Top 100 classics, I think you could say

that It Just about passes muster.

RPGs made simple

I
have recently upgraded my old XT with

mono monitor to a 286 with SVGA. It is

used mainly for word processing and
graphics but I would also like to use it for

games. I would like to try out some RPG or

fantasy type games so I have been buying

your magazine to get some idea of what

was available,

I once bought Legend of Fahirgil

because the box said it would run on my

LETTER

old set-up, but it turned out to be a com-

plete waste of nearly £30. Among other

faults a single move could involve a wait of

between 12 and 20 minutes. I don't want to

be caught like that again.

I am writing to you to ask if you could

recommend any RPGs for beginners. The

games you review sound wonderful, but

perhaps a bit difficult to start with. "Depth

of gameplay" and "taxing puzzles" are all

very well for the experienced but I would

like a simpler introduction. I don't want to

waste another £30-£40. Any suggestions

would be welcome.

Gwen Kitching

Gilberdyke
Humberside

Looks like RPGs for beginners

' *<$© are In demand at the moment.

C Our reply to Andrew Knight's

t
.c? letter (above) appllies equally

well to your request Owen.

PC warranties
In your Queries section, Issue 5, you

reply to M Clement's letter about upgrad-

ing his 286, by telling him (her?) to open

his Epson PC and check the speed of the

processor. You also say that doing so will

invalidate his warranty. Is this true? Does

this apply to all PC manufacturers or just

Epson? I took out three years on-site war-

ranty when I purchased my Amstrad

3386SX. Since then I have opened it many
times to put in various expansion cards.

Have I invalidated my warranty and wasted

my money? If so, what happened to the

idea of the modular PC? Please clarify.

Paul Allen
Belfast

The warranty problem la

' ^ something that is very much a

C hangover from the early

e> eighties during which users

were generally expected to

take their machines to a dealer to have

upgrades fitted. Nowadays the Issue Is a

bit more cloudy and many manufacturers

will not object to the machine being

opened If you merely wish to add a

coprocessor or fit an expansion board.

Before you undertake any work on your

machine however you ahould read the

small print In your warranty agreement and

If In any doubt whatsoever, ring the

manufacturer first.

Incidentally, you cannot determine the

exact speed of your machine merely by

opening It up and looking at the processor,

since each processor comes In several

versions, each of which runs at a different

Protect and survive
May I first congratulate Rob Beattie on

his excellent article on viruses in

Issue 4. I would like every reader to take

his advice to prevent such problems occur-

ring.

Recently I purchased an Amstrad 1386

together with DOS 4.1 and GW Basic. After

loading my GW Basic on to my hard disk,

my computer started to act very peculiar!

Each time I tried to boot the system up it

took twice as long to boot and on some

occasions my PC appeared to crash.

For a long time I was wondering what

the problem could be - maybe a bug in the

program. After reading Rob Beattie's article

I did suspect a virus (although at the time I

still refused to believe it). I purchased the

Norton Antivirus Toolkit and began the

diagnosis.

Imagine my horror when I found that the

hard disk was infected by Joshi, a virus

which attaches itself to the boot sector of

the hard and floppy disk. Apparently, this

virus increases the system's running time

and corrupts data files. Worst of all I traced

the virus back to my GW Basic disk.

CurranM Padake
Middlesbrough
Cleveland

A quitter's guide

Ashort letter on the subject of quitting

games. It is a well-known fact that

many games have no means of quitting,

but it can also just be that the way of quit-

ting hasn't been mentioned. The previously

elusive way of quitting the 3D Kit is simply

Shift-Esc.

When you don't know how to quit a

game, try one of the following:

Esc

Ctrl-Esc

Shift-Esc

Alt-Esc

Q
Ctrl-Q

Ctrl-Break

Use Ctrl-Alt-Del if your desperate, or turn

the power off as a last resort. I hope this

advice will help alleviate PC users' quitting

pains.

Adam Moss
Stowmarket
Suffolk

Other key combinations that

'*<o Just might work are F10, Alt-X

C or Ctrl-X. Both Ctrl-Break and

t
.c» Ctrl-Alt-Del are hardware

restarts and so won't give you

a 'clean 1 quit from the game.

What's in a name?
Over the years people have moaned

about the cost of computer software,

but I have an even bigger moan. They
charge £30-plus for a game and then

release it under a different name. What do

you mean, you may ask?
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Well, over the past few months I have

come across the following games which
have been released under different titles:

Pro Tennis Tour from Ubi Soft; also

called Great Courts II and jimmy Connors'

Tennis (only difference is the title screens).

E-Motion; also called Harmony (again

the only difference is the title screen).

Titus the Fox; also called Les Aventures

de Moktar. Difference being a fox instead

of a man, screens are almost identical.

How many games on the market have

been renamed just to increase sales?

Wayne Roberts
Gunnislake
Cornwall

I think the answer to your

final question could be

C "none". The alternatives you

give are the names the

games were published under

in France. If you found them In shops In

Cornwall, they must have been Imported

versions.

Troops like

lemmings
The quality of software these days can

be very disappointing - my recent

experience with Empire's Twilight 2000
was one of those '£40 for a piece of rub-

bish' events. It's been a while since I used

a program with such unfriendly features -

the almost clumsy interface makes it a big

effort to gather necessary information and
the relatively slow screen updates instantly

put me off. As I finally made my way to

start fighting the bad guys, I selected the

"quick combat" mode and let the computer
do the badly executed combat sequences

and in one of the battles my troop died

within five seconds. I thought I had made
some wrong decisions so I selected the

"descriptive combat" mode to try to figure

out what went wrong, and I discovered

that the computer-controlled characters of

mine were blocking each other's move-
ments so that they walked back and forth

like some silly lemmings. If you have
played the game you will know what I

mean; the program designers simply
missed out a lot of important considera-

tions and therefore bugs were introduced,

and there were other times when the

music was still playing but the program
ground to a halt during combat - in the

year 1992 such performance is just unac-

ceptable!

At the back of the menu, it says,

"Twilight 2000 software and manual are

sold "as is" without warranty as to their

performance. The entire risk as to the qual-

ity and performance of the software is

assumed by the user ...", so where does
that leave us? It sounded as though I am
responsible for being stupid enough to buy
a piece of badly executed software which
was written by them!

The ideas behind this game are excellent

but the quality of the software is question-

able. I think it is about time that some soft-

ware publishers should ask themselves the

meaning of quality and some means of

protecting consumers.

Danny Hui
Lenton
Nottingham

Stress relief

I
am writing to talk about the benefit of

playing computer games at a time when
work-related stress is on the increase.

It annoys me to hear people say that the

playing of computer games is childish and
we're all big kids playing war with our mil

itary simulations. By profession, I am a

community psychiatric nurse and as such

I'm under a lot of stress, as often my work
involves preventing people from commit-
ting suicide by means of counselling, etc.

My main source for relief of tension is

through my computer and the escapism it

provides. I have flown thousands of mis

sions including two World Wars, the Gulf,

and present day against drug barons and
will continue to fly as long as simulations

and computers are manufactured.

Stress is on the increase as my col

leagues and I know only too well. After all,

we see people who don't get any relief

from stress, so I would urge all who criti

cise to shut up, and those who only use

computers for business to put on your
flight suit and helmet, arm your missiles

and take off to wherever your computer
takes you!

Michael "Tricky" Hurt
Sutton

Surrey

WINNERS
Ad Lib Answers (Issue 5)
When we told Ad Lib how many thousands of entries we'd had for this competition to win a brand new Ad Lib Gold Card, they

wondered if they'd been a bit stingy with the prizes, and offered to donate all manner of runners-up goodies. Accordingly, rather

more names have been pulled out of the hat than you were expecting. That all-important Ad Lib Gold Card, however, goes to Mr D
L N Austin, of London SE20 - congratulations. For the second prize, we've got not just one, but five Music Synthesizer cards to give

away. So, MSCs to the following: Steven L Matthew, of Aberdeen; Brian Monkton, of Blackpool; Christopher Heaton, of

Wolverhampton; Edward Nixon, of Newcastle upon Tyne, and Gary Lyons, of Dublin.

Not satisfied with this generous outburst, Ad Lib then hauled a large bundle of T-shirts out of a sack and said, why not give away
20 of these as well? So we will (one size fits all, we hope).

T-shirts go to S Hones, of Leigh-on-Sea; Ian Turner, of Old Basford, Notts; Stephen Wolfe, of Kilsyth, Glasgow; Can Woolveridge, of Crawley; Robin Whittleton, of

Famham, Surrey, Martin Kingston, of Tonbridge; Steve Saxey, of Headley Down, Hants; David Wylie, of Motherwell; Ian White, of Grantham; Joseph Kilner, of Epsom;

Sean Nugent (hey, didn't you go on an On the Spot visit recently?), of Peterborough; J Saunders, of London Nl; Dr P J Barrett, of London NW9; P J Williams, of Wantage;

Andrew Wilson, of London N15; Robert Bird, of Kenilworth, Warks; Mr D Pullan, at Leicester University; Andrew Weston, of Stirling; Mr RJ Noakes, of Plymouth, and

Gareth Hill, of Port Talbot.

And the answers we were looking for? The Von Trapp family featured in the Sound of Music; the stretch of water between Skye

and the mainland is the Sound of Sleat (a few Scottish readers pointed out that Inner Sound does as well, and we bow to their

local knowledge), and "Hello darkness, my old friend", etc, is the first line from The Sound of Silence by Simon and Garfunkel (as

everybody knew).

Plane Sailing (Issue 4, and, er, Issue 5)
Our second attempt at this proved much more satisfactory than the first, with its interesting proliferation of Mig 29s, so thank you
for your patience and we now have some worthy winners. Step forward, Martin Rogers, of Braintree, Essex, for you will shortly

be the astonishingly lucky winner of a Commodore SL386sx PC, plus trimmings. A hearty well done from PC Review. Three run-

ners-up will get a copy of the latest release of Falcon 30 and a maths co-processor for their PC to really make it fly: Stephen
Mawby, of Rugby; D A Hughes, of Dollar, Clackmannanshire; and Karen Connolly, of London SE3.

The answers to the new, improved version (Issue 5), were as follows: the Mig 29 was picture 4; the F4 Phantom featured in picture
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Falcon or dead
duck?
I
am a flight simulation fan. After reading

your very enthusiastic review of Falcon 3.0

in the February edition of PC Review, I

ordered the program from Software City a

month ago, and bought a new computer to

play the game as my old one was not up to

scratch.

Imagine my disappointment, after waiting

a month, to be told that it is no longer avail-

able. I understand that this is because
Mirrorsoft is a Maxwell company.

I'm sorry to trouble you, but I wondered if

you have any inside information as to

whether Falcon 30 will be available again or

is it now a dead duck?

JDWeate
Stafford

Falcon 3.0 was released In the

> tall end of Mlrrorsoft's days,

E but It was In fact written by

US-based company Spectrum

Holobyte. Holobyte has now
found a safe haven with flight slm specialist

MicroProse, which would be happy to take

your order on (0666) 504326. MicroProse is

re-releasing the game after ironing out some

of the bugs from the original version - we'll

do an update on this in our reviews round-up

as soon as the new edition is finished.

Old Fogey?
I
am rapidly approaching my fiftieth birth-

day and, although I have been using com-

puters in my business for a number of years,

I have only recently been introduced to

games. Much to my surprise I find that I

actually quite enjoy playing them. The game
that originally got me hooked was a free

game called Commander Keen that was on a

cover disk on one of the business magazines

I subscribe to. Since then I have played sev-

eral games including The Secret of Monkey
Island II, which is currently occupying far

too much space on my fixed disk on my PC
at work.

What I would dearly like to know
(more for reassurance than anything else) is

are there many people of my age who play

computer games, or is it unusual for an old

fogey like me?
Andrew Crozier
Buckingham
Rest assured Andrew... you are not alone!

eview welcomes letters on any

subject under the PC sun. The editor will

chop them to fit the space If need be,

and we'll assume letters are to be

considered for publication unless you

specifically state otherwise. Send all

correspondence to Letters, PC Review,

EMAP Images, Priory Court, 30-32

Farringdon Lane, London EC1R3AU. If

you have access to CIX (Compulink

Information Exchange) you can send
your letters to our mailbox - our 10 is

pcreview. Star Letters win software

prizes!

ON THE SPOT
PC Review arranges regular visits to the UK's top PC companies, taking

with us a selection of readers who have filled in the form below. This

gives you the chance to talk to various movers and shakers within the

industry: interview them, ask them about their PC plans, how they design,

write, produce their games, why PC games are so expensive (you might as

well, everyone else asks that). The exact nature of the visit, and the degree of

formality, depends on the companies concerned, but you usually get a chance

to see some sneak previews of forthcoming products, meet the programmers,

and have a guided tour of company HQ.
A full report of the visit then appears in a later PC Review - useful for those

who didn't go, because they'll read the answers to the questions you asked. In

other words, the issues which you, the readers, care about, rather than we
think is important.

In this issue, you can read about the first trip to Sierra's UK headquarters, and

we're now making arrangements for our trip to MicroProse later this summer.

This is already over-subscribed, so for the time being, we've removed it from

the list below. Don't worry if you've missed it this time - we'll do another

MicroProse visit in a few months time. The same goes for Sierra: we'll arrange

another visit soon.

Ifyou want to take part in an On the Spot visit, fill in the form below
and send it to: On the Spot, PC Review, EMAP Images, Priory Court, 30-

32 Farringdon Lane, London EC1R 3AU.

Note: we don't take very many people at any one time, so that if selected,

you'll have every chance to have your say. Because of this, the places get filled

quickly, but we'll be doing return visits to all the most popular companies. If

you miss out the first time round, sit tight, because another visit to the same
place will come up and we don't throw your forms away.

Name
Address.

Daytime tel no:

Evening tel no: (leave this blank if you prefer

)

Age: Under 16 16-25 25-40 Over 40
NB if you are under 16, please get your parent or guardian to sign this form as well giving their consent

for you to take part.

Which company would you like to visit?

Domark Virgin Mindscape Bitmap Brothers

Psygnosis Other (if applicable)

Any particular reason for your preference(s)?

Send this completed form, or a photocopy, to

On the Spot, PC Review, EMAP Images, 30-32

Farringdon Lane, London EC1R 3AU.
PC Review June 1992
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QUERIES

Bemused, bothered or bewildered about

the mysterious workings of your PC?

Confused by hardware options? Stricken

with software seize-ups? Share your

problems with Q&A's Mike James and

he'll endeavour to help.

Faster, faster

tMy
parents have recently pur-

chased an Amstrad 1 640 with an

EGA monitor, hard disk and a 3.5"

floppy drive. At the time of pur-

chase, I was unaware of the capabilities of a

PC, and thinking it could only be used for

desk top publishing, word processing and the

likes, didn't take much interest Now that I

have discovered what they can do I seem to

be faced with a problem and I am wondering

if you could help me. In the not so distant

future, I would like to upgrade my PC (to

have VGA graphics, soundcard, game card

and a faster processor— 1 6MHz ) but peo-

ple have told me that Amstrads are put

together in a manner which is different from

most PCs and this tends to mean that either

the cost is too much or is it just that it can't

be done. Is this true? Which is the cheapest

and best way to get my PC to run at a fester

speed, and what is the highest possible num-

ber of MHz? Also I am about to purchase

the "Games— Port 2" game card and would

like to know whether it is possible— by use

of a lead to connect a digital joystick such as

Quickshot's Maverick to it Finally if I buy a

VGA card (but not a monitor ) can I use my
colour TV or the original EGA monitor ?

Paul Miller

Farnworth

Cheshire

V>^ It Is true that the PC is now a

MUrk match for any of the machines that

w9rj are sold as nothing but games
P^ machines but the 1 640 isn't an

ideal machine for the latest generation of

games— it's fust not fast enough. However

having said this there Is a lot of life in it as

long as you don't try to go too far. For

example adding a joystick adapter is

definitely a good Idea but when it comes to

more radical additions or modifications you

need to look very carefully at the cost and

what you get for the money. For example, I

wouldn't upgrade the video to VGA but I

would add a sound card because this, along

with the joystick card could be moved on to a

better machine if and when one arrives. It

also doesn't make much economic sense to

try to speed the machine up because

although fitting a 286 or 386SX co-processor

card would have some effect, you can't

change either the processor chip or the

mainboard in the Amstrad 1 640— although

these alterations are viable propositions for

machines other than Amstrads. There are

fiddly ways of getting a 10-20% — change the

crystal, swap the processor for a NEC V20
chip etc.— but for most games the effect

would be negligible as you are looking for a

200% increase in speed I

The final two parts of your question are

relatively easy to answer: you wouldn't want

to use a digital joystick with the analog

joystick port you've Just bought even if it was

possible because this misses all of Its

advantages. A digital joystick just gives left,

right, up and down whereas an analog

joystick has directions in between! In fact the

1 640 already has an interface for a digital

joystick but It is a bit non-standard and

doesn't work with all software. Finally you

can't use a domestic TV for EGA or VGA
graphics because it just Isn't up to it.

Slowing with age

tl
own an Amstrad 2086 with a 30Mb

hard drive and VGA colour moni-

tor. I've had the system for about

two years, and have been pleased

with its performance. However, like many of

your readers (judging by the number of let-

Sounds spectacular

• After hearing the sound coming from my PC speaker, I

decided I need a sound card. The Roland SCC- 1 sounds

very good but is it LAPC- 1 compatible? Also could you tell

me how much better the Ad Lib Gold is than the standard

Ad Lib?

Andre Williams

Neath
West Glamorgan

t
After hearing my friend's Sound Blaster and looking around

I decided to go for the Sound Blaster V2.0 and spent a long

while saving up for it I was ready to go out and buy it

when I bought Issue 5 of PC review and within minutes of

getting home, and beginning to read, was sent into a state of shock

by a report on the new sound card from Gravis, also mentioned in

Steve Cooke's article The Dream Machine.

The Ultrasound looks better than the Sound Blaster but there

wasn't enough information given to compare the two. Please

would it be possible to include some more details, maybe even do
a short article on it?

My second problem is one concerning my monitor. Occasionally,

at least once every two to three weeks, the screen blanks and goes

completely red (it happened while I was writing this letter). This

does not affect anything else as the program running at the time

keeps going but the only way to bring the screen back to normal is

to switch the computer off and leave it for about 1 5 minutes.

Could you tell me if the problem is with the monitor or VGA card

or even something else entirely? Also, would certain software

aggravate the problem or is it purely random?

PBell

East Sussex

Kk One problem with giving recommendations about

Jk\ soundboards is that there are at least two types of

JP9fj soundboard buyers— some want one as an add on to

vr other activities such as games, multimedia, etc, whilst

others consider It as something to be used In Its own right. If what

you are looking for is a soundboard that works with a wide range of

software then you need to be concerned that the card conforms to

standards rather than with extra features. If you fall into this

category then your best bet currently Is to buy a card that Is Ad Ub
compatible. The Sound Blaster (2 and Pro) and the UltraSound are

Ad Ub compatible, but the Roland LAPC- 1 isn't. A fairly high

proportion of games support do support the LAPC- 1 but the Roland

SCC- 1 is not LAPC- 1 compatible, and therefore is currently not of

much use for games. The recent SCC- 1 , is in a different league to

the other cards mentioned here. It produces 1 6-part sound which Is

crisp and clear and has 3 1 7 supplied sounds. However, Its sounds

are not programmable and so is not as versatile.

As to which Is the best sound card, as you rightly say, Mr Bell, this

needs a full article, but Andre should refer to Issue 6 for an Initial

comparison of the Ad lib and Ad Lib Gold boards. The only thing 1

would say Is that my choice would be for an Ad Ub compatible card

with stereo capabilities— ie, the Ad Ub Gold, Sound Blaster Pro

or, as far as I can tell, the UltraSound. We hope to bring more

details and a test of the UltraSound as soon as it's available.

Changing the subject to the problem you have with your display,

Mr Bell— there seems to be a heat fault. To discover whether it is

in the monitor or the PC, the next time It happens try turning off the

monitor while leaving the main part of the machine on. If the fault

clears when you switch the monitor back on then the heat fault is in

the monitor, if not then it is likely to be In the video card inside the

PC. Once you have isolated the faulty module you can send It off for

repair. It is unlikely that a fault of this nature Is anything to do with

software. A final comment worth making is that I have seen the

same behaviour caused by a loose video cable. Pushing the plug

firmly Into the socket cured It immediately.
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ters you publish on the subject), I find it too

slow for the latest games software.

I have been considering purchasing a 386

machine, so I would like to ask your advice

as to whether it is possible to run a 386 base

unit with my Amstrad PC 1 2 HRCD monitor

and keyboard. I have seen 386 base units at

around the £350 mark. I know the sensible

thing would be to sell my PC complete and a

buy an entirely new set-up— but who
wants to buy a 286 machine these days?

Paul Redman
Thornton Cleveleys

Lancashire

wy^ Tne short answer Is that it is

im\ possible to run a third party base

f^f) unit with the Amstrad monitor, but

\/ not, I'm afraid, the 2086s
keyboard. While the HRCD monitor is an

utterly standard VGA model, the electrical

circuitry between that Amstrad keyboard and
cpu Is not. The better news Is that a

keyboard is distinctly cheaper to replace

than a monitor.

At £350, that 386 base unit may well not

have any disk drives In It, and there Is also a

potential problem should you wish to move
your 2086s hard disk over. In theory, 8086

hard disk controllers don't work Inside AT-

compatibles (80286 and higher); In practice,

some do. At any rate, you would need to

make sure that your new motherboard would

support the controller. Finally, you may find

the performance of the hard disk, in terns of

hard disk access time, would not be great.

Basic problems

t
Could you explain why BBC Basic

will not run on my Amstrad 1 640,

and if there is anything that I can do

to make it operate. My daughter is

currently studying Computer Studies for A-

Level and it is very frustrating for her not to

be able to program at home.

C R Mardell

Chesham

^k T° run Basic, or any computer

JHrV language, you need special

J0HF3 software — either an interpreter or

\r compiler for that language. The
BBC Micro had the Interpreter built in as

standard and so you might not even notice It

was there, but In the case of the PC you will

need to load a suitable Interpreter program

from disk.

BBC Basic Is a dialect of Basic designed

with the special features of the BBC Micro In

mind. There are a large number of Basic

dialects and one of the messages of

computer studies, If it's being taught

properly that Is, Is that concentrating on any

one language, let alone any one dialect, is a

bad Idea. The 1 640 comes with a very nice,

but not much used, version of Basic called

Basic 2.

If you want something more standard then 1

would recommend buying a copy of QBaslc

or Power Basic which are more or less the

industry standard. If you want something

closer to BBC Basic then you could try Basic

How many colours?

tMy
friend and I have had an argument over which of our computers have the

best graphics. My computer is a Tandon 386 with normal VGA and it beats his

Amiga on memory size, speed and disk speed, but we are arguing over the

graphics. I've heard that VGA can do 256 colours with 320x200, 640x350 and

640x480 resolution. Also 1 6 colours with 800x600 resolution, is this right? He says that

his Amiga can do 4096 colours with 640x400 and higher resolution, is this right?

GKent
Hucdecote
Gloucester

Ah, arguments about which computer is the best have been going on for as

long as there have been computers. Your friend Is correct about the Amiga's

graphics resolution, but what does it prove? Having used the Amiga, Atari,

Archimedes, Mac and the PC I can tell you that my first choice for performance,

value and almost any other measure you care to name would be the PC. However this

clear cut choice has only been clear cut since the 386 and 486 varieties of the PC came
on the scene. Before this both the Amiga and the Atari had the edge when It came to

processing power and graphics.

For the record, a Super VGA adapter pushes the graphics resolution of the PC up to

1024x768 with 256 colours. SVGA Is rapidly becoming the standard for new PCs and can

add SVGA to almost any existing machine. If you are prepared to pay more you can use

over 16 million colours and 1024x1024 resolution on a PC.

86 (available from Software Paradise) which,

allowing for hardware differences between

the two machines, gets very close Indeed.

SX appeal

tl
am considering buying a PC to

which I shall use for both business

and games. I would like to purchase

a 386SX running at 33MHz. Before

buying the machine I have several questions.

Will pmes designed for a 12 MHz
machine run too quickly on a 386SX 33MHz
machine?

There are many different processors for

PCs, ranging from 286-486. Some of these

processor types have SX or DX appended

to their names. What do these codes repre-

sent and how much do they change the

machine's performance ?

Are maths co-processors only supported

by certain programs and will they increase

the speed of any games which use graphics?

Jason Schupfer

Egham Hill

Surrey

I agree with you, Mr Schupfer, that

the situation is very confusing and

most of It is caused by the

proliferation of serial numbers.

However there Is a system to it all.

Processors become more powerful as you go

up the numbers — the 286 isn't as powerful

as the 386 which isn't as powerful as the 486
— which presumably one day will be less

powerful than the 586, and so on ... This

business of power Is complicated by the fact

that the speed that a program runs Is also

directly related to the clock speed used with

the processor.

Take a 16MHz 386 and double Its clock

speed to 32MHz (well, 33MHz in practice)

and any program really will run twice as fast.

The fact the different types of processor are

available at different speeds means that

there Is someyverlap In performance. Finally

most of the processors are available In two

versions: DX, the full version and SX, a cut

down, and hence, cheaper version. All of this

adds up to a order of increasing power that

goes - 386SX, 386DX, 486SX and 486DX -

but you can always find machines that

outperform the machine In the next band.

For example, a 40MHz 386DX will

outperform a 25MHz 486SX. However
manufacturers usually arrange It so that their

range suffers as little overlap In power as

possible.

In general, programs do run faster on a

faster machine - after all that's why you buy

a faster processor! Recent games, however,

make use of the fact that all modern

machines have a clock to time the rate of

animation, etc. This means that games
programs will run faster on a faster machine

when this makes sense, eg, eliminating

tedious pauses, but not where it would result

In an effect like running a video tape at fast

forward.

The only case where this doesn't hold Is for

older programs, mostly In shareware

collections, that were written before the full

range of machine existed and when the idea

that a program could run too fast was almost

unthinkable 1

Finally, a coprocessor only speeds up a

program that has been specially written to

make use of it and most games programs

have not.

Don't forget if you have any
answers or ideas to help other PC
Review readers, drop us a line and
we will publish them. Send your
letters to Q&A, PC Review, Priory

Court, 30-32 Farringdon Lane,

London ECIR 3AU. If you have

access to OX, the Compulink
Information Exchange, you can

send your query to us there - our
ID is pcreview.
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Golden Joysticks' celeb presenter Jonathan Ross (he*s the one on the right) and a

delighted Whirlwind Snooker designer Archer Maclean*

After the Oscars, the
Joysticks
The computer industry's very own Oscar ceremony, the

Golden Joystick Awards, took place last month in the hallowed

halls of the Hyde Park Hotel in London. The Academy which

votes for these awards, however, is made up of readers of

EMAP Images' wide stable of magazines, of which PC Review is

one. Winners included Core Design's Heimdall, Jimmy White's

Whirlwind Snooker (sadly not yet out on the PC, but comng

real soon now, we are assured), while Electronic Arts, no

slouch in the PC market, took away the coveted Software

House of the Year trophy.

We'd like to thank all the PC Review readers who filled in

their Golden Joystick voting forms. As a sort of Quit 'mini-

Joysticks', this is where your votes went:

Best graphics: Wing Commander 2

Best simulation: Gunship 2000
Best soundtrack: Wing Commander 2

Best coin-op conversion: Golden Axe

Programming team: Bitmap Brothers H
Hardware manufacturer: Amstrad
Software house of the year: MicroProse
Worst game of the year: Terminator 2 |*

PC game of th« year: Wing Commander 2 J|

All of which makes WC2 the nearest thing the PC market

has to Silence of the Lambs, I suppose. ^
Here's how the total votes finally went: ^^^
Best graphics: Heimdall }M!M&x M ^^
Best simulation: Whirlwind Snooker
Best soundtrack: The Secret of Monkey Island

Best coin-op conversion: Toki
Programmer: Archer Maclean
Software house of the yean Electronic Arts

Game of the yean Heimdall

The No 7 from
Origin
Ultima games are like buses - you hang around for

ages waiting for one, and then two arrive at once.

Underworlds made it in time for review this issue,

while hot on its heels arrived Ultima VII, which has

been a hair's breadth away from release for some
months, as long-standing readers will know. We'll

be running an update on Ultima VII in our next

issue, by which time well be distinct difficulty

distinguishing Britannia from reality.

Original sin
Speaking of Ultima games and Origin . . . about a week

before Easter a motley crew of distributors, retailers and

journalists were summoned to Great Moreton Hall in

Congleton for a mock mediaeval banquet to celebrate the

launch of the two programs mentioned above. Everybody

concerned made complete fools of themselves by dressing

up in traditional mediaeval gear. Our Italian editor Riccardo

Albini looked quite presentable, but deputy editor Laurence

Scotford was rather concerned to find that he had been

totally cast against type as, er, a monk! Behaving himself for

a whole evening was almost too much for

the poor chap to take and several monastic

This, believe it or not, is the ultimate accessory for your I
vows were undoubtedly broken!

laptop - a mechanical lap. According to supplier Misco,

it gives "instant accessibility
39

(that's if

you like travelling around with a robot

arm clamped to your thigh, we
suppose) and it "leaves your desk free

of clutter".

Personally, we think it belongs in the

same category as navel fluff cleaners

and special pens for writing disk labels

- things which you never knew you

had a use for and probably never will.

And where did he get that shirt?



n\\®m PCL5 LASER PRINTER
Ricoh UK Ltd is part of the worldwide Ricoh Group of companies, originally established in Japan, in 1936.

With a turnover of over $5 billion and 37,000 plus employees, Ricoh has been producing computers and
peripherals since 1971. They are renowned in the industry as pioneers in the field of Office Automation
Equipment and have won many awards for outstanding industrial design. Ricoh have employed all their

expertise to produce a 'first' in laser printers for the worldwide market, the LP1200 with FLASH ROM.

Fully HP LaserJet III™ compatible, the new LP 1200 laser printer employs industry proven laser

technology. Unlike LED page printers, which use light emitting diodes, the LP1200's laser lightsource,

focussed by high quality lenses, is able to produce the most accurate and intense printed images. It has
2Mb of RAM built-in and requires no additional RAM to print a full A4 page of graphics. Its fast, efficient

processor and engine, together with straight paper path design, allows printing

at a full 6 pages per minute. Unlike its competitors, this advanced laser engine

enables the LP1200 to address a range of print resolutions up to 400dpi. A
printer driver is scheduled for release in late April, to enable the Ricoh
LP1200 to print at 400dpi from Windows 3.

Again, unlike the competition, the LP1200 includes a powerful document
description language as standard. This language, 'LAYOUT, offers

unique opportunities to develop custom-made printing systems. In

particular, forms and document templates can be designed and stored ,

electronically in the LP1200's unique FLASH ROM, alleviating the A
need for pre-printed forms!

FLASH ROM UPGRADABLE!]

400dpi
AMb
RAM 6PPM

The Ricoh LP1200 is a genuine laser printer and not an

LED printer. Make sure you check out the competition!

See how the Ricoh LP1200 com
to its Laser Printer Competitors

pares

EPL4100
HP LASERJET

NIP

MANNESMAN
TALLY MT904+

RICOH ^
LP1200('

Average Street Price (-expected) £569 C699 £699' £699

Official RRP £945 £1,179 £1.099 £1,195

Maximum resolution in dots per inch 300x300 300x300 300x300 400x400

Windows 3 Driver @ 400 dpi (April) YES

Print Speed 6ppm 4ppm 4ppm 6ppm

Straight Paper Path YFS YES

PCL 5 Printer Command Language YES YES YES

HP-GL/2 Vector Graphics included YES YES YES

Resolution Improvement/Enhancement YES YES YES YES

Full A4/300 dpi graphics with standard RAM YES

Warm Up Time <45 sees <60 sees 60 sees 45 sees

First Page of Text Output <20 sees <40 sees 34 sees <15 sees

Document Description Language included YES

Flash ROM YES

Upgradable Firmware YES

IC Card Slot YES YES

Scalable Resident Fonts - in HP LJ III Emulation 8 8 8

Resident Bit-Mapped Fonts 11 14 14 14

AGFA Intellifont Scalable Font Technology YES YES

HP LaserJet III Emulation Included YES YES YES

EPSON FX Emulation Included YES YES YES

IBM ProPrinter Emulation Included YES YES

Standard Tray Capacity 100 70 100 100

Protective cover on standard tray YES YES YES

Cost per copy* 1 65p 2.00p 1 71 p 1.65p

Min-Max Paper Weight in gsm 60-157 60-105 60-120 60-157

Able to print on OHP Film YES YES YES YES

Able to print on card ( 1 57gsm - Manual Feed) YES YES

Auto Sensing on Parallel and Serial ports YES YES

Standby -Noise Level <40dB 31.7dB <35dB <38dB

^Printing -Noise Level <50d8 43.3dB <46dB <48dB J

FULLY HP LASERJET Iff™ COMPATIBLE

Silica Systems are pleased to introduce the

revolutionary, new Ricoh LP1200. It has all of the

specifications that you would expect to see in today's

most technically advanced laser printer, plus a unique

additional feature which places it far ahead of the

competition - FLASH ROM. This 'Future Proof technology

protects the investment you make when you buy a Ricoh

LP1200, as it enables you to keep up to date with new laser

firmware developments. FLASH ROM is an area

of memory inside the LP1200 which
holds the printer's controller instruction

firmware. If new firmware is developed,

updated printer command languages etc,

can be downloaded into this memory.
Other manufacturers would require you to

buy a new printer! Fonts, macros,

additional emulations and graphics can
also be stored in FLASH ROM, or on
removable FLASH ROM IC cards. The
new Ricoh LP1200 is the only laser printer

to offer this FLASH ROM facility.

• 6 PAGES PER MINUTE
Using a straight paper path design

PCL5 SCALABLE FONTS
Latest PCL version, includes HP-GL/2

• SHARP EDGED PRINTING
Ricoh FIAL (Fine Image ALgorithm) enhances resolution

400dpi RESOLUTION
Default resolution - 300dpi. Will address 200, 240 and 400dpi.

2Mb RAM AS STANDARD
Allows printing of a full A4 page of graphics at 300dpi

UNIQUE FLASH ROM
For controller software upgrade and storage

IC CARD SLOT
For programmable FLASH ROM cards

EXPANSION BOARD SLOT
For improved connectivity to additional systems eg. PC-LAN, FAX etc

LAYOUT
Document Description Language

SERIAL + PARALLEL PORTS
For connection to PC compatibles and other computers

1 YEAR ON-SITE WARRANTY
8 hour response

fi'iwi=n;M=iiHEn
SPECIAL PRICE WITH
UNIVERSAL FEEDER

(AS SHOWN ABOVE)

£799
+VAT= £938.83

Ref: LAS 5200 + LAA 5238

(NORMAL FEEDER RRP E135+VAT)

"As quoted by manufacturers 2/4/92

LP1200 (WITH SINGLE BIN) SILICA PRICE:

£699
+VAT= £821 .33 Ref: LAS 5200

All Trademarks are acknowledged

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU
• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland.

• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service.

• PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.

• ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales.

• BUSINESS * EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 081-308 0888.

• SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches.

• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your requirements from one supplier.

• FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers and software/peripheral details.

• PAYMENT: By cash, cheque and all major credit cards.

Before you decide when to buy your new laser printer, we suggest you think very carefully about

WHERE you buy it. Consider what it will be like a few months after you have made your purchase, when
you may require additional peripherals or consumables, or help and advice. And, wilt the company you
buy from contact you with details of new developments and products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that

you will have nothing to worry about. We have been established for over 12 years and, with our

unrivalled experience and expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers' requirements with an

understanding which is second to none. But don't just take our word for it. Complete and return the

coupon now for our latest Free literature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service".

MAIL ORDER: 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd. Sidcup, Kent, DM 4 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111
Order Lines Open: Mon-Sal 9.00am-6.00pm No late Night Opening Fax No: 081-308 0608

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA Tel: 081-580 4000
Mon-Sat 9.3Qam-6.00pm No late Night Opening Fax No: 071-323 4737

Self ridges (1st Floor). Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB Tel: 071-629 1234
Mon-Sat 9.30am-6 OOpm Late Night: Thursday until 8pm Extension: 3914

SIDCUP SHOP:
Opening Hours:

1-4 The Mews. Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811
Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.30pm Late Night: Friday until 7pm Fax No: 081-309 0017

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

081-309 1111
SILICA

SYSTEMSis

To: Silica Systems, PCRVW-0692-75, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX

PLEASE SEND INFORMATION ON THE RICOH LP1200

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms: Initials: Surname:

Address:

?l

Tel (Home):

Company Name (if applicable):

Postcode ....

Tel (Work):.

I Which computer(s), if any, do you own? 75B J
E&OE - Advertised onces and specifications mav chanae - Please return the coupon tor the latest information.
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